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Abstract

This thesis offers a detailed reading of the adult fiction of the New Zealand

writer Maurice Gee in order to examine their representations of a settler

community in a post-colonial society. The works of social historians, political

economists and sociologists are used to make relevant connections between

events and attitudes in the actual world and those portrayed in the novels.

Observations are made on the overall condition of the Pakeha in New Zealand

society at the end of the millennium.

The Introduction discusses the current understanding of the post-settler position

in post-colonial theory, and explains the use in the thesis of the term Pakeha to

deseribe this position. The body of the thesis is divided into five chapters that

roughly correspond with the final decades of the twentieth century. Each chapter

discusses the two or three novels Maurice Gee published in each decade, starting

with the little known novels from the 1960s, The Big Season and, A Special

Flower, and concluding with the three novels published during the 1990s.

Working from the premise that the acknowledgement and understanding of the

settler position is an important responsibility of the modern post-colonial society,

the thesis argues that Gee's novels are a profound expression of the settler

position in contemporary New Zealand, and that the uncertainty and hesitation

revealed in each of them reflect a cultural anxiety underlying the settler

consciousness.

In the bibliography Gee's novels are acknowledged as the primary resource of the

thesis, and the numerous books, articles, reviews and essays used to support the

ideas proposed in the thesis - literary, historical, economic and sociological -

are presented. as secondary sources.
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fntroduction

In 1985, when Homi Bhabha described the position occupied by the 'settler

colonies' as a 'double inscription of colonial space'1, he was referring to their
unique position of being of and, simultaneously, not of the colonial 'centre'. As a
New Zealander of European descent living in London in the 1980s, I experienced
this double inscription. Actively resisting the stigma of being 'English', I was

derogatively labelled 'antipodean' or 'a colonial'by the locals instead. At the same
time, I was acutely aware of the paradox of being simultaneously marked white
and a coloniser/invader by my African and Caribbean friends. The experience of
being colonised was not mine, but I began to consider the ways the British

Empire had marked us all. This became the motivation behind my efforts to look
more closely at representations of the settler position in the contemporary
literature of New Zealand.

In the period I was in London, many of those who had experienced being
colonised were beginning to 'write back'2. Literature from around the

Commonwealth appeared in the bookstores in increasingly large amounts. The
writers, claiming a place for their voices at the centre of the empire, revealed the

ongoing pain and loss of dispossession and challenged assumptions that the

colonial past was over. Despite this influx of 'new' literature, a consideration of
my position, as a white descendant of the settlers, was harder to find as it tended
to be coupled to examinations of the colonial centre. Contemporary settler

cultures do reflect aspects of the values carried by those nineteenth century
voyagers, but a degree of variance has evolved as the consideration of time,
distance and the particular influence of locality reveals.

In London, as at home, being white and educated had afforded me the privilege

of belonging to a social group which confidently expected the recognition and
success which continued to be denied to most of my African and Caribbean
acquaintances. By circumstance and appearance, I was more inside the

1 Homi Bhabha, 'Signs Taken for wonders: Questions of Ambivalence and Authority under a

Tree outside Delhi, May 1817.' Critical Inquiry 12 (1985) p.150
2 This is the phrase coined by Bill Ashcroft et al and adopted by many critics to describe the

growing self-confrdence reflected in the literature emerging from the non-European world at

the end of Empire.

Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen TifFn, The Empire Writes Back: Theory and

Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures, Routledge New Accents, London (1989)



Introduction

dominant social and economic power structures of London than outside,
especially with regard to work and educational opportunities. I could choose to
look and act and communicate as if I were 'English', or reject this and assert the
nationalist, anti-colonialist sentiment which had determined the shape of recent
settler history. The ambiguity of my position at the centre developed into a more
general awareness of the uneasiness of my cultural position as settler in the

contemporary post-colonial world, and, further, into an interest in how this

ambiguity reveals itself in contemporary New Zealand society.

In effect, this thesis came about in response to the years I spent ambiguously
placed at the colonial 'centre', reading the large numbers of stories from the post-

colonial world being introduced by many publishers, like Viking, Women's Press

and Penguin, in this period. The English language, a legacy of the colonising

mission, was now offering unprecedented access to the stories of lives and

cultures from across the world. Initially, my reading in this area began with the

reading of women's texts, and the linguistic connection gave me the sense of a

link existing between those stories of reclaiming an authentic identity and my

own position as a woman inside a masculinist culture. Increasingly, however, I

became aware of the way these 'new literatures' conveyed a converse reflection of
my own world, a mirror image to the comparative privilege and prosperity of the

settler/coloniser position in post-colonial New Zealand that I inhabited. An

awareness of this distance shaped my decision to concentrate on an examination
of the manner in which the processes of colonisation and decolonisation have

shaped the moral and emotional sensibility of the descendants of the colonial

settlers in contemporary New Zealand society.

Seeking to set some parameters to this study, I decided to examine the settler
position as presented in the novels of a single author published over the period of
emotional and political decolonisation for the Pakeha sector of the New Zealand

population.s Consequently, the thirteen adult novels by New Zealand author

Maurice Gee published between 1960 and 2000 form the core of this thesis. But,

3 James Belich, in his most recent publication , Paradise Reforged, dates Pakeha decolonisation

broadly from the years 1965 - 1988. Over this period, the mid-century Maori cultural

resurgence and a renewal of immigration, the retreat of the British influence on New
Zealand's economy and the new globalised intellectual and economic environment caused key

assumptions about identity and belonging, authority and power, to begin shifting for Pakeha

in New Zealand society.

James Belich, Paradise Reforged: A History of the New Zealanders, From 1880s to the Year

2000. Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, Auckland (200D p.A25
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where others have studied Gee's works for their literary qualities - Gee's use of
the conventions of Realism or his interest in language and word play4 - this
thesis uses his representations of Pakeha society to examine what they reveal
about Pakeha society in this period of rapid cultural change.

An accomplished and distinguished novelist, Gee was one of the first writers in
New Zealand to make writing a full-time career. Born in 1931 in a semi-rural
town west of Auckland, Gee has lived most of his life in the small towns and
cities of New Zealand and his observations of these physical and cultural sites
shape the basis of his novels. The realist style and careful crafting of these
novels reflect Gee's deep commitment to representing the political, socio-
economic and psychic condition of his white or Pakeha characters, and their
place in New Zealand society.

Although the term Pakeha continues to be controversial to some, I have chosen
to refer to the sector of New Zealand society represented by Gee's characters in
this way in order to declare something about their local and world views.s An
examination of the ruptures to past allegiances for the settler community
discussed in this study shows that Gee's characters belong to and are uniquely
shaped by the experience of living in this land. Thus, for my purposes, the term
Pakeha acknowledges the processes of decolonisation encountered by the
communities that make up the territory of Gee's fiction, while affirming their
sense of belonging. Certainly, it is more appropriate than the alternatives of
Anglo-Celtic, which is commonly used in local Australian discussions of this
position, Anglo-Saxon or British, or European or 'white', and even the more
generic terms settler or post-settler, in the way it declares its loyalties, although
these last are used when making a more general comment.

4 See Mark Williams Leauing the Highway, Lawrence Jones' chapter on Gee in Bo.rbed Wire
q.nd Mirrors and Bill Manhire's monograph Maurice Gee.

5 In the Introductions to both of his autobiographical writings, Being Pakeha (1985) andBeing
Paheha lVoro (1999), Michael King offers a full discussion of the debates that have surrounded
the adoption of this term in New Zealand. In addition, in an article for the Social Studies
Journal in the mid-1990s, Peter O'Connor discusses the way the term Pakeha is a declaraf,ion

of the unique ethnicity of the white or European New Zealander.

Michael King, Being Paheha: An Encounter with New Zealand and the Maori Renaissance.
Hodder and Stoughton, Auckland (1985) pp.7-20

Michael I{ing, Being Pakeha Now: Reflections and Recollections of a White Nq.tiue. Penguin
Books (NZ) Ltd, Auckland (1999) pp.9-11

Peter O'Connor, 'Pgkeha and Proud.' The New Zealand Journal of Social Studies. S. 2 (1996)

p .L2



Introduction

In my childhood, in the 1960s and 1970s, colonisation was not the problematic
term it has since become. At that time, it was used uncritically to describe the
history of white or Pakeha settlement in New Zealand, with only a cursory
reference to the impact of this on the indigenous population. As Pam Goode notes
in her work on the foundational histories of New Zealand and America, 'In

settler societies, telling the nineteenth century migrant's tale narrates the
nation.'6 In the rendering of nationhood taught in the public schooling system at
that time, a number of brave and determined people left their homes and
travelled halfway around the world to settle in an untamed, although not
uninhabited, land. Believing their desire to exploit its natural potential brought
'civilisation' and progress to its shores, they set about either 'improving' or
ignoring the people they encountered upon their arrival and have continued to do
so for most of their 150-year history.

By the 1980s, colonisation had come to mean something very different. The focus
had shifted from the experiences and expectations of the settler to an
examination of the impact of the colonial mission on the indigenous population.
The implications of this shift were disturbing for settler populations throughout
the world, as ideas about identity and belonging became increasingly unstable.

Questions of authority and authenticity are doubly marked for the 'post-settler'

or Pakeha in New Zealand, yet the authority implanted by the colonisers, used
against the indigene and reinforced through most official institutions, remains
predominantly within the colonisers' cultural domain. Consequently, the
implications of this shift has been easily avoided by many in the Pakeha
community, even as the official discourse was changing, although the
uncertainty remains.

In New Zealand, a conflicting discourse of authority began to come from Maori
with increasing visibility and determination from the 1960s7. The legitimacy of
Maori claims to origins and authenticity, and their challenge to past
interpretations and abuses of the Treaty of Waitangi, make the settlers'
imported authority unstable, and whether the instability is 'real' or imagined,
the anxiety it occasions is real enough. IJneasy questions about identity and
belonging, key tropes in the comparative study of post-colonial literatures, have
undeniably forced the Pakeha sector of New Zealand society into a process of

Pam Goode, 'Foundational Romance, History and the Photograph inThe Piano and Far and
Away.'SPAN, Nos.42143 (1996) p.52

Ranginui Walker, Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou: Struggle Without End. Penguin Books (NZ)

Ltd, Auckland (1990)
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renegotiating their understanding of their cultural identity. In addition, the new
official discourse of bi-culturalism has demanded that Pakeha re-imagine their
position in the nation. Unfortunately, in some cases Pakeha desire for an
authentic sense of belonging caused suspicion about the threat of further
(mis)appropriation and engendered a degree of resistance to their efforts by some
Maori. The Pakeha readjustment to the new post-colonial environment was
clearly going to be a much more complex journey than had ever been imagined.

The opposing aspirations of Maori and Pakeha cannot be easily assimilat€d, and
this adds to the insecurity of shifting political and social values experienced by
the settler. Forming a significant part of this read.ing of the settler condition is a
discussion of the additional causes of settler instability, the shifts in religious
position and race, gender and class expectations. The impact of these other social
and cultural influences on Pakeha society are also discussed by Wendy Larner
and Paul Spoonley in their essay, 'Post-Colonial Politics in Aotearoa/Irlew
Zealand' in Unsettling Settler Societies.s Although Larner and Spoonley's work
differs from this study by offering a specifically political analysis of gender,
ethnic and class identities in New Zealand,, its detailed look at the political and
economic environment of contemporary New Zealand complements the
challenges to masculinity, class and gender raised in Gee's fiction.

In an attempt to uncover evidence of a shift in the collective consciousness of the
white-settler sector of New Zealand society, the thesis begins with the novels
published in the relatively confident period of the 1960s, when cultural
nationalism was part of a world-wide movement challenglng ideas of power and
authority inherited from a colonial past. The subsequent appearance of the new
liberalism of the revisionist rhetoric in the 1970s challenged the assumptions of
stability and security connected to the authority of settler populations
ever5rwhere. The unsettling of expectations of relative comfort and conformity in
the seventies becomes a key concern in the second chapter of the thesis. A
number of more general challenges to Western cultural thought and practice,
through the social revolutions of the period, by women and youth and the
indigenous populations, are shown to aggravate the underlying anxiety. The
changes to the moral and emotional sensibility, or cultural psyche, of the

8 Wendy Larner and Paul Spoonley, 'Post-Colonial Politics in AotearoaA.lew Zealand' in
Unsettling Settler Societies, Daiva Stasiulis and Nira Yuval-Davis (Eds.) Sage Publications,
London (1995) pp.39-64
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contemporary settler society are explored through the lives of Gee's characters in
these novels.

Although spawned by the historical facts of colonisation, the settler story of
living at the margins is generally elided with that of the centre. The term 'settler'

is seen as sJrnonJ[nous with 'coloniser' or 'invader'. Yet, although contemporary
settler society in New Zealand is obviously a continuation of the power and
authority of British colonisation and remains the dominant political, social and
economic force, the story of the settler deviates in significant ways from that of
those at the centre of the process. Positioned in an ambiguous space, which is
neither here nor there, the settler narrative is not just a part of the story of the
movement of people, capital and ideas throughout the world. It is also the story
of a divided consciousness, of cultural displacement. The settler narrative carries
within it the expectation of pioneering innovation, of creating something new, yet
the condition of being detached from the roots of its defining culture continues to
rest at the core of the settler population's psyche.

The sense of loss which Allen Curnow identified in the 1940s as a defining
condition of the emerging culturee continues to shape the contemporary settler
society. Over the years, a number of cultural commentators have noted how the
tension of existing in a place forged by uncertainty has bequeathed to New
Zealand artists a sense of freedom and possibility which is complex, vigorous and
unique. The celebration of this singularity has long been the prerogative of those
interested in refining and defining a sense of nation. In contrast, this thesis
chooses to identify and examine its errant twin, the sense of displacement, of
cultural anxiety and unease which is the settler-culture's 'other' legacy of the
colonising mission. Primarily concerned with identi$ring the manifestations of
this legacy, this text-based study of Maurice Gee's novels takes a shape of its
own methodologically, but clearly remains within the increasingly problematic
domain of Post-colonial Studies.

Like the critic Stephen Slemon, I see the lack of obvious clarity in post-colonial
theory -'the fluifity, the ambivalences, the theoretical anti-authoritarianism in
the writing - as something which is genuinely enabling about the field.'l0

As examined by Mark Williams in his chapter, 'Literary Scholarship, Criticism "nd Ttreory,'
in The Oxford History of New Zealand Literature in English. (2nd Ed.) Terry Sturm, (Ed.)
Oxford University Publishing, Auckland ( 1998) pp. ? 1 1- 7 L 3
Stephen Slemon, 'Post-colonial Critical Theories.' New National and. Post-Colonial
Literatures: An Introduction , Bruce King (Ed.) Clarendon Press, oxford (19g6) p.1?8

6

10
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Consequently, this study reflects Atan Lawson's view that post-colonial theory is
"essentially' a theory of difference'. Post-colonialism, he declares, 'articulates

itself through an insistence on the representation, inscription, and interpretation
of the particular, the local, that which is not the same.'11 Wishing to 'tilt back a
little' from the current state of confusion in post-colonial theory, Lawson goes on
to argue for a reassertion of the particular, for 'the ethical as well as the
hermeneutical value of locating a particular kind of post-colonial site - the
"settler" subject ... [as] not only a reading stratery of some value but a political
and ethical necessity.' rz

In another challenging essay, 'Unsettling the Empire: Resistance Theory for the
Second World'l3, Stephen Slemon identifies the way the signifier 'post colonial'
currently attempts to house three competing research or critical fields. This
thesis remains predominantly attached to the first of these, being an empirical
study of the particular and part of 'the 'outgrowth' of what was formerly known
as "Commonwealth" literary studies. As such it is primarily concerned with 'the

idea of national or geographical difference within what remains a unitary idea of
"English"'14, and gives a New Zealand perspective to the comparative study of
the condition of contemporary white-settlerdom. For the most part, this thesis
considers the effects of internalising' the condition of uncertainty, an idea
proposed by Slemon later in the same essayl5, as observed in Maurice Gee's
fictional representation of Pakeha New Zealand society.

At the same time, this thesis is influenced by the conclusions Bruce King arrives
at in his introduction to the collection of essays, New National and Post-Colonial
Literatures: An Introduction.r6 Mapping the history of changes that have
occurred in the study of literatures in English over the last four or five decades,
King's essay also reconsiders the ideas contained in the early, mainly
comparative, study of Commonwealth literatures and the subsequent shift to
New or World Literatures in English. The evolution of post-colonial theory and,

11 Alan Lawson, 'Postcolonial Theory and the "Settler" Subject.' Essays on Canad,ian Writing,
No. 56, Fal l  (1995) p.20

L2 ibid.
13 Stephen Slemon, 'Unsettling the Empire: Resistance Theory for the Second World', World.

Literature Written in English, Vol.30, No.2 (1gg0) pp.B0-4L
L4 Slemon, p.B2
L5 Slemon, p.B8
16 Bruce King (Ed.), 'New Centres of Consciousness: New, Post-colonial, and International

English Literature', New National a,nd Post-Colonial Literatures: An Introduction Clarendon
Press, Oxford (1996) pp.3-26
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more lately, the new coneerns with globalisation and the shift from nationalism

to internationalism are considered by King within the same historical context. To

Kirg, the period of decolonisation and cultural assertion was also a time of
'renewed alienation and questioning'which saw 'the study of post-colonial theory

replace ... the study of post-colonial literature.'l7

The theoretical framework of this thesis reflects my agreement with King's

assertion that the theory itself runs the risk of colonising the literature. After

quoting a number of critics concerned to illustrate how the concept 'post-colonial'

'has become unanchored from its original historical and political situation', King

suggests that 'post-colonial' has come to seem analogous to 'any form of

resistance to supposed straight white male national norms'.18 According to King,

creative literature, and the views of creative writers, have effectively been

ignored in the process. 'Class and sexuality are part of the sociology and

psycholory of the arts, but are seldom treated by literary critics with the care or

precise documentation that is needed to 'place' a person or text in context.'l9

Taking up the challenge of King's observation, this study of Maurice Gee's adult

fiction places the'sociology and psycholory'of the subjects centrally to its reading

strategy. And although Kittg sees the conflict over the positioning of settler

writing in the discourse of post-colonial debate as only part of the general

fragmentation of what has been known as Post-Colonial Studies, this thesis

continues to use the work of AIan Lawson20 (in Australia) and Stephen Slemon2l
(in Canada), to provide the framework to its analysis of the post-settler

condition in a post-colonial world. Still, the creative texts, and the 'sociolory and

psycholory'of the communities presented in them, remain the focus of this study.

17 Bruce King, p.17
18 Bruce King, p.21
1e ibid.
20 Papers referred to most often: Alan Lawson, 'Un/Settling Colonies: The Ambivalent Place of

Discursive Resistance' in Literature and Opposition, Cbis Worth, Pauline Nestor and Marko

Pavlyshyn(Eds.) Centre for Comparative Literature, Monash University, Clayton, Australia

(1994) pp.67-82

AIan Lawson, 'Postcolonial Theory and the "Settler" Subject' Essoys on Canadian Writing No.

56 Fall (1995) pp.20-36
2l Papers referred to most often: Stephen Slemon, 'Unsettling the Empire: Resistance Theory

for the Second World', World Literature Written in English, Vol.30, No.2 (1990) pp.30-41

Stephen Slemon,'Post-colonial Critical Theories'in Bruce King (Ed.), New Natianal and, Post'

Colonial Literatures: An Introduction Clarendon Press, Oxford (1996) pp.178-197

I



Introduction

After an initial rash of intellectual enquiry into the subject of settler identity in
New Zealand in the mid-1980s22, questions about the settler position have been
less prominent in the critical analysis of contemporary literature over recent
years. However, the recent development of a new field of critical enquiry entitled
Settlement Studies, examining the 'foundational histories' of the settler colonies,
has renewed some interest in the course of settler readjustment.Z3 This thesis
also examines some of the cultural, spiritual and material expectations and
assumptions arriving with the colonisers and still influencing Pakeha society, a
century and a half after British settlement officially began.

In an essay published in a recent collection examining the foundational histories
of Australia and New Zealandza, Stephen Turner explores what he calls a
condition of 'forgetfulness'. Although this term was earlier employed by the critic
Simon Duringzs during an earlier phase of discussion on the 'paradox and
irresolution' surrounding identity politics in New Zealand, Turner's essay
emphasises the idea 'that the will to forget the trauma of dislocation and
unsettlement has taken the form of a psychic structure.'26 This thesis also
explores the idea of a psychic displacement but uses different terms, primarily

those connected to the idea of evasion and denial, in order to identifu and
examine the multiple acts of avoidance and forgetfulness present in Gee's novels.
This habit of retreat, I propose, significantly shapes the condition of the settler

See articles by Jonathan Lamb, 'Problem of Originality: or, Beware of Pakeha Baring Guilts',
Landfall 40:3 ( 1986) pp.352-358

Jonathan Lamb, 'The New Zealand Sublime', Meanjin,49. 4 (1990) pp.663-675

Simon During, 'Post-Modernism or Post colonialism?' Landfall 155 (1985) pp.366-80,
Simon During, 'Waiting for the Post: some relations between modernity, colonization, and
writing.'Ariel No. 20 (1989) pp.31-61

Simon During, 'Towards a Review of Local Critical Habits' And | (1983) pp.75-92

Michael Neill, 'Coming Home: Teaching the Post-Colonial Novel.' Islands No. 35 (1985)

pp.38-53

Mark Williams, "'Discourse More Sweet"? The Politics of Language in New Zealand and Fiji.',
Meridian, Vol.7, (1988) pp.14-28

Leonard Wilcox, 'Postmodernism or Anti-modernism?' Landfall, 39 (1985) pp.344-364
I note the award of a Marsden Fund Scholarship to Dr. A. Calder and Dr. S. Turner in

1999/2000, for a study of Settlement in New Zealand.
Stephen Turner, 'Settlement as forgetting', Quicksands: Foundational histories in Australia
and Aotearoa New Zealand, Klaus Neumann, Nicholas Thomas and Hilary Ericksen (Eds.)

University of New South Wales, Sydney, (1999) pp.20-38

Simon During, 'Waiting for the Post: some relations behveen modernity, colonization, and

writing', Ariel No. 20 (1989) p.41

Stephen Turner,'Settlement as Forgettin g', p.2t

23
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community of this study, and, semantically, evasion and denial better reflect the
idea that the evasionary tactics of the contemporary settler community are often
(but not always) conscious acts. Although the historical basis of this response has
been lost or'forgotten'over time, historical and emotional evasions have become
habituated cultural behaviours which can also be connected to the
internalisation of insecurity and uncertainty. In short, the thrust of this thesis is
to propose that the habits of evasion and denial are the manifestation of a
distinctive cultural unease. In addition, evasion and denial have become the
hallmarks of the contemporary settler society of New Zealand as a result.

This thesis, which gives a close reading to the thirteen adult novels of Maurice
Gee, begs the question, Why Gee? The requirements used to select an author to
study representations of the settler community over the last century fitted into
three distinct categories. First, the author needed to have published a reasonably
sized oeuvre. Second, the author needed to have published regularly since the
1960s, the time-frame identified as containing a significant shift in dominant
ideas about settler identity. Finally, the author needed to position him or herself
as confrdently and unproblematically belonging to the mainstream settler
community of New Zealand society. While Maurice Gee easily fulfilled all three
requirements, the quality of his writing, its historical span and broad public
appeal were additional attractions.

Gee published thirteen adult novels (a collection of short stories and a large
number of novels for younger readers) from the 1960s to the end of the twentieth
century. His first novel, The Big Season was published in 1962, and the last
novel of this study, Liue Bodies, was published in 1998. A new novel, EIIie and
the Shadowman, was released in May 2001, but it is not included in this thesis.
What was most significant to the decision to use Gee for this study was the
candour with which he has discussed his own position as a white middle-class
New Zealander, and his acknowledgement of the way this shapes his literary
terrain. More than once Gee has described his subject matter as "The whole
middle-class thing. That's my territory."27

Beginning with the two novels published in the 1960s, and on through the works
published in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, Gee's novels have consistently been
described as realist in style and as reflecting the community he belongs to. In
addition, when asked to comment on the flaws he pereeived in his writing, Gee

27 Quoted in an article by Cate Brett,'The Gee Genius', North and. South September (1995)
p .101

IO
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noted that there were areas he had not 'looked into'because, he said, he believed
himself 'not fully equipped.'28 Describing this as 'a gap' in his writing, he
acknowledges that the Maori is missing from his work, insisting that a writer
should not be expected to'delve into areas where he does not come properly alive.
That's why I don't write about Maoris or, any more, about what I suppose I have
to call the working class. I deal with the middle-class New Zealander.' After
reading Gee's novels, it becomes very clear that his assumption is that 'the

middle-class New Zealander'will be white.

The reading strategy or methodology used in this thesis combines an
examination of the expectations and ideas influencing Gee's fictional Pakeha
characters with documented sociological and political evidence from research
done by social scientists at various times and places in the community. While it
is commonly accepted that fiction is often a window onto reality, in order to
counter allegations of confusing or eliding the 'real' world with Gee's frctional
world, such 'evidence'is used in the thesis to signal where the two worlds merge.
The intent of this collation is to substantiate my proposal that the novels can be
read as authentic representations of the cultural milieu of Pakeha New Zealand
society in the mid- to late twentieth century.

The body of this thesis is a chronological close-reading of each of the thirteen
adult novels by Maurice Gee. It is primarily concerned with identifting the shifts
in social, political and economic expectations and assumptions used to refine and
define the dominant or settler culture of New Zealand as reflected in the cultural
terrain of Gee's fiction. The shifting importance of religion on contemporary
populations becomes a key trope, while an examination of changing individual
and collective morality recurs throughout the novels. Similarly, the challenge to
more traditional gender roles, specifically the feminist challenge to the social
expectations held by a highly masculinised culture, become increasingly
significant to Gee's characters, especially after the 1970s. Although Gee
acknowledges that he does 'write in a social and political climate', his insistence
that'what emerges isn't social or political in an obvious way'29, is questioned in a
number of the novels. As an earlier critic commented, and this reading confirms,
'collectively 

[his] novels depict the public, social, sexual and family life of a

Colleen Reilly, 'An Interview with Maurice Gee.' Australian and New Zealand Studies in
Canada Vol. 3 (1990) p.5

Reilly, p.6
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Introduction

number of generations of European settlers in New Zealand'.30 I use these
'depictions'to examine the 'sociological'position and the'psychological'condition
of the contemporary settler society of Gee's Territory, territory which Gee
himself describes as a representation of white, middle-class New Zealand.

From the outset of his writing career, Gee signalled his intention to explore the
social and cultural mechanisms at work around him. The influence of rugby on
the New Zealand population is explored in both of his early novels, although he
is most eoncerned to examine the affect of rugby on those who live 'outside' or
who reject the hegemony of this vehicle of the nationalist pageant. In the 1970s,
unstable family relations between the generations, complacency and an
aggressive anti-intellectualism become the significant issues examined in In My
Father's Den. Again, these mirror a number of major concerns already identified
by local cultural commentators, like Bill Pearson in his essay Fretful Sleepers 3r,

and international writers like Eric Fromm or R. D. Laing, who questioned the
role of the family in contemporary Western societies. Similarly, the challenge to
past assumptions of emplacement and a shift in the social expectations of women
and youth acknowledged in Games of Choice illustrate the way Gee's fiction
engaged with the broader cultural shifts occurring in many 'Western' cultures
over this decade.

A discussion of the Plumb Trilogy forms the third chapter. Initially, the
historical span of the trilogy appeared to respond to the settler population's
growing fascination with historical positioning and with roots. Further
examination of the trilogy shows it to be a detailed and self-conscious reading of
the increasingly secularised condition of puritanism, family values and the
habits of evasion and denial that shape the Plumb family and the way they, and
the following generations, relate to the rest of the world. Covering nearly a
hundred years of life in New Zealand, the three novels offer a reading of
contemporary New Zealand that highlights a growing sense of uncertainty and
emptiness, and the dangers inherent in the complacency that accompanied this
unsettling condition. The chapter is almost twice the size of other chapters
because of the lengthy time-span and political detail of the trilory, but, more
significantly, because it defines the territory of settlerdom that is Gee's chosen
terrain. Entitled 'Gee's Territory', this chapter begins to identify how the

Som Prakash, 'Dislocations and Resolutions in Maurice Gee's Fiction.' SPAN 34 (1992)

pp.118-140, p.118

Bill Pearson, Fretful Sleepers and Other.Essays. Heinemann Books, Auckland (L972)
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internalisation of the condition of displacement affects the characters, and how
the habit of evasion and denial extends beyond the settlers' relationship to
history to become a significant part of their contemporary condition. The
chapter's size is also a reflection of its significance to another key idea proposed
by this study, that Gee's novels reveal much about the condition of the settler
subject in contemporary New Zealand society.

Chapters Four and Five look at the six novels Gee published since the trilory to
the end of the twentieth century. Many of the themes of the trilogy and its
predecessors are revisited in these later novels, but their major concern is the
unsettling shift from a benevolent welfare state to a market-driven society. Gee
returns to look at the issues of secular puritanism, complacency and shallowrless,
but it is the change in economic ideals, the shift of fiscal responsibility from the
state to the individual, that remains his major concern. The middle-classes of
New Zealand felt the impact of these changes deeply, so, not surprisingly, it is
the most significant issue of the last frfteen years to stake a claim in Gee's
Territory.

Maurice Gee's novels are also read as representations of a community disturbed
by a climate of unease. Effectively, this collection of novels is used to map the
shifts and changes that have occurred within the Pakeha community over the
last four decades. The destabilisation of key cultural sites in Gee's novels often
coincide with actual events and situations which significantly challenge ideas of
authority and authenticity for the settler in this period of cultural reappraisal.
As the thesis shows, Gee's choices correspond to major social, political and./or
cultural 'issues' of the times, and even the gaps or absences match the silences
and evasions in the community. Primarily concerned with identifuing the signs of
displacement and unease in the contemporary settler population of New Zealand,
this thesis finds a number of indicators of this condition in all the novels, and
suggests that, collectively, they present a running commentary of changing
values and expectations in the cultural terrain of Gee's Territory. Taken as a
composite whole, Gee's works provide a detailed picture of the cultural locality of
the contemporary middle-class settler in the post-colonial society of New
Zealand.

Gee's characters and locations constitute a distinctive place on New Zealand's
literary landscape, yet a resistance to Gee as a legitimate cultural commentator
is noted in the research.3z His apparent euro-centricity, commitment to using a

13

32 This point is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five.
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realistic style and apparent aversion to 'post-modern trickery'33 5.n" all been
seen as limitations which deny his work depth. Yet Gee's skill as a writer is
admired by his peers and critics alike, and his Temitory offers a valid and
interesting contribution to the exploration of the multiple positions within post-
colonial societies. The use of actual people and places and the self-consciously
naturalistic representation of an emotional and intellectual landscape offer a
unique running record of the changes to this particular community over this
particular period of history in New Zealand's development. In addition, the style
and subject matter are seen as a conscious authorial strategy designed to
overcome the 'cringe' or the habit of evasion in the community by presenting the
local reader with a familiar and authoritative reflection of his or her self. warts
and all.

By presenting the familiar, Gee creates a sense of security for his implied reader.
Anecdotally, many middle-class Pakeha readers claim to feel as if they already
know the place they read about in his work. They can point to the landmarks
which make it'their place' and imagine they can recognise characters from their
own lives. From this position of familiarity, even complacency, a number of the
values and expectations are challenged, particularly those concerned with
communal and individual morality and the imagined ideals of collective national
aspirations. Thus, Gee's realist style is shown to be a specific stratery utilised in
order to confront the condition of uncertainty and complacency undermining the
intellectual and social environment he works in.

In conclusion, despite Gee's denial that he is 'writing the story of his tribe'34,
collectively his adult novels offer a reflection of key aspects of the cultural
condition of contemporary settler society in New Zealand. A close reading of each
novel reveals the social, political and cultural influences contributing to the
uneasiness of the settler community over this period. Individually, each novel's
representation of the settlers'sense of the displacement of inherited expectations
and assumptions adds up to a detailed picture of the anxiety shaping the settler
population of Gee's Territory. Each reading identifies the unsettling demands

In Leauing the Highway Mark Williams discusses this particular criticism in his chapter on
Maurice Gee.

Mark Williams, Leauing the Highway: Six Contemporary New Zealand Nouelists. Auckland

University Press, Auckland (1990) pp.169-189

Colleen Reilly, 'An Interview with Maurice Gee', Australian and New Zealand Studies in

Canada Vol. 3 (1990) p.8
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and expectations of the post-settler in a society confronting the challenges to
authority and authenticity introduced by the ideas a post-colonial recentring.

In addition, the thesis examines the major silences in the novels. Apart from a
brief show of angst in the mid-1970s, in Games of Choice, references to Maori or
to the historical fact of colonisation are largely absent. Gee insists that the
absence of Maori in his novels is not because he is 'not interested', but 'because

I'd be looking from the outside and not getting into them properly."'35 The few
Maori that do appear are peripheral to the narrative action. Ironically, the
absence is shown to be a palpable presence, shaping characters' fear of the
unknown and contributing to the underlying sense of threat that lurks beneath
the surface of Gee's Territory. The absence of Maori in Gee's Territory illustrates
the failure of reconciliation by Pakeha New Zealand to the political ideals of bi-
culturalism. It is evidence of an ongoing evasion of the colonial past by this
sector of the nation and contributes to the anxiety undermining Pakeha efforts to
know themselves and belong in Aotearoa New Zealand, unproblematically.

As all Gee's novels carry within them an underlying movement towards gteater

self-knowledge, generally attained by acknowledging the past and recognising
the responsibilities connected to this 'act of repossession'36, the novels' failure to
explore the legacy of their colonial past is a significant evasion. Thus, the
ongoing denial of Maori defines the unsettled communities of Gee's Territory,
and, further, moves this writer to propose that the collective habit of evasion,
witnessed in many guises throughout the novels, has become a signifrer of the
settler condition in the context of a post-colonial analysis of contemporary New
Zealand society. Having said that, it is quite possible, indeed probable, that I too
have a cultural 'blindness' to aspects of this culture, which is my own, and I
welcome attention being drawn to them and the discussion which might follow.

Finally, returning to the starting point of this introduction, an examination of
the significanee of being ambiguously placed, of being 'neither here nor there',37
is identified as the root of the condition of unsettlement which continues to

35 Cate Brett, 'Ttre Gee Genius', North and South (1g95) p.99
36 Maurice Gee, 'The Way of the Writer', NZ Listener 17 Jan. (198?) pp.4o-42
37 This phrase is commonly used to describe the ambiguous position that is simultaneously

colonised and colonising occupied by the settler subject in post-colonial society.
See Alan Lawson, "There is another world but It Is in This One': A Cultural Paradigm for the
Second World.' Paper given at the Badlands Conference on Australian and Canadian
literatures. Calgary, Alberta, 1986.

AIso, Lawson,'Un/SettlingColonies' p.76
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influence contemporary settler society of New Zealand. Neither at the centre of
their cultural inheritance, nor unambiguously a part of the margins they
physically inhabit, the settlers'attempts to recognise and understand themselves
require the acknowledgement of a continuing uncertainty and instability. Being
'always already'38 between two structures of authority, and resisting the
historicaVempirical binarisms shaping the major strands of post-colonial
analysis, the settler position generates a certain artistic frisson, while ensuring
the failure of the settler desire to secure a sense of comfort and stability.
Accordingly, the perpetual undercunent of anxiety creates a vigorous and
challenging position. This thesis is a contemplation of that uneasiness in a
belated attempt to acknowledge and accept the elements of discomfort and
displacement, the 'riffraffery'3e inherent in this ambiguous position - a move
suggested by the academic Jonathan Lamb, who was at that time teaching at the
University of Auckland, almost two decades ago.

Stephen Slemon, 'Unsetling the Empire: Resistence Theory for the Second World' p.38
Also, Lawson,'Un/SettlingColonies' p. 70
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Chapter One

Starting Out: The 1960s

Marking the start of Maurice Gee's publishing career, The Big SeasonL (1962)

and A Special Flowerz (1965) establish a profound interest in examining aspects

of contemporary New Zealand society as an enduring aspect of his writing. The

anti-puritan stance and masculine approach of these first two novels show that

Gee's concerns were similar to those of other Pakeha writers in the late 1950s

and early 1960s. Bill Pearson's Coal Flat (1963), Ian Cross' The God Boy (1958,

reprinted 1962) and David Ballantyne's The Cunninghams (1948, reprinted

1963), had also criticised the narrow-minded and respectability-obsessed

assumptions of small-town New Zealand. However, Gee's use of cultural sites

familiar to readers and critics of the period, and the way the novels conform to

the literary conventions associated with it, testify to his nascent interest in

portraying the intricacies of his social surroundings. These novels show Gee

starting out on a life-long journey writing about the world that he, a white

middle-class male from a small provincial community in New Zealand, kneqrg

best. And, by writing about this world, assisting in its construction.

In his book Ronald Hugh Morrieson, Peter Simpson describes the 1950s setting

of Gee's first two novels ds, 'homogeneous, dull, conformist, philistine,

puritanical, bourgeois, materialist, Anglo-Saxon, and hostile'3. The oppositional

stance taken by writers like Morrieson, Gee and Cross revealed the discord lyrng

beneath the demands of everyday life in those times. Their works challenged the

expression of comfort and security that dominated the official discourse of nation

by focusing on the apprehension caused by the repression of individual

behaviour. More recently, a number of social historians have suggested that the
'more mainstream view' which presented the 1950s as 'golden years', years of

Maurice Gee, The Big Season, Hutchinson and Co. Ltd, London (1962)

All page numbering refers to this edition.

Maurice Gee, A Special Flower, Hutchinson and Co. Ltd, London (1965)

All page numbering refers to this edition.

Peter Simpson, Ronald Hugh Monieson, Oxford University Press, Auckland (1982) p.59
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fact 'masked the diversity and'unsurpassed prosperity and tranquillity'4, in
disorder of everyday life's.

In addition, Fergus Barrowman recently suggested that, in criticising society, the
novels of this period reflect a'confidence in belonging', which distinguishes them
from the 'anxious assertions of belonging in a new place' characterising an
earlier generation of New Zealand writers' work.6 If this were so, the confidence
was short-lived, as it was being undermined by a creeping disquiet caused by the
settler population's continuing failure to confront the ambiguity of their position.
The evasions resulting from this denial, combined with international challenges
to dominant beliefs about the authority of the settler position, saw many of the
conventions of the late-Provincial period rapidly displaced. Gee's novels, in
particular, engage with the shifting of dominant values which reflect an
increasingly unsettled society.

One of the principal literary conventions associated with this period is the use of
a critical realist framework which works, essentially, from an assumption of
shared cultural values, and the idea that a larger reality is exposed in the telling
of an individual life. In his collection of essays Barbed Wire and Mirrors,
Lawrence Jones examines the way that, in this sort of 'realism', the 'common

phenomenal world that may be reliably described by the methods of empirical
history ... [and] the private worlds that each individual creates and inhabits,
partially overlap'.7 Gee's novels effectively combine the representation of a
culturally familiar exterior world with the interiority of individual characters to
provide a point of tension from which to discuss the instability of community
values and the anxiety shaping characters'responses. This tension, a key trope
in Gee's novels, enables the inspection of larger cultural assumptions which
shape this study.

S. Dunstall, 'The Social Pattern'. in Oliver, W. H., and Williams, B.R.(Eds.) The Orford
History of New Zealand, Orford University Press, Wellington (1981) p.347
Helen May, Minding Children, Managing Men: Conflict and Compromise in the Liues of
Post-wq.r Pakeha Woman, Bridget Williams Books, Wellington (1992) p.73

Fergus Barrowman (Ed.), 'Introductory Essay' The Picador Book of Contemporary New
Zealand Fiction. Picador, London (1996) p.x
David Lodge, The Modes of Modern Writing: Metaphor, Metonymy, and the Typology of
Modern Literatu,re. Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (7977) p.40, as quoted in
Lawrence Jones, Barbed Wire and Minors: Essoys on New Zealand, Prose. (Second Edition)
University of Otago Press, Dunedin (1980) p.229
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As well as a critical realist style, the use of sites and stereotypes identifiable to

New Zealand readers and critics alike also signals Gee's intention to focus on the

cultural specificities of middle-class contemporary settler, or Pakeha, society,

encouraging the hypothesis which supposes his works to be an authoritative

representation of this subject culture. These first two novels engage with a

number of significant sites from the emergent discourse on national identity in

order to consider the values and expectations of Pakeha society in this time.

Within their representations of a society experiencing an era of wealth and

security, a number of the silences and exclusions of provincial Pakeha society are

revealed, and the distance between rhetoric and reality encouraged Gee to

examine the largely monocultural ideas of the society more closely. On one level,

this was a time of comfort and stability, but the 1950s were also fractured by a

conflict in expectations which heralds the arrival of a new social era.

Both The Big Season and A Speeial Flower explore the influence of family and

community on the individual, and emphasise how the desire for a controlling

narrative of normality and acceptability worked within the frxed codes of

conformity and morality. Conversely, the inseeurity suggested by a rule-bound

community with a desire to plant and plaster over the natural environmeDt

signals the discomfort Pakeha New Zealand was beginning to experience, if not

to acknowledge, in this period. In The Big Season, akey prop to establishing a

sense of 'belonging' for the rural service town of Wainui is its appearance of

having 'grafted' itself onto the landscape. The native fish are igaored, natural

geological features exist for agricultural and commercial purposes only, and the

river's need to flow, and even occasionally to flood, is a threat to be controlled

and eventually suppressed.

Similarly, in A Special Flower Rangitoto island is 'nature', majestic but passive,

a brooding backdrop to the shipping and commerce of the harbour it towers over,

and Morrie Giltrap, the archetypal New Zealand hero, is in the business of

shaping the landscape to flrt the demands of the settler society. A rugby player,

Morrie is in the business of earth-moving, clearing away scrub and earth for new

roads and shifting the land for the new subdivisions beginning to spread out

across the landscape. Houses and gardens, the domesticated space of the settler,

become significant sites of containment and security against an untamed and

hostile outside world.

Both of these early novels focus on life inside New Zealand, and the insularity of

this life is indicated by the absence of the outside world. There is no mention of

the fears for national security occasioned by communist movements in Asia or

19
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South America, nor any acknowledgement of the insecurity being played out as
Britain sought entrance to a European-based economic community. In contrast,
New Zealand is presented as captive to the effort of sustaining the flawed myth
of a veritable paradise.8 Ideas about the social construct of New Zealand.
contrived to arrest the development of a critical discourse challenging the
complacency of the 'God's Own' myth. The ambivalence of the settler position
begins to be unpacked by local writers only during the 1960s, when issues of
identity and belonging were examined, along with those of other colonial
societies, within the evolving analytical paradigm called Commonwealth or'new
literature'.

In addition, although both The Big Season and A Special Flower were written
during the period of masculinism's decline, 1947-'669, Maurice Gee remains part
of the masculine tradition in New Zealand writing. In Whole Men, Kai Jensen
identifies the way that 'subject matter'is signifrcant to the tradition of masculine
writinglO, and both of Gee's novels explore attitudes and assumptions associated
\Mith the culture of rugby, and'draw order and position'from what is recognised
as a culturally significant site.11

Jensen's analysis of New Zealand's literary history links masculinism and
realism, and suggests, like Jock Phillips'r2, that'male culture equals New
Zealand'l3. It is surprising, considering the position that sport, especially rugby,
plays in the nation's self-representation, that there have been few local novels
which deal with it.la Roger Robinson, in his section on 'Sport' in The Oxford
Companion to New Zealand Literatur,elS, identifies the way that sport and

8 A usefirl historiography of the term 'God's Own Country' is contained in Roger Robinson and
Nelson Wattie (Eds.) The Oxford Companion to New Zealand Literature. Oxford University
Press, Melbourne (1998) p.208

9 K.i Jensen, Whote Men: The Masculine Trad,ition in New Zealand Writing. Auckland
University Press, Auckland (f996) p.84

10 J"o""o, Whole Men p.62
11 Philip Fisher, Hard Facts: Setting and. Form in Arnerican Literature. Oxford University

Press, New York (1985) p.9
12 Jock Phillips, A Man's Country?: The Image of the Paheha Male. A History. Revised Edition,

Penguin (New Zealand) Ltd., Auckland, (1996) p.286
13 Jensen, Whote Men p.L53
14 As noted by Adrienne Simpson in her review of Lloyd Jones' The Book of Fame (2000), a novel

about the first international team to play in Britain in 1905-06.
Adrienne Simpson, '1905: A Sports Odyssey' New Zealand Books, Vol. 10, No. 5 (2000) p.5

l5 Roger Robinson and Nelson Wattie (Eds.), The Orford. Companion to New Zealand. Literature.
(1998) p.507
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literature have historically had 'an uneasy, even hostile relationship'. For some,
rugby became a metaphor for a brutish, narrow-minded philistinism, while
others proclaimed it fostered virility and masculinity. Along with its popular,
dramatic, psychological and entertainment value, rugby enables Gee to criticise
his society by observing both the teamwork and fraternity, and the shallow,
brutish aspects of the game. Significantly, the hesitation and inarticulateness of
the male characters in these first two novels are exacerbated by the conflicting
demands associated with the culture of rugby.

Coralie, in A Special Flower, shifts from provincial New Zealand to the suburbs
of Auckland, a move eorresponding historically with the urban drift occurring for
both settler and Maori, but rugby continues to play an important role in the
community. The provincial image of New Zealand was changing to a more urban
reality, and this sa\4r many of the values of the past change. The friction caused
by con{licting sets of values in the Pinnock household is a key theme of the novel.
Youthful vitality is juxtaposed to older expectations of continuity and propriety.
Linking these two seemingly disparate positions through Coralie's personal
relationships, the novel explores the limitations and the similarities of these two
positions in a rapidly changing world.

Although masculinist texts, both novels explore shifting feminine values with a
new awareness of the cultural conditioning surrounding women in a gendered
reading of communities which predates the 1970s analysis of gender roles in
New Zealand. In The Big Season, the dominant value system is the patriarchal
world of settled New Zealand, where the self-made and./or hard-working man
supports his family in a home, made, or at least designed, by his own hands and
the female home-maker managed the home and the children. The Big Season
also reflects a society complacent within its bonowed identity, resisting changes
and challenges to its rule-bound social network and busily ignoring and denying
any evidence of anxiety.

Published a little later in 1965, A Special Flower also reflects a fear of change
and the desire for stability. In response to the more settled social order of
suburban Auckland, Mrs Pinnock abandons her dead husband's
rationalist/socialist principles and returns to her former conservative moral and
political beliefs. Even Coralie, the despised agent of change, eventually settles
down to accept the roles of wife and mother, although the novel shows great
sensitivity in acknowledging the stresses that the pressure to conform brings on
individuals.
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Traditional family structures are challenged in both of these early novels. A son

is positioned at the centre of both narratives, yet the role played by their mothers

is acknowledged as signifrcant. Responsible for socialising the child, the mother

is traditionally the moralising influence on the family, and fundamental to
'civilising' the nation. ln The Big Seasoz, Rob Andrew's mother is a liberal

humanist who contributes in a positive and enlightened manner to the

sensibility of her son. Although the community views her with distrust and

d.istaste, she offers her son a way to resist society's pressures. In contrast, A

Special Flower presents a mother who is demanding and controlling, a cultural

impostor whose values derive from an earlier era and reflect the narrowly

focused stoicism associated with an earlier stage of colonisation. Sunounded by

the do's and don'ts of a belated and alien cultural experience, her son, Donald

Pinnock, has been ill-equipped for the emboldened new society which exists

outside her home. However, both families are presented as unstable, reflecting

the anxieties of a society under pressure from new ideas and values.

During the 1-950s, the cinema provided access to different ideas for a wider range

of people than ever before. This shift away from books as the repository of new

ideas and the means of mental escape, towards the cinema, is reflected in The

Big Season and A Special Flower. Both Donald Pinnock and Coralie use the

cinema as an escape: Coralie to dreams of champagne, flattery and extravagance,

and Donald to a world where he is in control of his life. Gee's interest in the role

of cinema in the lives of his characters reflects the signifrcant influence of the

cinema on many of the post-war'baby-boomer'generation. But, after responding

to the first major breach of the isolation of New Zealand society, his interest in

the cultural phenomenon of film and its influence on society does not continue in

the later novels.

Until the 1960s, many of the notions that became part of the discourse of

provincial New ZeaLand were unashamedly those inherited from a colonial past,

but, as these two early novels show, these ideas were increasingly unreliable.

Settlement had been a process of forgetting 'the trauma of unsettlement and

dislocation', not least by denying and evading'the tenacious historical memory

and insistent presence of Maori.'16 Despite a growing presence in urban areas,

Maori became largely invisible to white New Zealand by the 1950s, and this

16 Stephen Turner, 'Settlement as Forgetting', in Klaus Neuman, Nicholas Thomas and Hilary

Ericksen (Eds.) Quicksands: Foundational Histories in Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand.

University of New South Wales Press, Sydney.(1999) pp.20-22
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effacement of the indigenous culture was part of a process of establishing a sense

of belonging by promoting a cultural identity which stressed the homogeneity of

the nation for the settler society. This effacement is also reflected in the sparse

reference to Maori in these novels. Maori do not form part of the narrative,

except incidentally as part of the background or in connection with undesirable

elements or in the boarding-houses, poolrooms or the like. In keeping with the

egalitarian myth of rugby, Maori continue to be found in the teams of both of

these early novels, a situation generally accepted although rarely examined by

the settler population.

In a rare moment of interaction between the two cultures in The Big Season,t}re

police enter and search Nick Radonich's home, and his Maori wife (who doesn't

have a name) is described as 'too scared to ask for a search warrant' and told,

"Come on black girl, you can do better than that."(163) As the picture of racist

and illegal the police behaviour challenges the complacency in New Zealand

society, it aeknowledges the legacy of colonialism in this contemporary settler

society. Rob's recognition of her fear and lack of self-esteem suggests an

awareness of the effects of colonisation on the indigenous population, but any

disruption to his sense of the historical position of Pakeha New Zealand is

obscured in favour of his concern about the disruption to his overall sense of
justice. The overt politicisation of this moment is extremely rare in a Gee novel,

and, in Gee, the nexus between self and the indigenous 'other' remains largely

unexplored.

Unconsciously, the ambiguity of the settler position is a significant aspect of

Gee's representation of middle New Zealand, and specific thematic and character

signs of this predicament are observed in these first novels, and returned to in

later ones. The shift in assumptions about identity and belonging in the

contemporary settler society of Gee's fiction, along with individual resistance to

familial, social and cultural pressures and an interest in shifting gender

assumptions and morality come to reflect the instability of this collective site. In

addition, the silences, hesitations and evasions observed in the communities

shape the novels almost by default, becoming further evidence of the anxieties

hidden within the masculinist culture of white middle-class New Zealand.
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The Big Season

The Big Season is set in the small town of Wainui, a semi-rural community
servicing the local farming district. It reflects the fictional site of provincial New
Zealand previously observed in Pearson's CoaI FIat or Raggleton, from Ian Cross'
The God Boy.In Wainui, a sense of community is maintained by insisting on a
strict set of moral and social controls, and the cost of deviation is high.
Fundamental to the novels' intent are the social and cultural influences at its
centre. As Bill Manhire notes, The Big Season explores 'the pressures which
work upon the individual in urban and suburban New Zealand, that world - at
once legendary and familiar - which mistakes conformity for community, and
respectability for the condition of being respected; and which has put a narrow,
puritan self-righteousness in place of more tolerant ways of being.'l?

The local heroes of Wainui are the players from the town rugby team, and the
town's expectations are coupled to those of the team. However, as local football
hero Rob Andrews journeys into maturity, he starts to question the pressures
and conventions of that small and insular community. Rob's position, in the town
and the team, enables the novel to explore the social values and structures of
identity and belonging in the dominant masculine culture, during a single season
in his life.

Keith Sinclair, in his 1959 history of New Zealandl8 and, more recently, James
Belich in Making PeoplesLs, examine the way customs inherited from a British
colonial past gave middle New Zealand the sense of belonging to a long and
established tradition which denied their displacement from these roots and the
anxiety of resettlement in distant and alien climes. Routine, conformity and a
fierce desire for respectability form the foundations of Wainui's codes of
behaviour, and a heavy-handed enforcement of the rules, by social pressure and
the fear of being 'outside', successfully discouraged opposition or rejection for
many individuals.

17 Bill Manhire, Maurice Gee, New ZealandWriters and their Work Series, Oxford University
Press, Auckland (1986) p.13

18 Keith Sinclair, AHistory of New Zeala,nd,. Penguin Books Ltd, U.K. (1959) pp.298-299
19 James Belich, Making Peoples: A History of the New Zealanders, From Polynesian Settlement

to the End of the Nineteenth Century. Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, Penguin (NZ) Ltd.
Auckland (1996) pp.446-450
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The pressure to conform, deny self and eschew spontaneity or intellectual

diversion, develops into a form of secularised puritanism20 throughout provincial

New Zealand. Despite their obvious differences, Rob Andrews' parents never

argue. Instead, they suppress their feelings and frustrations (except about

football), determined to maintain the semblance of a successful marriage. Rob's

sister Jocelyn and her boyfriend are similarly restrained, while his brother

Donnie is shown to be controlled by an obsessive reliance on 'the rules' and a

desire for respectability. In contrast, Rob's curiosity about the local boarding-

house, and an earlier prank at the local Catholic primary school, raise a few

eyebrows in the community.

To Mrs Andrews, Rob is not a 'wild boy', just 'high spirited', but there is little

sympathy for her liberal attitudes, or for Rob, in the town. Children must be
'knocked into shape' before they 'go off the rails', and after the boarding-house

incident, Rob receives a beating from his father. The punishment is observed by

the jailbird and maverick Bill Walters, and his hope that 'this one gets away'

anticipates Rob's journey.

In the novel's prologue, when the young Rob and Arthur vandalise the Catholic

primary school, they are described as doing it 'without knowing why they were

against it'. The incident illustrates both the power of the cultural messages

shaping the boys' sense of identity, and the novel's interest in this effect. Rob's

later conflict with the town comes from his refusal to blindly accept the town's

way. Conscious of the way his skill in the rugby team enhances his value to the

town, Rob is slow to accept its intractability.

Ray Andrews, whose surname signals a past both Anglo-Saxon and Protestant,

represents, supports and promotes the dominant values of this outwardly settled

settler society, proud of the fact that, "Ever5rthing I've got, my whole position in

this town, is the result of hard work."(16) Politically, Ray believes that 'there

were two sorts of people, the good and the bad, and the good couldn't touch the

bad without going bad themselves.'(15) Secure in his own sense of superiority, he

accepts that there is no place for opposition if one wanted to do well in Wainui.

Conformity and respectability, 'Roast beef for Sunday dinner, a creed of 'self-

help' and private enterprise, and a belief in rugby as excellent training for the
'natural gentleman', all validate the social identity of Ray and his associates.

20 Lawrence Jones offers a concise definition of this term in The Oxford Companion to New

Zealand Literature (1998) p.445
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Believing their respectability and 'position' give them the right to decide what is
'honest and decent' and the best for the rest of the community, Ray and his

cronies see themselves as defenders of the town. Observing Bill Walters back in

Wainui, Ray wonders what can be done, 'to keep undesirables like him out of

town?'(53) The double-standards of this group are exposed in an anecdote about

duplicity, where guests are offered watered-down bottles of whiskey in order to

promote an appearance of generosity. While not 'criminal', Ray and his friends'

amusement at the situation suggests they possess less ethical credibility than

they assume in their right to pass judgement on others.

'Wainui is a great little footballing town'(20), but the town's relationship to the

game becomes a way for the novel to critique the limitations of conformity.

Rugby is the chief preoccupation of the town, offering entertainment and a sense

of shared social values, but it has its critics too. In a letter to the newspaper, the

vet points out 'the narrow boundaries between justifiable local pride and the

disease of parochialism'(103), while Arnie and Mary both see the town's

obsession as 'a disease'. Anticipating his rejection of the team, Rob also dislikes

all 'the endless hours of agonising over past and future game plans. ... He just

liked playing, that was all.'(91)

In addition to being an obsession, rugby is seen to be a substitute for human

emotional and intellectual contact. On the afternoon Rob is leaving home, Ray

feels 'a little ashamed of himself; here was an event of obvious importance, and

time and again he found his mind had rejected it to seize upon lthe state of the

grounds for the afternoon's game].'To Ray, Rob's departure meant,'Big

questions. Important questions. But not troubling questions, not just now.'(179)

Likewise, the exclusive male company of the rugby culture is seen, by individuals

as disparate as Ray Andrews and Stan Jenkins from the boarding-house, as

more rewarding than their marriages.

Although marriage is connected, historically and culturally, to the idea of

achieving maturity, playing and drinking with the boys remains a key symbol of

masculine independence; a continuation of 'bachelor' values, despite the pressure

to conform. The Big Season exposes the complex protoeol necessary to adhere to

in this rite of passage, and learning to drink is part of it. Sneaking into local

pubs while still under the legal drinking age, drinking behind the factory and all-

night beach parties are all part of the male 'coming of age'. Women must not

interfere in this world, and Rob criticises Carol for trying to meddle in her

brother Jimmy's life: "You can't stop him. He's got to go through all this. At least

he'll end up knowing what life's all about."(46)
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Predating the interest of a number of recent social historianszl, the novel

explores the importance of the homo-social space of rugby to the construction and

maintenance of masculinity in the settled settler society. By the 1950s, rugby

had become a place where male-to-male physical contact was acceptable, both on

and off the field, and emotion is allowed and even endorsed. Men could enjoy

each other's company without needing to observe the strict codes of propriety

expected in mixed company. However, because it was the preserve of men only,

the fear and abhorrence of homosexuality was strong. Arnie challenges Stan's

simplistic notions of masculinity by cooking dinner for the residents at the

boarding-house every Saturday night, wearing an apron. He notes that "Stan

thinks because I wear an apron I'm queer. He doesn't realise that with all his

pub mateyness he's closer to being a queer than I'll ever be."(71) Arnie's

scepticism about the 'mateyness' enjoyed at the pub and on the football field

anticipates the challenge to assumptions about masculinity in New Zealand, and

other Western cultures, that followed the development of a feminist awareness.

Also reflected in the novel is the shift to ideas in underpinning the contemporary

settler population's understanding of themselves and their position with respect

to the land. Although not openly discussed in the novel, a number of strategies

are identified in the town's effort to blot out the past. As Nicholas Thomas notes

in Colonialism's Culture, one crucial aspect of colonisation was the destruction of

the natural landscape and the imposition of the settler map. For the settler, the

land is seen as 'pure, free not only of natives, but even of any marks or traces of

their occupation', and'absolutely available to a youthful settler domesticityt22.ll

is rapidly cleared and planted or stocked in a way that physically obscures the

memory and the lifestyle of the 'other'.

The environment in The Big Season reflects this aspect of colonisation, denying

any pre-contact narratives, obscuring the indigene and physically restructuring

the landscape. The wilderness has been transformed into farms and towns with

precisely divided sections and neat little gardens. The fish Rob and Arthur catch

in the river are a species they don't know, and the episode is presented in terms

For example, Phillips, AMan's Country (1996)

Piet de Jong, 'Kicking and Struggling into the T\iventieth Century.'Sifes no. 12 (1986) pp.29-

42

Findlay MacDonald, Games of out Liues: The Story of Rugby and New Zealand and how

they've shaped, each other. Viking, Auckland (1-996)

Nicholas Thomas, Colonialism's Culture: Anthropology, Trauel and Government Polity Press,

UK (1994) p.148
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of selling and profit. Exploiting the river 'shows initiative'(10) to their father's
friends, attesting to the invisibility of a pre-contact past for the Pakeha
inhabitants of this provincial town.

The Andrews' house is also part of the reshaping of the landscape and
establishment of a new set of norms. Ostentatious and ugly, it is a blight on the
landscape. A 'monster of purple clinker brick, white Huntly brick, and red New
Lynn tiles', the house is also a distinctive cultural marker, the s;rmbol of a man
doing well for himself. It was 'solid', people knew it was there and 'they could see
that Ray Andrews had spared no expense.'(87)

At the opposite end of the social spectrum to the Andrew's house is 'the boarding-
house'. Home to those who exist outside the provincial definit ion of
respectability, Maori, loose women and single men, the boarding-house
challenges the myths of egalitarianism and betterment because it houses a class
of landless individuals. Consequently, the boarding-house is antipathetic to the
assumptions of a settled society with an emphasis on 'home and family' and
viewed with suspicion by the town.

Non-conformists, like the 'criminal'Bill Walters, the mentally ill, and those with
socially unacceptable 'conditions', like epilepsy or alcoholism, reside at the
boarding-house. To the young Rob and Arthur, its challenge to the town's
respectability promises adventure. The people were laughing all the time,
drinking, swearing and enjoying themselves in a manner quite unlike the parties
the boys had witnessed with their parents. They see a lot of interesting things up
there: men drunk and crying, and Rob sees his first erection, which gets him into
trouble.

Set against the silence about sex in his own circle, and the other restraints
expected of 'respectable' citizens, the openness of the boarding-house appeals to
Rob. Trying to explain the difference between his, Donny's and Carol's 'set', and
Bill and Mary's at the boarding-house, the adolescent Rob identifies the habit of
denial and evasion fundamental to the contemporary settler community, and the
shrinking caused by the closed-down and narrow society they live in. To Rob,
Dad and Donny lived by a set of rules and it was almost as if they were wearing
blinkers. "There is so much they don't see - won't see, I mean."(99) fn contrast,
Bill and Mary did not cut themselves off from so much. They didn't turn away
from things or make judgements all the time. They were not so shrunken by fear
and a concern for respectability, and Rob believes this made it was 'easier to find
the good things in them' Rob's father and Donny hadn't 'washed the dirt away'.
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They'd just 'put a layer on top of it - something that makes them respectable.

It's they who aren't clean, not Bill.'(100)

In the period the novel is set, the library is another cultural site being

transformed by the new environment. The more traditional role of the library, as

a site for reference and reflection, is diminished by Mrs Woodbury, who makes it

into the 'local gossip exchange'. As the building also housed the Plunket rooms,
'both babies and starved little tales were sent away bouncing and healthy.'(48)

The shift in values is reflected in Rob and Carol's first altercation. Disdainful of

the light romance Carol seems to prefer, Rob is surprised when, in defence, she

assumes a superiority based on her attendance at university. Still, Rob remains

convinced that the university'isn't the only place you learn things'(101).

Rob's reading suggests a growing awareness of the instability of his own cultural

position. The story of Robin Hood had featured high on his list of childhood

favourites, and he had enjoyed the imperial'high adventure' of A. J. Cronin and

Ryder Haggard(62), but more recently he had begun reading Graham Greene,

John Steinbeck and Somerset Maugham. In Colonial and Post Colonial

Literature Elleke Boehmer suggests that the significant feature of these late

modernist writers is their questioning of the cultural belief in the universality of

European values and links their often satirical or ironic search for a justifrcation

of British imperialism23. Significantly, as Rob reads these writers he begins to

question the town's presumptions of integrity, decency and respectability.

In 'Fretful Sleepers'(I95272+, Bill Pearson notes that increased access to tertiary

education had been seen by many New Zealanders primarily as another way of

achieving the settler/immigrant dream of betterment and was, as often as not, no

more than a breeding ground for the conservatism of small town social climbing.

Rob refuses to accept that Donny's attendance at university is indicative of

anything other than increased subject knowledge. 'If he wants to talk about lakes

and rivers, I'll listen - but not about people. I know more about people.'(100) To

Rob, whatever Carol and Donny had gained from their time at university, their

understanding and imagination remained closed to anything beyond a

complacent presumption of their own social and intellectual superiority. Donny

was 'just not alive' and his crippling desire for respectability and dependence on

23 Boehmer, Coloniul and Post-Colonial Literature'. Migrant Metaphors. Oxford University

Press, Oxford (1995) pp.148-178
24 W.H. Pearson, 'Fretful Sleepers: A Sketch of New Zealand Behaviour and its Implications for

the Artist', Landfall No. 23 (1952) pp.201-30
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the rules meant he 'never had the guts' to do anything risky. To Rob, he 'might

as well be living in a pram'(gl),

In contrast, Rob rejects 'the team' in an effort to discover his own 'place' in the

town. Although he likes playing football, he didn't want to spend the rest of his

life on it, and he believes his father and George Hansen were tryrng to make him

do things he didn't want to do. Their pressure on him to play was a denial of his

individuality and his freedom of choice. In the town's terms, 'by withdrawing

from the United team he had shown he preferred a burglar, a brawler, a

communist (Bill Walters had been seen with a copy of The Peoples Voice) ... to the

world he had been brought up in, and all it stood for.'(140) To Ray, Rob had

"slapped the town in the face" and he would be lucky if it ever forgave him(116).

Rob's and Bill's decision to go pig-hunting adds another dimension to the novel's

examination of masculinity in 1950s New Zealand. 'To go pig-shooting was to

reassert pioneer qualities of manliness, of Man Alone and of 'survival' in the

wilderness.'25 It declared that masculine virility and independence had not gone

soft in the increasingly urban environment, and presents, in the novel, a

contrasting image of masculinity to the one offered by Donny and his father.

Although Rob's venture into the bush confirms his perception of Wainui as the

antithesis of what is truly important, as a site of masculine affirmation, the pig-

hunt works uneasily beside the novel's challenge to values inherited from an

earlier era of colonisation. On the one hand it celebrates the egalitarian

attributes of a wilderness or frontier place, while on the other it venerates the

colonist's determination to tame the wilderness and bring it into the capitalistic

enterprise, thereby diminishing the vigour of New Zealand's manhood.

For Ray Andrews, the 'soft' job of the shop owner is offset by his deep

involvement with 'the team'. As coach, he insists on a commitment from the team

to match his own. "Once training really starts football is your life ... Anyone who

isn't eating and drinking and sleeping football is letting down the side."(24) His

own sense of identity is shaped by the team, and it has become his card to

success. 'He had coached the team for four years - nursed it like a plant, worked

patiently towards it flowering ... now, before the year was over he would hold the

inter-town shield in his hands.'(24)

Ray also personifies the inarticulate New Zealand male, least capable when

asked to feel or to think, and most engaged when in male company. His
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relationship with his wife is, at best, perfunctory. He is embarrassed by her

needs, to talk and think, and her ability to feel emotions. In an attempt to avoid

her needs, each day he asks 'with a concern that embarrassment made over-

gentle: "What's the matter, dear?"', and is relieved when told, "Nothing, nothing

at all." The daily charade made him feel that he had done his duty and 're-

constituted enough of their man-wife relationship to last for another day.'(139)

Ray has little sympathy for her, 'She appeared in his life's private list of

dramatis personae as Helen, a failure.' 
'She refused to face the facts, she thinks

like a sixteen-year-old', and then, having explained her to himself, Ray'could sit

by the fire and talk with his son about tactics.'(139)

Rob's mother is sensitive, intelligent and, his father implies, vaguely inadequate

as a housewife. Although always tryrng to do her best for husband and family,

Mrs Andrews reads poetry and, confirming her 'difference' to the town, is not

very interested in football. Uncomfortable in social situations, she was liable to

unexpectedly speak her mind and embarrass her husband. When a friend of her

husband proposes that 'difficult problems' should be left to 'the thinkers ... Men

whose job it is to think', Mrs Andrews asks, "But isn't it everybody's business to

think? ... You can't hand it over and ask other people to do it for you"(54-5). But,

seeing that Ray had gone red and was frowning heavily, she didn't press the

point.

Taken for granted by her husband and family, Helen Andrews' life, like that of

many women of her generation, carrr be'characterised by missed opportunity and

apparent selflessness'.26 Obviously lonely, she is presented as trying to follow her

own sensibilities in a repressive and conformist community. In a 1964 Landfall

essay, Phoebe Meikle (Leslie Hatl) identifres the 'Iittle woman' game being

played by women all over New Zealand, voluntarily and consciously, but often

from a lack of choice.27 However, as Meikle notes, 'there have always been

women who played compulsorily, reluctantly and resentfully; who thought of the

deferential little-woman role as an impost exacted from them by the need to

preserve cordial relations with their menfolk; and who felt that neither men nor

women could be considered adult while such imposts were necessary.'(49)

A large degree of compromise was required by women playing the little woman,

but there was still the capacity to resist. By maintaining a semblance of domestic

Olssen, E. and Levesque, A., 'Towards a History of the European Family in New Zealand'in

P. Koopman-Boyden(Ed.), Families in New Zealand Society, Methuen, Wellington (1978) p.8

Leslie Hall, 'Women and Men in New Zealand',Landfall, March (1964) pp.47'57
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harmony that appeared to perpetuate not only the male domination of the public

sphere and the apparent selflessness required for the role of 'wife and mother',

Helen Andrews employs a process that feminist social theorists have called
'accommodation and resistance'.Z8 Although she lives according to the needs of

her family and the demands of the community, she has also evolved ways for her

own survival.

To Ray, a garden meant flowers and flowers were a woman's concern, and this

chance had been frrmly grasped by his wife. She had used the garden both as an

escape and as an opportunity to express herself. 'Methodically, patiently, she had

planted to hide the house. ... And plants Ray thought of as shrubs would one day

be trees.'(88) Helen knew that to save her trees she must enter into a campaign

of subtle propaganda against Ray's sense of conformity. 'Perhaps I can sell him

the idea of setting a fashion. Aft,er all trees @re respectable, aren't they?'(88)

To Helen Andrews, managing a family was like 'juggling eggs'. 'You've got to

watch everything at once and make all the right movements at the right times,

or else you're left with an awful mess to clean up.'(144) 'The "loving mother" was

an essential part of her picture of herself(26), but she did not want to be one of

those mothers 'who wears her family like a row of scalps around her belt.'(142)

Still, she fears the loss of her children, as they grow up and move away, and this

reflects the confusion of a woman whose life has been culturally defined by her

roles as wife and mother. Left with 'so much love to use' and nobody who wants

it, she asks, "What am I supposed to do with it?"(89)

By the close of the novel, with Jocelyn already gone, and Rob and Donny leaving,

Helen Andrews' attempts to reverse the reduction of herself to wife/mother/carer.

She devises a new approach to her life and begins to challenge the culturally

endorsed oppressiveness of her marriage. Having been 'meek and mild long

enough', she decides to challenge the way the household is run and learn to ask

for what she needs from her husband. 'We're going to grow old together and it

can't be on just his terms'(197). Rob is 'full of pity' for his mother, seeing her

idealism as another self-deception and assuming that she has little hope of

changing the routines Ray relied on for his sense of identity.

Helen Andrews' beleaguered sense of self gives her the courage to question Rob

about his expectations and his relationship with his girlfriend, Carol. 'Are you

ready to be married yet? Before you know who or what you are?'(143) While Rob
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had enjoyed the slow-moving sort of affair he had with Carol, he was confused by

her seeming dependence on the one hand and her complete self-possession on the

other. She had 'seemed so helpless'at first, but later he realised that'she seemed

childlike mainly because of a self-assurance so complete that she made decisions

without being fully aware of it. ... Her whole life was simplifred and ran like a

series of innocent responses.'(60) When he thought about it later, it had felt as if

they were 'just playing a game', and that Carol had stayed with him, only'until

she [was] better placed.'(102)

Although Carol presents herself as naive and innocent, she is conscious of the

local social dynamics and very ambitious. To be a representative rugby-player

means more than just playing a game, and she shows Rob, for all his attempt at

sophistication, to be the naive one. When Rob is accepted into the local provincial

representative-side, Carol and his father recognise it in terms of its commercial

value. Now people would come into the shop just because Rob worked there and

it will be bigger than it ever would otherwise have been. "Your father knows.

That's why he put your name on the window."(108) For Carol, it is only a

beginning. Her father had told her that Mr Hansen "probably wouldn't be mayor

if he hadn't been an All Black when he was young."(108)

Rob Andrews is a confused mixture of his mother and his father. Sensitive and

open-minded, he is also, initially, completely confident in his social position. Like

many 'young white males', Rob assumes that the world is his for the taking. He

is confident about his looks and appearance, and assured of the signals he is

sending. 'Good to have brown thick hair that needed no oil, ... Good to have aface

that tanned easily and blue straight eyes that could get hard and tough if they

needed to. Good to be able to grin in a way that people called frank and boyish...

And good to know what clothes to wear.'(25) Topped with his 'statement of faith',

the green United blazer with the white monogram, he is ready to take on the

world.

Like many of Gee's lists, this passage becomes a statement of cultural intent and

it gives an unambiguous view of what was most admirable and valuable to the

community. Rob knows that he belongs, he is accepted because he is good-Iooking

and a good footballer, and he had never experienced any criticism of these values

before he meets Bill and Mary. In their company he is surprised by feelings of

inadequacy and deficiency. 'He felt a sense of injury that [Mary] hadn't accepted

him yet, that she was still making up her mind, he wondered what he still had to

do.'(70) Bill and Mary challenge his view of himself, then the town, and, finally,

the whole inflexible, conservative system.
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The episode of police violence that ends the story is outside anything Rob has

previously encountered, and it is not something Mr Andrews and his cronies

wish to acknowledge. Although these men pride themselves on being principled

and 'civilised', they elect to keep their eyes and ears shut, safe in the insular

world of their little town. In contrast, when Rob hears about Bill's arrest, he

acknowledges his own part in it and decides to try and help him. Learning that

Bill has been beaten up by the police, he is shocked and wants to do something.

He is advised by a lawyer against doing anything, as'the police evidence and the

doctor's opinion combined would outweigh anything Mr Walters had to say ...

Besides, not many people are willing to believe this sort of thing takes place ...

and any evidence to the contrary falls on well-prepared ground.'(171)

Only half-aware of the futility of his plan, Rob takes a petition about Bill

Walter's treatment around his friends in Wainui, accepting that, 'There are

times when you've got to do things you know are useless, to prove that you're

still a human being.'(184) Nevertheless, Rob is unprepared for the ferocity of the

town's reaction. What he had been and what he might have been makes their

rejection of him more emphatic. He had let the team/town down and now has 'the

mark of Cain'. The fear and embarrassment of some, and anger and aggression of

others illustrate the communities ignorance and arrogance. Arthur ls slmost

paralysed by his discomfort, unable to speak, unable to sign and unable to meet

Rob's eyes. Mrs Andrews is the only one who signs, and she uses it to signal her

own decision to resist the town.

Just at the point that Rob begins to deviate, the town's values are reinforced by

arrival of Graham Wells, 'the blond, good-looking young stock agent who played

in the forwards for United'. Graham 'had been in Wainui for less than a year, but

had found his feet quickly; he met the right people, joined the right sporting

teams, swore a little, told a clever yaffi, ... drank - but not too much - took out

a local farmer's daughter, and flirted quite easily with Mrs Woodbury.'(109)

Anticipating Rob's fall, Mrs Woodbury encourages Graham to think of Carol as a

suitable partner. Structurally, this reinforces the impression that Rob's rebellion

will have negligible impact on the community, and the closing of ranks behind

him reflects the stratery of evasion used to maintain authority.

Three women in the novel, Carol, Mary and Mrs Woodbury, Brve additional

insights into attitudes about women in this period, beyond the roles wife and

mother examined through Mrs Andrevrs. The novel acknowledges resistance

techniques used by women, and the beginning of a shift in the expectations they

hold. Unlike Rob's mother, Mary is an independent 'new' woman who is not
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prepared to sacrifice her life waiting for Bill. In addition, as a divorcee, Mrs

Woodbury is tentatively on the edge of respectability. She offers a degree of

discernment possible only from her neither-here-nor-there position, her own

transgressions grving her a special insight into any threat to the town's social

codes. Finally, Carol is a newer, brasher version of the respectability Mrs

Andrews represents, adept and informed as to how best to accommodate her own

ambition and the need to conform. A social trophy, she is busy looking after her

own best interests. Gee's analysis of the cultural pressures on these women

sketches the contours of a distinctive cultural environment, capturing a sense of

the conflicting tensions that preceded major cultural shifts in ideas about self,

women and sexuality.

Adolescent sexuality was actively denied in the 1950s, and information about sex

was largely unavailable. Personal needs were ignored and repressed, and minors

sent from the room before sex or any sort of social or sexual deviation were

discussed. The ideal of virginity before marriage was strictly upheld, but boys'
'needs' were unoffrcially accepted. This sort of sex had an exchange rate different

to those expected of a serious partner. To the young men of Wainui, Joan

Armstrong was 'worth getting in the race for'(29). Although 'built on the heavy

side, ... in the right mood she let things end the right way'.

Engaged as it is with the complexities of masculine culture, the novel

unequivocally declares that 'girl-friends', and even pre-marital sex, are the

normal way to go. Still, there is a profound ambiguity that surrounds this

expectation. Girls/women were a necessity, especially in the confusing years of

adolescence, but somehow they got in the way of 'real' friendshiPs.2g When

Arthur gets keen on a girl and declines to drink with Rob and the team behind

the factory, Rob 'wanted to grab [him] and push him outside, show him all he

would be losing'(29). Yet, the absence of an overt heterosexual appetite created a

suspicion of homosexuality.

'Courting' led to 'commitment' and the end, or at least curtailment, of the

independence enjoyed in the homo-social spaces of sports and pub. Marriage, and

the responsibilities which followed, also got in the way of mateship, but it was

still the only way out. The confusions and frustrations of this dilemma, reflected

in the choices and habits of Rob, Donny and Ray Andrews, Stan Jenkins and

others, are a response to the social pressures that affect the stability of this

period.
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Wainui's efforts to repress diversity are a sign of anxisfy about the inherited

value system upon which key assumptions and expectations are based. The

values of settled society concerning issues of gender and class eclipse those of

race, and the colonial past is almost completely obscured in the text. Many of the

voices and silences in the novel illustrate the tension arising from the pretence

inherent in the dominant settler culture's desire for homogeneity, and the

concurrent denial of difference and culange. Beyond the provincialism of the

novel, with its critical realist stance, masculinist approach and anti-puritan

values, the novel's interest in the cultural assumptions and values systems

under threat in the contemporary settler society is apparent.
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A Special Flower

A Special Flower again examines the culture of Pakeha New Zealand through a

frctional representation of individuals responding to the pressures exerted by

family and society to conform. Like The Big Season, this novel celebrates

attempts to resist the narrow ideas of the community, and the notion that

valuable intellectual and emotional growth occurs from resisting judgement of

variance to expected social norms30. Again, in order to examine issues of gender,

family and class, the novel uses sites of particular significance to Pakeha New

Zealand. In addition, it challenges the notion of a cultural homogeneity within

the'white'or Pakeha community and exposes the hypocrisies of the masculinised

national ideal.

Occupying the in-between space that is neither a part of the so-called centre nor

easily positioned in a new place, the settler's position is always an uneasy

combination of assertion and denial. A Special Flower continues to reflect the

evasion and denial habituated by the early settler culture of New Zealand. Still

apparent in the contemporary environment, and internalised in the narrative

structure, is the fear of disruption to the community's sense of stability. The

story is divided into a series of replays over the meaning of Donald Pinnock's

death, the shifting focus of the narrative and the fragmentation of the storyline

imitate the cultural disruptions embodied in the incident. As they try to

comprehend the death, the characters move towards a new understanding of

themselves and their society; ideas of individual identity are questioned and past

beliefs challenged.

Gee himself has spoken of A Special Flower as dealing with 'the private

pressures between individualr'3l, and the text is seen as being'less public in its

concerns'32 by the critic Bill Manhire. However, incorporated in the narrative is a

subtext explicitly concerned with the effect of broader social demands on the

individual. In that context, A Special Flower becomes a examination of

30 See hvo articles by Brian Boyd, "Maurice Gee: Ironies of Growth and Judgement" Part I & il

Isla,nds Vol.8 No's 3 and 4 (1980)

Michael Noonan, "New Zealand his Subject" Critic 4, March

Manhire, 'Writers and their Work' volume on Maurice Gee (7986)

Bill Manhire, Maurice Gee 'Writers and their Work' Series,

Auckland (1986) p.15
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contemporary social expectations instead. Although Manhire sees the novel as

dealing with 'the anthropology of a single family, rather than that of a whole

township', Coralie Marsh, her lover, Morrie Giltrap, and the changing

environment of urban Auckland also come under scrutiny. In addition, the

masculinist nature of Pakeha New Zealand society is examined through the

urban club rugby that Morrie plays.

Ideas about respectability and decency, femininity and masculinity shape the

characters actions, and are central to the novel's impact. When it was first

published, the reviewer Dennis McEldowney suggested that A Special Flower

showed 'the superiority of spontaneous exuberant, instinctive behaviour over

restrained and conditioned behaviour, of living over non-living'.33 Still, it must

be noted that, after a brief and euphoric moment of liberation, even Coralie is

effectively tamed by the expectations of the community. Initially, Coralie's

exuberance is inimical to the respectability she scorns in Morrie and the

Pinnocks, but by the final pages she too seeks conventional security and stability

through marriage. Acknowledging that she is not infallible, she ends up

conforming to culturally defined expectations of gender, and accepting her

feminine role as mother and carer.

The representation of Pakeha New Zealand society in A Special Flower contains

silences, evasions and ambiguities which illuminate the condition of uncertainty

and complacency undermining efforts to attain stability and security. In

particular, this is observed in the way a Maori presence is acknowledged but

largely ignored in Pakeha social space. The Pinnocks' next-door-neighbour, Jim

Fraser, is vaguely identified as Maori but it is never confirmed. When Maori do,

fleetingly, appear in the novel, there is the suggestion of a cultural ease not

present in Pakeha society. The men on the Public Works Tug-of-War team on

Guy Fawkes night are Maori, 'and there was an air of confidence about them as

they found comfortable positions and expertly fitted their hands to the rope. By

contrast the footballers, though neat in red and white jerseys, seemed at sixes

and sevens.'(65)

The novel explores hrro extremes of masculinity which, paradoxically, appear to

be linked by a culturally-inscribed type of impotence, and which recur in Gee's

later novels as a form of hesitation or shrinking. Presented as a debilitating

inability to engage emotionally and a lack of vision, the condition affects both the
'houseboys', the 'pale little ghosts' like Donald and Peter, and 'real men' like
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Morrie Giltrap. The novel dares to suggest that rugby is partly to blame for the

emotional and intellectual crippling of the more virile sort of Pakeha New

Zealand male. The values that laud virility, team work and endurances4

simultaneously discourage independent thought and action, and self-evaluation.

At the other extreme, the limitations and presumptions of respectability thwart

free thought and the need for an individual identity. In the novel, the male

protagonists appear half-dead, their emotions diminished by demands for

propriety and through the automatism of expected behaviour embodied in the

values of rugby, especially in connection to gender relations.

Hesitation is presented as the consequence of a battle to contain the paradoxes

and hypocrisy behind much of the masculinist culture. Coralie interprets

Donald's inability to help push a car in trouble as signifiring snobbery and

contempt. But rather than believing himself too good, it is the paralysing lack of

confidence that makes him incapable of assisting. Donald recognises this

crippling in himself and his family, and in his (unsent) letter to Coralie he had

tried to explain.'There's a kind of impotence that extends into euery part of my

Iife where there isn't some rule to act by. I just go dead, though God knows I'm

crying out inside. I want to liue, but I'm dead.'(73-4)

In contrast, Morrie Giltrap, a hard-working rugby-playing man, works and plays

hard, both on and off the field. Morrie appears to be the antithesis of Donald, but

he too is 'hobbled' by a sense of propriety. It was 'the most surprising, but the

solidest, of the brick walls (Coralie) had discovered in him.'(116) In addition,

lacking the courage to undeceive her, Morrie lets Coralie believe he is going to

take over the payments on her section. Disgusted by this weakness, he is able to

finish with her only after Pat Rennie hints that she is a liability to furthering his

rugby career. Recognising Rennie's influence, Coralie declares that Morrie is
'still wearing short pants'(L39).

Morrie is confident of his physical prowess, but he is shrunken by a sense of

rectitude, and there is a correlation between his need to conform and Donald

Pinnock's impotence. The similarities are brought into focus by their reaction to

Coralie's friend, Leonie. Donald had seen her as 'grubby, bored and sluttish', and

Coralie's attempt to force him into intimacy with her, 'filled him with

disgust'(84). Morrie is similarly appalled when he accidentally meets her. 'This

was the first real whore he had met. Her filthiness made him feel ill ... He could

not believe this woman was a friend of Coralie's.'(142) Both responses imply a
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condition of mental closure, an evasion which denies the individual and positions

a shallow, narrow-minded conformity ahead of it. Significantly, neither man has

the strength or the will to resist these cultural expectations.

In a much quoted comment of 1959, Keith Sinclair declared that New Zealand
'must be more nearly classless than any other society in the world'35. His

idealism was based on the idea that, in New Zealand, talent and individual

effort, not birth and breeding, were the key determinants of life-style. It was an

idea shared by both bosses and workers, and the shared male cultural values of

heroism at war and on the rugby field, helped to maintain the illusion. In the

ongoing desire to assert an authentic national identity, the struggle between

settled 'genteel' society, as represented by Mrs Pinnock, the ruggedly physical

values of Morrie, and the demands of a modernised and increasingly

individualised society that Coralie embodies, reflect what was at stake in this

period.

Yet, as Pat Rennie reveals, the variety of beliefs competing within the imagined

space of 'nation' show that even in Pakehas' own yarns and fables the myth of

egalitarianism was unstable. Yet, official cultural language, icons and

assumptions continued to deny deviation in the community, and even those most

alienated from these values tended not to accuse it of producing inequality.

Rather, they blamed 'the country's human failures upon its egalita.'. 
'.*'36, 

as

Bill Pearson did. The dream of security, the acceptance of mediocrity and, for the

settler self, a sub-conscious need to find a legitimate position in relation to the

land, gave power to the 'official' versions of nation. As A Special Flower reveals,

the more fractured the reality, the greater the need to emphasise the

homogeneity of the imagined whole.

In 1996, Jock Phillips noted that, 'Significantly, it has only been in the last 30

years, as the exclusive male communities of small-town New Zealand have begun

to give way to urban complexity, and as the mytholory of male culture has begun

to fade, that differences in class and income have become widely visible.'37

Maurice Gee was confronting those shifts in perceptions of nation in 1965. With

a particular focus on gender and class, he explores assumptions and differences

existing in the community by connecting the assumptions of masculinity to an

understanding of place in settler New Zealand. The sigpificance Gee places on

35 Sinclair, K. A History of New Zealand Harmondsworth U.K. (1959) p.276
36 Phillips, p.285
37 Phillips, p.286
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the complex interaction between class and gender places him in the vanguard of

the move to acknowledge emerging challenges to the dominant discourse of

security and belonging in Pakeha New Zealand.

Gee's fiction subtly reflects the way Pakeha society had tacitly agreed to

occlusions and omissions in order to promote the ideal of 'God's own country',

with the best race relations and highest standard of living in the world. The

habit of evasion and denial enabled these notions of national identity to continue

for large sectors of the Pakeha population despite increasing evidence to the

contrary. Variations of this condition were clearly visible in the 1950s and 1960s

when the fragility of the myth of homogeneity began to be explored. The middle

and working classes each had recognisable cultural and literary sites, yet much

had to be ignored, evaded and denied in order to persist with the rhetoric of

homogeneity and, indeed, egalitarianism.

Class identity, as defined by the distant European world, was preserved by

certain segments of the Pakeha community, long after independence from

Britain had been declared. Mrs Pinnock continues to imagine she and her family

belong to a 'certain class' of persons. As a child she learned that strong feelings

were unladylike, and though, later, she discards most of the beliefs of her

girlhood, 'she had always insisted on being a lady'(12). While it was plain Coralie
'would never be improved, would not transform into a Pinnock'(22), her daughter

Jean had learned this lesson also. She would give no sign of warmth or approval

on Donald's wedding day, 'but neither would she be guilty of an impropriety'.

Although Coralie resents the Pinnocks 'looking down their noses' at her, she

laughs offMrs Pinnock's suggestion that she was 'not good enough'for Donald.

Although Gee's portrayal of Coralie and the other women is, in many ways,

stereotypical and even'sexist', the novel simultaneously acknowledges the social

obstructions women confront in their lives. Initially, Coralie challenges dominant

cultural expectations of femininity by resisting the assumption that mamiage

signals an end to her self-hood. Initially, her marriage reflects the limitations of

options available to women, but her rebellions against social pressures form the

substructure of the novel. After failing to assert herself with Donald and Morrie,

she rejects a future without a man, apparently believing that a part is missing

from a picture of just herself and her baby. In this way, although Gee gives

Coralie a mind of her own, he struggles with the concept of a life of her own.

Despite living in a masculinist culture and being defined by a masculinised

feminine norm, the women in A Special Flower,like those in the earlier novel,
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enact varying degrees of resistance. While the men are seen to 'hesitate and

shrink' under the pressures of society, the women find ways to subvert it. Mr

Marsh had boasted of the young Coralie's 'insubordination' to Mrs Pinnock, and

is 'especially proud of the skills she had developed in adolescence for getting her

own way.'(34) Even Mrs Pinnock confides her own little resistances. A good

knitter in her childhood she admits this was because one could 'think of other

things while one knits. Though I never told my mother this was why I preferred

it. Girls weren't supposed to think too much in my day.'(179) However, the

dominant influence on these women continues to be the men in their lives.

For masculine New Zealand, the search for genteel respectability still carried the

fear of becoming effete, like Donald and Peter. This fear was often over-

compensated for by the physicality and apparent self-assurance adopted by

Morrie and Coralie. Still, their names suggest a different sort of division.
'Giltrap' suggests Morrie is somehow trapped, 'Pinnock' sounds small and fussy,

while 'Coralie' is bold and flamboyant, 'full blown' like its owner. On one Ievel a

dichotomy is set up between the Pinnocks, as 'the prim representatives of

respectable gentilitt'3S, and Coralie's life and vigour. On the other, Coralie is

juxtaposed to the limitations created by the search for respectability reflected in

Morrie Giltrap's shrinking and the Pinnocks'half-life.

While Mrs Pinnock imagines herself as sitting at the 'pinnacle' of civilised

behaviour, Coralie's parents, the Marshes, exist in a more debased or menial

state. 'Somewhere [Mrs Pinnock] had come across the term 'natural aristocrat',

and guiltily she thought of herself and Donald in this way, and even Mr Marsh's

heavy breathing 'seemed to underline the difference between [them]'(33). In

contrast, Coralie believes Mrs Pinnock's views are an anachronism in the new

world, and her own new world values of autonomy and independence empower

Coralie to dismiss the old lady's influence over her parents'visit. Declaring that

she had 'had enough of this phoney stuff, sitting around pretending to be English

or whatever it's s'posed to be', Coralie decides to act.(37) The Pinnocks' might

enjoy sitting around with cups of tea, but Coralie and her parents preferred

something stronger.

Before Coralie's arrival, Mrs Pinnock believed that Donald was content'with the

company of his mother, with the garden, with books and movies, evenings of

extra work at the bank, and weekend visits from Jean.'(13-14) Mrs Pinnock

knows the greasy red lipstick marks on Donald's cheek are'Coralie's planted flag
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of possession', but imagines they are as 'foreign to Donald's nature' as to her

own.(28) She had not seen that they were 'trophies' Donald had won off Coralie,

and that he loved every clich6 they suggested. After the wedding, determined to

exert her influence in the household, Coralie brings out Mrs Pinnock's beautiful

Venetian glass vase, knowing that she hated to see it set out, 'as though it were

some ordinary thing'(35). The vase, holding paper flowers and with a cheap

plaster dog beside it, is a challenge to the ideas governing the Pinnock

household, and when it gets broken Mrs Pinnock understands that 'its

destruction had been going on all y€il, ever since Coralie entered the house.'(42)

Eventually Donald's quietness and his contemplative nature become an irritation

to his new young wife, and it is not until after her adultery, widowhood and,

finally, Morrie's desertion, that Coralie begins to see him as more than an

emasculated failure of a man. Uncertainly positioned on the boundary of

acceptable femininity by more than just her boldness, Coralie knew that she was

plain, the wrong shape and that time was passing her by. Belatedly she

acknowledges her marriage to Donald was in response to the insecurity of this

position, and accepts that she had been hard on him. 'It was a time of my life

when I was grabbing things, I was frightened I was going to get nothing.'(186)

Initially, Coralie takes pleasure in the stability of Donald's middle-class

comforts, but life at the Pinnocks'is 'so prim and proper'that Coralie feels like

she is married to a parson. Rescued from the ignominy of spinster-hood, she feels

freed from past fears and decides to make a grab at Morrie and his promise of

excitement. Where Donald, she remembered, had brushed her hair'- one of his

little services', Morrie's failure to play hairdresser she could not see as a

shortcoming 'since it was largely for his masculinity that she loved him'(115).

Donald had been 'such a beggar for charity', 'such a worm', but Morrie simply

took what he wanted.

Eastern Bay's top rugby player, Morrie enjoyed being recognised by the public, it

signalled his status in the community. He likes the policeman who turns a blind

eye when he parks in a No Stopping zorte, and the many attractive women who

recognise him on the beach. They made him feel 'that by right of his physique

(and of his fame) one of them should belong to him'(126).

In an unusual move, the novel explores Morrie's duplicity in regards to women,

examining the way this lnas sanctioned by most men, and often accepted by

women. Morrie keeps his 'real' girlfriend 'in cold storage' during his affair with

Coralie, and then marries her after the affair ends, in a further evasion of his
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responsibilities. In contrast, in her own words, Coralie was a 'good-time girl', and

Morrie responds to her as such. 'For him this was Saturday night sex, something

that could be forgotten on Sunday. (She was not resentful: that he should feel

like this [Coraliel regarded as masculine.)'(55) Instead, she is willing to take

what he offers and, using skill and manipulation, get what she can from him.

Although Morrie believes his affair with Coralie is Just a bit of fun', by treating

her 'like a wife not a girlfriend, not a bag or an easy lay'(L41-), he knew he was

sending the wrong message. He even let her think he was going to take over the

payments on the section at Howick, which was akin to admitting that he saw

some sort of future with her. Then, as 'his enthusiasm began to be blunted', he

begins to be annoyed by her technique of winning arguments by taking him to

bed. 'Outside sex he was bored. Grimly he joked that he felt like a

husband.'(130) But although he recognises the danger he is in, Morrie is unable

to end the relationship until Pat Rennie, the AII Black selector, warns him about

the risks. 'There are so many vrays young men can make fools of themselves.

Most do it with drink, ... but some do it with women ...'(139)

Pat Rennie, reputed to be 'the greatest attacking centre three-quarter New

Zealand ever produced', also has a reputation for 'being outspoken, severe,

regardless of the occasion, and completely ruthless with the players under his

charge.' Rennie assumes the right to think for his men and would discipline and

deny those who ignored him. As a former All Black and now a selector, he

represents the highest celebrant within the national(ist) creed of rugby. To those

under his spell, Rennie's word was Law. His 'sermon', praising the faith and

explaining its value system, presented rugby as the sport for 'gentlemen', and

Rennie enjoyed the challenge it made to the nationalist rhetoric of

egalitarianism. It was not quite as simple as not knowing how to use a knife and

fork, 'but careers can be ruined'(138).

Excluded from the masculinist world of rugby, Coralie is only partially aware of

the power-play between Rennie and his (male) disciples. She fails to recognise

Pat Rennie's wager of 'a quid to be proved wrong' is purely rhetorical, and when

she takes him up, Morrie and the men around him are rendered speechless. 'By

the time she had finished they had lost their surprise, had shrunk and

tightened'(135), closing ranks against the brazen female intruder. Only after this

episode, when he felt certain that he had lost the chance of an All Black

selection, is Morrie impelled to finish with her. Morrie is seen as a sycophant, a

bootlicker and a minion, and his weaknesses along with Rennie's bullying
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challenge the way rugby is seen as a creditable signifier of New Zealand's

national identity.

By disregarding the way masculine cultural codes also position her, Coralie

herself is complicitous in their enforcement. Talk of trust between man and

woman she found meaningless, and anything she managed to grab for herself

would be through her own cunning. Sensing in Morrie 'a sympathy for Donald',

she knew they belonged to a masculine union where women were the enemy. 'It

was a fight, with no holds barred, and the fun came from winning when you

could and losing when you had to.'(56)

Despite witnessing in Morrie's anger a hint of the swollen unpleasantness that

would shape his middle years, Coralie still believes she wants him. She lay
'pressing down in the trench of warmth he had left as though it had being and

she held it prisoner. It was home, sex, children, money, future. ... She lay over it,

around it, possessed herself, held herself prisoner.'(118) Yet Coralie's obsession

with Morrie is tinged with the knowledge of his potential for violence. 'She had

always half expected it of him and that part of her excitement had come from

this'(145), and, dredging up the courage to tell him of her pregnancy, 'she imaged

him beating her up, even killing her'(147).

Although Coralie believes she knows Morrie, she was never fully aware of how

fixed the boundaries of their relationship were, nor how weak Morrie was in the

face of his own masculine agenda. When their confrontation spills out into the

street,'She sawhim shrinking.His blessed sense of whatwas proper. ... Ttris

was her victory.'(153) Yet, secure that the cultural conventions support his

position as a popular, single man, Morrie is unmoved by her declaration of

pregnancy, and it is Coralie who must retreat and reposition herself in response

to the expectations of motherhood.

Only after this failuren does Coralie begin to see Donald's value. 'The pleasures of

quietness, stillness, began to show themselves to her, and though she did not

want them for herself, she began to respect his choice of them.' Donald had been
'a pleasant person, a likeable and interesting person. Why hadn't she known it

before? Why hadn't he been enough for her?'(160) As this statement shows, an

explication of the cultural assumptions surrounding the decisions and actions of

each of the main characters is central to the shape of the novel. In Mrs Pinnock's

reaction to Donald's marriage is the deeply repressive form of puritanism which

denies the vivacitv Donald desires and admires so much in Coralie.
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Mrs Pinnock had learned from her childhood both the security and the

constraints of religion. Life with her husband and his rationalist ideas had only

been an interlude, although through him she had learnt a distrust of the

emotions that compounded her religious values. As Jean recognises, 'you can't

escape that sort of education', it was 'in her bones'(g5). Initially, complicit in

enforcing her mother's value-system in the home, Jean eventually comes to

recognise how it had 'drained the life' out of her and destroyed Donald. Fantasy

and worshipping her feelings had ended in timidness and gentility. "I couldn't

face life. Life made me ill - I could only live in my ghost world. And I took Peter

there. ... Life hasn't moved in Peter since I taught him to see it as illness."(188)

Donald had lived with this denial of life for so long that he feared he might never
'escape' and recover, but with Coralie he can imagine shaking off his habit of

apolory and obedience and standing naked, and 'It no longer frightened him'(73).

Still, his continuing inability to feel emotions frightens him. When Coralie

leaves, 'he knew he had taken a wound, a serious, even hideous one, yet he could

feel nothing.'(68) The promise of a return to the suffocating stasis of life with his

mother and Jean finally wakes him from his somnolence and he escapes by going

to the movies 'every night that week', and lived 'for two hours with guns in his

hands'(71). Fighting for Coralie is his one chance for life, and, enjoying the

feeling of anger and destruction, he smashes the 'straight-eyed' stare of his

father's picture.

Coralie assumes that, after her desertion, Donald will be happy to give her a

quick divorce. As Coralie has discovered, the only way to speed this up is with a

case of adultery, but Morrie can't be the guilty party. He was a public figure,
'schoolboys model themselves on him' and a 'thing like that would ruin him'(85).

Donald is shocked that Coralie could misread him so completely, that she could

imagine he would like the notoriety, would like 'office girls' chasing him, would

want to end their marriage so abruptly. As the wrenching facts of his situation

sink in, Donald finally finds the courage to act.

The novel uses frlmic images to signal the way Hollywood's version of American

values were sweeping the world in the 1950s. Mrs Pinnock is described by

Coralie as 'like something out of a religious movie, The Ten Commandments or

Ben Hur', while Donald, 'with his skinny hands and sad face', is seen as the
'victim', from a different sort of movie. 'The hero's friend, ... he was the person

one knew at the start of the film was going to be killed in the end.'(62) In

contrast, Coralie is seen as grabbing and shallow, like the 'gold-digger' in Bob

Hope's Bachelor in Paradise, where she and Donald first meet. However,
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Donald's decision to marry Coralie is motivated by need, no less than Coralie's,

and both are motivated by the need to escape the restrictions of their lives.

Unexpectedly, the cinema also becomes the catalyst for Coralie's re-evaluation of

her own life and her expectations. Watching Gunfight at the O.K. Corral, with

Morrie 'sitting like a lump at her side', she experiences an epiphany she calls 'the

sadness of life'. Described as a feeling of 'commingled grief and protest', she

becomes aware of Morrie's total inability to understand. Seeing Donald in the

foyer a little later, she understood. An escape had ended for him: 'in place again,

like iron bands on his wrists and ankles, were the facts of his existence.'(117)

Although she is pierced with grief for him, she is simultaneously filled with 'a

new rage of defiance', and her recognition of grief and, then, protest,

acknowledges the way the individual's place and condition is defined by their

culture; both her own, as wife and lover, and Donald's, as an emasculated male

and outsider. Her 'rage of defiance' against these cultural proscriptions is a

denial of the limitations of their lives, an attempt to resist the closure implied by

the rules.

In addition, A Special Flower's look at family life reflects an international move

away from dominant cultural assumptions about the position of the family in

society. No longer could it be assumed in sociological terms that the family

automatically provided the best and most supportive place for the individual.

Instead, it was being argued that, 'Far from being the basis of good society, the

family, with all its narrow privacy and tawdry secrets, is the source of all our

discontents.'3e To a settler culture, which had relied heavily on a rhetoric of

home and family life to stabilise frontier transgressions, this new critique further

impaired and unsettled its historical and contemporary position. As the social

historian Helen May notes, 'Along with (ostensibly) more open attitudes towards

sex and relationships in the 1960s, there also ran the early stirrings of a more

radical critique of family life and society, the origins of which lay in the new

kinds of structural analysis made popular by writers of the so-called New Left.

May gives the examples of J. P. Sartre, Herbert Marcuse, Erich Fromm, and the

best-selling writing of R. D. Laing1o, who suggested both 'that madness was the

only sane response to an irrational world', and that the 'repression within the

Edmund Leach, A Runaway World, The Reith Lectures, Oxford University Press, Oxford
(1967) p.44

J. P. Sartre, Search for a Method, (1963), Herbert Marcuse, One Dimensional Man: Studies in

the ldeology of Aduanced Society. (1964), Erich Fromm, The Fear of Freedom. (1962), and R.

D. Laing, The Politics of Experience. (1967)
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family destroyed children'.4l The novel uses a number of psychological

interpretations of Donald's death to explore the cause.

Immediately after the accident, the Pinnock women 'caught in a storm of

recollection' struggle to come to terms with Donald's death. 'But they went no

deeper into the past than the time of Donald's marriage'(88), seeing their loss as

Coralie's fault. A'bad wife'with no sense of duty, she had killed him'as surely as

if she had used a gun'(88). Their obsession with Coralie and their denial of the

past makes Peter fear for their sanity. Their memories reassert the idea of the

family into the centre of Donald's life, and turn his childhood into a place of

unbounded security and support.

Yet, earlier in the novel, Donald's childhood is not presented as being untroubled

and secure. Donald's father had 'brooded in the background'. He had been hard

on his children, and Donald saw his childhood as being'bounded by rules. Whole

hedges of them.' In addition, according to Mrs Pinnock, Donald's father had
judged his character far too early, and had given up on him at an early age. At

that time, 'Donald had seemed content to close his mind on the bleak set of

opinions he had held at sixteen.'(14) Furthermore, Donald's mother, 'it was

hinted, forbade many a promising adventure on the grounds that it might prove

dangerous', and Coralie had also noticed the way that Donald's stories stopped

short of the time of his adolescence. 'Of course, she thought, adolescence - that

would be when he got screwed up about sex.'(46) His crippling, therefore, has

been induced by his parents' attitudes, and completed by his sister's complicity.

Only after his death does Jean learn how hard Donald had fought, in his own

wdy, against this condition.

Largely denied a way to self-knowledge, Donald attempts to act by imitating

characters from his movie-watching life. A gangster, a spy, a detective, he is

always the impostor, imagining identity that is never his own. At the party on

Guy Fawkes night, he stalks Coralie, determined to find out the truth about her

infidelity, and although his actions suggest resolution and action, he recognises

himself as 'the coward bent on proving his courage'(63). After his death, Jean

discovers Donald's letter to Coralie and the 'filth' concealed in his bedroom, and

she recognises them as'his dark attempts at life'. He had "called Mother and me

pale little ghosts", and she knew it was true "the instant [she] read it."(187) Her

4L As quoted in May, Minding Chitdren p.202, Laing, R. D. The Politics of Experience. Penguin,

Harmondsworth (1967); R. D, Laing and A. Eastern, Sanity, Madness and the Family.

Penguin, Harmondsworth ( 1964)
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assumptions about his life begin to shift, and she accepts that Coralie isn't solely

to blame for his death. Coralie was his attempt at escape, and "when I should

have been helping him I was trying to drag him back into his dark."(188) Jean

also sees the strength in Donald's death, "He managed to act in the end."(L85)

Donald's condition is also an expression of the uncertainties experienced by the

settler society displaced from historical and religious certainties in the new

world. After his death, Jean recognises the way his pain was linked to an
'emptiness' developing out of a lack of grounding and internal strength, which

may have been averted, she suggests, by the sort of spiritual connection and

religious certainty that her mother displays. A vacuum, equating with the

hollowness identified in 'Fretful Sleepers', had been created which required

frlling in other ways. Both the Pinnock's garden and Donald's response to the

physical environment of the growing city represent aspects of a displacement of

cultural ideals. The making over of the wilderness into a civilised English

garden, and the ambiguous response to the wider physical environment

illustrate the novel's intention to connect the individual psychological condition

to pressures emanating from the wider society of contemporary settler New

Zealand.

Donald's observation of 'the contrast between Rangitoto (Nature, in his mother's

lesson), ... and the flimsy bridge, toy ships at the wharves, brittle city (Works of

Man)', establishes a sense of the uncertainty of settler position. The new steel

structure of the Auckland. Harbour Bridge, a statement of New Zealand's

technical capability and of its position in the modern world, contrasts with

nature and becomes to Donald 'a revelation of impermanence and courage'(75).

The view 'was sometimes able to give him identity in a kind of non-identity. He

became a holder of beauty. But not understanding this meant he was back with

desire, question, search.'(75) His attempt to understand this paradox is the

difficulty of a post-settler identity which lacks an imaginative framework within

which to know itself, and Donald had failed to fulfil his desire and his search.

Looking at the flowers in Donald's garden, Jean observes the way Donald had

used it as another statement of his desire for life and colour. The garden is a site

where private worlds are made public. Jean recognises her choice of plants are

an expression of herself and that it had been the same for Donald. In defiance of

the modesty and restraint expected in the house, Donald had redefined himself

with extravagance and exuberance and his garden is 'rich with scent and

blossom'(21). Roses had been his special flower. 'What pride and delight he had

taken in them, calling them the garden's royal family (an extravagance that
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embarrassed Ueanl a little). But he had liked them best full-blown - a stage at

which they made her uncomfortable, being so (she hesitated) excessively

ripe.'(171) Despite her distaste at the excess of his roses, Jean realises that

Coralie represented something similar, and his failure to bring the roses'

luxuriance to his own life is also a part of his death.

The Pinnocks live in a private realm of self-deception in the comfortable suburb

of Kohimarama. They are emotionally and physically removed from the outside

world, which they observe in a detached manner. Mrs Pinnock was only of
'nodding acquaintance'with the neighbours, even though they'd been there for

three years. They were 'drinking people' and had rowdy parties so 'Donald had

let the boundary hedge grow high.'(38) The Pinnocks 'needed little more than

news [of the outside world],... to make them feel other lives were close to their

own. ... The high hedge, the stone front fence, kept them detached, in a state of

compassionate detachment.'(100) Despite the closeness of urban living, their lack

of a sense of community is unmistakable. Already an established suburb of

Auckland, Kohimarama conveys a sense of settled urban living in a culture

beginning to redefine itself away from being rural and provincial.

The house in Kohimarama, the provincial New Zealand of Coralie's youth and

the in-between space of the boarding-house, sit at profound extremes to the

discourse of family and nation underpinning both the novel and the period it is

set. These three locations anticipate debates about how to qualifii and articulate

the essence of New Zealand's cultural identity in a period exemplified by shifting

populations and rapid change. In 'Empire and Nation, Home and Family'42,

Susan Sayer identifies the significance of domestic space in a discorrrse, not only

of nation, but of empire as well. Inside the Pinnock home, the primary space is

the 'sitting room'43, and Coralie and Mrs Pinnock's contest for authority takes
place here. For Mrs Pinnock, the sitting room, 'is a representation of middle-class
domestic parlance which, when transported to the colonies, served to discursively

re-present the middle-classes from the home country.'44

Susan Sayer, 'Empire and Nation, Home and Family: Renee's Does This Mahe Sense To You?

" in S.P.A.N. Nos. 4?43 (1996) pp.162-173

Philippa Tristram, Liuing Space: in Fact and Fiction Routledge, London (1989) p.305 Here,

sitting rooms, including parlours, drawing- morning- and living- rooms are all indexed under

the same signifier.

Susan Sayer, "Empire and Nation, Home and Family', p.166
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Simultaneously, the sitting room, a signifier of the private realm (where the

politics of the family are re-enacted), 'serves also as the literal and metaphoric

location for the transliteration of private meanings into public acts and vice

versa. In this way the [sitting room] can be read as a semiotic environment

where national politics are neither divorced, nor distinct, from family politics.'4s

In earlier days, when her husband controlled it, the Pinnocks' sitting room

embodied this connection. A place of male camaraderie, Mr Pinnock and his

colleagues had gathered there to discuss the left-wing politics of the time. With

the decline of her husband's influence, the sitting room becomes an imagined

space denoting Mrs Pinnock's position of immunity and privilege. However, with

Coralie's arrival, she is unable to avoid the changes threatening in her

household. Her fine Venetian vase is broken as the imagined boundary that

separated herself from the Marshes collapses once again under the onslaught of

egalitarian rhetoric and the revised assumption of anti-colonial values in the

emerging post-colonial nation.

In contrast to the house in Kohimarama, Ponsonby is an inner-city suburb

which, in this period in Auckland's history, houses mostly working-class families

and individuals domiciled in numerous run-down boarding-houses. It sits in

contrast to the Pinnock's older established position and the newly subdivided

property in Howick that Coralie buys as a s5rmbol of her new life after leaving

Donald. Her section embodies the dream of the post-war boom, and, like Morrie's

earth-moving business, captures a sense of the potential of the new era.

Before and after her marriage Coralie lives in a single room of a sleazy boarding-

house. It had offered her, temporarily, a kind of freedom. The boarding-house

was a place in which to pause between, on the one hand, resisting the restrictive

cultural demands and her desire for a 'good time', and the fear of being left

behind, stuck outside the acceptability and decency, on the other. The autonomy

represented by the boarding-house appeals to Coralie initially, but she is also

aware that living behind all those closed doors are those who have missed out on

life's opportunities. Loneliness and the fear of failure represented by the

boarding-house prompt Coralie to grab at the chance of respectability offered by

Donald, and, later, to try to manipulate Morrie into marriage.

In the late 1950s, when the idea of the nuclear family was already well-

established in New Zealand, Coralie could have expected to run a home of her

own on Donald's earnings. When she comes into Mrs Pinnock's home after her
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marriage, she frnds that Mrs Pinnock is determined she will not relinquish her
position to the grabbing young wife. Still, Coralie will not accede to Donald's offer

to find a new home for them. With its lovely gardens, spacious rooms and view of

the harbour, the house is a sign to the rest of the world that she has made it into

the ranks of the respectable.

By the time of her parents' visit, the novelty of her new status had worn off.

Coralie no longer felt, 'as she had done before marrying Donald, that she was

hunting for something that always escaped her'(44). Instead, being 'married'

made her feel freer than ever before. Deciding to shake off the 'grey horrors' of

the Pinnock home, Coralie begins to see her time away from the house as
'compensation'. Ignoring her father's warning that she is 'not bloody infallible',

she decides that she is 'going to get Morriel, whatever it cost'(5l). 'Adultery ...

The word was as juicy as steak: It stood for something forbidden that she was

going to do and enjoy and do again and again. ... She felt no guilt about it'(53).

Essentially, Coralie's influence over Morrie and Donald rests with her sexual

energ"y. She knew of Donald's need of her, and 'simply by staying she paid for

everything he gave her'(58). When he complained of her drinking and heavy

smoking and lack of interest in the home, 'her sure way of winning him around

was to grant him sexual favours.'(58) Morrie can also forget her deficiencies in

the 'looks' and 'suitability' departments because at night in bed, 'She was so

loving, so imaginative, his discontent vanished.'(L26) Coralie comes to regard

Morrie as her real husband, and Donald as an indulgence, but fearing her

independence, Donald finds the courage to challenge her. He knew that Coralie

had married him only because she thought she wasn't going to find a husband,

but Coralie had forgotten this. His accusation 'appeared to her with the
grossness of slander; then as a revealed shame'(61), and it seemed to Coralie
that, in leaving Donald, 'she would be leaving that part of her life for ever'(62).

With Donald's death, the novel examines Coralie's life and her expectations of

the relationship with Morrie Giltrap. ft reveals how Coralie's and Morrie's

decisions are shaped by more than personal desires. Instead, they are shown to

be determined by the local cultural dictates of femininity and masculinity. In

Coralie's case, her life is shaped by the recognition that she was 'not infallible',

and in Morrie's, by his shrinking in the face of assumed impropriety and his
retreat to the rules, his marriage. In addition, by reviewing Coralie's role in

Donald's life, the novel examines the complexity of the Pinnock family relations

and their eventual recognition of the way their narrow assumptions had resulted

in the tragic misreading of both Coralie and Donald. The Pinnocks' experience
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with Coralie achieves a small amount of growth within their narrow world, and a

shift.to their expectations that life is containable and predictable.

Unfortunately, the ideas held by Morrie and Pat Rennie are not offered this

same opportunity. The masculinised dominant culture of Pakeha New Zealand

would require the full force of feminist revisionism to begin its faltering shift.

Resistance to the autonomy of women continued, as did the evasion of the

unsettling effects of colonisation, but both were about to be challenged over the

next few decades. Gee's second published novel captures the social conditions of

an earlier period and offers a cultural critique of that time. The national myths

of egalitarianism and betterment, along with those of family and nation, would

all become significant issues in national and international debates over the

following decade. As in The Big Season, Gee's reading of the ambivalence of
'national discourse' in A Special Flower anticipates key aspects of these debates,

reflecting the unsettling of key values and assumptions of identity in the

contemporary settler condition.
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Chapter l\vo

Den Dwellers: The 1970s

In the 1970s Maurice Gee continued to fictionally represent Pakeha New
Zealand and engage with many of the contradictions of its cultural heritage. This
chapter considers the cultural framework of the first two novels Gee published in
the 1970s, the second decade of his publishing career, and asks what they reveal
about the cultural condition of the contemporary settler subject in this period.

The third novel from this decade, Plumb (1978), became the first in a trilogy and

will be discussed in the following chapter.

In My Father's Den (7972)1 and Games of Choice (1976)2 are a mixture of genres,

and the blending of characteristics from crime, historical and family frction
enables the cultural territory of the novels. Stylistically, the novels are
deceptively simple to be examined. Naturalistically set in real time, they appear
to be conventionally realist. The novels reveal the cultural influences affecting

characters' choices and shaping events in Pakeha New Zealand society. In

addition, they expose the destabilisation of notions of gender, religion and family

during the 1960s and 1970s. Linking the details in the novels with actual
historical and sociological research sustains the study's proposition that Gee's

novels can be read as realistic representations of the cultural condition of
contemporary Pakeha New Zealand.

The novels' multi-dimensional portrait of contemporary Pakeha society uncover a

sense of displacement ignored or avoided in much contemporaneous cultural

commentary, perhaps in deference to the perceived desire for an integral

national identity. ln In My Father's Den and Games of Choice characters struggle

with the consequences of an evasive and shifting sense of self, revealing an

authorial awareness of a psychic and cultural need to acknowledge the

contradictions that exist for the Pakeha community, in respect to understanding

their identity and position in New Zealand. The chapter title, 'den-dwellers',

Maurice Gee, .In My Father's Den. Faber and Faber, London, (L972). This is

of this novel which has been reprinted a number of times over the years. All

refers to this edition.

Maurice Gee, Gatnes of Choice. Faber and Faber, London (L976)

All page numbering refers to this edition.

the first edition
page numbering
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metaphorically extends the habit of worldly retreat employed by Paul Prior and
his father to include the numerous strategies of evasion utilised by others to
avoid the pressures and uncertainties of their worlds.

In In My Father's Den a shocking crime is used to focus attention on the broader
implications of its gruesome detail. Consequently, the crime is shown to be
significant to the cultural condition of the settler society in this period of New
Zealand's social history. Noting the way in which Western societies in general

are fascinated by crime, Jon Thompson proposes in Fiction, Crime and Empire
(1993)3 that 'the capacity of crime fiction to evaluate different historical moments
in the experience of modernity is not an accidental feature; rather it is a

dominant feature of the g€nre.r4 Gee's novels all contain some spectre of
transgressive behaviour, but he experimented with crime fiction only twice in his

adult fiction, and in both instances it was when he was writing about periods of

major cultural upheaval.

In My Father's Den examines the disruption caused by the shift away from the

relative stability and conformity of the post-war period, and the upheavals
caused by the multiple social revolutions of the late 1960s. This discussion of In

My Father's Den examines the manner in which the crime presents myths of the

experience of modernity; 'of what it is like to live in a world dominated by the

contradictory forces of renewal and disintegration, progress and destruction,
possibility and impossibility'.s As Thompson suggests, the examination of the
crime signals the effects of the 'contradictory forces' of modernity, on the

unsettled settler society of New Zealand. Gee's second crime fiction, Crime Story
(1994), published twenty years later, explores the social and cultural uneasiness
resulting from the change from a state-interventionist economy to a market-led

one, in the period following the 1984 general election. A fuller examination of
Crime Story follows in Chapter Five.

In My Father's Den investigates the pressure on assumptions and expectations
existing within the culture represented in the fiction, by writing about the

disruptions both causing and caused by a gruesome crime. In the search for

meaning after the crime, the novel explores a number of the sites of
contemporary Pakeha culture destabilised in the new era: the myths of the rural

4

o

Jon Thompson, Fiction, Crime and Empire: Clues to Modernity and Post modernisrn.
University of Illinois Press, Chicago (1993)

Thompson, Fiction, Crime and Empire p.3

Thompson, p.3
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past and the demands of urbanisation and progress, a fundamentalist religion

and the continuing legacy of secular puritanism, the expectations of marriage,

family values and the position of women in society, and the push towards a

liberalisation of New Zealand's social expectations, assumptions and values.

While primarily concerned with the influence of family on the individual, the

novel also examines the polarisation of characters' responses to aspects of social

and cultural change in the late 1960s. Celia Inverarity, student and victim, and

Paul Prior, her teacher and prime suspect, challenge dominant assumptions

about respectability and family values. In contrast, Andrew Prior, Paul's brother,

and Celia's father, Charlie, continue holding onto distorted visions of the past

which threaten to disrupt the increasingly progressive social expectations of the

times. Charlie's certainties are disrupted by Celia's determination to continue

her education, but he struggles, often violently, to maintain his authority against

the rising tide of change. For Andrew, conflict exists between the fundamentalist

piety of his childhood and the temptations of the new era, and he is left in a state

of unreality which is unstable and dangerous.

Fundamental to In My Father's Den's representation of an unsettled society is

the exploration of assumptions about gender, marriage and the family. In Jock

Phillips' A Man's Countryt, the 'cult of domesticity' is set in a historical, social

and economic context which positioned women inside the home and men out in

the world. This notion is reflected in the Prior family home in the 1930s, and

continues to be influential to Joyce's expectations in the 1950s. But, by the late

L960s and increasingly through the 1970s, these assumptions were being

challenged. Women were beginning to redefine the boundaries of femininity and,

slowly, to negotiate a movement away from the hearth towards increased

independence.

Against her husband's wishes, the middle-aged Joyce Inverarity enacts this

redefrnition of her traditional role by withdrawing from the marriage bed and

deciding to support Celia in her desire to attend university. In contrast, the next

generation, Celia and Miranda Pratt, from Games of Choice, grab the freedoms

promised by the emerging youth culture, the sexual revolution and the

expectation of increased opportunities for women. By exploring the tensions

existing within the family life of the Inveraritys, in the early part of the decade,

6 Jock Phillips, A Man's Country: Th.e Image of the Pakeha Male. Penguin Books, New Zealand
(1996) (2nd Ed^) pp.222-224
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and the Pratts, a little later, the two novels illustrate the challenge to

assumptions and expectations inherited from an earlier colonial society.

Along with the representation of a more general disruption to past values in the

1970s, the two novels also communicate the sense of uncertainty resulting from

contemporary challenges to ideas about collective or national identity. In this

period, New Zealand entered a new phase of nationalist endeavour. The need to

renegotiate an economic relationship with Britain, after she entered the new

European eommunity, influenced the movement away from earlier assumptions

of a monocultural society. For Pakeha New Zealanders, an increasing awareness

of the ambiguity of an identity which was neither British nor monocultural, and

positioned uneasily between the historical authority of Europe and an

increasingly vocal indigenous population, inspired aspects of the past ignored

and./or forgotten to be revisited in historical analysis and in fiction.

Although Games of Choice is set in a racially exclusive suburb where labels of

difference are seldom required and the indigenous'other'remain out of view, the

shifting ground of settler identity and authority is revealed initially by the

socially inept Kingsley Pratt, and then by the visiting English historian,

Armbruster. While a failure to engage with the challenges to settler identity was

common in Pakeha communities all over the country, the novel successfully

eaptures a sense of growing discomfort. The stories of those on the hill are no

longer the only ones ascribed onto the New Zealand landscape.

In addition, the process of redefining national identity was instrumental in

encouraging the settler population to acknowledge the inadequacies and

dishonesties in the foundation myths of colonial New Zealand. ln Games of

Choice, Kingsley Pratt engages with some aspects of the rehistorisization of self

and nation by questioning the official version of the town's beginnings. The novel

brings into focus the reality that things were no longer as stable as they had once

appeared to be. Assumptions about 'the truth', along with ideas of 'civilised'

behaviour begin to be questioned; at the same time, the attempt by some to

achieve a more 'natural' state comes under heavy scrutiny and is found to be no

less spurious.

In these novels of the 1970s, an awareness of the ground beginning to shift is

commonly met with an evasion of the possibility of other ways of seeing. The

destabilisation of cultural certainties and the disinclination to engage with

intellectual or emotional concerns impair the settler culture's efforts to know

itself. Yet, paradoxically, Kingsley Pratt's belief that a liberal revisionist path
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leads to a degree of enlightenment also induces withdrawal. His self-effacement,
his h;per-sensitivity to other peopl.e and his non-specific seuse of guilt is a denial
of himself. The internalisation of the condition of displacement illustrates the
complexity of the issues resulting from the challenge to authority and identity for
the settler society over this time.

By linking the real or empirical world, found in social histories, editorials and
other primary source documentation, to the frctional world created by Gee in
Games of Choice and In My Father's Den, this chapter examines how the
shifting world of post-colonial recentring influenced Pakeha society in the 1970s.
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In My Fatherfs Den

In My Father's Den (1972) centres on an investigation into the murder of a bright
young student, Celia Inverarity. Paul Prior, her teacher, is at the centre of the
enquiry into her death. For a time he is a key suspect, but he remains the
foremost observer and interpreter of social and cultural pressures surrounding
the murder. As Bill Manhire notes in his study of Maurice Gee's novels, 'Seeking

the truth, the definition and the tradition of the detective ... is rather used as a
means of telling a story of character and environment, not as an end in itself.'?
The story weaves back and forth, through the childhood, adolescence and
adulthood of Paul Prior, alternating the past with the present. Paul's
relationships with his family and friends reveals a connection between the
instability of shifting cultural assumptions in Pakeha New Zealand society and
the outburst of violence that results in Celia's death.

As Paul Prior examines key aspects of his life, the periods to which his memories
are attached match periods of significant shifting in the private and public

worlds of this post-settler society. Paul's childhood in the 1930s had escaped the
worst of the Depression years, but it had been indelibly marked by the
expectations and denials of a fundamentalist or puritanical value system. Paul's
adolescent turmoil, in the 1950s, coincides with another period of unsettling,
when ideas about public morality were being challenged by events like the
Parker-Hulme murder and the 'Mazengarb Report' of 1954. And finally, Paul's
return to New Zealand as an adult in the late 1960s is made at a time of rapidly
shifting moral codes and social expectations. As an outsider observing the
struggles of young Celia Inverarity, Paul shows how the challenges faced by an
increasingly unsettled society are central to the murder.

The novel is referred to as 'the classic retrospective account of Puritanism' by
Lawrence Jones in the recent Oxford Companion to New Zealand LiteratureS,
and the ways in which the past is shown to shape the present in the novel is a
critique of the continuing influence of this social patterning. Earlier

7 BiU Manhire, Maurice Gee: New Zealand. Writers and their Work Series Oxford Universitv
Press, Auckland (1986) p.20

8 Roger Robinson and Nelson Wattie (Eds.) The Oxford Companion to New Zealand. Literature.
Oxford University Press, New Zealand (1998) p.456
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commentators9 identifu puritanism as the key issue underpinning the text, but
this needs to be reviewed. Demands for conformity, respectability and normality,
usually associated with the discourse of puritanism, also reflect the anxiety of
belonging affecting the settler society of contemporary New Zealand. The effort
to maintain an imported set of epistemological assumptions, in order to make
sense of self, meant that difference could not be tolerated. Challenges to the
demand for conformity in Pakeha society contributed to the collapse of notions
about identity, and, consequently, an increased awareness of being part of a
massive international recentring.

By looking at changing social and moral expectations, particularly with regards
to women, In My Father's Den exposes the uncertainties that follow the
fragmentation of inherited cultural confidence and the loss of religious
conviction. Many of the official institutions of Pakeha society - legislative,
judicial and educational - had been shaped by the values of a puritan past, but
by the 1970s these were being questioned from a number of directions. The idea
that there was only 'one right way'was, like ideas about women, the home and
the family, in the process of being destabilised by the extended opportunities of a
modernised world and an expanding urban community. In the novel, each
characters' response to the new environment illustrates various aspects of this
displacement.

Twenty years earlier, in his 1952 essay, Fretful Sleepers,L0 Bill Pearson had
forewarned of a time 'when the puritan shell is cast off [and] there is nothing to
replace it except perhaps a dimly expectant hedonism' or a 'conscientious and
enlightened self-indulgence'.r1 In My Father's Den explores this idea by
implying that a connection exists between Paul Prior's early rejection of the

9 For example: Bill Manhire, Neu Zealand Writers and their Work: Maurice Gee. Oxford
University Press, Auckland (1986)

David H7ll, Maurice Gee, Longman Paul Ltd., New Zealand (1981)

Colleen Reilly, 'An Interview with Maurice Gee'Australian and New Zealand Studies in
Canada Vol.3, (1990) pp.1-8

Lawrence Jones, Barbed Wire and Miruors: Essoys on New Zealand Prose. fslsdin, ( 198?)
Brian Boyd, 'Maurice Gee: Ironies of Growth and Judgement.' Part I Islands Vol. 8 No.
3, (1980) pp.268-81

Brian Boyd, 'Maurice Gee: Ironies of Growth and Judgement.' Part II Islands Vol. 8 No. 4,
(1981) pp.136-60

10 Bill Pearson, 'Fretful Sleepers' LandfaU 2S (Lg52)
11 Lawrence Jones, section on 'Puritanism' in The Oxford. Companion to New Zealand. Literature

(1998) p.455
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evangelical religiosity of his mother and the flaws in his moral code as an adult.

Den-dwelling becomes the signifier of Paul's particular denial of emotional

demands and his subsequent evasion of cultural expectations. His life journey

has been shaped by moral and intellectual laziness, and a failure to confront the

evasions of his childhood. Celia's death compels him to acknowledge the patterns

issuing from the past which continue to haunt his and his brother's lives.

Through Paul, questions about personal identity are corurected to a more general

anxiety over the shifting ground of morality. The novel explores the changing

attitudes of a society moved beyond a religious codification of interpersonal

behaviour, into the secular world with unstable rules and expectations.

By exposing the 'shape' of his own life, Paul attempts to detect the processes of

fragmentation which had led to the explosion of violence and subsequent loss of

life. A member of the 'me' generation, Paul's memories force him to look past his

immediate concerns to reflect upon shifts of broader cultural consequence. Paul

believes he had 'got rid of God' long ago, and established new expectations and

values for himself. He had assumed that, like the 'self, morality was something

he might reshape and reconstruct as he desired. Instead, he discovers that his

libertarian habits continue to reflect the shape and limitations of his past, just as

the outside world also continues to demand compliance with the social and moral

codes that originated there.

The novel's exploration of cultural identity navigates the myths and the reality

in a manner which enables both the evasions and the assumptions to be clearly

observed. Resisting the predominant myths of God's Own Country,

egalitarianism and wealth, In My Father's Den exposes the uncertainties and

unease of the moment instead. The uneasy connection between secularised

puritanism and material betterment is reflected in the flawed way that Andrew

views the connection between his mother (the mythologised past) and the

prosperity accrued from her defrlement (by progress and modernisation). Bill

Manhire suggests that Gee 'deliberately used the form of the detective story or

thriller ... as a means of charting a number of deficiencies in the New Zealand

character and way of life'lz. But, rather than deficiencies, the novel exposes the

hidden cultural tensions as well as the more visible social and cultural attitudes

contributing to the uneasy disposition of its settler community.

Imitating a news report of the murder, the novel's Prologue gives a shallow and

largely misleading account of the situation, and introduces a number of unstable
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or shifting cultural sites. Within the report are hidden clues to the sense of

uneasiness the novel is ultimately concerned with. The importance of conformity

and belonging is reflected in the way the victim is presented initially as 'the girl

next door', but, by closing in upon itself, the community rejects her independence

and unconsciously claims responsibility for the crime and its repercussions.

The Prologue describes the discovery of the body, 'hidden in a patch of scrub'(9).

Metaphorically, the 'patch of scrub' represents the dark underside of the

developing society and the fear of elements hidden in the new urban space which

remain untamed and disorderly. Calling it 'a menace to the community', a

neighbour expresses his anger that the scrub had not been cleared and lists a

number of earlier incidents that have occurred there: an assault, a gang rape,

then, for a number of days, it had been the headquarters for an Auckland motor

cycle gang.(ll) The partial taming of the landscape, also suggests a pause in the

speed of progress, a half-way place, between modern city and parochial country,

with unknown and brutal appetites. Reversing the earlier inference that

Wadesville is an orderly law-abiding town, the desire for retribution from the

townsfolk perpetuates the sense of untamed and subterranean violence. The hint

of vigilante action reflects the dark underbelly of the community, and,

unwittingly, reveals the unreliability of official codes and moral controls in the

rapidly changing world.

Another deception is perpetrated in the way Celia is presented. Initially, she is

claimed by the community, and the implied acceptance of her ambition suggests

a modern attitude towards women exists in Wadesville. Celia was 'the most

promising scholar to attend the school in its seventeen year history.'(L0)

According to the report, Celia was 'a quiet unassuming girl with a ready sense of

humour' who, with her 'lively interest in botany and music', conformed to the

dominant feminine values of the period. "She was a lovely girl. A lady."(l1) Yet,

as the novel unfolds and we return to the last few months of her life, Celia's

struggles with the school, the community and her father are a major part of the

narrative.

Also significant in this first announcement is the mention of the murderer's 'tidy

frame of mind'. The body was found 'lying face up with its limbs neatly

arranged'(10), and the implication of order and restraint is a hidden clue to the
'sort' of person her attacker might be. Although it is not picked up by the police

investigators, in hindsight, the clue links Paul's journey to his contemplation of

the dark recesses of a mind distorted by repression and the denial of human
'appetites'.
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In two pages, the Prologue identifres the social and cultural values and

assumptions under pressure in this period. As aspects of the Prologue which

deny or ignore particular truths behind the incident are identified, the novel

proceeds to rewrite the initial impression. Unpacking the assumptions and

challenging the sensationalism of the initial report enables Paul to arrive at a

more profound and disturbing understanding of the situation surrounding Celia's

death.

Paul's uncertainty about his own identity is connected to the internalisation of

his own uneasy positioning. Once he had 'thought of a Maori face' when he tried

to picture criminals, although later it changed to a Pakeha one, which was 'a

relief(62). But after examining his ideas about the 'stereotype: sex-fiend -

mousy, wearing pebble glasses', Paul discovers it is a description of himself and

he resumes imagining the perpetrator as something 'other', 'some bloody thug,

some Maori.'(63)

One of only two reference to Maori in In My Father's Den, Paul's confusion

reflects the settler's historical avoidance of the Maori 'other'on the New Zealand

landscape. There are no Maori characters in the novel, but their presence

remains in the imaginations of the Pakeha characters, shadows on the psychic

landscape. Evidence of historical war sites is disturbing, with their reminder of

the long history of Maori habitation, but the novel re-enacts the habit of evasion

which makes their presence easy to dismiss. Even these briefest of encounters

manage to remind PauI of the in-between space inhabited by the

settler/coloniser.

On his return from Europe, Paul is not fooled by the shift from provincial

township to the city suburb implied by steel and glass of Wadesville's 'Golden

Mile'. His hesitation about the signs of progress comes from his awareness of the

friction, still existing, between the idealisation of a simple and orderly past, and

the instability caused by rapid change. Paul's indifference to the commitment

and hard work behind the town's growth irritates Andrew and Charlie, who

resent his education and his bachelorhood, and his lack of interest in the wealth

and property they covet. To them, his books and 'arty-farty' ideas are
'screwloose', and his den-dwelling and cynicism reek of depravity, but Paul's

distance brings to a head the issues hidden behind the new fagade of glass and

steel.

Hobhouse also resents Paul's rejection of an ethos of hard work the citizens of

Wadesville embrace. Hobhouse was an accountant, a profession which implies a
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high degree of conformity and respectability, and his 'resentment that a

schoolteacher should have a private income had grown over the years into a kind

of moral disgust'(77). Their public exchange of letters-to-the-editor in the

Wadesville Gazette emphasised Paul's isolation from the rest of the community

and he becomes increasingly aware of the sense of menace emanating from the

wider community. When, after a newspaper report implicates him in Celia's

murder, the local children stone his home, he grows increasingly apprehensive

about the rest of the town. 'What would the adults do?'(72)

After Celia's body is discovered, the lack or loss of ritual in the modern world is

presented as a partial explanation for the savage backlash of the town.

Determined to seek out and destroy Celia's attacker, Hobhouse and others form

the Wadesville Action Committee. Although these 'Rotary Club men' are unable

to pursue vengeance too far from the safe place of their respectability, Paul's

proximity to the deceased, as her teacher and, more dubiously, her friend,

provokes them into seizing him and making him hostage to their public act of

moral retribution. Paul recognises that the charade being played out at the site

of Celia's death is not about him, but about the need to assuage the desecration.
'Like a rite from a primitive religion'(78), burning the bush enacts a ritualised

purgation, and despite the heightened sense of threat, 'Common sense told [Paul]
what was possible. Not burning, not in Wadesville. Not even humiliation -

shaved head or nugget on the balls.'(?8)

The loss of ritual is also significant to Andrew's retrogression. Paul's sudden

return to New Zealand is an affront to Andrew. He resents the way 'twelve

thousand miles and fifteen years could be so casually treated' and Paul

recognises 'his mother's manner' in his disapproval, and senses the shift in

Andrew's balance at his reappearance. Andrew had a 'wobble in purpose' that

was just like their father's.(105) Paul returns to live in Wadesville, unbothered

by the effacement of the Prior past. The orchard, the creek and the den of the

past still lived in his imagination, now, 'the orchard was gone and the money in

the bank'. But Paul sees that 'the equation worked in some other way' for

Andrew.(106)

Leaving Wadesville had helped Andrew to sustain his memories of that time as a

religious certitude, until Paul's return. 'The Wadesville of Andrew's imagination

was changeless: old wooden house, orchard, garden, kitchen with roaring stove

and singing kettle; mother Goddess of the Hearth - Andrew, wise child,

acolyte.'(166) Andrew saw the money from the orchard as 'reward' for

maintaining his mother's faith and memory, against the baseness of the current
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times. Paul's return forces him to revisit those sites, and the 'new' Wadesville

comes to represent, for him, all that was corrupt in the changing world.

The connection between Paul and Wadesville and the profanation of his mother's

memory is unequivocal for Andrew. The insult of the changes gives way to 'a

sense of defilement'(166), and Celia becomes the victim of his madness. When

Celia walks past him carrying her books, 'He saw her instantly as fbelonging to

Paull. A law began to operate.'(166) Dragging her into Cascade Park, he 'had the

sense of being about to perform some important action, some cleansing action,

but had no knowledge yet of what it might be.'(167) His actions take on a sense

of religious necessity, and Andrew is able to divorce his rational and civilised

mind from them.

Andrew lives in his own 'patch of scrub', half-way between a chaste and pure

past and a distaste at his own complicity in the vulgarity of the present moment.

As his religious prescription becomes increasingly deficient in a rapidly changing

world, his brutal act comes from the hidden, irrational side of his life. Described

in the book as the point where the vectors of his life, religion and materialism,

intersect(164), the undercurrent of violence is linked to the habitual repression

and denial of his puritan positioning and the uncertainty of the wider

community.

Before the brutal end to her life, Celia had been caught half-way between

asserting her real self and wanting to keep her parents happy. Celia's hair was a

statement of her individuality, and she had managed to survive the year at

school despite the efforts of 'poor Miss Selwyn', who had been 'always at her to

cut her hair,'tie it, torture it somehow.'(26) As she leaves Paul's house on that

final visit, Andrew had noticed her flushed face, the hint of wine on her breath,

and especially her untamed hair. It is later revealed that, re-enacting an earlier

act of penance carried out by his mother after the birth of their brother John,

Andrew had tried to dislodge large clumps of her hair in his frenzy.

Determined to do her 'mad degree', Botany, Music and Chinese, Celia had

started visiting Paul after school and in the weekends, demanding extra tuition.

She believes his liberal stance and worldly experience mean he can help her find

an individual voice, and a place to belong away from the narrow limitations of

Wadesville. Instead, she causes him to recognise how narrowly his attitudes are

defined. As he tried to guide her 'to Eliot and Auden', she woke in him a

puritanism he had not known he possessed.(127) Her 'sampling'was more 'an

orTI', while his own introduction to books, 'in Father's den, was vegetarian
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comp€rred to this.'(127) Trained to see the English tradition as eentral, he begins

to acknowledge his own'crustiness'with Celia's challenges to his demands for

reservation, qualifi cation, order and restraint.

Yet, PauI is aware that even the little splash of aftershave on a corner of his

handkerchief makes him appear decadent in Wadesville. Sporting hairy side-

burns and wearing scanty underpants, he had dressed to emphasise his distance

from the town. Symbols of rebellion for youth in the 1"960s, the sideburns

represent Paul's refusal to conform and 'settle down'. Worn by those unable or

unwilling to go all-the-way and grow full facial hair, the sideburns also illustrate

the superficiality of his posturing and his insipid shallowness. Looking at himself

in the mirror, Paul knows he is a 'phoney bastard', unable to commit to anything

in any depth(63). Books were 'good company' and marriage and children 'out', but

his 'den-dwelling' was as much about evading life as about seeking wisdom and

enlightenment.

Both Paul and his father had been in conflict with dominant cultural

assumptions about 'masculinity' in the provincial New Zealand of their

respective times. A failed lawyer with little knowledge of rural life, or of women

or children, Henry Prior had preferred to retreat, as often as possible, to the

books hidden in the poisons room of his shed. But despite not meeting the

expectations of masculine pragmatism, and rejecting the limitations of his wife's

religious beliefs, Henry Prior accepted his obligation to provide for his family.

Recognising Paul's struggle with his mother, he had introduced him to his 'den',

and, apart from the love of literature, his chief legacy to his son is the habit of

escaping the world.

As Paul matured, the detachment of the den became his chosen state. Life on the

orchard went on, but, increasingly, returning to the den began to feel like
'coming home - nothing more was going to be asked of me.'(55) In his hidden

world, he determines to leave the constraints of Wadesville behind him. His

girlfriend, Joyce, had not understood his need to escape or his chosen route, an

arts degree from the University. "What do you do it for?", she had wanted to

know.(9l) Almost twenty years later, Charlie's response to Celia's plans is the

sarne, and this enables Paul to adopt a superior stance without asking or

answering key questions about himself. Although educated, Paul remains

shallow and limited.

After his mother's death, Paul had learnt to cook and it became another skill

enabling him to avoid being snared, like his father, into marriage. He is, he
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declares, 'the one that got away'(lL1). Andrew and Charlie Inverarity echo each

other in their criticism of him, united in the belief that, if a man did not marrJr

and become a good breadwinner, he was neither fully adult nor fully masculine.ls

Paul's life is 'a waste of time' and his bachelorhood is further evidence of self-

indulgence. Already positioned outside the assumptions of masculine normality,

his refusal to coach the school football team eErrns him the title 'Pansy Prior', and

admitting that he had never wanted to be married increases the police's

suspicion about him after Celia's death(31).

As well as reflecting dominant assumptions about masculinity, the novel

examines the conflicts and compromises endured by women in domestic life over

a frfty-year period. The detail of dominant assumptions about homelife, families

and women is surprisingly close to the social histories of women's lives written in

the 1980s.14 In the novel, the choices, expectations and conventions that

surround women are observed through Paul's eyes, and so the viewpoint, though

liberal in the context of the times, continues to be largely a masculinist one. Paul

is deeply suspicious of women, with their emotional and'biological'demands, and

although his preference for den-dwelling enables a critique of social codes and

conventions, he continues to see women primarily through their relationship to

men.

The limitation of his critique is observed in Paul's response to girls and women.

Joyce is a trophy to be won, and Paul imagines her attractiveness will increase

his own position in the community. Similarly, his understanding of Miss

Selwyn's criticism of Celia is limited to believing that she can see Celia only

through the lens of her own envy at Celia's dual attributes of beauty and

intelligence. However, the unreliability of Paul's view of women succeeds in

emphasising men's comparative freedom to make lifestyle choices in these times.
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Until Celia, few of the women in Paul's life had imagined options other than

marriage and motherhood. Then, in the second half of the twentieth century, 4

gradual movement towards greater opportunity for women began. Earlier

expectations of self-fulfilment for women had focused on the ideal of family life.

As the sociologist Helen May explains, 'Individualism in the past has been

balanced by strong codes of social and moral responsibility. Within the family the

precariousness of such a balance was always present but reconciled insofar as

many women were concerned by a code of self-sacrifice.'15 Later, the desire for

gteater economic independence by women and greater pressure to contribute to

the family budget influenced the changing aspirations of women and caused a

fundamental shift in women's expectations, from an ideal, demanding self-

sacrifice, to one of self-fulfiIment.

The expectations of home and family had shut down Paul's mother's life and

bounded Joyce Poole's. Celia's observation of her mother's compromises

contributes to her own decision to seek a different social code of feminine

expectation. She turns to Paul, imagining that his own rejection of the rules

means he knows of other options, and can help her to find an identity

independent from the men in her life. At the same time the novel explores the

consequences of Celia's challenge to social mores, examining the men's responses

to her increased expectations.

Throughout the novel, men are seen retreating to the status quo and attempting

to remain in safe territory with their families, businesses and religious practices.

Their renewed enthusiasm for the rules of the past betrays their uncertainty

when faced with a challenge to dominant soeial ideas. The young policeman's

uncertainty about the correct procedure is described as a'pause in behaviour', a

hesitation, followed by a 'retreat to the rules.'(61) And in Andrew's home, where

all behaviour was 'laid down in do's and don'ts. Like a sort of chart'(153), Paul

observes that the rules were so fixed, 'Only in moments of pause did [Andrew]
know what he thought.'(105)

Similarly, Paul's father had only managed to go 'across town to the Unitarians'

after the death of his wife, despite the time in the den broadening his interests.

His final words to Paul, that he had always been 'light-minded', acknowledge

that although he might avoid the rules, ultimately, he would not break them.

Although he knew of his father's evasions, Paul continued to believe he was

extraordinary. He had shown Paul a way to survive the nar:row limitations of the
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community. 'Privacy was the gift he offered us, while our mother offered love,

precepts, a Path: bondage. That he was more selfish than she, and lazier, seemed

unimportant to me. I kept my eyes on the damage.'(148)

To Paul's mother, his brother John's mongolism had been more than God's will.

It was 'God's judgement', and along with 'the maternal feelings that made up my

mother's love for John went a new painful religious ardour.'(5S) It had driven her

husband into his den and set up a distorted vision of religion and marriage for

her eldest son. Paul justified his decision to resist marriage with the memory, it

helped him to believe he was 'being reasonable'. He would remember his mother

with John, remember Joyce, and his father's words on his death-bed, and knew

that, as far as women were concerned, he 'had nothing to offer' women like

Marlene, 'but another glass of gin.'(122)

Initially, Paul views his resistance to marriage, religion and other social

conventions as a sign of free-thinking, independence and self-sufficiency. It is

only later, with Celia, that he sees how his easy dismissal of God and his

mother's laws had left him 'incomplete' in most areas of his life. Describing his

Presbyterian upbringing to Celia, he begins to see that his own limitations

remained connected to it. Awed by the number of secular choices that echoed

lessons taken in those first ten years, Paul's 'libertarian habits, it seemed, were

Presbyterian after all, by simple inversion. Everything took its tone from

Mother.'(131)

Letting himself get close to Celia, Paul begins to accept that he might be 'in need

of a retrospective repair job ... - some circuit-tinkering in the time of Mother

and of Joyce.'(122) But, again, he had withdrawn from examining this, 'in

laziness more than fear'. Celia finds Paul 'shifty', after Charlie's toughness and

sureness, and he confesses to her his sense of feeling 'hollow'. 'I keep shifting

from thing to thing. That's why I have to have a den. To stop me being

completely slippery. Lightweight.'(131) Paul must acknowledge that while rules

and precepts distort, being 'lightweight' and evasive are equally deceptive and

disruptive.

Using the pseudonym 'Leslie M. Hall' and writing about Paul, Charlie and

Joyce's generation, Phoebe Meikle's 1958 Landfall essay examines the

antagonism between the sexes in New Zealand. In the essay she claims that,
'Any woman's refusal to be managed and patronised constitutes so grave a threat

to ... men's emotional security, ... that she must be judged "unwomanly", severest
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of condemnations.'16 In the shifting environment of the late L960s and early

1970s, men like Charlie and Andrew were struggling to maintain control of their

wives and children. In Charlie's mind, girls could get School Certificate but afber

that, it was a waste of time. Wanting her to be 'some sort of ideal woman'(120),

Charlie tries to refuse Celia the right to continue at school, and later, to attend

university. He had not wanted her to seem aberrant, like the freaks who

inhabited Paul Prior's world.

In addition to the tension between fathers and daughters over the shifting

expectations of the new generation, many mothers were beginning to encourage

their daughters to try new things and take the risks they hadn't dared or cared

to. Challengrng Charlie for the first time, Joyce supports Celia in her desire to

travel beyond Wadesville. She supports her Sunday visits to Paul and gets the

school, the bastion of conservative values, to assist her in overruling Charlie's

mandate. It was hard for Celia to know what her mother thought although she

was aware that her support came partly from wanting Celia 'to get something

she missed'(133).

In the 1930s, many women had been consumed by what they saw as their moral

duty to procreate, and to raise their children to know the 'one right way'. Mrs

Prior's world was rigidly structured by a carefully monitored code of behaviour,

and the denial of anything other. A staunch Presbyterian, she had been

committed to bringing up her children to live by her religious beliefs, and 'One of

the dim understandings of [Paul's] childhood was that mother was less kind than

good.'(l4) 'Danger to our limbs worried her less than danger to our souls.'(20)

Mrs Prior's mental shut-down saw numerous barriers of prejudice erected, and a

righteousness appear which passed judgement and condemnation on others. The

Priors' neighbours, the Flynns, were poor and struggling, but 'Their dirt and

"popery" were too much for her'(22) and she would give them only a grudging sort

of assistance. Similarly, she had not liked Paul's friend Charlie, his 'ugly nasal

voice' offended her and, worse, 'he was the son of the local bookmaker'(46). Even

the lollies from the Rationalists' picnic lolly-scramble have to be spat out, and

the threepence found in a gutter returned to its owner. For Mrs Prior, the

potential for moral contamination was boundless.

Paul had struggled to understand his mother, but Andrew seemed to know

automatically the answers to her 'testing of the moral circuits'. When Paul meets
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him again af[er many years, 'The neat little groove Andrew had run in since our

mother's death produced in me even now, a spasm of impatience that was close

to anger. ... How, I wondered, had he managed to marry Penny - and father a

child?'(70) Andrew's ability to think independently and engage emotionally had

been seriously distorted. He was 'too rigid', even to his wife. 'Order, she was

seeing, had its dangers.'(153), and the novel suggests that there is a large price

to pay for this sense of righteousness that has lost sight of humanity.

Celia's death is 'one of God's little kindnesses' to Andrew, and his mindless

response recalls, for PauI, the intolerance of his religious beliefs. 'That cretin, I

thought, that half-man, that self-castrated, mother-worshipping, obscurantist,

priestly, wowser prick. What a mind! What an oily little mess of cogs and

bearings. Press the button and out came the card. God iru His infinite utisdorn

has called this sinner to the judgement seat.'(I46) As the novel suggests, the lack

of engagement, emotional or intellectual, becomes a liability for the community,

whatever its source.

Having discovered early that there was more than 'one right w&y', the adolescent

Paul Prior begins to notice a number of contradictions and inconsistencies

ignored or denied in the culture around him. The silences and secrets of the adult

world of sex could only be revealed in clandestine and sordid ways, and his first

real affair reinforces this disparity between social and moral structures. Even

though the girl is censured by the community for being immoral, Paul

acknowledges her importance to his sex education. Through her attentions,
'[PauU learned about menstruation, the dreadful power of semen, how to use

French letters ... When she tired of me and moved on, I no longer had any use for

Sticky Leaper's masturbation sheets.'(56) Andrew was not so lucky. 'To guide

him he had only Mother's lesson that children began in the union of souls.' And

although Paul tries to explain what was happening to him '- tried it blunt and

tried it euphemistic - ... he answered "Shut up, shut up", to everything, in a

voice that didn't seem to be his.'(56)

Joyce Inverarity n6e Poole had also been consumed by a culturally constructed

sense of her feminine destiny. Marriage still formed a large part of her

expectations and it lay behind her social manoeuvres. But by the late 1950s, the

desire for acceptance and normality had replaced the narrow religious ideal of

women. A new girl in the town, Joyce had 'joined the [tennis] club so she could

meet some people'(90), and in making herself available in this wdy, she becomes

something to compete over.
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To Paul, 'Girls were a herd I roped prize heifers from ... and this one looked as if

she might be prize.'(8g) Girlfriends reflected a man's cultural worth: the most

handsome or wealthiest men expected to win the most attractive women, thus,

by engaging in an element of rivalry, Paul could measure himself on the scale of

masculine success. 'It was natural. I suppose, that at nineteen I should prefer

prettiness to character, or even beauty, in a woman's face.'(89) In Paul's mind,
'Girls should not be dumb, they should be able to appreciate my cleverness.'(89)

But his intellect is much less attractive to Joyce than his show of masculine

authority. 'Simply by asking questions I won ascendancy.'(90)

Paul comes to understand that his original success with Joyce had little to do

with his own appeal. Instead, it reflected the pressures on young women to gain

social acceptance. For Joyce, life was hostile and she was frightened and, 'As

plain as written instruction, she was begging me to save her.'(92) When Paul

kisses her chastely on the lips, 'Her response was a kind of inward collapse. She

was all warmth, all trust, all surrender.'(92) The details of Paul and Joyce's

romance, their outings to the cinema and the beaches around Auckland, reflect

the conventions of courting in the 1950s. Paul observes himself engaged in the

various manoeuvres of this ritual and is simultaneously detached from and

responsive to the rules. It was a game he played in which, although he knew the

rules, he avoids the expected outcome.

A restrictive social code concerning sex and sexuality dominated the

environment of the 1940s and 1950s, and, in the novel, these rules are

considered against those of the next generation and the so-called sexual

revolution. In the time of Paul and Joyce, 'the ideal of virginity before marriage

was [still] strictly uphelfl.'rz They had lain together on a blanket in the orchard

kissing, 'purse-lipped, with varying intensity.'(92) Jsyge insists on chastity until,

it is implied, she hears Paul say that he wants to marry her. Then, "Soon'began

to change shape; became 'very soon'; became, one afternoon in the orchard,
'now."(93) To their surprise and embarrassment, Joyce has an orgasm and, with

their limited experiences of sexuality, it is confusing and disturbing. Paul's

initial reaetion is that 'Nice girls didn't have orgasms - not so easily'(g4),

although Joyce insists she is not 'a bad girl'. 'Looking at her pink averted face,

[Paull was able to believe that a huge compliment had been paid lhiml.'

The next part of any serious association required the couple to meet each other's

families, and the need to pass a 'suitability' test. When introduced to Joyce,
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Paul's father signals her 'suitability' by commenting 'that she seemed to be a

"lady".'(93) The expectations of a daughter's young man were much more explicit.
'Smitability'was directly connected to the signs which suggested future financial

status and an ability to keep a wife and family. Paul endures the scrutiny of

Joyce's anxious Dad and Mum. 'I passed: my hair was short in those days, my

ugliness was young, ... I wore the expression I called my "glow of decency". Above

all, my prospects were good: so said my varsity scarf.'(96)

According to the social research conducted by Helen Mty, of the period between

1945-1960, the boundaries between order and acceptability were sharply defined

and anomalies \^rere often hidden from sight in order to promote an image of

normality.ls While May's study is concerned with women, the novel shows the

pressures were also present for men. Paul is too ashamed to mention his Downs

Syndrome brother, John, to Joyce, and when she finds out, the effect is

instantaneous and irreversible. Paul Prior was no longer a suitable prospect.

,\nd although he tries to write to her - a few facts about mongolism - the letter

always petered out. Paul recognises his own reluctance to pursue her to a

conventional outcome, and withdraws into his den. As Manhire noted, 'Den-

living itself comes to be a metaphor for detachment and self-sufficiency, for a life

urrcontaminated by the life beyond itself.'lg

The 'tainted Prior blood' becomes the excuse which made losing Joyce easy, but

Andrew had never shared Paul's shame about John. 'He had outstripped me

there. A turn-up for the books - I was supposed to bear enlightenment's

torch.'(107) Paul departs the narrow confines of parochial New Zealand armed

with a degree and a cultivated air of detachment. He learns that, 'As a tool for

unlocking the world' his arts degree was rather 'blunt'. 'Other equipment I

carried proved more useful: my knowledge of how to make a den and hibernate;

kitchen skills; an armour of generalisations about women.'(101) For many years,

Paul believes he has succeeded in severing his ties with the narrow place of his

youth, but fifteen years later, he recognises it was 'Wadesville that brought me

back'(103).

The poverty and fascism of Franco's Spain offers Paul a reflection of himself that

did not return an image of Europe or even London. Refusing to pay to sit in the

shade, he has 'a vision of Wadesville: cool, egalitarian, green. That was where I

belonged - not this Fascist tourist-trap.'(103) New Zealand had retained enough

18 May, p.L8
19 Manhire, Maurice Gee p.22
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influence on Paul to call him back, and the unsolicited questioning of his identity

as 'European' signals an awareness in the novel of the shifting position of

Pakeha New Zealand. Similarly, although the feeling that New Zealand history

was not 'real' history still existed, a recentring had begun. The castles of Europe

exist alongside the ruined Maori fort, but while Europe remained symbolically

alive, in literature and other aspects of culture, the separateness of the site of

Pakeha New Zealand is affirmed.

In his time away, the physical landscape of his past had been flattened, and now,
'Wadesville shone like a glossy magazine'. But it does not fool Paul. 'This was not

a suburb, this was still a town. The Golden Mile was the Great North Road

tarted up.'(108) His observation of the changes is accompanied by a re-evaluation

of the local social codes and conventions. Observing how Joyce 'had thickened -

face, body, legs', Paul initially celebrates his escape from 'what might have

been.'(110) Despite his denial of her, Joyce remains linked to his past, especially

when he hears that she had named her daughter after their time in the orchard.

His decision to assist Celia find a way to escape from Wadesville is influenced

partly by his competition with Charlie, partly by his interest in Celia's ability,

and partly by his feelings for Joyce.

Contrary to both earlier generations of women, Celia's expectations have shifted

radically. She rejects marriage and motherhood and conformity, and anticipates

opportunities and possibilities far beyond Wadesville. The challenge for her

generation of women was to establish new codes of social and sexual behaviour.

Her interest in Paul Prior's rejection of marriage as a means of social control

enables the novel to reflect contemporary debates over issues of sexual freedom

and gender politics caused by the shifting expectations of women over a number

of generations.

Joyce's complicity in Celia's efforts to escape also reflects the shift, and a number

of her other decisions are connected to these changes. Having fulfilled her

obligations as wife and mother, Joyce withdraws as much as she can from

Charlie and his view of their life together, and when he starts seeking sexual

gratification elsewhere, Celia becomes aware of the shift in her mother's self-

perception. Previously, 'the sanctity of the family had been the most precious of

all national principles'2O, but in this period there was a growing

acknowledgement of the transgressions within it. The novel offers two examples
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of this dis-ease within the family, acknowledging the existence of extra-marital

affairs, and the reality of incest.

In the l-960s there were very few ways to approach the problem of incest and it

remains one of the major silences of family life. Celia had gone to Paul troubled

by her father's behaviour, but 'She had no language for what she wanted to

say.'(135) Realising that Celia was attempting to speak of one of the cultural

unspeakables, he suggests a way of looking at the problem which, while not

denying it, shifts it from centre stage. Charlie, he thought, "\Mon't even know he's

doing it. ... It's natural. It's one of the reasons families are so comic. All this stuff

going on under the lid."(136) They both recognise his advice is dangerous and

provocative. By naming it for her and then offering her a means by which to

empower herself, Paul transgressed the rules, and later, when he mentions his

suspicions about Charlie to the detective, Farnon, he is called a 'Slimy little

bastard', and Celia, 'a cheap little trollop'(35).

The rules were also beginning to be challenged everywhere. Celia's difficulty in

naming what was happening was common in the late 1960s and early 1970s; the

novel's engagement with these issues coincided with the publication of Alister

Taylor's The Little Red School Book(1,972)2L. A little reference book for

adolescents, it dealt with the issues around school, sex, drugs, teachers,

authority and the law. It had shocked many people with the way it sought to

discuss cultural taboos with young people, but it was also seen as 'a challenge to

the power wielded by adults over children'.22 The Little Red School Book and, a

few years later, Down Under the Plum Tree (1976) attempted to provide

information on culturally sensitive issues as a means of assisting children to

establish and defend their rights against adults in authority. As well as the

outrage at its explicit sexual detail, 'Probably of deeper concern was its

incitement to children to question and rebel against schools and authority.'23

Celia and Joyce believe that the future offered women fewer constraints and

greater opportunity to seek self-fulfilment, and an escape from playing 'h"ppy

families'. Despite the vows, sex outside marriage often acted as a pressure valve

for individuals inside unhappy marriages. Although Charlie had found himself a

girlfriend, to the young Celia his straying is partly her mother's fault. She had

cut herself offfrom him, "- I mean, more than just sex. ... She thinks her life is

2I Alister Taylor, The Little Red. School Boo&. Reed Educational Publications, NZ (1972)

22 May, p.313
23 ibid
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wasted. It's so stupid - to marry a man like Daddy and expect any more than

what she got."(135)

After learning about John's condition, Joyce had chosen the safe and predictable

way and 'it wasn't till years later she found out that sort of thing didn't run in

families.'(141) But, Joyce had made the right choice: husband, a family and

stability. Whatever had changed for her now, there had never been any

alternative. Paul had already decided to be a 'spectator'. Throughout his adult

life, Paul had had women, 'no shortage', but they had all eventually complained

of his 'hollow centre' and, 'after a variety of scenes', had left.(103) His lack of

committal illustrates an aspect of the so-called sexual revolution that was

advantageous to men but less so for women. Marlene is his latest girlfriend, but

he ends their relationship after 'an increasing density in the poems, a kind of

urgent obliqueness, ... made [Paul] suspect she was tryrng to get pregnant.'(121)

Paul had made his position clear from the start, but in 'a kind of hysteria she

told me time was running out for her, she was thirty-seven.'(122) His evasion of

Marlene's need reflects the imbalance inherent in the new situation, but Paul

remains determined not to enter the morass of fatherhood, or marriage. The lack

of security in his relationships reflects another unsettling aspect of the cultural

shifting, and added to the sense of uncertainty being experienced in the

community,

Celia and Paul's confusion about the speed of the shift in moral values reflects an

increasing uneasiness about the inherited authority of the settler position in the

contemporary community. In many respects Celia's generation are more open

and better informed about sexuality, but, to Paul, they are much more cynical.

When Celia asks him why he hadn't taken her mother to bed, despite his liberal

persona, he is shocked and offended by what he takes as her need to 'cheapen

things'. Although quoting poetry would not work in 'seducing girls today'(130),

Celia suggests a sort of nostalgia for the sensibility and subtlety of that time. But

she confesses that, "The last boy who wanted to sleep with me said I owed it to

myself."(L30) This witty seducer was "The Captain of the School, no less", and

the assumptions about his appeal still relied upon traditional male cultural

capital: "nice muscles. And lots of nice teeth" and the additional social status

afforded to the first XV rugby team.
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Similarly, when Paul had first seen the young Celia, he judges her by the
'traditional feminine attributes of cuteness and affability'.za Deciding she is 'an

unattractive child'(l11), Paul sees that she will not be contained in the culturally

defined space of 'sweet little girl' after she 'suddenly swung back her leg like a

fullback and booted an ice cream carton on to the road'(112). Later, Celia

becomes aware of the traps awaiting 'sweet' and 'pretty' girls. She tells Paul, "f

was scared of being pretty. I thought I was for a while. You know insipid."(129)

Her 'ugly mouth' had empowered her to seek other ways of articulating herself

separate from the narrow assumptions of the past.

At school, Celia is first described as 'Stodgy', but 'a hunger for knowledge had

woken in her' and it soon moves her to question the status quo. 'She argued with

[PauU about [his] classroom rules - few enough - and refused at last to obey

the ones she thought unreasonable.'(L15) With new confidence she challenges the

expectations of the school, and then those of her father. Recognising the shifting

authority in his home, Charlie visits Paul to demand that he stop lending Celia

books. Seeing that Charlie's narrow expectations of women would become her

major obstruction, Paul accuses Charlie of wanting to keep her working in his

shop, "until some neat little prick with the right sort ofjob and the right sort of

habits comes along and asks if he can many her."(118)

Charlie cannot accept Paul's belief that Celia was 'going to be someone', and his

antagonism is as much about his own assumptions of class as about gender.

Paul's books and education do not belong in his world, and he is determined that

they will not belong in Celia's. Yet, by appealing to Charlie's ego, his hunger for

respectability and his interest in money, Paul realised that Celia might get her

chance. Price, the headmaster, was 'just the sort to impress Charlie', and he was
'not going to let a pupil who might win a scholarship get away from him.'(120)

A combination of 'public relations man and hanging judge'(l2L), Price is

particularly conscious of the rules regarding male teachers and young female

,students. He had insisted Paul get parental permission for Celia's visits, and

warns him to be careful. But while Price supports Celia achieving her academic

potential, he disliked her contempt of his little empire. He had 'no patience with

nonconformists', and her refusal to become a prefect upset him.(34) Periodically,

Paul and a few of the other teachers had 'made a buffer' between Celia and the

24 An analysis of the process of socialisation is part of a paper by Marivee McMath 'That's a

sweet little girl: Socialisation', in Ladies a Plate: Changes and Continuity in the Liues of New

Zealand Women, edited by Julie Park, Auckland Universit5r Press, Auckland (1991) p.56
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staffs old guard. Resenting her independence, they believe that Celia be 'brought

into line.' "Just because she's clever she thinks she can do as she likes."(137)

Paul was 'Pansy Prior' living alone with his books and it had taught him to tread

warily. But Celia, who had just 'won her first real fight with her father', seemed

now to possess Charlie's 'hardness and cunning'(127). Paul confides to the police

that he kept 'waiting for Wadesville to intervene', as there was threat in the

town's resentment of their friendship. Before her murder he had prophesied, 'I'll

have to get out of this town, otherwise something is going to happen.'(119)

Effectively, the novel suggests that, in their resistance to shifts in the status quo,

the whole community is implicated in Celia's death.

Although Paul's 'sight of the danger'was good and their relationship bounded by

his puritan awareness of the conventions they were transgressing, Celia had

chaffed against this limitation. As Celia grew increasingly determined to do as

she wished, Paul became increasingly aware that her father was not the only

threat. There was 'the hint of the jackboot' in the community's need for

conformity, and the repression and aggression were not just those of her final

nemesis. In the end it isn't Charlie's violence or the vigilantes' anger that

disturbs the quiet suburban existence of Wadesville, but the silent, controlled

fury of Andrew's puritan righteousness.

,dndrew's explosion against the defilement of his mother's memory ends Celia's

life. After her death, Paul's sense of Celia as modern, intelligent, sensitive and

singular, is systematically disrupted. 'Now she was just a name, a case - a

memory anyone could cheapen. Someone I was in trouble over'(35). Like the

town, the police did not believe that they had simply talked about books, school

work and life. When they ask Paul if he thought he had been 'more than a

teacher' to Celia, his response is a denial of their friendship. Paul had been

helping her to 'become someone', and, unexpectedly, she had become the first

person invited into his den, and the first to make him question his own

identity.(131) In the face of her death, he must continue to parody himself and

betray his feelings for her.

The novel's scrutiny of the way culture shapes the individual and the community

reveals the way the habit of evading and denying the past continues to influence

the present. Debates about puritanism in contemporary New Zealand society, the

slide to secularisation, and its accompanying materialism and self-indulgence,

frame the novel. But simultaneously, the novel's exploration of the condition of

contemporary settler society engages with other mqjor shifts oceurring in this
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community. Issues of shifting authority and the fragmentation of past codes are

central to the novel, and an ambiguity about expectations have led to the

confusion and uncertainty which eventually results in Celia's death. Finally, the

habit of evasion and denial has left the characters shallow and emotionally

isolated.

Paul and Andrew are situated outside the mainstream values of the community.

Andrew complies with social expectations of material comfort but struggles with

a sense of displacement caused by his desire to remain an acolyte to his mother's
'demon of godliness'. In contrast, Paul becomes an intellectual 'lightweight',

detached from the community by his criticism of its values, and denying his

complicity its assumptions, especially about women. Unburdened by the Priors'

social and religious codes, Charlie Inverarity had embraced the shift to

materialist values without needing to wed funda-entalist beliefs to the new era

of consumerism, or to confront any self-conscious intellectual uncertainty.

Charlie's limited ideas about respectability and conformity are supported by the

tbwn's hostility to change and difference.

Celia's rejection of the town's limitations, her curiosity and sensitivity to the

specificity of time and place, offer the only hope in the novel. Her belief in

herself, and her ability to resist the pressure to become another 'cardboard cut-

out', enable Celia to embrace the challenges of the new era. Her toughness (from

Charlie) and softness (from her mother), a desire for historical knowledge while

refusing to romanticise the past, offer a degree of optimism. Unfortunately, the

future is unexpectedly destroyed by the anxiety and ambiguity of the unsettled

cultural moment, and afterwards, all Paul can feel is confusion and 'anger at the

waste of a life so full of promise'(160). Victim of a madman, it would have been

better 'if she had been struck by lightning. One could at least have understood

the laws involved.'(160)

For Paul, the past - the orchards, the cowyards and the church - were things

he had wanted to escape. Celia had made him aware of how the denials and

distortions of the past continued to disable his vision of himself and the future.

Reading Whitman, Paul sees his own fragmentation in the poem's exploration of

the condition of modernity. 'This was myself, this multitude - horde of slippery

pygmies, striking poses. If my life could be broken down it would slither away in

a thousand directions.'(140) More than that, In My Father's Den shows a whole

community reacting to the instability caused by shifting cultural authority,

social fragmentation and change. The novel's examination of uneasiness and
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discomfort is simultaneously a representation of the anxiety of post-colonial

recentring for the contemporary settler population of Wadesville.



The 1970s Games of Choice

Games of Choice

Gee's fourth novel, Games of Choice (1976), is set over a four-day period when the

Pratt family come together to celebrate Christmas. Their discomfort draws

attention to the uneasiness existing in a number of the historical assumptions

h.eld by Pakeha New Zealand in the 1970s. The novel examines the condition of

anxiety by exploring the issues of mimicry and the shifting authority of the

contemporary Pakeha community. The continued privileging of imported values

within settler culture is shown to encourage the evasion of potentially

contentious issues. Kingsley Pratt and Bart Somers share a commitment to the

rich heritage of English literature, but their opposing positions illustrate the

complexity surrounding the issues of the past for a settler society in a post-

colonial world.

Games of Choice has generally been read as a novel about family life, but it is

also an analysis of the increasingly destabilised historical and cultural position

of the Pakeha in New Zealand. In the Pratt family home the atmosphere has

Iittle of the goodwill generally associated with Christmas in the secular world of

settler New Zealand. The Pratts' observance of this festival has been set loose

from the formality of Christianity, but the loss of a shared commitment to the

day exposes further distortions in the family environment. Although the Pratts

have constructed rituals of their own, Christmas has become a prosaic duty with

the pressure of obligatory 'entertaining' and the giving of gifts neither desired

nor welcomed. The expectation to perform and conform as a family unit at

Christmas accelerates its disintegration.

In Games of Choice, characters respond to an awareness of the ground beginning

to shift by engaging in a number of strategies of evasion. Recognition of the

hesitations and denials played out in the everyday life of the characters provides

a powerful reflection of a culture unsettled and unsure. The evocation of this

instability through an evasive and shifting sense of self sits primarily with the

central character, Kingsley Pratt, although it afflicts all the characters to some

degree. Both the denial of other perspectives, as seen in the characters of

Malcolm Pratt and Bart Somers, and Kingsley's self-effacement are shown to be

strategies of avoidance, and a manifestation of the cultural uncertainty

experienced by the post-settler community of this post-colonial society.
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The novel examines the way in which Pakeha New Zealand, like other settler

societies, cultivated a condition of ahistoricism, and a culture of forgetfulness.

For some, memories of the past remain confined to a limited number of ideas,

particularly about behaviour, and frozen from the time of settlement. Others

habitually avoid thinking about it. Games of Choice exposes the mimicry and the

effacement or denial of uncomfortable aspects of the past in the displaced settler

community, and examines the way these limitations prevent the community

from knowing themselves and acknowledgtttg the instability of the settler

position.

Bhrt Somers is 'imitation English' and his determined forgetting of less-desirable

aspects of the culture he mimics make him appear a fool. Similarly, the habits of

evasion and denial observed in Harry and Kingsley Pratt are exposed and

positioned against the novel's outsiders: Armbruster, an English academic, and

Spohn, the German silversmith. Both Armbruster attd Spohn carry a sense of the

historical and its connection to contemporary life: Spohn with his memories of a

police state and Armbruster with his tape-recorded collection of oral narratives

from the past.

By incorporating the contesting ideologies behind the contemporary approaches

to historical research itself, Games of Choice reflects the ongoing sense of

colonial insecurity or 'cringe' which saw professionals, like the historian

Armbruster, imported to legitimise the local condition. The quaint approach to

historical research in provincial New Zealand, with its belated notions of

scholarship, suggests that New Zealand remained a little behind the rest of the

world. Bart Somer believes in a transcendent or universal ideal of pure

incontrovertible 'fact', which thereby establishes the 'Truth'. This is challenged

by Armbruster, who, with his long hair and raw black country (British Midlands)

accent, is a rude reminder of Bart's anachronistic image of Britain and his flawed

perception of history. Elsewhere in the world historical analysis had moved

towards a more subjective and popular approach to the past, which saw personal

memory as 'the raw material of history'(9O). As Armbruster explains, "I suppose

5,lou could say it's new for this country ... the people in the States have been doing

it for years."(90)

Kingsley Pratt's personal sense of displacement reflects the settler culture's

failure to correlate the past and the present, the truth and the mythic aspects of

the cultural narrative, in order to find a new way to know itself in the revised

circumstances of settler positioning. Kingsley is acutely aware of the disparity

between his external image and his internal faltering, and while profoundly
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desiring an authenticated position of belonging, he accepts he must acknowledge

and redress the evasions of his past. The central narratives of Kingsley and

Harry, his father, map the shift away from the cultivated forgetfulness of the

past towards the challenges of self-knowledge for the contemporary settler.

Throughout the novel a number of the traditions and values of the past are

presented as increasingly unreliable, but the novel resists the urge to

indiscriminately dismiss all aspects of the past in the attempt to dislodge the

discomfort residing there.

A trope of unsettlement underscores the whole of this novel. Commenting about

Gee's later novels in Leauing the Highway, Mark Williams notes that, for a

number of Gee's characters, 'ideas that once had force in society - Christianity

for instance - have been turned into commodities.'z5 Games of Choice is an early

example of Gee's awareness of this shifting. As well as exposing the displaced

values of Christianity, the novel examines a number of ways in which

assumptions and expectations of the family unit are in flux. As Bill Manhire

notes,'families, already prominent in Gee's work, come much more sharply into

focus in this novel: ties of blood and marriage are the grounds of disappointment

and resentment; married partners, parents and children are more aware of the

gaps and incompatibilities than of what binds them.'26

Reflecting a particular moment in the history of post-settler New Zealand, the

novel is more than simply the narrative of 'a more or less average middle-class

family living in suburban New Zealand.'Z? Although Games of Choice is the story

of a family breakdown, it simultaneously positions centrally the re-historisation

of self and nation. The Pratt family and their friends become a parable of the

mythically informed, determinedly ahistorical condition of un/settled Pakeha

New Zealand in this period. Harry represents the uncomfortable reminders of a

past avoided and Bart, the mimicry of a romanticised past. The social-climbing

Alison reflects the increasing materialism of the middle classes, while Miranda

acts out the hollow experimentation of the liberal left. Malcolm's choice and

distortions reflect the displaced authority of significant institutions, and,

although by the conclusion he has begun to review his life and values, Kingsley's

shallow and shifting sense of identity is an embodiment of the denials and

evasions used to resist the instabilitv of the cultural moment.

Mark Williams, Leauing the Highway: Six Cantemporary New Zealand Nouelists. Auckland

University Press, New Zealand (1990) p.L83

Bill Manhire, Mo,urice Gee p.26

ibid
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The idea of a 'Crisis in the Family'z8 was a major anxiety in national life much

written about in the 1970s and, from an appropriately domestic space, Games of

Choice examines this concern. In the Pratt family the signs of kinship and

security are adrift. Notwithstanding his efforts to conform to the community's

family ideal, Kingsley is, effectively, a man alone. Like Paul Prior (In My

Father's Den), he is a 'den-dweller'who unwisely succumbed to the expectations

of marriage. Marrying Alison had been his last 'risk', and, subsequently, he had

felt himself shrinking under a creeping insecurity. Now, the challenge of his

elderly father and adolescent children, and the public demise of his mamiage,

force him to ask, 'Whose hideous invention was the family?'(g0)

In the three generations in the novel, society's attitudes toward children and the

elderly had changed dramatically. In this period the 'Generation Gap'became a

significant catchword, and it was ofben used to avoid examining the particular.

Kingsley sees the distance between himself and his father as equally impossible

to bridge as that between himself and his children. In addition, Alison's

d.ismisses Miranda and Malcolm's antagonism as 'natural', as 'sibling rivalry'.
'She had discovered this term seventeen years ago and had used it ever since as

though the children's ages had stood still.'(9) These labels become another way of

avoiding the problems and issues appearing in the family.

Another indication of instability and change is the shift in attitudes towards the

army, Malcolm's career choice. An important signifier of orthodoxy and the

status quo in the past, the army came under heavy scrutiny from the first

generation of New Zealanders who had not experienced either conscription or

war. For the first time, the realities of war entered the comfort of middle-class

sitting rooms with pictures of civilian Vietnamese war victims on television. For

Kingsley, notions of honour or heroism must be rejected after the images of the

devastation caused by napalm and defoliant. But Malcolm wants rules and

certainty and action, and his choice is a reaction to Kingsley's prevarication and

wobbly liberalism.

Gifts, usually signifiers of emotion and commitment, are an unstable form of

communication in the Pratt family, a net'holding together a mass that sought to

disintegrate'(82). Although each was acutely aware that the 'feelings that tied

them together were undisclosable', Kingsley 'half-expected to take the paper off

some object that would perfectly express the feelings they could not speak.'(11)

28 cf. Barbara Calvert, Helen Dalziel and Donald Phillips, 'Crisis in the Family' in Familins in

New Zealq.nd.Peggy G. Koopman-Boyden (ed.), Methuen, New Zealand (1978) pp.159-172
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Afterwards he wonders 'if they too felt relief that there had been no

revelation.'(11) Kingsley's grft to Alison threatens to transgress the unspoken

agreement to dodge emotion. Unexpectedly beautiful, the ring seemed

inappropriate in the face of their growing estrangement until Alison meets the

artist. Learning that Kingsley had described her hand to Spohn as a 'drawing-

room hand' with 'no character' and knowing nothing about life(54), Alison sees

the failure of their marriage in the ring.

Throughout the novel, appearance and actuality are unreliable. Kingsley is

curious to see which would appear 'authentic'when Bart and Armbruster meet.
'Armbruster was pure Redbrick - if Kingsley had read his English fiction right.

While Somers? Perhaps the Kensington major, up (or was it down?) for grouse or

salmon.'(8?) Armbruster is quite unlike the clipped and tailored Bart Somers.
'Short, balding, heavy in the buttocks'(84), his very grossness is disconcerting,

especially when positioned against Miranda's youth. Yet, the novel also explores

the way both men are parodying something other than themselves: Bart, with

his ginger moustache, 'paisley cravat and manicured hands and gentlemanly

voice'(86) and Armbruster in his imitation of a younger, freer generation.

Dressed as someone half his age and income, the 'real' Englishman' cultivates a

look of poverty in the belief that, by imitating the simplicity of the proletariat, he

signals his rejection of staid middle-class values. The simplicity of Miranda's

outfit is similarly fabricated, and 'Kingsley had to remind himself the poverty it

suggested was contrived.'(90) In contrast, although Alison's outfits were stylish

and expensive, they articulate her denial of a disappointing marriage and her

desire to return to a world of success and affluence. Observing her embroidered

Chinese jacket and silk trousers, Kingsley knew 'Bart would think Miranda's

dress a disgrace: and Alison's Chinese suit, Aztec countenance, Egyptian hands,

English manner, proper and desirable.'(90) Yet, her grab at the symbols of

wealth signal an equally confused identity.

IJnexpectedly, the coarseness of Gunther Spohn and his wife Jenny's appearance

is also shown to be a contrivance. With her private school background, Jenny is

apparently feigning contentment in their humble lifestyle, and, already displaced

in the Anglo-centric society of Hardinge, Gunther play-acts the unrefrned and

offensive immigrant artist. Kingsley had 'invented' for Gunther a past, 'full of

familiar horrors'(54), but learns that Gunther's war was not spent in the

devastation of Europe. Rather, it had been spent far from these atrocities, on

Somes Island in the middle of Wellington harbour. He had been incarcerated as

an enemy alien, but according to Jenny, 'you ean't say he suffered,'(99)
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Before the Spohns'world is exposed as a facade, Kingsley is fascinated by their

freedom from social demands and expectations. Jenny Spohn's frankness enables

him to acknowledge the end of his marriage and see it as 'an historical event',

although the 'sense of having no role, of being, almost, outside common

nature'(98) is disturbing. Acceptance brought with it the desire to talk, but his

rule of conduct had always been 'Share not troubles'(79). 'Being stripped of

family was unremarkable, the common experience. But how had he got so far

without a ftiend?'(l37)

Despite his desire to raise a 'broadminded' family, Kingsley sees that his own

shrinking had impaired his relationship with his children. In the 1960s and

1970s, a liberal backlash against an earlier prohibitive era meant narratives and

practices of the past were no longer rigidly set. Kingsley had believed that

children should be given a sense of their individualism, and he had encouraged

his children to see themselves as singular, separate from their parents. He tries

to accept that, as far as his children's lives went, he had no rights. 'Nobody has

rights, only duties. But those in this post-Christian universe, one could choose to

make for oneself.'(136) Although he wanted his children to find themselves
'through risk and celebration', and is proud that he has 'let them be themselves',

his faith in the values of a liberal home is gradually eroded.

Kingsley had tried not to have too many ambitions for his children, although
'secretly he dreamed one of them would have a creative life'. Realising 'he was

dreaming his own lost ambition' he imagines that, surely, 'All parents played

this game; most, he supposed, with an equal lack of success.'(42) Miranda's

interest in poetry had only been 'a phase', and now she was grown up and
'realistic', she wished to become a social worker. "A social worker can do more for

people in an afternoon than a poet can in a hundred years."(65) Similarly,

watching Malcolm run away from his cold-blooded murder of Alison's causes

Kingsley to query his son's mental and moral condition. He does not understand

his children any longer, and feels his role as father, along with that of husband,

has been shifted offits course.

After the twenty years of maintaining appearances, in four days Kingsley not

only loses his wife, but also discovers that his relationship with his children is no

longer safe. In addition, the knowledge of these losses forces him to recognise

that he has also been shamefully evasive in the role of son. With the cessation of

all'habits that had seemed to give him substance', Kingsley is left alone with his

house, his spiders and his father. He can no longer avoid the old man, or the
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contradictions of the past, but must find a way to live, without the distraction of

Malcolm Otley's daughter.

The novel's examination of cultural displacements reaches beyond the shifting

dynamics within the family. Alison's sense of distance from the boulders painted

with the slogan Jesus Saues is an example of 'the rhetorical strategies, amnesia

and misrecognition by which identity is produced', Simon During identifies in
'Waiting for the Post'.2e Similarly, when Kingsley notices that someone has

amended the slogan to Jesus Soues Stamps, he sees his amusement is cheap, and
'another sign of a shifting centre'(156). As 'a third generation atheist', Kingsley

saw how, without a clear sense of something to worship or celebrate, he was left

figuratively and symbolically, 'all over the place'. For Kingsley, 'Multiple focus

and the gift of reason, had left him without the power to see things whole'(63).

Throughout the novel a number of stories particularise aspects of the ahistorical

condition of Pakeha New Zealand. Miranda recounts, to her father and then her

mother, a carefully shaped and adjusted narrative about her year away from

home: 'joining in protest movements, burning the American flag and picketing

the offrces of the security police; going to pot-parties; mixed flatting; yoga; a

macro-biotic diet; and (only once) tryrng LSD'(26). Kingsley realises that he has

been told, 'only as much as she thought he would accept.'(26) Similarly, Harry's

war experiences and the horror of the trenches had become sanitised by the

collective amnesia that was encouraged by officials afterwards. Despite

Kingsley's demands for 'the truth', now Harry can only remember the bravery,

and not the stench of mud and death. Accepting the end of his marriage,

Kingsley is shown how this shifting and rearranging occurred, and recognises,
'There were more sorts of truths than one.'(102)

Both the variable, adaptable nature of memory and the enthusiasm for certainty

reflected Bart's belief in a Universalist doctrine, decultured Pakeha society

through the accompanying habit of forgetfulness.3o In a belated adaptation of

To5mbee's nineteenth century belief, Bart believes 'history is more a science than

an art'. It was about the making of lists and inventories,'But no interpretation.

No "intuitive leap".'(88) That was novel-writing, not history. To Bart, the search

for the truth was 'a matter of passion. Passion of a very pure sort - intellectual

Simon During, 'Waiting for the Post: Some Relations Between Modernity, Colonisation, and

Writing', Past the Last Post: Theorizing Post-Colonialism ancl Post-Moderndsrn. Ian Adam and

Helen Tiffen (Eds.), University of Calgary Pressn Canada (1990) p.30

During, 'Waiting for the Post' p.27
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desire in strict control'. It was a quest 'afber knowledge in its pure state', and
'professionalism' was an attitude rather than a matter of training. In contrast,

Armbruster favours the contemporary revisionist interpretation of history - a

collation of multiple narratives shaping a conclusion based on partial or
'approximate truths'. The professional historian's training was about creating an

authenticated approximation, but this also has limitations that Armbruster

seems unwilling to acknowledge.

Unused to engaging with local history, Harry's stories about 'the hungry years'

are seen as outside of good taste by the family. They are suddenly invested with

value by the Englishman, Armbruster, who is able to see local history in an

international context. In order to 'get it right' in his book, Armbruster visits

Harry's bach to 'get the feel' of the Depression years and sanctions Dora's books

and things as 'Genuine thirties stuff(108). Secretly recording his conversation

with Harry, Armbruster tries to get Harry to define the 'thing' that set the

Queen Street riot off. But Harry is not interested in Armbruster's fancy book,

and bluntly denies feeling any sense of 'historical necessity'. Kingsley challenges

the academic's right to capture and control Harry's story, by putting words into

Harry's mouth, and the legitimacy of taping people's stories without their

approval.

IJnaware of his own methodological flaws, Armbruster acknowledges that even if
'the hobbyists' are 'a bit short on scholarly method', they do some valuable work.

Reflecting the contemporary resistance to historical notions of objective,

defi.nitive, single meanings, Armbruster challenges Bart's assertion that 'Facts

are truth'. "'When you've got your (street) names what are they going to tell you?"

But Bart's 'snobbishness' had come to the fore in his work on Hardinge's local

history. To him, it is enough to establish that 'the town was founded by an

English gentleman.'(45) According to him, Domett's connection with the poet

Browning undoubtedly added to the tone of the city, although, 'perhaps the one

misfortune was that the city's pattern of growth had made Emerson the main

street rather than Browning or Tennyson or Ttrackeray.'(46)

In his history, Bart reflects on another 'unfortunate situation'. He sympathises

with Domett's distress at the constant reminder 'of the existence of obscure

individuals (ruffrans possibly and runaway convicts) whose names get attached

to the places they happen to be the first to pitch upon'(46). Domett had felt that

this unofficial claiming 'almost rendered the places themselves distasteful,

however favoured by nature'(47). Rather than reading these as interesting

reminders of the diversity and singularity of New Zealand's colonial history, Bart
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would like to suppress these 'other', unsettling, stories of settlement in favour of
an official discourse oforder and control.

Although Kingsley dismisses Bart as insignificant, he finds his sincerity

disturbing. Passion, the celebration of enthusiasm, had grown unfamiliar to

Kingsley. As a young man, he had wanted 'celebration and risk' in his life,

settling for much less, he had become a tamed half-man, instead. From the

uneasiness of his own sense of inadequacy, Kingsley disarms Bart's appe€rrance

as a 'man of feelings, as bearer of a fragile conscience', by viewing him as 'a

figure verging on the indecent'(I27).Later, Bart destroys his own credibility with

his denial that the Victorians could have behaved as barbarously as Charles

Kingsley suggests in Treatise on Child Labour (1864). As the Englishman 'put

him right about the Victorians', Alison declares, "But those days are g:one, I don't

know what you expect to prove by them."(93)

Alison's and Bart's position reflects the idea of a 'dreamed history'3l, the

tendency to 'forget' aspects of history that, in this case, do not support

assumptions of an enlightened and civilised culture. The failure to connect the
past and the present is a significant and recurring theme in Gee's novels.

Inevitably it reveals a condition of displacement and characters who have a
'shallow and slippery sense of self.3z InGames of Choice, the shallow and evasive

characteristics accorded to Kingsley, Alison, Bart and Jenny Spohn come to

sigmfu an aspect of the unsettled condition of contemporary settler society which

can be found in a number of later Maurice Gee novels.

Long before current theories of settlement or post-colonialism had evolved, the

issue of cultural 'shallowness' had already been signalled in the essays of Bill

Pearson and Robert Chapman.ss Shallowness, they suggest, had become part of

the 'psyche' of Pakeha culture, and a connection can be established between the

strategies of survival inherent in current evasions of the colonial past, and an

intellectual lack of depth exacerbated by the impossibility of closure from

Stephen Turner, 'Settlement as Forgetting' in Quicksands: Found,ational Histories in

Austra.lia and Aotearoa New Zealand, Klaus Neumann, Nicholas Thomas and Hilary

Ericksen (Eds.), University of New South Wales Press, Sydney (1999) p.35

Both the main characters of -[n My Father's Den and Games of Choice suffer from this shifting

sense of themselves, and this 'type' can be identifred throughout the rest of Gee's adult

novels.

BilI Pearson, Fretful Sleepers and Other Essays Heinemann Books, Auckland, (L972)

Robert Chapman, 'Fiction and the Social Pattern: Some Implications of Recent New Zealand

Writing', Landfall, No.25 (1953) pp.26-52
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historical realities. The stability the settler society traditionally relied upon was

made possible by an evasion of unsettling representations of self, as violent or

uncivilised, and avoiding the destabilisation of the myths of the status quo. In

addition, the effort required in attaining ever greater material well-being

encouraged the settler to remain frrmly in the present. To Hardinge's 'select',

'Kingsley's 'guilt' is dismissed as the 'romantic' musing of a Socialist. 'Looking

back' is anathema to the expectation of 'getting otr, and so the past must be

prevented from becoming a source of discomfort.

In theorising the post-coloniser or post-settler position, Alan Lawson34 identifies

a double teleolory at work. The suppression or effacement of the indigene and

the concomitant desire for indigenisation by the settler are both present in

Games of Choice. As in all of Maurice Gee's texts, Maori are conspicuously

absent, but Bart's continued insistence on the superiority of Hardinge's founding

father is challenged when Armbruster asks if the land they are on is stolen land
'or honestly bought?'(88) Although Kingsley claims that the land had been stolen,

Bart insists it had been'bought'from Ngati Kahununu in 185L.

Kingsley's questioning of the transaction signals the decline in settler confidence

that occurred in this period. To Kingsley, "it might as well have been stolen, the

priee they paid for it."(89) In contrast, the commercial transaction is one of those
'pure incontrovertible facts'that requires no further examination for Bart. Now,

however, an unquestioning acceptance of the probity of the coloniser's

transactions was no longer appropriate, and throughout New Zealand a whole

raft of these 'facts' were undergoing re-examination and unsettling key

assumptions of settlement. Assumptions about coloniser integrity and colonial

justice were no longer safe, and Kingsley's awareness of this unsettling reveals

the anxiety about settler authority and authenticity beginning to emerge.

The myth of egalitarianism is again challenged in Games of Choice. Despite

loving his house, the 'flowery gardens, ripening fruit [and] neatly numbered

boxes' surrounding him on the hill tell Kingsley that he does not belong.(l54)

The socialism he had inherited from his mother makes him uncomfortable there.

His mother had been an idealist, but he had learned from her the unfashionable

socialist values he tries to defend from within the enclave of privilege where he

now resides. He knew she 'wouldn't be happy in the 1970s', or in his elegant

34 Alu:r Lawson, 'Post-Colonial Theory and the "Settler" Subject.' Essoys on Canadian Writing.

No.56, Fall (1995) pp.20-36
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large old house, yet her influence continues to keep him stranded between his

own working-class values and Alison's Otley-styled expectations.

Ironically, assumptions of class and the ideas about 'civilised behaviour' are

subverted by the unsuspecting Bart. A champion of decency and decorum, Bart

compromises his own integrity when he invites Kingsley to a round of golf in

order to advise him of Alison's departure and their future plans together.

Believing himself to have behaved reasonably, Bart suggests they manage the

situation 'in a 'civilised manner'. But Kingsley had 'forgotten that adultery was

civilised', and Bart is forced to acknowledge his role as home-breaker.(130)

Despite insisting that their relationship had been chaste, Kingsley's accusations

make Bart lose sight of his idea of himself as honourable and principled.

In the 1970s, being liberal was ofben a sort of uncertain vacillation between a

more traditional moral rectitude and a passive laissez-faire approach by the new

generation of parents. Imagining themselves no longer bound by conservative

hang-ups of the past, Alison and Kingsley had chosen to be liberal with their

children. Still, the past continues through their divergent expectations and

presents a confused sense of authority and direction to their children. Harry

believes Kingsley is failing in his duty as a parent. He allowed 'too much dirty

talk in his family' and learning that Kingsley did not expect his son or his

daughter to be virgins, Harry is shocked: "My God ... You shouldn't have

children. You're not fit."(6L)

The only licentious experience of Harry's married life can still, forty years later,

make him 'hot', and still make him feel guilty too - 'though nothing had

happened.'(105) Although his 'delight' is counter-balanced by his guilt, he

continues to believe self-restraint a worthy practice. Harry felt the massive shift

in moral values that had occurred and saw the flaccid morality of his son and his

grand-children happening everywhere. 'The trouble with today, there was no

morality. The bloody country had gone to the pack. Orgies and rapes. You only

had to read Truth. Adultery all over the map and illegitimate babies. People

could learn from his generation.'(107)

Harry's grandson, Malcolm, is 'Aryan, blond, perfect', but cold and
'mechanical'(66). Despite his 'beautiful neatness and a frightening lack of fuss',

he is 'fetid', according to his sister, and in need of a 'head doctor', according to

Harry. Malcolm's lack of moral integrity and anger is frightening. He kills his

mother's expensive cat with no apparent regret, and threatens Gunther's

children, and Kingsley cannot understand what made a nice boy from a nice
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neighbourhood act in this way. Although he sensed it 'rose out of his nature

rather than being malicious or an act of will', Kingsley wants to believe 'evil was

not possible in this plain domestic setting, in a boy raised as Malcolm had been

raised.'(78) His decision to become a solider disregarded Kingsley's moral

disgust.

But Malcolm's military choice had also come from the idea of escape. He wanted

to leave behind his father's uncertainty and his mother's overweaning ambition.

Alison had wished to make him in the image of her father, 'an ambition less

affectionate than snobbish'(31). Escaping from the confusion of their

expectations, he recreates himself as 'solider', 'professional', devoid of historical

connection and removed from any social or political context. Ignoring the

brutality of war, he expects that the army will enable him to deny a commitment

to things outside himself and let others do the thinking for him. For Malcolm, his

choice is "Nice and certain. And plenty of action. That's what I like."(68) Besides,

it was better than being'all over the place' like his father.

Kingsley's feelings of inadequacy and uncertainty are a reflection of his

experience of social and cultural displacement. Listening to Alison preparing to

leave him, Kingsley knows he is losing his wife and does not care. He and Alison

had just been 'rolling along on habit'. They had, they both knew, made 'a

fundamental mistake' in marrying each other. Now, rather belatedly, Kingsley

knew that love wasn't enough. "Liking's much more important. And common

values and common interests. The same frame of interest. [We] never had

it."0.34)

Alison, too, had known her marriage was a mistake for a long time. She had
'wanted all strangeness, all excitement, to flow into the centre of her world, and

increase her there in the eyes of her friends. Her life took place in a collective

mind that filled no larger space than a suburb and an old girls'reunion group.

She wished to draw Kingsley in.'(102) Instead, 'With his education, rather with

tricks it had taught him, he had mesmerised [her]. ... He had not been the sort of

man she had expected to marry.'(43) And 'Kingsley, described as brilliant,

notably failed to impress her friends.'(118) So, 'They had woken from their

dreadful hone;rmoon: he to the knowledge that a nature formed by twenty years

of contempt for everything that lay outside the circle of its influence could not be

altered by his romantic wish, and she to the knowledge that he lay outside,

common, tricky, gross and marked - she saw it with a pitiless eye - marked for

failure.'(43) Now, Alison preferred to live 'exiled from her past life' rather than

have her friends look down upon her in her drab existence.
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Kingsley also believes that he had been forced into exile by Alison and her

snobbery. Listening to Bart talking of Alison's virtues, Kingsley momentarily

loses sight of his own position as victim. Were they, he wonders, talking about

the same person?'Bart's opinion seemed to rest on some incontrovertible dogma'.

But Kingsley reminds himself that he had 'learned Alison over two decades. ...

He had scarred her, and been scarred. Bart was deluded. In love. Poor fool.'(129)

Kingsley's careless driving had given Alison a literal scar, and Alison knew,
'There aren't any accidents'(123). She had worn her scar as a statement of her

failed expectations, it was 'an emblem of what she had suffered. ... Hardinge,

husband, all she bore.'(47) Yet, to Kingsley, 'the shop was the scar she had made

on him.' She had distracted him from his university degree and his lofty ideals,

and banished him to ignobility in a provincial nowhere. 'They had scarred each

other.'(lL8) But now she had the respectable lawyer, Bart Somers, 'by the balls',

and could return, triumphant, to the city and her old school friends. Kingsley

advises Bart not to take her scar away, "You'd be surprised the uses she has for

it."(103) But the scar is about her life with him, and already she has initiated

steps towards removing it. With the help of a plastic surgeon she will be joining

Bart literally unmarked and figuratively pure.

As Kingsley listens to Alison packing, he notices a gap in his bookshelf. The

reference books, Roget and Fowlers, had been removed and it irritates him.

Alison had never attempted to improve herself for him. Instead, 'She had

trimmed him. The minimal languages of lounge and garden and table were all he

had left.'(133) Recognising his mental containment to the 'drawing room' of

Alison's requirements bothers him almost more than the ruin of his marriage.

Although it confrrmed her influence in his displacement, it also suggests his own

complicity in the decrease.

Looking back, he saw how poetry was 'something [he] could have worshipped -

language, perfect expression'(64). Back then he imagined himself 'no ordinary

student', rather he was someone just 'passing through these necessary suburbs

on a road that led to risk and celebration'(118). But meeting Alison, he had been

impressed by the power behind her 'expensive voice'. He had known they spoke

diffierent languages, but believed they could find some new place to meet. 'There

was plenty of time to teach her his language.'(44) TVenty years later, 'It seemed

he had told her nothing after their meeting.'(124)

Instead of talking, Kingsley had endured the disappointments of his life by

playrng games in his head. Alison accused him of being judgmental of others yet
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overly'kind' to himself, but it did not seem as if he was especially soft on himself.

Still, 'the thrusts he made at Kingsley Pratt were somehow less sure, were less

particular, than those he made at his neighbours.'(16) Kingsley used every trick

he knew to keep himself from any sort of backward glance at his life. 'That could

only lead to the game of choices, to dreaming of other ways, which spread him

thin.'(16) By evading the past and inventing'alternatives', a pattern of avoidance

emerged, and he saw how his imagination had become 'a device for throwing up

screens preventing action'(83).

Kingsley had cultivated an impression of incompetence in the shop and at home.

Lowering others' expectations of himself had become another strategy to avoid

the hollowness he felt inside. Like his constant urge to apologise, it reveals an

impaired sense of self. 'Almost like a disease he carried an overstrong sense of

other people's rights - or rather of other people. It drained by a mathematical

law his sense of himself.'(79) The mental games of thrust and parry Kingsley

plays, almost without wanting to, make him appear shallow and evasive and as

Malcolm declares, "I wouldn't be like you, dad. You're a different person every

second day."(68) Using his skills at evasion, Kingsley had successfully avoided

acknowledging his twenty-year-long mistake and his own complicity in its

prolongation. Now, with the marriage ending, he sees that, although being a

place of exile, the shop had become his lifeline. 'Without the shop he would be

adrift. It gave him roles to play.'(45)

As Manhire noted, 'the refusal to accept the past is equivalent to a refusal to

accept one's self, even to see the self clearly.'35 Kingsley's unwillingness to 'place'

himself within the continuum makes him see himself as 'a sport in the line'

instead.(7S) Subsequently, the relationship between Kingsley and his father is

the most complex one in the novel. Denying his past made acceptance of his

father impossible. If Harry were a being from a sci-fi novel, Kingsley believes
'their chances of understanding each other would not have been less'(61). But

although he has avoided the relationship with his father for longer than any of

the others, he was now forced to confront it on a daily basis, as Harry now lived

in a renovated shed, at the rear of his garden.

Despite his mother's belief that his father's failure to understand the value of

books was 'the fault of the system'(43), Kingsley had never been able to fully

accept him. He felt, alternately, compassion then annoyance with his father and,

disappearing into his literary fantasy world, had tried to ignore his working-class
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habits as much as he could, and perfecting his skills of evasion. Now, with his

father in such close proximity, Kingsley is confused by his feeling of ambivalence

towards the old man. Still, under Alison's disparaging eye, 'There was no way in

which his father could be put out of mind and no way in which he could be

allowed his own reality. Evasions were necessary to keep some calm of mind.'(60)

Kingsley re-invents the old man's past and his presence, wanting to turn him

into a sort of folk hero or a literary ideal.(62) But Harry stubbornly remains as

he is - a truculent, lonely old man without any of Kingsley's fancy fine-tuning,
'happiest, and fondest of his son, when being contrary'(21).

Kingsley's irritation with his father brings back unwanted feelings of shame, yet

having his father stuck out the back in the little shed also makes him feel guilty.

But already resentful of Harry's proximity to her home, Alison rejects Kingsley's

contrition. Keeping out the back in his own little house helped him to keep his

independence and his self-respect.(19) Caught between Alison and his father,

Kingsley is left feeling compromised by both.

Aware that even Kingsley does not completely accept him, Harry is more mindful

of Alison's dislike, and it was clear to him that the shed was Alison's idea. It had

been painted up 'like a doll's house', but Harry still felt that he was 'stuck out in

the back like a dog in a kennel'. The bach, as the shed is politely referred to by

the famity, represents the tension which exists between Kingsley and his wife,

and his father and his family. Refusing to sit quietly out the back in the sun,

Harry regularly subverts Alison's attempts to ignore him. Leaving crude little

reminders in the big house, he enjoys annoying Alison with his presence.

With her airs and graces, and her cat with its pretentious name, Alison

represents everything that Harry despises. From his furtive rummaging through

her bedroom drawers, Harry knew Alison continued to desire a place in smart

society, despite her reduced circumstances. Tbenty years of being Malcolm

Otley's daughter still shaped her appetites and fed her dissatisfaction, but Harry

gets his own back on her. Entering the big house when everyone was out, he

breathed 'poison gas' on her toothbrush. Deciding that pissing was even 'better

revenge', Harry would use Alison's spotless 'lavender-coloured cubicle' and

neglect to flush. Sitting in the sun 'dreaming deaths for Alison', he is not

surprised when Kingsley tells him of his divorce.

Costing more than a house would in Harry's day, Alison's kitchen represents the

rapid growth in consumerism of the L970s. The kitchen is in sharp contrast to

the Spohns', and their 'alternative' life-style is fleetingly admired by Kingsley
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during his search for a position to hold, between his mother's values, his father's

reality and his wife's expectations. Having always resented the tricks that, as a

local businessman, he was expected to perform, 'to earn a living in this town',

Kingsley would like to imitate the Spohns and walk away from all the social

pressures. The Spohns had become tired of Auckland and bought an old house

and ten acres of land. Now they could 'play Mozart symphonies at full bore all

day long with nobody to complain'(12).

Kingsley passively enacts his desire to run away from the pressures of his life by

trying to befriend Gunther Spohn, and his sense of 'breaking the rules' became
'ofFrcial' when he decides to visit them on Christmas Day.(45) Yet, Kingsley's

curiosity about the obvious otherness of this family is shallow and selfish, and

reads like an analogy of colonial invasion. The Spohns are interesting and

quaint, but watching as Alison 'roamed about lthe kitchen] like a museum

visitor'(51), her insensitivity and unwavering belief in herself and her 'position'

became a disturbing reflection of himself. Torn between this recognition of

himself and his growing distaste at Alison's arrogance, he experiences discomfort

at his own duplicity and an increased sense of displacement.

Aware of the contradictions in his own life, the Spohns reflect back to him the

social context of his personal insecurity. Their choices serve to emphasise the

shallowness of his own position, and cause him to question who is he and where

he belongs. Although he is drawn to their difference, Kingsley does not quite

trust his romanticised view of the Spohn household. He openly admires their

rejection of materialism, but the signs of poverty in their home are disturbing.

They remind him of the images of poor whites in the American South he has seen

on television, and he cannot quite reconcile that sort of poverty and despair with

the myths of afiluent New Zealand.

The Spohns condition unsettles him, yet houses like theirs 'were not entirely

strange to him. But they were almost always seen from a speeding car. The

dislocation between sight and understanding he suffered here, was it, he

wondered, some mild form of culture shock?'(50) Unable to unpack the myth of

universal prosperity from the reality, Kingsley decides that the Spohns' 'utopia'

is somehow a little 'contrived'. Looking at the coarse denim in Jenny's dress and

the jagged cut of her hair, Kingsley wonders 'if perhaps simplicity had reached in

her the stage of affectation.'(96) Jenny might convey an image of 'generations of

mid-European soil', but she is a fourth-generation New Zealander, and St

Cuthbert's educated.
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St Cuthbert's was Alison's old school, but 'continents' separated Alison and

Jenny. Gleaming and full of the latest in conveniences, Alison's kitchen is 'a bit

too much like Pop Art' for Jenny. Yet her own preference, for 'a bit of scrubbed

wood and a string of onions', was as much a magazine image as Alison's, and so

far removed from her own -rfr66 broken lino - that [Kingsley] felt sorry for

her.'(100) In the end, Jenny is shown to be as diminished by her appetites as

Alison, despite their different value systems. Jealous of her husband's success,

she is shrunken by his appetites, too.

Needing'a friendly face'after Harry's denouncement of Miranda and Armbruster

liaison, Kingsley decides to visit Jenny and discovers that the Spohns have their

own murky agendas. By the time he leaves Kingsley no longer sees their 'Utopia'

as an alternative to the complexities of his own life. In a moment of clarity he

suspects 'was probably chemical', he is suddenly able to see things in new light,
'without the associations they usually came disguised in'(158). With the

convergence of the real and the particular, Kingsley realises that he no longer

needs to trespass into Jenny Spohn's life. He recognises 'the place he belonged

in'(158), and returns to his house on the hill. Looking at the fretwork under the

eaves he has 'the knowledge that nothing lay in question between them and

himself.'(164)

Knowing where he belongs enables Kingsley to mentally reach out to his children

and offer them the unconditional love and compassion he had always wanted to.

He knew 'they would frnd no use for it', just as he hadn't, but 'beyond the pain

they would cause him, and the love they filled him with, they were as acceptable

to him as the [walnut] tree itself.'(164) He continues to hold out to his children a

belief in the value of 'risk and celebration', and discovers that, with his self-

confidence growing he can finally confront his relationship with his father.

Thinking about his father caused Kingsley to feel 'an oily turning in his

conscience. ... Words, omissions, cruelties, swam up.'(165) Harry's final act of

desperation, 'flashing his tool' at two 'little tarts' on the beach, forces Kingsley to

acknowledge his denial of the old man's cries for attention. Kingsley's final

acceptance of his father does not achieve a sense of completion or closure, but it

suggests a belated return, a recovery of the self Kingsley might have been. Left

alone with his 'risks'; the rambling house with its shifting piles and termites, his

bookstore and his maps, Kingsley can finally offer his cantankerous old man a

place to be himself in.
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In addition, by reconnecting with the particular and resisting the urge to evade,

Kingsley begins to repossess a sense of himself and where he is going. At the

conclusion of the novel, Kingsley's golf clubs are 'dumped in the corner of the

shed, where they would make an housing estate for spiders'(132). The final lines

suggest that Kingsley may even find his way back to his first love, poetry:
'Perhaps he would sit up reading Byron and Keats.'(l?L)

In this novel, Kingsley's habits of evasion and denial are an allegory of the

condition of contemporary Pakeha society. Then, stripped of his social identities,

husband, father and son, Kingsley is forced to reappraise the expectations of the

modern world and redress the passivity and evasions that had led to his

shallowness and sense of loss. His discomfort acknowledges the unsettled

condition of Pakeha New Zealand in the 1970s, and his journey towards gteater

self-knowledge enables him to challenge the assumptions and expectations of

contemporary small town New Zealand, reassess his values and begin to accept

his past. The novel's representation of Kingsley's sense of displacement, and

recognition of the way it evolved into the habits of evasion and denial, illustrate

Gee's continued interest in articulating the cultural condition of Pakeha society.

Together, Games of Choice and In My Father's Den capture the growing sense of

instability that characterised the L970s for increasing numbers of Pakeha New

Zealanders.
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Chapter Three

Gee's Territory: The Plumb Trilogy

Published in 1978, PlumbL is the first novel in what was to become a trilogy2

covering almost one hundred years of European settlement in New Zealand.

Recording the lives of three generations of the Plumb-Sole family, the novels

respond to a nation-wide desire by Pakeha to look at the origins of their society.

The novels are sited within the Pakeha community of New Zealand, and many of

the social structures - gender, power, family relations and religious beliefs -

are re-examined in each of the novels. Recurring tropes and themes reveal the

changing nature of Pakeha society, from the late nineteenth century to the early

1980s, in particular, the cultural ambiguities underpinning the contemporary

settler position. The exploration of manifestations of ambiguity, or anxiety, is

pivotal to Gee's representation of middle New Zealand.

After the experimentation of In My Father's Den ar.d Games of Choice, t}re

Plumb trilory establishes Gee's voice and vision as a significant reflection of the

socio-political, economic, religious and intellectual dimensions of middle New

Zealand. Yet, enriching the picture of 'middle-class New Zealand'3 are references

to actual historical detail. The novels depict a uniquely imagined place, yet the
'use of real historical figures, real places (some with frctional names, some not),

[and] real events like the Wahine disaster' invite the sense that the trilogy is a

chronicle of Pakeha New Zealand life over the 90 years it encompasses.4 In

addition, the careful blending of the real and the fictional in the trilory achieved

a local popularity largely unrivalled by his contemporaries which suggests that

the individual authorial vision in novels embodies values and notions widely

accepted as shaping the Pakeha New Zealand environment.5

1

2
Maurice Gee, Plumb Faber and Faber, London (1978)

The trilory took the name of the first novel, Plumb (1978). It includes Meg,Fabet and Faber,

London (1981) and finally Sole Suruiuor, Faber and Faber, London (1983). All page

numbering refers to these editions.

Colleen Reilly, 'An Interview with Maurice Gee.' Australian a,nd New Zealand Studies in

Canada VoI. 3 (1990) p.5

Lawrence Jones, 'The Maurice Gee Trilogy' Landfall, No. 151, Vol.38, No. 3 (1984) p.326

Although no official statistics exist in the public dornain, an interview with Gee's publisher,

Geoff Walker from Penguin New Zealand Ltd on 1.6.3.1999, confirmed to me that the sales

4

D
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An examination of unstable social and spiritual values links the three novels

thematically, and a matching structure, that involves looking backwards while

attempting to move forwards, establishes the consistency of mood, attitude and

style common to much of the adult fiction of Gee's evolving oeuvre. Som Prakash

describes Gee's style as 'perhaps the difference between writing about a culture

and writing out of it'a, and the depiction of psychic impairment corresponds to

another aspect of the contemporary settler condition. A significant part of each

novel records the habitual retreat from the past and acknowledges the instability

of the present. In his 1984 review of the trilogy, Lawrence Jones notes that, 'by

tracing human growth in its larger patterns', Gee is concerned with 'the loss of

the New Zealand. dream' and 'the lack of easy answers', but, he implies, 'the

failure is not the fault of a narrow and materialistic society alone for there are

flaws in the dream and the dreamer, and all are extricably linked.'7

By the end of the trilory the sociological and psychological structures and

patterns presented in the trilogy have become immediately recognisable as Gee's

country8, or as I call it here, Gee's 'territory'. The familiar settings: West

Auckland, Wellington, Nelson and environs, 'creek and kitchuo'9, and almost all

of Gee's later cast of characters descend from this imagined place. Characters

like the old man George Plumb, sentimental Meg and young brash Duggie Plumb

also reappear in Gee's later fiction, and, ofben, echoes of their spiritual and

emotional journeys reappear. Similarly, the legacy of puritanism, the pressures

of society and the expectations of family on the individual, and the anxiety of

spiritual and cultural uncertainty are past concerns that resurface in the trilory,

and later novels.

The trilory's representation of the culturally specific site of Pakeha or post-

settler New Zealand explores the dynamics of a colonial society; from the official

cessation of British economic and political domination through to the political

and social unrest of the early 1980s. The generational movement of the trilogy

I

8

figures of Gee's novels showed him consistently outselling any of his contemporaries on the

local market.

Som Prakash, 'Dislocations, Distortions and Resolutions in Maurice Gee's Fiction' SP' -I/ 34

(L992)p.L27

Lawrence Jones, The Maurice Gee Tlilogy'p.340

Lawrence Jones, 'surprising Ourselves: A Review of Maurice Gee's Louing Ways and Damien

Wilkin's Little Masters.' New Zealand Books Vol.6, No. 4 (1996) p.5

Maurice Gee, 'Creek and Kitchen.' Through the Loohing Gloss; Recollections of Childhood

from 20 Prominent New Zealanders. Michael Gifkins (Etl.), Century Hutchins, Auckland

(1988) pp.83-92
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captures a growing sense of displacement, and concurrently, a disillusionment

with official attempts to create a feeling of 'naturally' or authentically belonging

promoted by the myths of settlement and historical identity. Initially, the use of

recognisable and privileged cultural sites and literary conventions reflects past

assumptions of stability, but moving away from these, the later novels

destabilise assumptions about events, locations, truth and reality. In addition,

this shift reflects the sense of an increasingly shallow and evasive environment.

The evasions in Plumb's observations of an emerging provincial society, and

Meg's imagined post-war world of stabil ity and security, are finally

acknowledged in Raymond Sole's examination of their shallow suburban

successors. Vastly differing perspectives on the small number of events that

appear in each of the novels portray a significant philosophical movement in the

trilogy's epoch, away from the crude sort of universalism Plumb embodies and

towards a hesitant acknowledgement of the way all acts carry multiple

interpretations, and a partial acceptance of individual responsibility.

Despite being exclusively located in the contemporary world of settler New

Zealand, the trilory in one key way remains distinct from much that has been

identified with local writing in recent years. Questions about New Zealand's bi-

cultural identity, and the shifting relationship of Pakeha to Maori remain

outside the novels. While it has been suggested that this absence can be seen as

reflecting a degree of 'maturity' which makes questions about the authenticity

and authority of belonging irrelevant, it remains a significant omission. Gee's

novels all carry within the narrative an underlying movement towards greater

self-knowledge, which is generally attained by acknowledging the past.

Recognising the responsibilities connected to this 'act of repossessiott'l0, the

novels' failure to explore the legacy of their colonial past is a significant evasion,

and, ironically, sSrmptomatic of this position.

Paradoxically, the failure to engage directly with the ambiguities of settler

identity in the novels implies a cultural unease, as evidence of cultural

uncertainty exists prior to current debates over authenticity and authority. The

Pakeha sense of self has always been influenced by the historical predilection to

evade and deny issues of colonial brutality and cultural unease. This tendency to

avoid cultural discomfort is reflected in the Pakeha community's earlier

assumptions of national homogeneity, and an ongoing desire for consensus and

conformity, and economic and political security. The novels'failure to engage

10 Maurice Gee, 'The Way of the Writer', NZ Listener 17 Jan. (1937) pp.40-42
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with issues of cultural, as opposed to personal, identity and their concomitant

interest in the growing materialism of the society inadvertently reflects this

situation. Rather than making the novels unsuitable subjects for a study of the

post-colonial condition, the invisibility of this issue establishes the trilogy as

significant representations of a post-settler society in a post-colonial context.

The trilogy explores the psychological insecurities occasioned by a shifting of

historical reference and confidence, and a displacement of spiritual certitude.

Plumb is the story of George Plumb's intellectual and spiritual journey. His

private search for a faith unencumbered by dogma and superstition, and his

public search for social equity are, on the surface, its key concerns. Plumb's

displacement from the new expectations of his society highlight a particular era

of change in New Zealand's history. However, his journey towards enlightenment

is flawed by his deafness to the suffering of his wife and children. Meg, the

second novel, and Sole Suruiuor, the third, reveal the way subsequent

generations carry the legacy of Plumb's challenge to social and psychological

certainties. The dissolution of fundamental structural and emotional convictions

distort his family's expectations and damage their lives.

M"g, the narrator of the second novel, struggles to resist the evasive strategies of

her earlier days and to find new purpose to her life. She develops through

recognising the unstable structural influences of her past and acknowledging the

aspects of her nature in conflict with social expectations. Her personal journey

enables her to finally accept the past and find some peace of mind. Similarly, her

son Ra5rmond, from Sole Surufuor, must acknowledge that he exists in a vacuous

place between the destabilised authority of public life and the emptiness of his

private life. Disturbed by the recognition that others see him as 'creepy',

Raymond becomes increasingly aware of the way the habit of evasion and denial

has shaped his circumstances. In order to redress his sense of displacement, a

condition he recognises as endemic in those around him, Ra5rmond must alter his

habits of cynicism and isolation and pursue a more humanistic, empathetic and

responsible way.

By the end of the trilogy, the representation of shifting cultural assumptions,

like those contained in the conscious act of writing, enables an examination of

major changes to social and political institutions through the expectations of

each new generation. Thus, Plumb's belief in the 'truth' of the written word is

reduced to Raymond's shallow political satire. Each protagonist's search for

meaning acknowledges the dual influence of shifting social and religious

certainties and, unconsciously, they reflect the anxiety of the settler experience
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of cultural displacement. Although a fictional work, the trilogy's

with the significant issues of its narrative's times illuminates the

Pakeha New Zealand society over that period.
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Plumb

In the 1970s a number of writersll were exploring New Zealand's history in both

fictional and non-frctional forms, and, in the process, contributing to the

establishment of a distinctive sense of nationhood. Often these novels affrrmed

ideas of national identity with stories of the deeds of men at war, in hardy

settlerdom or through tales of independent outsiders, itinerants or sailors, who

asserted their individualism against the colonists' codes of conformity. In

contrast, Maurice Gee's novel Plumb analyses the shifting codes and conventions

of settler New Zealand culture at the end of the 1940s through the eyes of the
'shabby ancient', patriarch George Plumb, as he journeys back through his life.

By exposing the instability of structures and practices in the new society, Plumb

challenges dominant ideas of national identity. In addition, the novel pushes the

conventions of the historical and family saga genres and accomplishes an

intriguingly complex reading of Pakeha culture. Plumb examines the ambiguities

at the root of this post-colonial society, and, as the trilogy progressed, follows

them into the 1980s.

Plumb is part of the revisionist rewriting of New Zealand's cultural history of

this period which exposes the dominant structures and practices of Pakeha

society that remain linked to the ideals and values of a colonial past. As the

novel reveals, by the 1940s, Pakeha New Zealanders had consolidated the habit

of romanticising their position, and, consequently, discouraged rigorous

intellectual engagement with the problems, of position and meaning, arising

from the physical displacement of settlement. Although he does not openly

engage with issues of colonisation, Plumb's journeying uncovers many of the

myths of Pakeha origins and nationhood which had become authoritative in the

psychic vacuum of the new society. Many of the myths of authority and

authenticity remained largely unchallenged until the changes brought about by

the new social and political movements of the 1970s.

11 Examples of historical writing in this period include: M.K. Joseph's A Soldier's Ta'le (1976),

Maurice Shadbolt's earlier Among the Cinders (1965), continued in Strangers and Journeys

|1972) and parts of ATouch of CIay (1974) andThe LouelockVersion (1980). James McNeish's

Mackenzie (1970) and The Mackenzie Affair (1972), and Philip Temple's The Explorer (1975)

and Stations (1977)
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The novel examines the political and cultural concerns of the first half of the

twentieth century and, in addition, reflects the ambivalence of emplacementl2

experienced by a settler society. Plumb has a particular sense of intellectual

displacement, which enables the novel to explore the various pressures used and

misused to define the monocultural social and political entity that became the
'imagined' identity of Pakeha society. Written at a time when challenges to key

assumptions about the authority and authenticity of the settler position were

increasing, the novel considers the effect of certainties shifted and positions

altered for the colonists'descendants and the society they sought to promote.

Plumb is an historical novel, but it is not about soldiers or settlers, or about

grand deeds which alter the course of history. Instead, it explores the spiritual,

political and economic movements of the new century, through the flawed vision

of the individual George Plumb. Life within the Plumb family reflects the

Victorian values of home and hearth, imported from a pioneering past. Yet their

life shows too how far from this ideal their reality was, and how much farther the

later generations moved. The old man's scepticism about his children's choices

links the displacement of his values to their uncertainty and hesitation or

narrow-minded inflexibility. Returning to a key idea in the earlier Games of

Choice, Plumb explores how the direction of each new generation appears

increasingly limited and shallow. Although fulfrlling the colonisers' expectation

of economic advancement, the complexities of cultural displacement and an

ensuing lack of confidence have meant a closing-down of the imagination and a

limiting of expectations to immediate material gain for many, instead.

A central idea in the novel is the role played by orthodox religion in modern

society, and the novel is quoted in L. H. Barber's essay on the 'Religious

Dimension of New Zealand's History'. l3 Barber's essay refers to Plumb's

depiction of 'ecclesiastical intolerance', but the novel also maps changes to the

whole concept of religion within Pakeha culture. A detailed engagement with

New Zealand's spiritual and intellectual past is linked to the phenomenon of

displacement.

L2 Stephen Slemon, 'Unsettling the Empire: Resistance Theory for the Second World', World

Literature Written in English 30, 2. (1990) p.39
13 L.H. Barber, 'The Historical Aspect: The Religious Dimension of New Zealand's History' in

Religion in New Zealand Society, (eds.) Brian Colless and Peter Donovan, Second Edition,

The Dunmore Press, Palrnerston North (1985) p.26
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Following George Plumb's career, the novel examines the 'intolerance' found in

the genteel suburbs of Anglican Christchurch and the denominationally tolerant

West Coast. From there, the strictures of backblocks Presbyterianism are

revealed, and Plumb's move towards a more open Unitarian faith, which includes

an increasingly socialist agenda. In addition, the novel acknowledges the more

sectarian derivations of fundamentalist Christianity found on Parminter's farm,

the cultism of Plumb's neighbours, the Butters, and Oliver's closed-minded

Presbyterianism. The novel highlights how remote these aspects of religious

identification had become by the 1-970s, and its appeal to a largely secular

reading public is a massive authorial feat.

Although Plumb moves away from the ostentation of the Anglican Church and

the doctrinal narrowness of Presbyterianism, he remains a follower of Christ

despite his commitment to socialist principles. He deplores what he sees as the

Butters' shallow and confused attempts at spiritual enlightenment. 'Merle and

Graydon are cultists: a pair of butterflies flitting from movement to

movement'(30). The Butters represent the increasing pluralism in New Zealand

society, and, to Plumb, their lack of definition is linked to the shallow and

inherently unstable society he sees emerging. Plurtb was written not long after a

fresh debate about the relevance of the Church to modern living. Public interest

in the 1967 trial of Lloyd Geering for heresy indicated that the place of the

Church and religious thought in contemporary New Zealand society was still a

significant issue for the community in this period.

The novel explores the growth of secularism in the early years of the twentieth

century while at the same time reaffirming the legacy of puritan values on

contemporary social and political values. Despite Plumb's belief that 'Morality is

not the property of the church'(I7), many of the limited precepts of the

Presbyterian church continued to shape New Zealand society. Plumb himself

moves away from the narrow dogma of his early life, but his eldest son, Oliver,

remains committed to the church's code. Although Oliver was 'the cleverest' of

Plumb's sons, he was also 'the most limited'. 'Full of little thoughts that scurry

about pricking here, pricking there; none escape from the box of his

prejudices.'(95) To Plumb, those who stay'chained'to their theolory, Iike Oliver,

become unnatural, distorted by their sense of righteousness, or fervent and

obsessive, like Felicity with her Catholicism. Yet those who drift from religious

certainty are seen as degraded, confused or misguided, like M"g, Plumb's

youngest daughter, her sister Esther, the Butters and Wendy Philson.
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Looking through Plumb's eyes at the place of God in a society which has largely

ceased to worship, the novel suggests the massive repositioning of the Church

had left a vacuum in the new nation's psyche. However, as Plumb notes, this is

rapidly filled with the new language of individualism, capitalism and

materialism. Manners, habits and expectations are reformulated to worship the

new values of the times, and, yet, a puritan ethos of hard work and a

discouragement of artistic vision and intellectual engagement remain. Plumb

finds he is caught in the middle of this change - aware of the need for

pragmatism yet disturbed by the privileging of the physical over spiritual or

intellectual pursuits.

Plumb's journey observes the displacement of the Christian concept of God in the

settler culture, and the emergence of a spiritual disquiet that followed. He

describes Meg's struggles with this condition as an 'ache in the pineal gland',

where Descartes located the soul. The loss of certainty about God and,

correspondingly, about one's self, was a common motif considered by artists and

intellectuals in the 1920s. Plumb detects signs of the degradation of society in

the high culture of the times: 'How foul this new symbolory of the mind that sees

a creature of darkness in every thought. Even the poets, half-poets of this poor

crippled time, creep about on all fours.'(l2) He quotes T.S. Eliotl4 to illustrate his

frustration with the failure to celebrate God and become Men. "I think we are in

rats'alleyAVhere the dead men lost their bones.'No! And again, no! Men must be

fed with Angel's food. Only then will they arrive at God.'(L2)

Further, Plumb's religious quest re-engages with some of the forgotten ethical

assumptions behind social and political expectations of this time. As Plumb's

increasing disillusionment with the church hierarchy leads him into the public

arena of national politics, he observes the deep-seated scepticism resulting from

the displacement of cultural expectations. Initially, Plumb believes eugenics and

socialist ideology will partially redress the gap, but base human greed distorts

this vision of a new world. The transfer of ideas of social justice away from the

church and into the Parliament appeared to promise improvement, but Plumb

watches in despair as the distance between the concerns of the populace and the

political machinations of the new government continued to expand. The vision of

the elected few became increasingly limited to an uneasy joining of 'the quest for
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security' and the dominance of individualism.rs By the late 1940s, Plumb sees

how doubt and a creeping hesitation have become the political signature of the

times.

George Plumb uses recollection to attempt a meaningful re-evaluation of his life

and, by extension, national identity, but as his experiences grow increasingly

distanced from the realities of the modern era, his memories become less

persuasive to those around him. However, Plumb is a survivor from an earlier

time, and, as an inside outsider his observations highlight the gaps and

hesitations obscured in the translation, as each new generation rewrites itself.

Consequently, Plumb establishes a detailed understanding of the personal

philosophy of George Plumb and then exposes how unreliable his code of ethics

becomes.

Despite his journeying, Plumb continues to believe in a defrnite, culturally

defined expectation of 'correctness' in social and moral behaviour. His idea of

propriety carries the same set of values he had arrived from England with at the

end of the nineteenth century. He uses the term 'proper' throughout the novel in

the assumption that, despite his own displacement, it holds a stable meaning. He

is a cultural anachronism in a new era and is frequently misunderstood.

Similarly, belief in the universalism of the human experience forms the

cornerstone of his cultural and intellectual baggage while, philosophically, it was

not longer sustainable. Accepting that others have different ideas about good and

right and justice to himself becomes the least successful part of his journey.

Plumb believes himself a humanist and an intellectual, but his ideals conflict

with his practice. His search for the Light becomes a denial of the dark which

ensures the failure of all his efforts. He presents himself as a rationalist who

then smites his homosexual son with all the fire and brimstone of the Old

Testament, and as someone sympathetic to feminist ideas who leaves his wife to

cope alone with the domestic concerns of their large family. Moreover, he believes

himself a socialist but then scorns his daughters' choices of working-class men as

partners.

The details of Plumb's life mirror a number of the cultural movements of Pakeha

New Zealand society in the first half of the twentieth century. The frctional

attempt to look at the past for the meaning it gives to the present in Plumb

15 Colin James, The Quiet Revolution: Turbulence and Transition in Contemporary New

Zealand. Allen and Unwin/Port Nicholson Press, New Zealand (1986) p.15
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occurs at a time when Pakeha New Zealand also began to look back. Plumb's life

exposes the impact of cultural displacement and the contradictions of

emplacement still facing contemporary New Zealanders. Plumb identifres shifts

in the language of the new nation. In 'the Englishness imposed on her by her

mother', Plumb's creek is a stream, and she'would have the paddock field, would

even have the ti-tree picnic hut Robert built on the lawn a summer-house.'(13)

Yet, despite his awareness of this shifting and his own sense of alignment with

the new place, Plumb's actions continue to reflect the assumptions he had carried

from that other place.

The changing expectations of marriage are another example of the cultural

shifting examined in the novel. Edie and Plumb believed themselves 'joined in a

spiritual communion', but he watches his daughters choose their partners with

ideas less elevated than religious duty and spiritual commitment. 'There is a

coarseness in the girls, in Esther especially, that prevents them from

understanding. One might say Wife and Life's Companion and they still would

not see it. They measure things by the marriages they made.'(32) The meaning

behind those words had been devalued. For Plumb, the overriding image of his

daughters' mamiages, except Meg's, is one of contingency. 'Foolishly', according

to Plumb, Meg marries for romantic love. Not 'Love in a higher sense', where

duty and the wish for children were 'the moral and eugenic and divine bases on

which a "marriage" rests'(202), but following the more popular notion of romance

that corresponded to the shifting ideas of feminine expectation. The novel's

representation of the changing ideas about marriage captures a sense of the

unstable cultural condition of the times.

As Mark Williams notes in Leauing the Highway,'thLe old man lPlumb] was part

of a world, now vanished, in which intellectual enthusiasms had currency

amongst rich and poor, in which people changed religions amid soul searching

and rigorous inquiry into the conflicting claims of various faiths. Matters of

doctrine counted. In other words, the world had depth and signifi.cance. Problems

of meaning surrounded and affected individuals lives.'16 For Williams, George

Plumb's 'ancient and banal question about identity - what constitutes this

person myself?', his 'terrible obsession with meaning' is what filled 'the

emptiness within'.17 Plumb's search for self-definition has instant parallels in

Mark Williams, Leauing the Highway: Six Contemporary New Zealand Nouelists. Auckland

University Press, Auckland (1990) p.175

Williams, Leauing the High.way p.176
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the search for identity currently being pursued, and although the specifi.c

religiosity of his quest is largely absent from the contemporary one, the desire to

find meaning and to be centred remains. Unsurprisingly, it is also the single

most important idea shaping the two later novels, Meg and SoIe Suruiuor.

In Plumb, Gee reclaims the intellectual heritage of Pakeha traditions by

privileging spiritual and intellectual activity over the official mytholory of sturdy

pioneering New Zealand. Although many of the spiritual and philosophical ideas

that Plumb holds in high esteem have been devalued in contemporary Pakeha

society, any hint of anxiety about asserting the intellectual heritage of settler

New Zealand over more physical concerns is resisted. The ideas which 'shaped

and directed [Plumb's] energies, his passions, and his decisions about how to

conduct his life'l8, were alien to the experience of early New Zealand. Yet, almost

by default, they influenced the identity and destiny of settler New Zealand.

Plumb continues to explore the strong reaction to difference in the community, a

symptom of cultural uncertainty discussed in earlier chapters. In the novel, a

series of lesser deviations precede what might be viewed as the ultimate
'otherness' in a highly masculinised society - homosexuality. Forced to confront

this 'unnaturalness' in close proximity, George Plumb reacts in a predictable

manner for the 1920s, with denial. 'More than I knew I was a man of my times. I

might question religious doctrine, or struggle to alter a political system, even

smile on a daughter's irregular union; but my location was fixed in the matter of

sex between men.'(215) After twenty years of pretending his son is dead, he

acknowledges the need to reassess his earlier judgement. In light of his belief in

ind.ividual humanity, a key concept in his personal ethics, he finds he must take

some of the blame for the destruction of Alfred's life.

In addition to its cultural analysis, Gee's novel re-enters the past at a moment of

significant economic change. Set in the L940s, at the start of the post-war boom,

and looking back as far as the 1880s, Plumb investigates influences on the post-

war drive towards modernity and consumerism. Historically, the earlier parts of

the novel correspond roughly with New Zealand's political development from

colony to dominion, from the 1880s until 19L4.1e It then maps political and socio-

economic concerns leading up to World War One, the Depression and the

18 Wiliams, Leauing the Highway p.I75
19 Keith Sinclair, in A History of New Zealand inspired this periodisation of New Zealand

history, although his starts in the 1870s, a decade before tli,'e Plumb narrative begins.

Keith Sinclair, A Histary of New Zealand Penguin (1959) pp.I47-227
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establishment of the Welfare State, and ends after the Second World War, in

1949. Additionally, the range of characters surrounding the narrator Plumb

present an impressive cross-section of New Zealand life which correspond to key

cultural sites in Pakeha history and mytholory.

Leaving the genteel life of 'established' Christchurch, one of New Zealand's

oldest civic communities, Plumb travels to the rugged and unruly West Coast,

one of the last 'frontier' societies. From there he is sent to minister in the

backblocks and in a small town in provincial New Zealand. Finally, via

California, he and his family settle in the semi-rural outskirts of a city beginning

to experience a post-war economic expansion. This last, the settling of the

remaining Plumbs into Peacehaven, corresponds to a significant moment in the

culturaUeconomic evolution of New Zealand. With increasing suburban-spread

many residents became 'self-made prisoners of puritanism and capitalism'20,

Ionely individuals packed closely together and unable to communicate with one

another.

In Peacehaven, Plumb meets a new creed of 'grabbers and getters'. His son-in-

law, Fred Meggett, a champion capitalist, and his neighbours, the Butters,
'snatch' at spiritual or material riches in an increasingly shallow community.

Plumb observes the unhappiness of his youngest daughter, Meg, in this

environment and connects her pain to the loss of cultural and social stability,

and spiritual displacement. The examination of rampant consumerism, and the

loss of spiritual and cultural certainty continue in the other two novels. They are

key tropes in the trilogy's analysis of Pakeha society in the hnrentieth century.

Plumb's physical journey corresponds with an intellectual and spiritual one. He

finds fewer and fewer like-minded souls to accompany him in this quest, and,

consequently, moves increasingly into the isolation of his deafness and the world

of books in his study. Plumb is suspended in an uneasy position, halfiray

between the philosophical debates and ideas of poets and thinkers a world away

and the distinctly physical world outside his window. In the latter years of his

life, he observes that, despite his isolation, the outside world had intruded into

his reverie, and, simultaneously, how much a man he remained despite his

search for Man.

20 Lawrence Jones, Barbed Wire and Minors: Essoys on New Zealand Prose. (Second Edition)

University of Otago Press, Dunedin, (1990) Introduction p.18
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This novel about an intellectual man alone, victim of an anti-intellectual society,

shows Plumb's ideals contributing to this situation. In a 1970 essay on New

Zealand literature, Peter Alcock suggests that the role of the family in New

Zealand, common to other countries in what has been called 'the colonial

predicament', was especially signifi.cant. 'Here is no history, here is lack of social

cohesion and complexity, here is cultural barrenness. In such a context "family"

must try to foster and transmit many values that in older states are found

outside the home.'21 By retiring to his books away from his family, Plumb had

failed to fulfil a key responsibility to the new society and must watch as his own

children become members of the shallow and intellectually indolent society he

condemns.

The Plumb household is particularly Victorian in its structure: the patriarch in

his study, the wife in the kitchen and the children seen and not heard. Later, his

children complain that he had'cut himself offfrom them.'Although proclaiming

a concern for 'young minds', Plumb had given his ten children a mere half-hour of

his time each evening, in rotation. Too late he realises, 'It should have been

longer. I should have given them more, ... should have fed the blossoming of the

spirit that, had I known it then, creates from mart Man '(0t; Instead, he had left

Edie to deal with the day-to-day matters of their home. Consequently, it is her

values of 'gentility' and a misplaced 'refinement' his children learn best, and it

leaves them ill-prepared for the brash new society.

At the same time, Plumb's failure to engage them leaves them emotionally

shallow and spiritually restless, which he later acknowledges. 'I turn at my end

to other cares. Life on the margins has a pain the sharper for my knowledge that

here those I love are in a state of exile.'(ll) Plumb's dereliction makes his

children strangers to him in the new society, and exacerbates their sense of the

rupture from past expectations in the new society. Plumb's excessive concern

over his own condition ensures that his children became part of the social

malaise he condemned. At the end of his life, Plumb reaches out to his grandson

Raymond in order to share his philosophy and his vision - to what effect we

learn in the final novel of the trilory.

One of the key movements in the novel is Plumb's gradual recognition of his

flaws and their consequences. It enables the novel to resist a sense of

2r Peter Alcock, 'Eros Marooned: Ambivalence in

Literature)', in Mamiage and the Family in New

Maxwell (NZ) Ltd., Wellington (1970) p.243

Eden (The Family in New Zealand

Zealand. S. Houston (Ed.) Sweet and
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unremitting doom, as intellectual, spiritual and psychic growth is clearly linked

to the acknowledgement of the individual and communal wrongs of the past.

George Plumb engages with many of the new ideas in the sciences and the

humanities of the new century. Concepts such as Darwinism and Eugenics,

socialism, communism and the ideas of Freud challenge previous assumptions

about the position of Europe in the world. However, as Lawrence Jones notes,

the movement towards an individualised reality adds to the cultural

displacement felt by the early settler population. Plumb's children reflect how

the rupturing of past social and cultural expectations has distorted their lives,
'from Willis' promiscuity at one extreme to Oliver's self-righteous puritanism at

the other. Between lies Alfred's rebellious homosexuality ... Esther's greedy

search for pleasure, Robert's and Emerson's lack of interest, and, probably most

representative, Meg's mixture of puritan reticence and romantic

sentimentality.'zz

Changes to assumptions about the collective morality are critical to the novel's

representation of the social environment, or as Jones describes it, the 'psycho-

sexual history' of the Pakeha New Zealand society. Religious and intellectual

faltering are linked by Plumb to the shallowness and moral displacement of later

generations. Although he acknowledges that Willis's love of women is genuine

and non-exploitative, Plumb continues to see Willis as amoral and dangerous.

Esther's husband is also dangerous. Fred'hums like an electric motor', possessed

by 'a fearful energy' that drives him on 'to what he calls success and I

damnation'(56). To Plumb, Fred is akin to 'Hitler and Stalin.' 'Other people are

not real to him. He's surprised to see them move and speak, and outraged if they

show feelings.'(57)

From the first paragraph of the novel, George Plumb is seen as an outsider. His
'sense of aural blackness' sharpens his other senses, 'especially [his] sense of

otherness'(9), and he prefers this exclusion. His deafness is used, both

metaphorically and literally, as a device to distance himself from the raw events

of his life. He fails to hear the emotion and energ"y that courses around him in

the everyday world of his family. Instead, he enters the 'world' via the books in

his study and believes himself connected to life by entering the intellectual

debates of the times. From within his study, he feigns a relationship with his

family. He is there, but not there, and he does not realise that this is his greatest

failure until he sets out to 'gather in' his children near the end of his life.

PIumb 113
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Plumb attempts to manoeuwe between the ideologies of the Victorian period and

the intellectual challenges of high modernism, with its rapid and persuasive

dismantling of the cultural icons of church, state, class and rank. However,

Plumb gets caught somewhere in-between. Despite his Victorian prudery and

socialist idealism, Plumb's epitome remains Wordsworthian. He seeks 'plain

living and high thinking', while the society around him experiences the first

flush of the post-war boom and his children grab at the chance of wealth. When

Meg recounts her efforts to scrimp and save for the new electric stove, Plumb

recalls that'the things she had wanted had once been very different.' Similarly,

Plumb watches her husband, Fergus, enjoying his first taste of success, but sees

him'dying a little to his wife and children, daily'(11).

Although Plumb's life has been shaped by society's reaction to his challenges, he

had been brought up on the 'classics' and the ideologies of the Victorian era. The

other changes in the new age, electricity, contraptions, engines, have no interest

for him, and his distaste for psychological analysis and the new manner of

subjective thinking increased his intellectual isolation. Florence's devotion to
'good works' would now be viewed as 'a form of self-punishment, or a species of

religious hysteria' by modern analysis, but, to Plumb, she had 'put self to one

side and discovered her real self in loving others and in loving God'(14).

Similarly, Edie had epitomised the Victorian ideal of a wife and a lady, even

when events threatened them, and he would not accept his children's versions of

her life.

The product of both an Anglican and Presbyterian past, Edie had 'loathed

common-ness, poor speech, expressions that were inexact or coarse', and,

increasingly, disliked showiness in dress.(21) Joining her increasingly austere

beliefs with the sensibilities groomed by her social situation was difficult. Seeing
'her lips parted breathlessly over the beauty of a Chopin nocturne', Plumb

recognises her confusion. Experiencing'some struggle in her puritan soul', she is
'not fully willing' to submit to its beauty.(14)

In Plumb's mind, Edie personifies a vision of feminine capability, fulfilling the

role of wife and judicious helpmeet par excellence. Later, Plumb accepts that Edie

had 'never adjusted to colonial ways, least of all to the ways of her rough

sons.'(13) Their 'loudness' struck her in the face, while 'their language, their ugly

vowel sounds, drove her out of the room.' Still, she had fought for them. She had

set their roughened hands on the ivory keys, and 'wept inside herself for their

stillborn sensibilities.'(13) Oliver, the eldest, was the exception. There was 'no
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pine-gum on his fingers', yet his sensibilities remained dormant, distorted by his

desperate need of conformity and social acceptance.

Edie's mother had had a very strong sense of her'position', despite her straitened

circumstances. Pride 'made her keep her daughters out of service in the days of

her worst need', and she tries to dissuade Edie from working in her father's

garden after his death, believing that gardening was 'no occupation for a

lady'(20). But Edie knew, that gardening 'was more than a matter of collecting

ripe fruit in a basket. It was a moral act, a giving as much as a taking.'(zl)

Matters of doctrine had meant a good deal to Edie and George Plumb. The

religious detail in the earliest sections of the novel seryes to emphasise the slide

away from religious commitment that occurs in later times. In a paper about
'The Pluralist Tendency'in New Zealand religious life, Lloyd Geering notes that

denomination was significant to the early colonists. 'The first settlers did not

think of themselves as Christians, so much as being Anglicans, Presbyterians,

Catholics and Methodists.'z3 Denomination carried a lot of extra-religious

cultural weight, and it provided a certainty, through doctrine and precepts, that

was of[en absent in their everyday worlds.

When George and Edie first meet, they are both troubled by the worldliness of

the Anglican church, and they decide that 'the most precious of sacraments'

there, simply to avoid hurting Mrs Hamer in feelings that after all, were no more

than social, 'would be to call into question the special, the religious quality of our

union'(23). In Mrs Hamer's opinion, 'Proper observance was for ladies, intensity

of faith was not'(27), while the ex-miner Matthew Willis' view, that 'the one

around the nearest corner is the best'(26), was truly shocking.

Following their spiritual values even further, Plumb leaves the certainty of an

established law firm to join the Presbyberian ministry. Following the evangelical

traditions of their new faith, they are sent to the West Coast. Plumb's failure to

admit the hardships Edie suffered, as a result of their changing social position, is

another example of his flawed vision. According to Plumb, 'Every act of [Edie'sJ

was a spiritual act, an act of praise. In her weariness, in her pain, she praised;

scouring pans and mopping floors. Giving birth she praised.'(13) Belatedly,

Plumb acknowledges the difficulties of her life, but disclaims, as 'a modern piece

23 Lloyd Geering, 'The Pluralist Tendency: Pluralism

Zealand', in Religion in New Zealand Society. (Second

North (1985) p.225

and the Future of Religion in New

Edition), Dunmore Press, Palmerston
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of cant', the expectation that happiness is our due. To Plumb, those who demand

happiness, 'do so with a greedy look on their faces. Happiness equals self-

gratification! There's a truer sort that can only be found in service.'(59)

To Plumb, Edie had accepted the difficulties of her life as no more than her duty.
'And if at the end of her child-bearing she was bone-tired and aged beyond her

years, ... she would have said it was no more than proper; her eyes and hands

and hard-used body were those of wife and mother, no more; she had done her

duty in the eyes of God, in the service of her loved ones.(59) Only later does

Plumb accept that Edie had lose sight of that certitude. Her attachment to the

family's homes and gardens had offered her a spiritual regeneration she no

longer found in unison with him. After the hardship of the West Coast, Edie

found comfort in the Manse in Thorpe. The house became'a cloak she drew about

herself so she might know warmth in her bodily life at a time when spiritually

she wandered in the dark'(97). Edie finally finds rest in the sprawling property of

Peacehaven. She can enjoy its orchard and the garden full of her beloved roses

without the restrictions of that earlier faith. and be satisfied with her roles as

wife and mother.

Plumb's experiences on the West Coast prove to be significant to the rest of his

life in unexpected ways. The place is rugged and the storms wild, and the people

either religiously staunch like 'our sabbatarian (kind and spiteful lady)'(5O), or

totally faithless. The 'devastation of spirit' that comes to some in such isolated

regions haunts him for the rest of his life. In this time, Plumb meets the old

miner, Johnny. Johnny'was a freethinker (beautiful word, much to be preferred

to Huxley's agnostic)'(50). He could not read or write 'but from somewhere,

perhaps from half a century of camp-frre talk, he had picked up on many of the

rationalist arguments.'(51) Debating religion and rationalism with Johnny

inspires Plumb in his mission to challenge religious dogma and indifference.

Plumb's decision to challenge doctrinal lassitude becomes especially significant

after he is sent to minister 'to a world less simple ... and to folk whose needs were

less plain to them.'(50) Emslie was a 'little town of tradespeople and farmers',

and, although Plumb met many good and kind people there, he 'met too

complacency and selfishness and greed ... a fatness of the soul'(62). Emslie

reflects a key site in the story of early Pakeha economic expansion and the

uneasy marriage between capitalism and Christian ethics. Early in the history of

settlement the needs and expectations of farmers had assumed political

dominance. Throughout the country, in locations like Emslie, the enduring

concept of farming as 'the backbone of the country' had established a strong
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degree of political conservatism. Backblocks Presbyterianism evolved in the

harsh conditions of the rural outback, and joined a particular ethos of plain

living and hard work with an unswerving belief by the devout of their condition

as'elect'.

For George Plumb, 'the years 1895-1910 were years of hard work ... and bitter

struggle. They were (also) years of growth and self-education.'(59) Yet, for many

in his congregation'self-education'was limited to the search for economic growth

and material betterment, and'growth'to the expectation of bank-balances. While

his parishioners looked no further than the Presbyterian Statement of Faith for

meaning, Plumb began to explore the 'Wider Bible of Literature'(60). His growing

belief in the need to 'learn about God from other places than the Bible'is an idea

deeply antipathetic to the community he ministers to, especially to those
'retreating into an increasingly insulated vision of themselves, informed

primarily by their material success.'24

Available for Plumb's use is John Jepson's library which contains both 'the

wisdom of the ages' and 'modern thought, modern heresy'(73). Despite the

geographical isolation, individuals like Jepson maintained contact with the

intellectual centres they had left behind by having books and pamphlets about

all manner of issues sent from London. The startling new vision of the world

expressed in recent scientifrc discoveries and the subliminal world of the mind,

and inspiring writers and philosophers in this time, seemed far removed from

the new society of New Zealand. Yet, as Plumb illustrates, and Patrick Evans

confirms in the Penguin History of New Zealand Literature, historically, the

amount of high literature that found its way to New Zealand was an important

aspect of the settler colonies. Literature assisted the colonisers 'to sustain order,

and particularly to sustain the idea that it was right and natural for Europeans

to be living in the wilds so far from home and Hom"t25, but its influence on the

general populace should not be over-estimated. Although large numbers of the

new books were sent out from the publishing houses of London and New York,

and were highly valued for the way they maintained a sense of civilisation, the

people who had access to them remained limited.

2a Keith Sinclair, A History of New Zealand. Rev. Edition, Penguin Books, Auckland (1988)

p.233
25 Patrick Evans, Th.e Penguin History of New Zealand Literature. Penguin Books Auckland

(1990) p.18
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An educated clergyman from town, Plumb's views are at odds with those of his

provincial ministry. In addition, his day-to-day life is the antithesis of his

parishioners'. Pastoral visits, letter-writing and a little leisured reading are

activities largely unfamiliar to the average man trying to clear a farm, start a

business and make a living in Emslie. Similarly, Plumb's 'vigorous and manly

afternoons', spent strolling in the hills and fishing the rivers, or playing a little

cricket, are out of place with the images of a struggling young nation. While

these activities reflect a particularly South Island image of the 'little England of

the South', they also signal Plumb's distance from the reality of those around

him.

Plumb's time in Emslie corresponds with his growing awareness of socialist

doctrine. It had not taken him long to discover that he 'was in a town of haves

and have-nots, and that the distinction was carried into [his] church.'(63) Plumb

publicly expresses his distaste of those self-satisfied members of his congregation

who were overly concerned with worldly things, and embarks upon a battle of

ideologies. Defying the community's expectation that a separation be upheld

between politics and religion, he denounees the use of young children in the

cowshed before and after school. Plumb declares the practice 'sweating', and is

advised that the Presbyterians of Emslie 'went to their church for religious

reasons, not to be told how to conduct their lives'. To his complainant,

Cheeseman, the 'sermon had been no sermon at all but a piece of socialist rabble-

rousing'(65).

Cheeseman challenges Plumb's belief that 'conduct' is also a spiritual matter,

and doctrinally, he is correct. As a Presbyterian, 'Faith in the Lord is all we need.

No more.' In addition, Cheeseman and his neighbour Hay believe that too much

schooling is bad for children. All you needed was enough literacy to sign your

name and numeracy to balance the books, and, according to Hay, hard work and

beatings was the way to the Lord. 'This of course was backblocks

Presbyterianism.'(67)

Plumb could not say from the pulpit that socialism was the answer, but

increasingly he spoke to these ideas in the halls and societies around the town.

The more he learnt about human nature in Emslie, the more he reached for the

(pseudo-)scientific answers which moved him beyond the simple faith espoused

by his Presbyterian brethren. Now it began to seem to Plumb that 'Socialism and

Eugenics travelled hand in hand'(7l). He decides that, only when the 'forces of

religious obscurantism' were removed would we know that men acted out of

selflessness and not self-interest.(103) The gap was growing between the
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certainties of his faith and his understanding of its connection with the world,

and consequently, his tenure with the church was limited.

Plumb's conflict of interests follows him from the backblocks of Emslie to the

small provincial town of Thorpe. Despite being warned by the Presbytery to keep

politics from his pulpit, he chairs a public lecture on 'The Present Conflict

between Science and Theology' by the visiting rationalist Joseph McCabe.

Introducing McCabe, Plumb acknowledges his own crusade 'to lift the Christian

dogma from the human mind', declaring his belief that was 'good and true in

men and women [did] not need this foundation to rest upon.'(103) Rather than a

heretic, Plumb sees himself as reformer attempting to drag his church into the

modern world. Called to answer to his actions, he reminds his peers of the

Protestant churches' historical position as a reforming movement.

Plumb refuses to accept that the Presbyterian 'statement of faith' was set for all

time. Arguing that 'False theology, in particular the dogma of creation and fall'

stood in the way of scientific truth, he claimed the Christian churches were

losing ground because of their foolishness. It was, he said, 'our Christian duty ...

to open our minds and admit the truth and so stop the drift to atheism and

materialism.'(125) Calling upon his fellow Church leaders to stop hiding behind

t}ne Book of Order, Plumb realises that he will never reach them. 'That terrible

phrase came back to me, 'the castration of the intellect' (Nietzsche); and I looked

at these men, leafing through their rules, knew them for what they were, a tribe

of eunuchs.'(13L)

Plumb's move to Thorpe coincides with a major political shift; away from issues

of land and settlement and towards greater industrialisation and urban

concerns. The Thorpe watersiders' strike of 1910 has strong similarities with the

Timaru watersiders' strike of 1913, and preaching his cause again, Plumb links

the exploitation of labour with Jesus the Carpenter and His teachings, thereby

ensuring his own dismissal from the Church.

As Plumb prepares to discard the narrow doctrines of Presbyterianism, he

realises that for his eldest child, Oliver, 'There was no weeding them out'(100).

Watching Oliver'going offdown his blind narrow street', Plumb wonders, for the

first time, how many others he had affected in the same way. In contrast, Plumb

believes that by educating his younger children and feeding their minds, 'They

won't suffer. Not in any way that matters.'(99) It is not until the end of his life

that Plumb acknowledges that everyone in his family had suffered for his

idealism. The charges of heresy and sedition, and, later, his preaching about
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Nirvana and 'the Communal Consciousness of the New Age'(141) leave his

remaining children deeply scarred.

Contained in Plumb's story is an examination of the way the emerging society

had been shaped by patriarchal ideas and expectations. Plumb's response to his

own and his daughters' marriages shows how assumptions about home and

family were undergoing radical shifts. Although Plumb is excited by some of the

new ideas about women carried in the optimism of the new century, wives were

still expected to be dutiful. Plumb believes that he and Edie lived at one extreme

of the Victorian marital contract, while John Jepson and his wife lived at the

other. Taking no pleasure in each other's company, they remain bound to their

unhappy marriage, by a sense of duty on his part and an expectation of

permanence on hers.

George and Edie Plumb believed themselves to be joined in a spiritual union.

Edie is encouraged to travel alongside George in his spiritual journeying, but

privately, supporting him as he explores the mysteries of that higher world.

Complacently, Plumb acknowledges his distance from Edie's daily

responsibilities. Feeling the roughness of her hand, he has 'in that instant a

knowledge of part of her life that has escaped me: the scrubbing, the sewing, the

labour of her days, as I drink tea and scribble in the margins of my books.'(98)

Yet, Edie had protected him from the realities of her life, and had not obstructed

his retreat into his study. In both their minds, it was simply a woman's duty to

discharge the daily household chores, and she had done no more than live by the

expectations of her generation. Although Plumb eventually acknowledges the

distance between the myths and the truth of his wife's situation, his

understanding is limited by his patriarchal assumptions.

After the turn of the century and before the shock of the First World War, Plumb

explores the expanding theory of Eugenics. He supports Felicity's 'unusual union'

with Dan Peabody, despite the fact that Dan already has a wife at home. To

Plumb, his wife was 'a silly woman', one of the 'unfit'. In contrast, Dan was a
'Socialist, man of courage', and his affair with Felicity was evidence of a new era.

Felicity could 'select her man and have her babe and know that her act served

the true morality.'(I52) Later, Plumb learns that traditional expectations and

personal needs had influenced her choices more than his radical ideas. "Poor dad.

You thought I was something special. Woman of the twentieth century. Mother

of the new race. And all I really wanted was poor silly Dan. A house and babies.

... I wanted him to divorce his wife and make an honest woman out of me. So
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much for the New Woman."(171) And rather a man of courage, Dan will not

upset the party leaders and sabotage his political ambitions by leaving his wife.

Felicity ends up marrying Max, her faithful attendant all through those years.

Max had waited, 'and won her in the end by a combination of persistence and

hard circumstance'(137). Four months after their marriage their son is born, and,

looking at him, Plumb sees who his real father is. Any dreams Plumb had held

that the child of his daughter and Dan Peabody would carry on God's work were

sadly mistaken. The child was 'ord.inary-minded, pleasure-seeking Peter, blank

in the eye at the great old causes, but lighting up at news of a football

score.'(149)

In contrast to Dan, Max is 'a gentle creature; caught somewhere on the middle of

the public service ladder, unable to move up, or to fall off.'(1,37) Although the new

politics promised change, Max suffers from a 'paralysis of ambition, and perhaps

of the will'. His hesitation is the result of self-imposed limitations, the failure to

believe that railwaymen could put their sons through medical school. Privately,

he admits that if he'd had 'any gumption', he would have put himself through,

but the deluge of options, the new choices had him 'going every which way'.
'Dreaming it all and not doing a thing. So I ended up a civil servant. In the great

rubbish bin.'(139)

Unlike Felicity, Meg had openly rejected Plumb's intellectual expectations, and

embraced the popular values of the new society. Ideas about women were

changing, becomingly increasingly focused on a romanticised concept of love and

domesticity. Meg's desire for a husband, a family and a little home of her own

reflects the new expectations of femininity, and Plumb sees how her belief in the

power of romantic love impairs her personal development. Somehow, 'between

conception and expression, lher feelingsl passed through a falsifring element. It

took her many years, our loss of Alfred, marriage, motherhood, to come to terms

with the real. By that time she was a diminished being.'(218) The total

effacement of herself into the marriage leaves Meg without any clear sense of

herself as an individual.

As her children gr€w, Meg felt herself decrease. Although she 'claimed to see this

as natural', she 'began to look on herself as nearing the end of her effective

life.'(261) In the introduction to her anthropological study of the lives of New

Zealand wornen, Julie Park examines the growing sense of disillusionment

experienced by women in the middle decades of the twentieth century. 'Middle

class or working class, many women were like Cinderella's sisters. The shoe
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would not fit, no matter how much they scrunched themselves up or how many

bits of themselves they discarded.'26 Resisting this effacement, Meg 'tried to

discover resources in herself, invent selfish roles. She tried to write, tried to

paint; but found that cooking and sewing were all she was good for.'(261)

Described by Plumb as a'Poet manqu.d,', her life is'a series of poems that never

get written.'(262)

Yet, personal disintegration is symptomatic of a larger fragmentation. Despite

Plumb's eagerness for a socialist world order, his class assumptions and

patriarchal attitudes are frequently in conflict with the new cultural values. Meg

could have done better than a plumber's apprentice to his mind, but her decision

to marry Fergus is influenced by her attraction to his good-looks, his kindness

and his popularity. She was 'in love', and although Plumb had described his first

meeting with Edie in similar terms, 'Popular literature had debased the term
'love at first sight'.' 'I use it to describe a spiritual meeting'(L6), but Meg hasn't
'the faintest idea what the word means'(220).

Although Meg was eighteen, she was still as naive as a young child, and Plumb

saw plainly that 'the world would not leave her alone to grow.'(221) Plumb's

influence has been diminished in the new era, and anticipating her defeat, he

must watch her rushing into the future. It is clear to him that Meg and Fergus

were from different worlds, and Fergus would never be able to come into hers.
'You'll have to go into his. And you'll be unhappy there .'(222) As his pity for her

increases, he 'began to be sony for Fergus too. Some of the pain would be

his.'(223)

Later, with her children leaving and her marriage struggling, Meg comes to her

father for help. He advises her to ' look inside [her]self, but this is

incomprehensible to Meg. 'Some self'!', after the confusion of her childhood, an

unhappy marriage, a Depression and two world wars, what was there left to find

in there? In addition, Meg's rejection of conventional religion impairs her ability

to spiritually nurture herself. Sociologist Julie Park has documented the chronic

unhappiness experienced by many women in the middle decades of the twentieth

century, and the growth in experts assisting women to fit into the role which was
'naturally' theirs.27 In desperation, Meg tries her doctor, and even thinks about

Julie Park, 'Introduction', Ladies a Plate: Changes and Continuity in the Liues of New

Zealand Women Julie Park (Ed.) Auckland University Press, Auckland (1991) p.30

Julie Park, 'Introduction', Ladies a Plate p.30
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'seeing a psychiatrist'(251). Failing to find anything to help her there, Meg

returns to examine the sustaining influences of her childhood.

Plumb's wish to personalise the experience of religion corresponds to one of the

greatest shifts in cultural perspective in the twentieth century: the shift to

greater individualism in thought and action. The novel's representation of

characters' conditions of displacement are often linked to a dysfunctional

religiosity: Felicity's conversion to Catholicism, Robert's fundamentalism,

Willis's 'paganism' and Meg's confusion. His other'child', Wendy Philson, takes

refuge in the mythologies of Freud and, later, Jung. The ideological diversity

reflects the fragmentation of certitude within the newly emergent society, while

Oliver's rigidly unchanged limitations suggest a different sort of displacement.

He comes to signify the relics of past conventions, uncomfortably grafted onto a

new and swiftly changing society, continuing to deny the changes.

Plumb's retreat into his vision of shifting the future beyond the limitations of the

past is made possible only with the help of wealthy friends. By ensuring that his

family are fed and clothed, their generosity enables Plumb to move closer to a

sociaUpoliticaVreligious ideal, preaching a Unitarian doctrine of understanding

and inclusion. However, as the Great War begins, his words rely less and less on

orthodox theology. Increasingly, Plumb preaches against 'the anti-social spirit of

Capitalism, Militarism, and Imperialism'(141), and even the Unitarians do not

care for this shift.

In the growing atmosphere of intolerance, George Plumb looks to 'the great

Democracy'of America, in the belief that there he will be able to safely expound

his ideas, particularly those ideas deemed anti-British or anti-imperialist. In

California, he is not looked upon as evil, or as 'an oddity'(143), but is supported

in his 'simple message' by a number of anti-war groups that ranged from 'the

altruistic to the crudely isolationist'. Unexpectedly, he misses the 'known enemy';
'the flag-waving, the jingoistic hatreds; Empire Day, the Steinway piano axed in

the street.'(143) Increasingly, an image of America as Mammon undermines

Plumb's idealisation of its free society.

Plumb watches as Edith and Florence leave school and take jobs in a clothing

store, and realises that his expectations for his family are threatened in that

strange place. 'That was a sad day for me. They were clever girls. I had thought

they would be school teachers at the least.' In America, a 'kind of infection struck

them. They laughed more loudly, made their eyes glitter and their hair take

unnatural shapes.'(144) They also spoke in voices strange to him, and in a
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language of 'possessions, pleasure, clothes, romance and dancing' he did not wish

to understand. In the end, Plumb leaves his daughter Edith 'in the land of Baal,

married to one of the natives there.'(147) Later, when Agnes returns there,

Plumb acknowledges, 'That land, ... was full of a sweetness my daughters

learned the taste of. It drew them fatally and made them people whose language

I do not speak.'(202)

After America belatedly enters the war, Plumb's freedom to speak abruptly ends,

and he returns to New Zealand and immediately embarks on a lecture tour to

spread his anti-war message. In the darkest days of the war, surrounded by the

evidence of the 'holy trinity' of his detestation, news of the Russian Revolution

reinvests him with a sense of purpose. Reading a headline about Russian troops

in revolt, 'was like a spiritual revelation ... The war went on, but so did the

revolution. Imperialism, Militarism, Capitalism were the past, and the war their

last convulsion.'(L51) Plumb is charged under the War Regulations for

proclaiming these ideas in a public lecture, and tried for trying 'excite

disaffection against His Majesty's Government'( 1.6 1 ).

Plumb places his prepared statement against the sedition charges as an

appendix to his publication, The Growing Point of Truth, and in an interesting

cross-over between historical fact and fictional moment, this document can be

found in the University of Auckland library today. It was written by Gee's

grandfather, James Chapple, whose life, Gee notes, provided the inspiration for

the early years of George Plumb's fictional life. Thus, it is Chapple's words that

provide some insight to the beliefs that motivated this minority to resist the war

effort against a national outpouring of blind patriotic fervour in the novel. Plumb

speaks of 'the patriotic poison' in the country's schools, and the need to teach

loyalty towards the whole human family. 'I explained why I wished for no victor

in the war and why praying for victory is a blasphemy.'(154) He had, he declares,

made his 'utterances' at the command of God and his conscience, and, 'My

conscience will not let me hate seventy million Germans at the State's

command.'(154)

Plumb's explanations fall on deaf ears and he is sent to prison until the cessation

of the war. In the novel, two experiences of the New Zealand legal system are set

alongside one another: Plumb's sedition case of 1918, and a civil court hearing of

a divorce case in the late 1940s, Similar to both cases is the way the details incite

a moralistic clamour in the community; the frrst through its high-toned

imperialistic rhetoric, and the second, by sensationalising individual human lust

and envy. In the first Plumb watches 'the rites ofjustice' become a charade, the
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decision clearly pre-empted by the atmosphere of patriotic rage. A 'dry-as-dust

sort of manr, the magistrate had a voice 'like the creaking of a door. Appropriate,

[Plumb] thought, to the kind ofjustice that locked free speech away.'(1.59)

With the charges successfully upheld against him, Plumb enters the New

Zealand penal system, and the inhumanity of the system stays with him for the

rest of his days. In Lyttleton jail, Plumb hears the sounds of men receiving the

punishments dished out by the state. Locked in his cell, he 'heard the trapdoor

drop - heard the death of Eggers', and the crudeness and barbarity of the event

made 'everything that happened seem of a piece with that hanging and

flogging.'(173) Despite his education, class and religious vocation, Plumb comes

close to the unimaginable world of the criminal and the degenerate, and with 'the

shadow of the inhuman lying over everything, [he began] to doubt that the

outside world was real.'(173)

Plumb is still in prison at the war's close, and his older children set out to begin

their adult lives without him, Following the dreams of the new peace, they

remain estranged from their father and disaffected from his idealism and his

values. Felicity stays in the south when the family move north and begins

teacher-training, Florence returns to America, and Emerson starts following his

passion for the internal combustion engine. Oliver also limps home, but he does

not visit Plumb. Instead, he embarks on a journey a\ /ay from his family,

claiming a place in the world which is the antithesis of Plumb's.

Plumb's knowledge of the sanctioned cruelties of the state, combined with his

knowledge of Oliver's narrowly focused puritanism, mean he is incapable of

accepting the public veneration of Oliver's position. Nearly thirty years after his

own experiences, Plumb visits the modern courtroom over which Oliver presides

and witnesses again the popular appetite for the spectacle of private lives being

made public. He also recognises the sense of unreality sustained by judges as

they strive to keep a perception of their distance from ordinary folk. He also

observes the shift towards a secular sort of puritanism which threatens Oliver's

narrow path.

Oliver was hearing a divorce case concerning a racing journalist adulterous

relationship with the wife of a well-known brewer that had 'roused much

disapproval and delight'(163). The atmosphere in the court is one of excitement,

and the promise of 'entertainment' for the viewing public. Presiding over all of

this is Oliver, a 'scrubbed and Lysolled man' who would never question the

appropriateness of his role in adjudicating behreen private lusts. Observing his
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emotional detachment from the proceedings, Plumb remembers Oliver's

vulnerability as a child, when, 'A ritual disturbed, a certainty lost, [and] the

structure of his infant world came down like a cardhouse.'(165) Edie had taken

him in her arms and warmed him back to life then, but'What warmed him now?'

For Oliver, routine and formality enable him to achieve a sense of detachment

from the more sordid details of the case. Order was set out in books to be

followed unquestioningly, like his faith, and, along with a strict observance of

routine, provides a fragile certainty. Yet, despite his careful rituals, to Plumb, he

looks like a 'plaster man, ready to be broke. And how then could he be

frxed?'(166) The fragility of Oliver's world requires hard work to maintain, as

Plumb observes, 'To stay whole in his artificial shape, in this rude Dominion, he

must walk on paths unknown to the rest of us.'(166)

Robert, the youngest Plumb, is Oliver's opposite. Having finished with 'book

learning' at an early age, Robert settles down to work the little piece of land at

Peacehaven. However, his humble expectations are challenged by the new age.

His brothers and sisters see him as 'simple', yet, although he is the least

sophisticated of his children, to Plumb he is the frnest. 'He made no judgements

on people. People were in nature. He did not question the shapes they had grown

into.'(181) However, like Oliver, Alfred, Wendy and Meg, Robert is damaged by

the displacement of earlier certainties, and endures the loss by growing

increasingly detached from the world.

As a young man Robert is rejected by his girlfriend, afber the'world had made its

brassy call to her, and she betrayed herself(181). She wanted 'possessions,

glamour, the twentieth century' and 'had gone past the point of finding

happiness with a man who needed no more than a piece of land, seeds to plant, ...

and a pine fire in the evening.'(181) Later, imprisoned as a 'conchie' (a

conscientious objector) for refusing to enlist in the Second World War, another

part of him had 'died behind the wire, ... under contempt and restriction.'(184)

After the war he rests on Parminter's farm, 'among the "God-fearing" folk who

have taken him in'(L2). To Plumb, he is 'bruised beyond his endurance. The rest

of his life is a convalescence.'(12)

Unfortunately, Robert's retreat, called 'the Ark' by its founder, arouses the

curiosity of the outside world, especially after an item in Truth inferring that

women were 'held in common' there. Parminter is presented as an evil influence,

a lunatic and the leader of a den of communists, but 'the Ark' felt more like 'an

institution for the moon-struck and possessed' than a lair of insurgents, to
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Plumb.(183) Convinced that the naivet6 and theological preposterousness of the

farm pose little threat to the community, Plumb tries to celebrate its singularity

in a culture of mediocrity.

fn contrast, in his role as representative of the 'establishment', Oliver is

appalled. For Oliver, women and marriage are sacrosanct, and the aspirations of
'official' New Zealand manhood and the honour of self-restraint and

respectability are threatened by the Ark's challenge to society's morals. However,

Oliver is also personally threatened. Public reaction to the farm meant an
'official investigation'is deemed necessary, and, as Chief Justice, he is concerned

that the police will find a man named Plumb there. Determined to find someone

to blame for Robert's predicament, Oliver returns to all the culturally

antagonistic things his father had done in the past. To Oliver, Plumb had failed

to fulfrl his familial and cultural obligations, and must 'take responsibility for

this. Blasphemy, heresy, sedition. What chance did [Robert] have?'(168)

However, Plumb and Robert are not the only members of his family that

embarrass Oliver: Willis is equally unsuitable. In contrast to his sense of Oliver

as a 'plaster man', Willis represents Plumb's idea of a natural person. He

followed his nature and there was 'not an iota of mean-ness or cruelty in it'.

Unhappily, it also leaves him 'without reason or understanding'(92). Observing

other men's wives entering or leaving the cottage at unrespectable hours, Plumb

anticipates that Willis's libertine behaviour will lead to trouble. Although Willis

is caught with another man's wife, Mirth, the erring wife is branded the

transgressor. Glimpsing a chance of happiness, Mirth chooses to relinquish the

security of husband, car and bungalow and join Willis. They settle down, have a

family, and appear to Plumb to live happily enough on their citrus orchard for

many years.

Initially, Plumb imagines his daughters are 'ladies' compared to Mirth, but later

concedes that 'Willis was lucky to have found her.' Although he had wanted as

wives for his sons, 'women who were beautiful, intelligent, fine-souled, spirited',

he would not swap Mirth 'for one of those imaginary creatures. She had the gift

for making other people happy. I had left that quality out of the ideal wives.'(264)

The contrast between Mirth and Beatrice, Plumb's only two daughter-in-laws, is

as emphatic as between the orchardist and the judge. Yet, despite their

differences, they leave their offspring equally distorted. Plumb's idealised view of

Willis and Mirth's marriage is shown in the later novels to be flawed.
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Although the rapid adoption of the motorcar and electricity in the 1920s brought

improved conditions for many, 4s the historian Keith Sinclair notes, 'wherever

one looks at life in the nineteen-twenties there is evidence of a loss of confidence,

hesitancy, disillusionment.'Z8 Plumb records this sense of unease, describing his
'sense of living in my own and my family's history, but not in the world's'(203).

Despite his own lack of interest in modern contraptions, Plumb understands why

Emerson was the 'right hero for his times.'Defying gravity in his light aeroplane,

Emerson symbolises the dreams of the new era: the unshackling of expectations

from the mundane and the predictable.

Emerson's plane had arrived on a ship from Australia and he had flown in

triumph from one end of the country to the other and been welcomed by mayors

and mobbed by little boys. However, his simple boyhood vision of freedom and

adventure is quickly replaced by commercial necessity. Soon 'Kia Ora

disappeared from the fuselage of his plane and the name of an oil company took

its place.'(229) Yet, interested only in flying, Emerson escapes again, returning

finally to fly for New Zealand's first commercial airline many years later.

Plumb's remaining children also embrace the new era in their different ways.

Light-hearted Esther, a joy to Plumb in her childhood, disappoints him with her

adult choices. Fred Meggett is an impatient, greedy man and their courtship

reflects the shallowness of modern expectations. Their marriage has all the

eagerness and excitement of the times, but to Plumb there was something

lacking, some deeper connection not made. Rather than a spiritual joining in

sacrifice, duty and a life-long commitment, Esther and Fred's marriage reflects

the trend towards a shallow expectation of mutual gratification. 'Off they went,

grinning; a modern couple, not much love between them, but a lot of laughs to be

had.'(92)

Fred leaves his father's butcher shop to become a land agent (and a bookmaker

on the side), and'money began to find its way to him like tacks to a magnet.'(49)

Plumb admires his determination, 'in the way one can admire a weasel or a

stoat', but as Fred Meggett's 'success' reflects the shallow, greedy values of the

new era, he was not someone Plumb can respect. Fred 'is busy accumulating

wealth (which Esther, to be fair, finds to her taste)', but it becomes his only focus.

When he comes home late in the afternoon, with'the reek of money' still on him,

he can no longer relax with a glass of beer and a racing guide. Instead, he is

28 Sinclair, AHistory (1988)p.245
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constantly being 'shaken by small mental explosions'(56) that prevent him from

having any life outside his business.

Alfred, angry at Esther for marrying Fred, is openly 'full of scorn at the jollity

and back-slapping of [herl wedding'. In contrast, he attends the university and

writes poetry, unwittingly fulfrlling his father's expectations of him. His poetry is
'in the modern manner' and he refuses to read for his father's friends believing,

correctly, they 'would have little feeling or understanding for it.'(207) Capturing

the feelings of those who enjoyed the more sentimental tradition, connected to

the genteel traditions of the colonial motherland, John Findlater, Plumb's friend,

describes T. S. Eliot's poetry as 'the most unmitigated tosh'. In contrast, the

younger generation, epitomised by Alfred, feel themselves more ambivalently

placed, and openly engage with the new ideas issuing from an increasingly

ebullient America and from modern post-war ffiWI) Europe.

'Clad in something gauzy, pre-Raphaelite', Ella Satterthwaite represents the late
'Genteel Tradition' of New Zealand literature,2e and, despite his dislike of the
'moderns', Plumb sees their vision is deficient, a form of evasion incapable of

meeting the changed demands of the new environment. 'Gentility and

sentimentality spoiled them as poets. Leaf, stone. They could never leave it at

that. It was too crude, it made them avert their eyes. So they added an adjective

(and one led to two), a softening'thought', a humanising fancy. They posed their

troublesome children in pretty clothes.'(196) Although the idea of the poet as
'god' or prophet seemed increasingly irrelevant to Alfred's generation of writers,

geographical isolation had bred a distinct conservativeness that resisted the new

deconstructive shifts of the metropole.

In the novel, Wendy Philson tries to find the middle ground between these two

moments. To Wendy, Eliot's failing lay with his habit of focusing on the filth and

degradation of mankind, and missing the metaphysical link with the muse and

with God. Wendy sees Eliot as 'Damaged by the times he lives in'. Although

aware that 'all poets and all people are that', it still seemed that the new poets

failed in their task.(210) To Wendy, 'True poetry is celebration. ... an attempt to

find God.' But Eliot is simply 'a poet' to Alfred, and poetry was no longer about

God. Rather, poetry had become 'an attempt to find man', and the two were no

longer'more or less the same thing.'(210)

29 Ma" Jackson, 'Poetry: Beginnings to 1945', in The Oxford History of New Literature in

English, (Ed.) Terry Sturm, Oxford University Press, Auckland, (1991) p.348
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Plumb's sons reflect a number of society's expectations and conventions: 'Oliver

the success, and Willis the failure. And Emerson, the Sundowner of the skies.

Plodding courageous Robert. And Alfred.'(95) Vilified and cast out, Alfred's

rejection reflects the rules as well. Plumb is tested by Alfred in the midst of his

spiritual journeying, right after an experience of illumination'(2L5). Despite his

progressive religious and political beliefs, when Plumb had come across Alfred

and John Willis in a homosexual embrace, he fails in love. The language of

Genesis, chapter 1-9, had 'boiled from [his] mouth', and calling down 'brimstone,

fire; [he] smote them so they died.'(214)

Plumb's reaction reflects the inability of many in New Zealand society to think

rationally about homosexuality. Whether sparked by fears of 'guilt by

association', ignorance or intolerance, homosexuality was felt to be the most

heinous of sins. In his history of the Pakeha male, Jock Phillips examines the

way that the idea of homosexuality threatened the images and ideals of Pakeha

cultural identity. Settler history rested predominantly on an ideal of masculinity,

which relied on the physical closeness of its male population. Homo-social sport

and leisure activities required men to be unquestionably and aggressively

heterosexual.so From the start, any sign of homosexual activity had been heavily

castigated by the church and penalised by the state. This close association of

secular and religious attitudes ensured that an open-minded assessment of the

issues was denied, and homosexuals were excluded from society.

In 1-965, a discussion of the historical and contemporary factors influencing this

exclusion in Landfall lrrad been prompted by a jury's acquittal of six young men

who had bashed a 'queer' to his death in Hagley Park, Christchurch. In it, Ian

Breward discusses the way homosexuals in New Zealand society were regarded

with disgust, suffered severe legal penalties if convicted, and were 'without even

the basic guarantee of equality before the law.'31 Within the Church, attitudes

were similarly discriminatory. Even from 'a pastoral viewpoint', homosexuality

was largely ignored. Those who did mention it frequently did 'no more than

theologise current prejudices and ignore the human needs of the homosexual.'32

Plumb's reaction reflects this double-edged social negation. After telling Alfred,

"Your name isn't Plumb. There's money to change your name", Plumb flees from

him, 'for I saw the danger of his face becoming human.'(215)

30 Jock Phillips, A Man's Country? : The Image of the Pakeha MaLe - A History (Rev. Edition)

Penguin Books, Auckland (1996) p.279
31 Ian Breward, 'Hagley Park Treatment'; Landfall Ta (1965) p.155
32 Breward, 'Hagley Park Treatment'p.159
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Later, Plumb realises that Edie had known, 'below full consciousness certainly;

but known the truth of [Alfred's] nature, and forgiven him.'(216) Her love for

Alfred enables her to see beyond the stigma to the man beneath, and exposes

Plumb's failure. Plumb's rejection of Alfred forces her to question the spirituality

of their union. Refusing Plumb the power to forbid her from seeing Alfred, 'in

concealment [Edie] had met the needs of her life'. However, 'Alfred lay between

them for the rest of their days'(216).

Plumb's act also profoundly affects the others in his family. 'M"9, especially, had

been wounded ... in her courage and faith. Hardened by it, I think, and checked

in her growth.'(217) Emerson accepted the social pressures influencing Plumb's

act, but he could not understand why Plumb had to do it. Only Willis, who had

been on the boats and seen it all, can speak of Alfred's transgression with

rationality and openness. This event, more any other, alienates Plumb from his

spiritual path and eventually forces him to rethink his imagined role as

reforming moralist, years later.

As Plumb moves towards the end of his life, he becomes aware of his children's

pain, and his role in their suffering. For the frrst time, he allows himself to see

that Alfred had not 'died' on that day, but 'had carried on.'(96) His desire to meet

Alfred threatens to unbalance his family again. Felicity is angered by his

presumption that Alfred might want the meeting, Meg is fearful of the

consequences, and Emerson is disconcerted by Plumb's wish to 'go and dig it all

up' again, all those years later. Aware that Alfred's brothers and sisters had all

been affected by his action on that day, Plumb believes that he 'can't change

anything now.'(247-8) His own need to confront the consequences of his act

blinds him to the pain it will cause his children, repeating the pattern of his

flawed vision.

Denying the emotional ambivalence and confusion his children feel, Plumb

suggests they view the reunion as his grandchildren might, like a 'sporting

event'(249). Isolated by his age and deafness, Plumb remains calm, until he sees

what his daughters had already known. How damaged his son was, how far from

the little boy who looked like the poet Shelley. 'Alcohol was the fuel that kept

him going - alcohol, memories, hatred.'(267) Plumb's attempts to find out who

this son is, are badly misjudged, 'It upset me only to hear his rage, his rage to

crush me. I would not hold myself responsible for it, but neither could I say I was

not responsible.'(271) Finally, Plumb recognises that his denial of his son had not

erased what he imagined an aberration, instead it had destroyed another's
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vision, and he must acknowledge 'the evil that happens when morality triumphs',

in his own life.

For Alfred's friend Wendy, her position between the generations, between

ideologies, creeds and cultural conventions had left her highly vulnerable to the
pressures of society. Her acceptance of the young Alfred, her understanding of

current cultural tensions and the consequences of Plumb's act, induce in her a

nervous breakdown. 'She withdrew from me in horror when I sent [Alfred] away.

... She had believed me a good man. I showed her a gross imperfection that led

her on to views of human nature that almost cost her reason.'(254) She tries to

save herself by refusing the world, and is eventually carted off to recover what

she could of herself conveniently and conventionally out of sight.

In Plumb's life, Wendy is friend to Alfred, nurse and companion to Edie in her

last years. After Edie's death, she becomes Plumb's pupil and then companion,

accompanying him in his final attempt at spiritual journeying. Ttren, as their

closeness grew, Plumb finds he must cast out Wendy too. 'She wanted to marry

me. I had overlooked a whole side of her nature.'(258) To George, she was his

child, and the 'time had gone by when anything more would be proper'. While

this is 'proper'for Plumb, it further diminishes Wendy. That 'mean little word',

with its suggestion of hollow constraints and social repression, was all he had to

offer in return for their intellectual and social fellowship. In addition, his

rejection of her femininity becomes her final defeat, and she submits to the

expectations of the times. She becomes a spinster living with her widowed

mother. 'Not an original role', but one the elderly Plumb can recogrrise and

accept.(258)

Years later, when Plumb meets her again, he judges her frrst by her physical

condition as a female, before he acknowledges her psychic and intellectual

progress. 'She was a sexless being when she came back. ... And her beliefs had

changed. She was reading books, following gurus I had never heard of. It all

seemed proper (again in a special sense). For the world had changed: mine and

everyone's. Millions of people had died: been burned and blown up and bayoneted

and gassed in specially constructed chambers. More than one sort of bomb had

fallen'(259). The world had moved beyond Plumb's imagination, and even his

realisation that good and evil exist together fail to make sense of what had

happened.

Wendy's intellectual journeying gestures to the continuing feelings of

disillusionment and displacement after the further shock of the Second World

132
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War. The growth in psycholory throughout the western world can be viewed as

the search for another way to understand disruption and displacement, and an

attempt to define and control ideas of the self in a period of rapid and radical

change. Emphasising Plumb's distance from contemporary intellectual ideas,

Wendy is 'learning German and reading Jung'(29), and her interest in the

unconscious contrasts with Plumb's simple belief in the significance of

conventional religious and spiritual meditation to everyday life.

As well as examining changes in political and spiritual assumptions, Plumb

again observes the shifting expectations of women, in some detail. Wendy's and

Meg's experiences create a picture of the frustration and lack of fulfilment many

women felt of their lives in the middle years of the century, but there are some

startling omissions. Plumb's failure to acknowledge his wife's influence on his

life is severely criticised in Susan Braley's essay, 'The Light Within the Dark.'33

Plumb's observations on the instability and unhappiness caused by later shifts in

gender politics are set against his assumptions about Edie's expectations and
'understanding silence'(74), and these are seen in contrast to those of the next
generation. However, as the novel is written from Plumb's viewpoint, his

assumptions about female characters' needs and desires are overwhelmingly

masculine, and consequently his blindspots and flaws, limitations and

anachronisms emphasise the distance between the generations.

In a similar way, Plumb's observations of the social and political atmosphere of

the times are presented through the partiality, the flaws and limitations, of his

left-wing political views. For Plumb, the Depression of the 1930s had brought

into relief the sense of displacement and uncertainty running beneath the

surface a decade earlier. As Plumb notes, 'The dream of a Utopia in the southern

seas, of God's Own Country, had never been more than that: a dream. Holes had

been shot in it before the depression. But in the depression it rusted like an old

tin can, it fell to pieces.'(231) Plumb's family survive, but his recollection of Meg's

suffering most reminds him of the deprivations: Meg crying at her kitchen table,

Fergus unemployed, and the nightman. 'That was the depression. It was not a

simple thing.'(235)

After the promises of that earlier time, the politics of the late 1930s are viewed

by Plumb with a prophetic acerbity. To Plumb, the politicians' hesitations are a

reminder that a dream is fragile, already forgotten by the next generation and,

33 Susan Braley, "'The Light vrithin the Dark": The Role of Edie it Plurnb.' Australia and New

Zealand Studies in Canada. Vol.3, (1990) pp.23-35
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most rapidly, by those reaching for power in the new era. If Plumb carries
something which speaks to all of Gee's later novels, it is the recognition of the

way the older and erroneous myth of egalitarianism continues to be recycled and

upheld by Pakeha culture as a prerequisite to belief in its own existence.
However, the aphorism which describes this settler society as a Utopia, from the

social laboratory of Liberal reforms in the late 1890s to the post-war boom,

becomes a device habitually used to evade the settler reality of displacement and

uncertainty.

With the new order stepping into the clothes of the old, Plumb watches the

hesitation occur. In the years before the first war, Dan Peabody, a young railway

stoker, had represented the future for George Plumb. Plumb loans him a copy of

Marx's Das Kapital, impressed that he 'meant to be New Zealand's first Socialist

Prime Minister.'(115) After the Depression, Plumb watches Dan prepare to enter

Parliament, and anticipates his party's predictable reversion to a conservative

position. 'Under a Labour Government there would be, I guessed, two or three

years of reform of a half-baked kind, and then would come the old cry that

economic realities must be faced. And the new order would change its shape to

the old.'(235)

At the start of the second war, Plumb watched Dan Peabody revert to type.

Plumb had tried not to dislike Dan when he had abandoned Felicity, 'to avoid

upsetting the Grundyites of his party', but he is shocked when, at a public

meeting, Dan looks right through him. People had no essential being to Dan now,

they were simply 'fuel to stoke a career with'(238). Still Plumb writes to him and

to the others when the war starts, reminding them of their stand against

conscription in the first. However, he knew that'Power had moved them beyond

idealism' and that, sadly, he must watch again'old men bury the young'(257).

During the war, Fred somehow made himself invisible and Robert went to jail as

a conscientious objector, but Plumb's other son-in-law, Fergus, enlists. Like so

many young men who, after the Depression, found themselves trapped in the

cycle of early marriage, children and poverty, the rhetoric of war, of heroism and

mateship has some appeal. IIe 'saw his chance to step out of a role - husband,

father, workman - that had him turning like a zoo animal in a cage. The war

finished that, remade him. He came back tough, diminished, free.'(260) In his

absence, Meg returns to live at Peaeehaven with her children, but 'the pain of

Fergus' desertion never leaves her.
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During this period, Plumb spends much of his time with Meg's youngest son,

Raymond, 'the quietest, the most thoughtful of the three'. Through him, Plumb

observes the next generation: Rebecca was a noisy affectionate child who would

not let herself be loved, while Robert, or Bobby as he came to be called, was a

ruffian, an intelligent oaf; he was gang-leader, girl-chaser, jaw-puncher, eel-

catcher - a manly fellow who knew the high value placed on his qualities, but

knew he could not fool me.'(261) Bobby tortures his brother for, 'as he put it,

"sliming round the old geezer all the time"', but Plumb believes Raymond is not

after anything Bobby would want. Raymond 'was after my talk. ... In this way

my history became part of his; and history slid into myth. He will carry it with

him forever, an extra chamber in his mind.'(261)

Aware that his expectations about life had not translated into the modern lives

of his children or grandchildren, immersed as they are in the pleasures of new

era, Plumb imagines that by giving Raymond a sense of his story, he is giving

him a sense of self, more solid and incisive than the 'official versions' that would

be handed him. Carried in this gift of talk is Plumb's hope that Raymond will

frnd the depth and self-confidence he senses is missing from his brother's and

sister's loud and eager grasp on life.

After the war, growing evidence of gulags and the repressive policies of the

Stalinist era are another disillusionment, shaking the foundations of left-wing

movements. The 'stories coming out of Russia - of labour camps and blood
purges and secret police - had the ring of truth about them. A human

sound.'(257) Although Plumb continues to believe that communism is the only
just system, he saw also 'that men being men, it would be corrupted where it

appeared.'(258) To Plumb, man's salvation lay in another direction, and watching

the new nation go off down the road of further exploitation and individual greed,

he grieves the loss of a rare opportunity to redress the imbalance of capital.

Visiting Parliament after the war, a 'sense of the years came down on me and a

grey oppression of spirit. So much left undone, so much that will never be done. I

knew these men must feel the same way when they were out of this chamber,

when they stood alone, facing their young selves.'(148) Plumb's despondency

reflects a more general sense of lost opportunity, contingency and belatedness

creeping undefined into the New Zealand psyche over this period.

Plumb's uneasiness with the moneymen, like Fred Meggett, and the new

generation of politicians, like Sid Holland, reflects his awareness of the growing

sense of shallowness and general moral decline. Plumb begins making the

connection between his children's sense of rupture and broader manifestations of
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loss and displacement. He recognises it in Meg's feeling that there was always
something more she should be doing for him, and the way it made 'all our

exchanges have an unsatisfactory ending'(33). He sees it in their uncertainty and

discontents, their loss of language and the inability to express themselves, their

feelings of inadequacy, and the shallowness of their lives. However, as his own

beliefs and practices have been displaced, he has no vision of the future, and no

way to elevate them.

Steadily, Plumb moves towards the understanding that a dogmatic reliance on

simple doctrinal truths was no longer possible. He observes the dangers of

Oliver's narrow path, yet fails to see its continuing influence on his own life. The

final chapter examines Plumb's belated efforts to own, confront and assuage the

worst of his actions. In his aural darkness, he journeys towards a working

philosophy of life. But instead of the visionary force he had imagined in his

youth, his life reflects a loss of certainty and a rupture of values, and a growing

sense of displacement. Over the course of his life Plumb discovers no sense of

deliverance, but rather the increasing individual disengagement from the

ambiguity of the changing world.

When Plumb says,'I'm glad of the good f've done, and sorry about the bad'(271),

it is only a partial acknowledgement of evasions and denials of his life. The

connection between colonial historicism and the decisions of his life are an

analory of New Zealand's journey towards a reshaped identity, which includes

an acceptance of the residue left by its colonising past. Although Plumb's words

are spoken in the novel at the end of the 1940s, they carry something of the

concerns of the novel's publication era. His statement connects with

contemporary attempts to understand the complexities of the past and the

contemporary Pakeha condition as it attempts a massive cultural

transformation.

In this manner, Plumb reflects the need for inquiry and debate about Pakeha

society essential to a redefinition of New Zealand's cultural identity. However,

there is no room for the hollow replication of an earlier time. Ttre exploration of

New Zealand society can no longer ignore, evade or deny the influence of those

imported cultural ideas from the colonial past. Plumb's journey of discovery

reflects some of the fundamental changes to the settler consciousness occurring

in the early years of the twentieth century. However, a popular desire to deny

any personal attachment to these inherited values makes identifrcation and

articulation of their contemporary manifestations more difficult. By revisiting a

number of dominant cultural sites inherited from the settler past, Plumb makes
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explicit the connection between these ideas and their influence on his children's

and grandchildren's lives. Plumb effectively collates the legacy of a series of

common practices inherited from the past - of marriage, religion, and family

values - still shaping Pakeha society.

In addition, Plumb's frnal words resonate with the influence of another major

shift in the period of the novel's publication, the establishment of the Waitangi

Tribunal (1975). By investing the Tribunal with full judicial powers to review

and redress the injustices of the colonial period, 'being glad for the good and

sory for the bad' begins to carry specifrc cultural meaning for Pakeha New

Zealand. For many, the notion adds to the sense of anxiety already undermining

the Pakeha sense of identity and confidence.34 But George Plumb does not go far

enough. Plumb reminds Pakeha New Zealand of the phenomenon of cultural

displacement at a moment when displacement is only newly acknowledged in the

shifting discourse of national identity.

The novel consistently presents George Plumb's vision as being outside of or

displaced from his times. But, as a witness to the rapid changes in the early part

of the twentieth century, his vision and criticism serve to emphasise the

movement in cultural ideals that occurred during his lifetime. The power of

recollection and hindsight invest his memories with a visionary force, while the

flaws anticipate the loss of idealism and the shift to a shallow pragmatism. The

past he represents is displaced, yet the future appears to be increasingly

precarious. Riding in motor cars 'flies in the face of nature', but'how much more

presumptuous the aeroplane than the car'(225). At the end of his life, Plumb is

left grieving for man, 'who has travelled so far from himself. Plumb's vision of

his family, his politics and his religion sought to move man beyond the

mundanities of his life to higher ideals, and inadvertently exposed the fragility of

the myth of possibility underpinning the settler soeiety. In its place are the

shallow demands of a new era of grabbing and getting, and the novel's depiction

of an old man's final confusion over the gains and losses of his life suggests the

dual conIlict, in spirit and place, unsettling the certainties of Pakeha society.

34 Ranginui Walker discusses the unsettling caused by the new legislation in Ka Whawhai Tonu

Matou: Struggle Without End Pengain Books, Auckland (1990) pp.281-284
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Meg

M"g, the second novel of the Plumb Trilory, continues to examine the cultural

milieu of Pakeha New Zealand, exploring aspects of gender, family, economics

and spiritual well-being in the middle decades of the twentieth century. Like its

predecessor Plurnb, the novel is concerned with the search for meaning. Meg

examines the spiritual malaise identified with a decline in the influence of

traditional religion, and corresponding growth in pragmatism and individualism.

Identified by authorities, as diverse as economists and theologians, as signifiers

of the new cultural era, secularisation and unsurpassed consumerism

encouraged the evasion of spirituality and intellectual depth. As political

economist Colin James notes, 'Material prosperity and social stability in the here

and now substituted satisfyingly for spiritual salvation in the hereafber.'35 The

novel's protagonist, Meg, struggles against complacency and the gratification of

carnal appetites, as she seeks new and appropriate ways to reach a state of

acceptance and self-knowledge.

Many of the consequences of a new religiously 'pluralist' era identifred in Plumb

are examined in detail in Meg. The novel responds to the idea, proposed by the

theologian Lloyd Geering, that not only is each individual 'freer than he has ever

been before', but he must also 'shoulder more responsibility for "working out his

own salvation in fear and trembling", and in a more radical way than even Paul

envisaged when he wrote those words.'36 While it is clear how George Plumb

engages with this responsibility, it is less obvious of Meg. Geering also proposes

that, in the plurality of new era'Man shows himself to be religious whenever and

wherever he takes the questions of human existence seriously, acknowledges

that life has depth and meaning and makes his response to whatever he finds

ultimate.'37 Thus, Meg's interests in life and death, and her pursuit of depth and

meaning can also be viewed as a legitimate response to the religious values of

her times.

Colin James, New Territory: The Transformation of New Zeala.nd 1984-92. Bridget Williams

Books Ltd, Wellington(1992) p.31

Lloyd Geering, 'The Pluralist Tendency: Pluralism and the Future of Religion in New

Zealand.' Religion in New Zealand Society. Brian Colless and Brian Donovan (Eds.) Dunmore

Press, Palmerston North (1985) p.224

Lloyd Geering, Faith's New Age. Collins, London.(1940) p.18

138

35
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Concluding his essay, Geering noted that the 'cultural bonding of New Zealand

as a nation will not be of a religious character but will consist of a secular or

religiously neutral base, to which each person will be responsible for choosing

and adding his own religious component.'38 Meg's story explores a larger reality

of this idea in its concern with the evasion of individual responsibility in the face

of shifting beliefs. At the novel's centre is Meg's search for meaning and purpose,

but the values shaping the lives of her closest siblings are also examined. Esther

asks for nothing more than that her appetites be fed, Robert chooses to reject the

modern world, and Alfred, who must find his own way. Felicity and Oliver

continue to uphold the orthodox forms of religious certitude rejected earlier by

Plumb. Meg's journey is to discover her own way to meaning and salvation, the

new responsibility. Eventually she is able to look plainly on her life without the

evasions or sentimentality of the past, and to accept good and evil as equally

valid components of life.

For the settler population, the spiritual transformation that occurred between

the 1920s and the 1960s coincided with the shift away from past assumptions

about place. The influence of the new superpower, America, challenges the

values of George Plumb's generation. Positioned between the old and the new,

Meg seeks to understand the gains and losses of the changing world around her.

Meg has not converted to the new credo of consumption and development

embraced by Agnes, Florence or Esther, nor does she accept as cultural

imperatives, the symbols of the colonial past - Edie's rose garden, George

Plumb's books or Sir Oliver's precise and predictable career as a judge. Meg's

hesitation suggests a condition of spiritual instability and a confusion about

loyalty to her father. The spiritual and emotional condition of the world around

her is examined as she seeks spiritual wholeness and emotional, if not

intellectual, acceptance.

Geering's liberal definition of religion supports the idea that Meg continues the

religious analysis of Pakeha New Zealand started by Plurnb. Consequently, the

significance of its cultural gaze is broader than is generally recognised.

Previously, Meg has been read as 'a kind of domestic report dealing with the

underside of Plumb and Raymond'39 (from the trilogy's final novel, SoIe

Suruiuor). Lawrence Jones further suggests, that while the focus of Plumb is the

spiritual and the public dimensions of life, in contrast, Meg, is 'totally involved'

38 Geering, 'The Plualist Tendency'p.227
39 Lawrence Jones, 'The Maurice Gee TYilogy', p.326
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in the domestic, and interested in the spiritual simply as a spectator.40 Jones

claims Meg is'disappointing', 'because it did not present much of George Plumb

and because its domestic focus was so much narrower than the sweep of

Plumb'ar.

This analysis of Meg, which is repeated as late as the 1998 edition of the Oxford

Historyaz, appears to assume that a 'domestic'view carries concepts and ideas of

only limited insight into the complexities of the wider world. In addition, it

seems to assume that the subjectivity of this woman is less significant to the
'overall observations' of the trilogy, as divined from the other two novels.

According to Niek Perry, these are primarily concerned with 'the loss of

innocence'43, and, to Jones, with 'the lack of easy answers afber the exposure of

the "flaws" in the New Zealand dream'44. However, the addition of Meg's voice to

the vision presented by Plumb shows a more profound analysis of a culture. By

moving beyond an interest in 'loss', 'flaws' and the settler desire for easy

answers, Meg examines the effects of this condition in the everyday life of the

second generation of Plumb's family.

Apparently, Jones fails to recognise the way Meg examines various attitudinal

and physical sites to reveal something of how social forces and ideologies play out

their effects in the community. The uncertainties of an increasingly secular

society are a key motif in Meg's story no less than they are in George Plumb's or

Raymond Sole's, yet previous readings fail to acknowledge the home as a valid

site for the reflection of broader social concerns. Meg continues to engage with

issues of identity and self-knowledge in a manner no less probing than the more
public and dramatic Plum6, and in a manner no less relevant to a cultural

analysis of her times than are the words of Plumb or the stories of his grandson,

the journalist Raymond Sole, to theirs.

It is significant that Meg is a poet manqu6. For her, the written word has failed.

It no longer offers her the sense of truth or order it had Plumb, and it is further

distorted in the next generation by Raymond. Instead, for Meg, the search for a

clear-sighted understanding of her life must start with a return, through the

40 Jones, 'The Maurice Gee Trilogy'p. 332
41 Jones, 'The Maurice Gee Trilogy'p.326
42 Lawrence Jones, 'The Novel.' in Terry Sturm (Ed.)Oxford History of New Zealand Literature

in English (Second Ed.) (1998) p.187
43 Nick Perry, The Dominion of Signs: Teleuision, Advertising and other New Zealand Fictions

Auckland University Press, Auckland (1994) p.129
44 Jones, 'The Maurice Gee Trilogy'p.340
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various pathways of historical and emotional possibility, to take another look at
her life. Books represent the impaired currency of her father's flawed vision, but

she also resists her mother's way of 'looking for understanding of it all in the

hereafter'(125). Meg views Christianity as the ultimate evasion of reality, and

although the loss of a language in which to solemnise or commemorate the major

events of life is disabling, by recognising the validity of an emotional life that

resists sentimental evasion, Meg begins to evolve a language of her own.

As Meg manoeuvres her way through the new freedoms of her era, the often

contradictory cultural expectations she encounters create new responsibilities.

She develops a secularised morality and existential belief system which feels

more relevant to her life-style and expectations. Her refusal to accept the

existence of God, or that anything beyond material phenomena can ever be

known, mirrors the journey of secular New Zealand. But, in addition, Meg's story

examines the denials and evasions existing in an increasingly secular world.

Experiencing the raw emotions of loss and death helps Meg to accept the

existence of evil. She frnds a place to live by forcing herself to look at and accept

the world's ugliness and pain, without shrinking.

In the past, the certainties which set Meg apart from the rest of the world are

capitalised in her imagination: 'the Plumbs as Chosen Ones, my Father as a

Giant Among Men'. Later, the assumption of a consummate truth to these

certitudes must be removed in order to see herself more clearly. 'Drunk on

family', she had lost all judgement, and must recover her sense of the Plumbs

human shape. They're nothing special.'(15) Although the 'Plumb zoo'remains, as

a place to visit occasionally, she does not let it upset her commitment to living

life more honestly.

Meg's effort to see clearly is linked to her search for practical ways of reinvesting

her life with meaning. Meg's desire for a sense of 'usefulness' and her challenge

to the notions of waste carried by those around her carry a hint of her puritan

past. As her definition of usefulness is more concerned with acknowledgrng

emotional and spiritual gain, Meg often does not see as waste the things that

others do. Throughout the novel conflicting notions of waste signal the gap

between a culturally informed idea of what is 'proper' to expect from life, and

what occurs when this expectation is unfulfrlled, or fulfilled but without recourse

to any depth of thought. Like her father, Meg rejects the dominant signifiers of

success, status and money, 4s they are generally in conflict with her desired

goals of simplicity and honesty.
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The novel also queries the integrity of the emotional structures provided by

traditional religion. In addition, it examines what has replaced these structures

for those who have abandoned orthodox religious practices. Living outside

conventional society, both Esther and Alfred reject religious solace and seek

comfort in alcohol. To others, their lives appear fragmented and distressingly

wasteful. Watching her dress for a date as a child, Meg recognises the way

Esther's choices sent messages to the world. She 'glittered like the bad queen',

and her young men 'heard her laughter, saw her beautiful eyes and painted

mouth, and asked no more than that'(75). Even then Meg has 'the beginnings of

the knowledge that she had gone too far, too carelessly, she was out of her

depth.'(76) Meeting Fred did not help. Fred meant 'parties, kissing, drinking beer
- so she married him. Love was not part of it.'(68)

Esther ends up sozzled in alcohol and ugly as a 'troll', but with Alfred, she 'kept

open a door into a self she could not find unless he took her hand and led her

there'(68). When Alfred died, that part of her died with him, and, denied her only

escape route, Esther devotes the rest of her life to drink and excess with no

expectation of pleasure. In contrast, although Alfred is not the

poeVvisionary/ideologue he might have been, Meg'had seen how useful Alfred

was and how well loved'(195). Felicity laments'the waste of so much good feeling

and good sense', but Alfred had not, like Esther, 'chased after pleasure

ceaselessly'(68) and his life is not without generosity and vision.

Forced to live outside his family and the norms of Pakeha society because of his

homosexuality, Alfred finds a legitimate role to play in his own world. Meg and

Esther love him, but they, too, fail him with their narrow-minded assumptions.

Over time Meg comes to recognise that his brutal death, at the hands of some
'queer-bashing' youth, was another part of the dissolution that had been

happening since his banishment from Peacehaven as a young man. Finding

renewal through spiritual and emotional gtowth, Meg is eventually able to

acknowledge that they had all contributed to his death, by'pushing him out from

his family into the dark'(210).

Visiting him for the first time after his expulsion from Peacehaven, Meg

approaches his house with caution, afraid of what she will frnd. But Alfred's

home is beautiful, although Meg is sure it is 'a deception'. Where Alfred had once

enjoyed decorating his home, he now seemed a little bored, and is much 'more

enthusiastic about his wine'(184). Meg's wariness about visiting him is mainly,
'the idea that the whole of a homosexual's life was sex'(183). When they 'were not

actually "at it" ... they were getting ready, or recovering from it, or circling round
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each other, passing signals and intriguing.'(183) Meg can see the disparity

between Alfred's generosity and sophisticated life-style - he drinks 'Burgundy

from Burgundy, not Loomis Creek'- and the community's prejudice which

brands him a sexual deviant.

Meg becomes a regular visitor at his house, but she never loses her nervousness,

and Alfred tries to show her that his friends were just 'people', with other things

in their lives apart from sex. Meg sees how important music is Alfred's friend

Bruce, but found his other friends disconcerting. 'There were men there like

estate agents and bank managers, and young men like rugby footballers -

young men who were rugby footballers ... I could not understand them desiring

each other.'(188) Meg never meets any of these men again and society's fear of

homosexuality continues, but her son Ray, like many in his generation, is less

inelined to judge men like his uncle.

Accepting mortality is important to Meg's growth. The novel begins and ends

with a death, and it records a number of others - some are close to Meg, others

observed from a distance. Strategically, they enable Meg to explore aspects of the

divine, the psychic and the secular in New Zealand society, the variety of

responses signalling a degree of cultural diversity. Simultaneously, the

differences suggest an increasing amount of instability about ideas of religious

commitment and personal identity in the wider community. Meg's response to

death is shaped by her decision to look at things with 'a cold eye', which focuses

the novel's attention onto the broader cultural issues raised by resisting the

lapse into sentiment or dogma.

Sutton's death is the first in the novel. Although he is a minor character towards

whom Meg had never been very sympathetic, his death precipitates Robert's

return to Peacehaven, and anticipates the concerns of her journey towards self-

knowledge and acceptance. Only vaguely interested in Father Pearce's efforts in

helping Sutton, Meg wonders about the rites, 'for one who had only made
progress and not reached the goal'(l3). Was it Purgatory? Limbo? Nothing?

Likewise, how should atheists, free thinkers, homosexuals and other

nonconformists be served when the church ceremony is still an official part of

society's grieving process? Sutton's death sets the agenda for Meg's examination

of the issues shaping individual life and influencing the material condition of the

wider society.

Early in her life Meg rejects the certainties that had been the spiritual mainstay

of her parents' generation. To her, they are too artless and 'emotional'. Her
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denial of Christianity deprives her of the conventional methods of consolation,

inspiration and regeneration in times of loss and pain. Meg comes to realise the

signifi.cance of this loss, only when, left with an emptiness she refuses to

acknowledge, she suffers a nervous breakdown. Eventually, Meg connects this

loss of self to the spiritual instability and lack of depth that has shaped her

perceptions of the world. Observing the society around her, Meg sees that,

although the condition of dis-ease is endemic, it is denied and avoided by a range

of strategies, with varying degrees of success. But determined to seek a clearer

understanding of her life, Meg recovers a belief in herself with Robert's

simplicity and honesty. Following his lead, she seeks meaning in usefuUnatural

ways, and learns to accept that good and the evil reside within all humanity.

Accepting Alfred's death, and then Robert's, forms the closure of Meg's story, and

by then she has 'grown', to extend Brian Boyd's 'Plumbian'aphorism.as Meg is

able to live with her choices as a sort of existential agnostic, a phrase used by

Lawrence Jones to describe the spiritual culture of the period.46 In contrast,

Felicity also rejects Plumb's transcendental form of Christianity but chooses to

embrace the elaborate rituals and dogma of the Catholic Church. The antithesis

of Plumb's ideal, it met Felicity's need for something solid, 'something she could

understand'(Plumb, L71). However, Felicity's religion remains'mumbo jumbo'to

Meg. She did not understand how this 'medieval' faith became something
'eternal' and intensely meaningful for Felicity. But meaning no longer resides in

books for Meg, and she declines Felicity's offer to send her some literature to
'help her' understand. Meaning was not limited to the spiritual for Meg, it was

practical and even mundane, and must be sought from the material life around

her.

As Meg re-examines the values and expectations of her life, birth is presented as

a particularly defining moment, and Meg's search for meaning reaches beyond

her own condition to explore the significance of birth to many women's

understanding of themselves in the period of the 1930s and the Depression.

Years later, Meg sees how the myth and the reality of birth had stunted her

development into an emotionally mature woman. As a child, she had obserwed

the gap that existed between the 'beauty of procreation' and the discomfort

engendered by its 'unsightly' physical reality. Like Plumb, she could not look

This is a reference to Brian Boyd's pre-Meg articles. Brian Boyd, 'Maurice Gee: Ironies of

Growth and Judgement; Islands. Nos. 30 and 31 (1980 and 1981)

Lawrence Jones, 'The Novel', in The Oxford History of New Zealand Literature in English
(Second Edition) (1998) p.179
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past Mirth's face to her swollen body, and she knew Edie 'believed in a purdah

for women in their last months'(82). These contradictions are not fully

acknowledged even when Meg becomes a mother herself. Instead, they are

distorted by the prevailing ideology of femininity, and the expectation that

maturity and'reality' would naturally proceed from motherhood.

With the birth of her first baby, Meg describes herself as letting go of self and

submitting to the myths of motherhood. 'Meaning went away and left me holding

my baby, feeling him suck.'(113) Her simple emotional understanding of life

shifts from the 'enchanted acres of Peacehaven' to embrace the myths of

motherhood as her new certainty, and Meg describes herself as feeling 'very

peaceful, happy down into my bones, and grown up at last'. The fracturing of this

new reality begins as she notices that Fergus's happiness is different to her own.
'There was a crowing in him, and a masculine pushing out'which disturbs her

confidence in their relationship, and begins the gradual shrinking of her

selfhood.

Meg's second child is born at the beginning of the Depression, and Meg accepts

her situation, despite the knowledge, which she tries to ignore, there were other

options for those, like Felicity, who took the time to discover an independent

sense of themselves. Consequently, Meg meets the discomforts of the shack by

the creek 'with a kind of recognition', imagining its deprivations will, at last, help

her achieve a sense of being fully'growD up, a married woman'(116). The reality

of the years of hard work in the shack by the creek contributes to the gradual

fragmentation of her sense of self. Meg ignores the evidence of damage and loss

until she is diminished beyond recognition.

Her last child, Raymond, is born in the middle of the Depression at St Helen's

hospital, and 'in that grey city building birth somehow became grey'(117). The

ethos surrounding birth was shifting away from the private world of women and

into the hands of health professionals in large and impersonal institutions.

Childbirth is reduced to a clinical operation, the women used to teach young

nursing students and the sense of nature and mystique abandoned. Edie visits

the hospital only once, but 'The noise and the crowding in the ward upset her.

She had had her babies at home and she thought of birth as a private

business.'(119)

Edie had had twelve children and been sustained by the belief that this was her

duty, but Meg's decision to have only three children reflects a change in women's

expectations. After the difficult birth of her third child, Meg vows to herself,
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'There would be no more doctors and nurses, no babies - no husband bringing

his violation on me.'(L18) She finds a sympathetic ear in her sister-in-law Mirth,

a woman twenty years her senior. At forty-eight, and afber the birth of eight

children, Mirth agreed that the 'woman should decide'. Rejecting status and

money, she had chosen to live a casual life with Willis, years before the

alternatives of the 1960s, and throughout her life, Mirth challenges society's

values and ideas.

The elderly Mirth challenges her brother-in-Iaw, the former Chief Justice, Sir

Oliver, asking him how many men he has hanged, and Oliver is appalled.(136)

Remembering that his family have always been a burden to him, he refuses to

meet the fraudster Fred Meggett, even though he had been'good enough to meet

the Queen', last time she was out, according to Esther. And although an elderly

man with an extremely successful career behind him, he still recalls his father's

unorthodox life with resentment. Oliver might'hobnob with ambassadors and

statesmen' in Wellington, but at Peacehaven he grew shrill, and trembled with

an impotent rage at his family, and even daft old Mirth 'could make him forget

he was afber all who he was'(137).

Others in Oliver's family are still impressed by his title. Fergus 'was brought up

short by a kind of magic - all that power in word and ceremony'(134). And

Robert and Emerson knew the rules. Shaking Oliver's hand, Emerson

congtatulates him and claims, rather hollowly, admiration of his career. But

most impressed is Douglas Plumb, National MP for Epsom. Duggie is Oliver's

nephew and although he acknowledges Oliver's social position, it is his political

value that interests Duggie more. One of the new generation of grabbers and

getters, Duggie Plumb is constantly on the look-out for people who might further

his career, and is 'always looking past you obsessively for someone more

important.'(146) After vetting his elderly aunts and uncles for their potential

worth in this direction, Duggie spots Oliver in the summer-house 'and hares off

there - proving', Meg supposes, 'that Oliver is still important.'(146)

At the other end of the Plumb family, Robert is Oliver's opposite, and it is his

wdy, rather than Oliver's rigid sense of self and propriety, that engages Meg's

respect. Struggling against the confusion and the pressures of her world, Meg's

recovery flows from her belief in Robert as her saviour. This view of Robert is

dismissed by her siblings as romantic, even Raymond 'found his uncle's

simpleness a bore. Robert he believes is my creation.'(52) But it is Meg's decision

to follow Robert's example of simplicity and goodness that helps her recover, and

inspires her subsequent search for understanding, acceptance and self-
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knowledge. After his death, Meg maintains the idea of his goodness, not as a

sentimental ideal but in a realistic way, although it is diffrcult to explain.
'Someone said, "I know what Time is, but I cannot tell you." That is how I am

with Robert's goodness.'(53)

Robert's need to feel useful corresponds to some need in Meg's own life. Although

the scrub-cutting and burning he did at the detention camp during the war was

useful enough, 'Robert's greatest burden was a feeling of being useless.' Being cut

off from the world and 'outside time', Robert found 'his simplicity was under

strain. Robert knew a lot, had seen a lot, but had not thought at all.'(l-54) After

the camps, his retreat to Parminter's farm is an attempt to retain his sense of

this simple self, and although it is an evasion of life, Meg sees it as a retreat from

the things that might fracture him further. Making few demands on life, Robert's

refusal to judge others had let him get on with living, and the places of his life

reflect this: 'Peacehaven, then the camps, Parminter's farm, his bach by the

creek ... I did not see that his life should be called a failure, as Oliver and Felicity

call it.'(59)

In times of uncertainty, Robert was always there for Meg, offering her security.

As a very young child, he rescues her from the sackman, and when Rebecca

drowned, she had come to love him 'with a kind of desperation. I knew we were

doomed.'(48) Despite his determined pragmatism, his significance to her growth

is almost spiritual. Robert shows Meg what Edie could not convince her of - life

is not easy, but its difficulties must be accepted'as best one could'(54). Despite

her pain at the acquittal of the young boys who had killed Alfred, Robert shows

Meg that she cannot know what those boys might suffer, and that she must not
judge the way others make their journey. The best anyone can hope for is to

know their own way and believe in their journey.

Although Robert was not religious and his funeral is a small family affair,

Felicity is concerned that it have an appropriate degree of religious solemnity.

Willis's hat resting on the coffin offends her sense of occasion and the simple

ceremony leaves her unsatisfied.(248) Leaving the graveside, the family are met

by Parminter and his followers, and the fundamentalist charade upsets her

again. As Meg leads her away from Robert's grave she wonders 'why lFelicity]
could not accept whatever happened on this day.'(249) To Meg, the different

rituals are simply differing expressions of faith and gpief, and, thus, basically

irrelevant. IJltimately, the grieving process is individual and personal.
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Robert's way was intuitive, it was not something that could be argued with, but

Meg hopes to achieve a more complex sense of herself. She does not want to

retreat from the world like Robert, but rather go further and look deeper, and

learn her self more fully. Meg's journey is a personal one, but it captures a sense

of the shifting within Pakeha culture in this period. Robert had refused to return

to Peacehaven while Plumb was alive, and although Meg does not want to spend

her time looking back, she frnds she is 'forced to turn there'. 'Much has to be

looked at with a cold €y€, ... stripped of its clothing and seen nakedly. This is a

duty, and it is a need. If I am to hold myself steady in my shape, which is a

sensible one, a shape that makes me useful, I must look at the person I came

from.'(11)

The novel portrays certain social conditions accurately, and, concurrently,

examines the condition of anxiety. The habits Meg evolves in response to her

sense of displacement are part of the evasions inherent in the ideologies framing

her childhood. Her own sentimental distortions contribute to the uncertainty and

lack of vision she confronts after Alfred's death. Reconnecting with this baggage,

begins her re-evaluation of its significance to her life. Moral and ethical concerns,

and accompanying assumptions about Good and Evil remain a large part of her

vision, and Meg learns to accommodate the residual puritanism in herself and to

understand its failures as part of her fracturing.

Meg's earliest understanding of her selfhood is not only the product of her

homelife. It is also shaped by her experiences within particular cultural and

historical contexts, and the novel explores the influence of various structures and

practices in society on her ideas and values. As the anthropologist Julie Parks

explains, for young women like Meg, 'exposure to certain events, ideas about

appropriate behaviour, values, opportunities, limitations, and messages about

herself, her abilities and her proper place in the world'47, all shape a girl's

perception of herself. Unpacking the assumptions and expectations of her

generation from those of her personal life becomes part of Meg's journey to

confront her uncertainty and accept her self.

Meg lives in a dream world at Peacehaven. Her childhood is seen in terms of an

imagined Eden, complete with the snake, the Fall and even a type of martyrdom.

Looking back at her habitual slippage into myth, Meg recognises her

sentimentalism and superstition were evasionary tactics, ways of avoiding the

47 Julie Park(Ed.), Ladies a Plate: Change and Continuity in the Liues of New Zealand Wornen.

Auckland University Press, Auckland (1991) p.60
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world. Her belief in the power of language to open the mind is inherited from her

father, but its power to explain her position in the wider world is distorted in the

rarefied atmosphere of the study. In addition, the gentility she inherits from

Edie and the romantic frction she reads embeds the habit of living life less

plainly and less honestly. Although her habit of romanticising reality is not

unlike Plumb's, it evolves in an era when intellectual and social expectations of

women were being altered by a modern femininity which spoke of love and self-

fulfilment, above duty and service.

Tensions, caused by opposing attitudes to the First World 
.War, 

begin to

dismantle Meg's imagined world. Plumb's refusal to discuss the war in his home

causes gaps to appear in Meg's world of words. 'Hun' was one word that

frightened her. The other word was nzissing. 'I wondered and wondered where

the missing had gone, and what sort of world was Missing.'(33) For Meg, the

move to California is like entering 'the Land of Missing', and in her alienated

condition, she feels her certainties further threatened when her pen fails to

change her world. Her poem is seen by both parents as 'an exercise not a plea. ...

Neither of them understood.'(37)

In America, Meg longs for Thorpe 'with a longing like that for food'(35), however,

the uncertainty of the settler emplacement is exposed in the imagery she uses.

While her reach is confidently towards the settlers' new land, her creek, like

Edie's, is a stream, and the imagery she chooses is from the fairy tales of Europe.

Meg imagines herself as belongrng, but lacks a naturalised language. Back in

New Zealand, Meg realises it wasn't just Thorpe she had longed for, but
'something in the air and in the ground.' She could have listed 'a hundred

particulars' and told of 'deep and instant recognitions, ... of voices making just

the right sounds they should.'(3g) But, as Meg notes, 'there is no way of taking

the clumsiness off such declarations.' Instead, her desire to express her

recognition of place exposes the inarticulacy of the settler condition. To Meg,

recognition 'was delicate and hidden, never clumsy', but the language is

awkward, hesitant. Her relationship to the land can be asserted, but not yet

defined.

Settled, finally, at Peacehaven, Meg creates a 'godzone'. 'There was nothing

poisonous in New Zealand. I did not feel threatened. I did not even feel

threatened when Dad went to prison and people started throwing stones on our

roof.'(40) To Meg, it was 'part of being a Plumb and Plumbs were special.' The

biblical iconography and ideas about suffering and martyrdom distort her vision

for a long time, and the later romanticising of her position becomes an effective
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way of effacing the undesirable aspects of life. In this way, Meg's individual life

mirrors aspects of the larger society. In addition, Meg's observation of her
brothers and sisters reveals a broader predilection for evasion shaping Pakeha

New Zealand culture in this period of economic instability and social change.

Esther evades the world by grabbing at the good times and retreating to her

bottles of fortified wine. Her husband Fred manages it by focusing on making

money. Alfred also drinks to avoid his pain, while Willis pushes at society's

restraints by notching up his sexual conquests. In contrast, Emerson returns to

accommodation and conformity, and Oliver hides behind the narrow codes of his

profession and his faith, like Felicity, who, by challenging the tenets of her

church, uses intellectualism to evade the secular world. Even Robert is shown to

evade the world, living quietly away from its demands, and while this has

similarities with George Plumb's life, his father's search for a higher

consciousness is in sharp contrast to his own commitment to simplicity and

earthly acceptance.

George Plumb's study is a significant site in the novel. For Edie and his children,

it is situated outside the mundane world and resonates with his spiritual
journeying. For Meg it is like a holy site - she goes there seeking knowledge and

a place away from the world's base intrusions. Later she realises that the others

had felt differently, and this is the lesson that it has taken her far too long to

learn. 'Oliver, in his pedantic way writes to me of "Dad's retreat from the

quotidian"', while Felicity believes that by 'making one little room an

everywher€, ...in human terms [Plumb) was nowhere.'(L27)

Alfred discovers his nature in the books of Plumb's world, from Wilde and

Whitman and others, but after he is banished from Peacehaven, Alfred never

finds his way back to poetry. At forty-five, he 'was an elder of his tribe', and

although Shelley's 'unacknowledged legislator of the world'was gone, he met

some part of himself working within his 'twilight world' and 'trying to legitimise

it for others'(193). 'Once he told Esther he had saved half a dozen lives at the

very least, and saved the sanity of more young men than he could count'(181)

But saving his own was more difficult. Despite the young men, loneliness, drink,

and hatred were his troubles. AIfred changes his name, rejecting his father's

name and adopting Edie's maiden name he effects an effacement of their

marriage. His house and garden connect him with his mother, but he continues

to deny books, they remained part of the currency of life as a Plumb.
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In serving her large family, Edie tries to provide her children with a sense of

stability and certainty. In contrast to Plumb, her availability and practicality are

important factors in their lives. From Oliver down to Meg, she had listened to

them all, calmed them, and then taught them what it was they might properly

hope for. Her wisdom is couched in the terms of deeply puritanical Christianity,

but Meg heard her 'because she spoke of souls, and hearts, and God, and love

and truth, as easily as if they were carrots and potatoes. ... She put a serenity in

me, under my troubles. I look for it and find it there today.'(79) Edie's lessons are

of little consequence to Esther and she quickly moves beyond Edie's world.

Esther had already decided that the fun and laughs offered by Fred Meggett

were preferable to the image of humility and servility offered by her mother.

In contrast, Meg chooses to lay all her expectations on Fergus-the- myth./man,

and despite her mother's warning against making him into something he is not,

she is unable to see her husband clearly. When the flaws in Edie's world began to

show, her spiritual beliefs help her through that time, but Meg rejects Edie's

reliance on faith. Compared to their parents, Meg's and Fergus' ideas about

religion have little significance to their real lives. They both believe there is a

God somewhere, but had not thought beyond this, or even 'whether it's

important'(107). The ideas that had been of major consideration to their parents,

causing them to change church affiliation and go against their parents' wishes,

are no longer important. Instead, Meg and Fergus set about trying to create

other sorts of meaning in their lives.

Initially, for Meg, meaning rests with Fergus himself. Serving up his meals and
'sitting through the evening as man and wife. That lit me up with what I shall

have to call rneaning.'(L72) Learning she is pregnant adds a new layer, 'Meaning!

I wore it like a crown upon my head.'(113) Increasingly, Meg's identity is shaped

by the expectations associated with being a wife and mother, however, these are

gradually distorted by the day-to-day struggles and realities. With nothing to fall

back on, Meg and Fergus both suffer from a sense of emptiness and confusion,

and are shrunken by an inability to articulate their pain. Without religion, they

have no language to examine their feelings, and begin individual and solitary

searches for meaning, and become increasingly isolated from each other.

Meg's response to the fracturing of her life is to seek a less carnal sort of love.

The reality of Fergus without his teeth, the babies and her mother-in-law's

ignorance compel Meg towards the realisation that everything was happening in

too great a rush, without the chance for reflection or query. 'Sometimes when I

remembered that I, the youngest sister, had had my child in the same year as
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Felicity, the oldest, I would be caught in a fear that everything had happened too

suddenly, too fast, and that there were things I should have known, and should

have done, before I married.'(116) Turning away from Fergus, her withdrawal is

neither discussed with nor understood by her husband. 'Where we had come

together once in love we came now only in duty on my part, and in a dumb rage

and resentment and greed - and sometimes in guilt - on his.'(122) In fulfilling

his needs and the needs of everyone else in her family, Meg ends up not knowing

who she is, and unlike her mother, she is lost.

Although love for one another was something Edie 'had learned as a fact', Meg is

not convinced that she ever truly managed to accept, 'acceptance is hardest'. Edie

managed to accept 'because she believed in an after-life. Everything would be

made right in that place.'(1-25) Meg's belief in a right to 'all the joys we could

imagine' reflects the chasm between these two generations; one defining

themselves through their religion, and the other through their expectations of

the material world. Love, Meg could manage, 'But acceptance? Accept that pain?
- no. Look for an understanding of it all in the hereafter? Never!'(125) It was,

she could see, 'something to drop into the hole left ... by the withering away of

[her] romantic and sentimental view. But [Meg] felt too strongly the injustice of

things.'(125) Although Meg rejects her mother's philosophy, the power of Edie's

love remains in Meg's vision of her essential self.

After Edie's death, Meg examines her mother's life 'as though it had been an

object' and confrrms something she had intuitively known. 'She was Edith

Hamer, she was Edie Plumb - and below the surface workings of her life was a

rich fullness, love and joy and contentment, and an endless sacrificing of self and

a frnding of self.'(126) Recognising the rhythms of her mother's life helps Meg to

discard the sentimentality that cripples her growth. She sees that Plumb's love

for Alfred was inadequate, and her parents' love flawed, too. Esther's and her

own love for Alfred was also insuffrcient, and so was her love for Fergus.

Resisting the succour of orthodox religion, Meg confronts the 'hole' in her life and

begins to learn, through struggle and acceptance, new ways towards a larger

love.

Plumb's certainty about his Reward remains intact to the end, but in the difficult

final period he speaks to Meg of his own doubts and bewilderment. Recognising

her desire for the certainties of goodness and love, and her terror of things that

she judged immoral, Plumb admits that, despite their limitations, orthodox

theologies 'had a place for evil' and it remains 'one of their greatest

attractions'(176). By resisting the easy way, the 'forms of worship that cripple us
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a rational beings' (Plumb,98), man is left 'facing evil alone', and this is where

Meg understands herself to be. However, her belief that 'good is stronger' than

evil, helps Meg to finally accept Alfred and his killers, and, in addition, begin to

meet and accept herself. In his essay, 'An Attempt to Understand', Trevor James

acknowledges that Meg's efforts to understand and accept man, are 'the starting

point if we are to make any sense of our lives'48.

After his death, Plumb left a mountain of notebooks and letters at Peacehaven,

and Wendy Philson appoints herself his 'spiritual'biographer, with the intention

of mapping his 'search for the W.y'. Wendy's work'was not to be the usual sort of

thing ... Mundane things would have no place: politics, orthodox religion,

domestic life.'(26) To Meg, 'It sounded like a piece of fiction'(27), but Oliver is

horrified. Oliver is also searching his father's papers, but with a view to writing

his own memoirs. He is worried that Wendy might write about the poverty of the

family's 'early days', and concerned about how it might reflect on him, as the

former Chief Justice.

Oliver also intends to suppress a lot of what he finds. It served no purpose

dwelling on he calls "unedifoing matters"(130). He denies that Plumb's trials (for

heresy and sedition) might have some interest, insisting "They're forgotten. Let's

keep them so."(130) Like Wendy's, Oliver's writing will be only a partial

reflection, the creation of an imagined world that has little commitment to the

larger truths of those times. These tracts further debase the authority of the

written word for M"g, and become a reminder of the unreliability of

representations of the past. The silencing of events and suppressing of detail, in

order to colour the story's mood, is an allusion to the novel's broader examination

of history.

Flying in Emerson's Gylrsy Moth above the earth just before Plumb's death, Meg

experiences an epiphany. Suddenly, 'Human kind seemed impossibly brave,

inhabiting a crust of frelds and streets through which they might fall at any

moment into space.'(I77) Meg's vision is similar to Plumb's awareness of the

void, and later, Raymond Sole's, but it has no place for fear. She becomes

conscious of Plumb and his estranged son's closeness, 'their connection despite

their distance and despite the distance between them all'(179), and it moves her

towards an acceptance of them. In addition, Meg begins to see the verity in

48 Trevor James, 'Maurice Gee's Trilory: "An Attempt to Understand."' World Literature Written

in English, Vol.23, No.1 (1984) p.48
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Plumb's conviction that the empty place in our human selves is nothing but

man's hatred of himself.(212)

Meg's decision to attend the court case of the four youths charged $rith Alfred's

death becomes a way to understand it, a way of helping herself to accept its

ugliness and brutality. 'If I left the thing unended it might come back one day

and take some shape that would destroy me.'(209) The charge against the boys is

reduced to manslaughter, and the subsequent devaluation of the victim's life by

the court process reflects the systemic dislike of homosexuals operating in the

wider society. As in Plumb, the court scenes examine the ways popular

sentiment influences the judicial process.

Meg overhears one man lay a ten shilling bet with his friend that Alfred's killers

would get off. He said, "I'd have those boys spruced up and ... looking like a

bunch of wing three-quarters", and that is just the way they were.(209)

Presenting an image of wholesome young men helps to shift the presumption of

guilt from the accused to the victim. Meg tries to remind herself that 'none of this

has anything to do with [A]fredl'(210), but as the details of Alfred's last hours

come out, her sense of detachment changes. She becomes aware that contained

within the end of his life, was a 'part of us ... of Dad and me and Esther, and

Robert too.'(210)

Although the prosecutor calls the four boys 'a pack', it seems to Meg that the jury

prefers 'the defence view - they were "lads"'(214) Despite the lesser charge of

manslaughter and no need to prove premeditation, the judge looks defeated by

his task, aware that other factors, social pressures, emotional and cultural

assumptions, would influence the verdict. 'His voice had a lifeless fall. I

wondered if he had come to understand nothing that he said was relevant.'(2L4)

The jury return their 'Not guilty' verdict with clear convincing voice, and a
'rumble of content sounded in the room'(215). Looking at Alfred's death again

near the end of her journey, Meg finds she is able to'take it into herself.'I failed

to understand it, but that was neither here nor there, I did not expect to.'(15)

The homes in Meg reflect the values of those living in them: the clinker brick of

Esther's large brash new home in a new and wealthy suburb above Moa Park,

the elegant charm of Alfred's villa in Herne Bay, and the crumbling acres of

Peacehaven represented by the shifting of authority and security. The cottage

also retains evidence of its former residents. 'The hearth Willis laid ... and the

name he carved there, Mirth.', and the scraps of brown paper pasted in corners

and behind the doors by Wendy's. She went'mad in the cottage, and pasted over
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the real world in order to bring an unreal one into being, where she could

survive.'(12) Then Bluey and the 'reek of him' that remained, in spite of Sutton's

long residence there. They are ghosts that remain reminding Meg of the

imagined world of Peacehaven, when she too retreats to the cottage.

At Peacehaven the child-Meg is safe from the outside world, until Fred Meggett's

invasion of her 'elf country'begins to shift it. Fred introduces a whole new set of

values to her magical land which threatens to change it from 'the dreaming

ground of childhood' to a place 'where adult things might happen'(?2). IJer world

is fractured further with Alfred's banishment, and afterwards, she watches as

Plumb and her mother struggle to recover something of their former life. 'They

had taken it so easily before. Now they had to think out every step.'(102) In this

time of uncertainty, Meg finds her husband. 'He became my lifeline, replacing

Mother.'(102)

Later, Meg's fragile world is again damaged by Fred and Esther. Meg is shocked

at their casualness about bringing their sordid business into her house, 'f meant

on to Peacehaven, into our lives; and meant bring ugliness into the world.'(168)

This final affront to her imagined world causes Meg to suffer a 'breakdown', but

it is a word she comes to resent. It was such 'an easy name'(169) which denied

the superhuman effort required to reassemble herself and get on with her life.

Where previously, strength had come from the serenity her mother had planted

deep inside her, now she could not even frnd the stairs or see the door. 'I fell

down, down, becoming thin as air.'(169) Esther had come and nursed Meg

through the worst, then showed her a way to get on in the world. Meg attends

parties, smoking and drinking with the young American soldiers, but she knew

she had suffered a loss. People liked her better, but 'I knew I was robbed, and

damaged by my loss. I waited to be whole for many years. ... Dad was the only

one who saw that I was less than I had been.'(169)

Esther's relationships, with Fred and the world, had always been shallow. She

and Fred had been 'mates', joined by the 'confidence trick' they played on the

world. Esther never understood where the money came from, and seemed to

believe that as long as she kept on grinning and "whooping it up" things would

get better all the time.'(195) Despite having her expectations of fun and money

fulfilled, Esther's life begins to go stale. Fred had 'passed out of that world'

without her noticing. The fun 'drained out of him. He settled down to make

money seriously.'(195) After his departure, Esther turns to Adrian, to Alfred and

to drink. She tried to punish Fred by her retreat, 'although I doubt he noticed.

His focus could no longer be shortened to take in domestic events.'(L96)
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Fred's wealth grows from his decision not to go to war. His availability, combined

with a pugnacious appetite the Americans recognised, opened doors for him.
'Fred saw the war as machines. Not men. He asked himself what would happen

to all those trucks and jeeps when it was over. He asked his majors and they

grinned and wanted to know what he thought.'(171) In addition, the economic

culture at the end of the war was advantageous to those with an entrepreneurial

leaning, and an ideolory of non-intervention, of turning a blind-eye to minor

irregularities, contributes to Fred's good fortune. Popular belief in the economic

heroism of the little man made good suggested that Fred had a 'right' to make a

profrt when and where he could. Although the state sanctioned Fred's efforts to

fulfil his economic potential, it also expected him to contribute fairly to its

revenues. In the end, Fred's dealings were, if not outright fraud, unscrupulous to

say the least.

New Zealand was not a 'nanny state', telling people how to conduct themselves.

Some interference was tolerated in the area of individual moral behaviour,

alcohol, betting and sexual expression, but in individual pursuit of ever greater

wealth, state interference 'was resented and evaded'49. New Zealand, it was

claimed, needed men with the nerve to expand and develop, and the slow move to

legally censure Fred's behaviour was another aspect of the uncertainty of the

period. Official response to the questionable ethics of Fred's business affairs was

delayed by the public criticism of politicians and public servants, and the public

admiration of his boldness. At the Royal Commission into his affairs, Fred, claims

that he 'had no idea the demand would be so great', and that he had the right, 'in

the ordinary way, to get what the public was prepared to pay? Nobody quarrelled

with that - not in the courtroom; and most of the people I spoke to had made a

sort of swashbuckling hero of Fred.'(L71) Even as Meggett Enterprises is

collapsing in on itself and Fred is 'definitely going down', there remained a

grudging respect for him. People still 'touched the cloth of his coat, hoping even

now to carry some of his greatness away with them.'(22)

The trade in surplus kept Fred busy for several years, then he turned his eye on

Loomis. 'Loomis was ripe for plucking or, as he put it, r ipe for

development.'(171) Others had seen the town waiting, but something held them

back. 'Nothing held Fred back. Half a chance was all he ever needed', and 'To hell

with the risk!'(172) In a curious mirroring of Plumb's life, which emphasises the

shift from spiritual to material concerns, Fred's economic interests are described

49 Colin James, New Territory p.l8
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as doing 'a lot of damage and some good'(172). Like Plumb, Fred saw only what

he liked, and had ignored the rest. Distance from his wife and family increased

as his wealth expanded, and soon Fred's sights were fixed solely on Meggett

Enterprises, M.E.

Observing Fred's expansion into the country around Loomis, Fergus sees the

abandoned orchard and asks Meg to sell. Determined not to let sentimentality

cloud her decision, Meg accepts that although it had been elf country once, now
'it was nothing special'. Her life at Peacehaven was locked inside her, 'so let the

bulldozers come ... The place might just as well be used.'(197) Her decision

pleases Fergus but it causes Meg to wonder if she had shrunk or grown. Fergus'

houses make Meg and Peacehaven seem like disembodied parts of the past,

displaced from the new 'little tongue of suburbia' going up on the other side of

the creek.(23)

Meg's children had run wild in the Peacehaven grounds, but they had seen the

place for what it is, a large rundown old house, rattling with ghosts and

expended emotion. Seeing only its material connection to her life, her children

saw it as just 'a bloody millstone round your neck'(250). In contrast, when Fergus

is caught in the final collapse of M.E., Meg sells the old house to Plumb's acol5rte,

Wendy, and shifts down to the cottage. Her decision to sell 'the great man's

house' for money is first seen by Wendy as a betrayal, but then as the joyous

fulfilment of a dream. It is Wendy's final chance to get close to Plumb.

Fergus and Wendy sit at opposing ends of the novel's religious/cultural spectrum,

and they reflect back to the other the uneasy aspects of their lives. At his end,

Fergus 'lived so much in regard of men', that reflection or analysis was rendered

largely unnecessary. His private world'took in notions of manliness and honesty

and courage, inexpressible though they were in him'(216). Wendy's religious

fanaticism and spinsterhood are seen by Fergus as the signs of a frustrated

femininity. Still, they made each other nervous. Wendy finds that Fergus'
'maleness is a force she cannot ignore', and, afterwards, she is 'filled with

contempt for herself and puts on the hair shirt of her lost ambition - to frnd the

Way and write wise books about it.'(24)

When Wendy speaks of spiritual journeying, Fergus finds he has to leave the

room. 'He is no fool. He has intimations of a world beyond his own. Wendy makes

him glimpse it. He does not like that. Questions and discomforts would never

stop, and there's more than enough in the world he understands to keep him

busy. He gets out.'(24) But Fergus finds he can dismiss Wendy and the
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uneasiness she causes in him with the idea that'what she had reallv needed was

a husband to look after and some kids.'(24)

Fergrrs' story presents a complementary perspective of the period to Meg's,

Esther's, Felicity's or Wendy's. Like M"g, Fergus' sense of selfhood, his ideals

and expectations are challenged by the times. Fergus' original understanding is

shaped by fixed ideas of duty and responsibility inherited from his mother, and a

practical and everyday masculinity. However, belief in himself as decent and

honest, a breadwinner, husband and father is disrupted; first by the Depression,

then by Meg's denial of his masculinity, and later, by his own fall to the

temptations of greed and the younger woman, Beth.

Meg had first noticed Fergus on the way to school. Although he went to Seddon

Tech and not the grammar school, he was 'the most gentlemanly boy on the

train'(103). His courtesy matched the men in Meg's fantasy world and the 'old-

world' mannerisms of her father. Later, when Meg and Fergus had become

engaged, neither family was happy. Fergus' father was a railway blacksmith

and, unlike Edie, Mrs Sole worked too. 'All her life she had worked, she had

known nothing else. To make sense of it, she placed all virtue there.' Meg was 'a

soft and useless thing to her, ... she made no bones about it.'(109) Meg's mother

would have had Fergus, 'cleverer, and less of a physical man'(110), and Plumb's

disapproval was much sterner. 'Fergus was not good enough ... Fergus and I were

not suited - that was it. I would have loved to hear him talking about it with

Mrs Sole.'(110)

Despite the discord, Meg believes she possesses a'gently welling cup of

happiness', although with Alfred still banished, she must add '- held in the

Dark Hand of Life'. Following the expectations of their generation, they moved

steadily towards marriage. 'I taught school for a year. He finished his

apprenticeship. We married then, and settled down to be happy.'(112) Their

dreams 'were not impossibly high', but Meg's mother-in-law, the Depression,

childbirth and herself, 'Moony M"g', 'I cannot blame our fall on one of these; or

all of them. There was something else. We tumbled down.'(112)

Despite marrying her'Monte', Meg's world falters when Fergus has all his teeth

pulled out. The senselessness of this waste and of his need to prove his
'toughness' is beyond her. Fergus moves into a unfamiliar place where Meg can

observe him but no longer understand him. Although she learns in this time to
'make declarations of love. I would not examine what I meant by that.'(1L5)

Fergus loses his job, the struggle of the 'hungry years' further impairs the dream.
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He 'stuck around the house, ... fretting and kicking things or digging furiously in
the garden', but Meg feels the shift in the shape of his life, and the concurrent
movement in her own. To retain some sense of herself, she turns away from her
husband, focusing instead on her children and her errant siblings. Meg's wish for
a platonic sort of love damages Fergus' already shaky sense of self. But, by
felling a tree, Fergus proves to himself that he is still a man. He 'saved himself
- in a way he saved us all.'(124)

His marriage is damaged and, unable to work, Fergus is deprived of the ability to
support his family. The emptiness he feels is the result of the increasing
unreliability of his expectations. Fergus seizes 'the war when it came. He made
himself a man.'(150) Going off to frght reconstitutes his sense of value and
usefulness, and remakes his masculinity. 'He added a part to himself in the war,
necessary as an arm or leg, but as it grew it lost its definition. He has it but does

not know.'(150) However, his disregard for Meg's feelings about militarism - her

father had gone to prison for his beliefs in the last war - and his withdrawal

from their marriage is a painful mixture of betrayals for her. After the war, Meg
and Fergus enter a new period of discomfort.

Fergus ignores the uneasiness at home by focusing on the possibilities of the
post-war economic expansion. He watches Fred enviously, 'sensing his chance lay
there'(172). Too proud to ask for favours, Fergus waits and goes to Fred with a
plumbing tender he couldn't turn down. Meg dislikes having any connection with
Fred, but to Fergus 'it was a plain business deal and once it was over he'd go his
own way.'(172) So, Meg watches as Fergus grows 'into Fergas SoIe, Plumber,

employer of three tradesmen and an apprentice. He spoke of overheads and tax. I
thought it was a game he played ..- I did not think he would g:row into a
boss.'(172) However, greed gets the better of Fergus, and seeing his chance to 'get

in with the big boys', Fergus sells out to the unscrupulous Fred Meggett.

Although Fred had sucked Fergus in, he does not spoil him. Meg and Fergus still
eat together in the kitchen, 'among the pots and pans'(18), and Fergus remains
'an accepting and a natural man.'(66) But in the end, as Fred's world starts to

collapse, Fergus falls too. 'I had known he was grving away part of himself when
he went in with Fred. I had warned him. But he saw the chance of money, real
money, and he betrayed himself.'(17) As the net around Meggett Enterprises
tightens, Fergus gets cast as the fool. 'He had had no idea what Fred and his

smart managers v/ere up to. That did not mean he was safe, ... as a director he

was, at least nominally, a party to the consortium's money-raising activities.'(22)
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Meg is concerned that Fergus retain his idea of himself as an honest man, 'if he
judged himself a thief he was lost.'(22)

Fergus was a loner; alone he knew his natural shape, but, 'with Fred, as part of
the Meggett empire, he lost sight of himself. He began to suffer from other
temptations than greed.'(l7) His flirtation with Beth Neeley makes him shift
about inside his old worn shape, and he struggles to understand his desire for
this young woman. The temptation to give in to his appetites, as Fred did, is
distorted by his ideas of duty and obligation, and although Fergus feels
responsible for Beth, he continues to believe his duty remained with his wife.

At frfty-eight, Fergus still has a degree of masculine cultural appeal. He looks
like a desk man and a manual labourer, and so belongs in two worlds. It
increased his attractions one hundred percent. Meg 'saw how a young woman
might come to believe she loved Fergus and could not live without him'(18), but
she is afraid for him. Beth Neeley is a young woman, about twenty-fi.ve, and
Fergus almost sixty. In addition, he is a puritan and there were limitations as to

how far he could let himself go. It was a part of him that Beth did not know
about. In his paralysis of indecision, Fergus seems to lose his manly shape, and
Meg 'hated to see it. He's so impressive to watch when he knows where he's
going, ... now he was like a lost child.'(149)

In contrast, Beth is of a different generation, and she was going afber the thing
she wanted with little sense of the conflict of duty felt by Fergus. Beth's sexual
code of conduct, in defiantly seducing a married man, connects her with her

contemporary, Duggie Plumb. Meg had heard through Raymond, 'that Duggie

has an appetite for women that would put Willis' in the shade'(L46). Duggie and
Beth both use the currency of their youth to get what they want, but unlike Fred,
Fergus is unable to simply have an affair. In order to have Beth, he must leave
Meg. Meg anticipates the way Fergus' values will collide with Beth's, and
belatedly, sees that Beth ran the risk of unmanning him again, and 'at fifty-eight
he might not have the strength to remake himself(149).

Meg frnds out later that Beth and Fergus only lasted a week. Hearing that

Fergus was back plumbing again, she sees that he had remade himself a third
time. In the final pages of the novel, Meg accepts that she wants Fergus back in
her life, and looking calmly at their relationship and their future, she recognises

the way each has turned full circle in order to discover a simple understanding of
themselves. Carrying on his simple work enables Fergus to find contentment,

and Meg is happy to live without unreasonable demands or expectations. 'For the
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rest of our days we'll treat each other kindly. ... Not a large hope, surely; and one
that has no undue sentiment in it.'(251) Meg's search for meaning, without the
distortions and evasions of sentiment and denial, leads her towards a condition
of simplicity and acceptance and restores her faith in the values of honesty and
decency she first recognised in Fergus.

Meg's attempts to fill the gaps and hollows of her life and establish a sense of
purpose reaches beyond the domestic world of home and family to examine the

sense of loss and emptiness only partially acknowledged by her contemporaries.

Far from being dismissed as a 'domestic novel', Meg offers a detailed look at New

Zealand society in a period of major social and cultural change. In an
increasingly atomised, and already uneasy community, the lack of easy answers

and the habit of dreaming and evading stif le personal growth and

understanding. Meg continues to explore the particular terrain of middle New
Zealand that is Gee's Territory and the complexities of the settler condition, and
provides a profound analysis of the cultural milieu of Pakeha New Zealand in the
years of the mid-twentieth century.
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Sole Survivor

The final novel of the Plumb trilory, SoIe Suruiuor, was published in 1983 and
spans the 1950s to the early 1980s, examining the effects of a displacement of
post-war assumptions of stability and security on contemporary Pakeha society.

It revisits the questions of religion, morality, family and gender met in Plurnb
and continued inMeg, and reveals the social and cultural uneasiness touching

characters' everyday lives. The journey taken by the protagonist, Ra5rmond Sole,

continues to examine the notion of man's individual responsibility for 'working

out his own salvation' and finding meaning in life.

Although realist in style, Sole Suruiuor continues to acknowledge the fracturing

of dominant expectations, and the disruption to presumptions of a 'shared

common view of life'. The internalisation of strategies of evasion and denial by

Pakeha New Zealanders inadvertently shapes the underlying sbructure of the

novel. Ray's habit of evasion and his tendency to hesitate impede his journey

towards self-knowledge. He develops what the critic Bill Manhire describes as a
'shallow detachment, producing a kind of understanding which is essentially a

form of cynicism'5o. Occasionally, this is expressed in an overt manner, as in

Ray's political column in the newspaper, but more generally it is disguised or
hidden. Ray grows increasingly aware of the danger behind the vacuity of his
powerful cousin Duggie, and, like his grandfather, accepts the potential for evil

in the familiar world around him.

The thematic repetition in Sole Suruiuor, an examination of the search to frnd

meaning and purpose in contemporary l ife, focuses explicit ly on the

displacements and the hidden sense of loss underscoring contemporary Pakeha

society. Crities have commented on the sense of shallowness or emptinesssl
permeating the novel, and expressed frustration at the lack of closure, but
generally they have failed to acknowledge the legitimacy of this representation of

Pakeha society in that period. For Trevor James, Rayrnond Sole's 'inner sense of

emptiness' is exaggerated by his 'perception that the world outside him is

50 Bill Manhire, Maurice Gee p.52
51 Trevor James, 'Maurice Gee's Trilory: "An Attempt to Understand."World. Literature Written

in English. Vol. 23, No.2 Spring (1984) pp.40-52. James identifies evasion as an emptiness of

the cultural psyche in this novel. p.48
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empty'5z, while Bill Manhire concludes that 'however clearly it is able to see
issues, however much it turns them about'S3, Sole Suruiuor finds no answers.
Examining the effects of 'papering over the cracks' and constructing an unstable

sense of meaning, Sole Suruiuor mimics the consequences of shallow and limited

responses to uncertainty, and intentionally fails to find closure.

Despite Ray's intuitive awareness of the issues of loss and uncertainty, it is

concealed in his habit of surface observation and shallow parody. As Manhire

suggests, 'Ra5rmond can see surfaces, and can be destructively sharp about them.

But he is no good on depths.'54 From the earnest young boy to the cynical middle-

aged journalist suffering a mid-life crisis, the novel journeys toward a recognition

and acceptance of the condition of displacement. Lawrence Jones and otherssS

find Ray's failure to achieve a comprehensive, positive understanding of himself,

his relationship with others, or a coherent ordering of the past (as Meg and,
perhaps, Plumb achieve), deeply unsatisfying. However, Trevor James accepts

the failure to fi.nd closure as an effective depiction of the world Ray exists in. So/e

Suruiuor,llke Meg and Plurnb, supports the proposition that the novel illustrates

a connection between the evasions and denials of Pakeha societv and the

condition of spiritual and cultural displacement.

On a physical level, the homes in ,So/e Suruiuor reflect the gains and losses of

settlerdom. The decline of Peacehaven mirrors the decline of Christianity,

colonial ideals and patriarchal values - the belief systems framing the trilory.

Peacehaven had represented the centre in the earlier novels, but it has little

significance to Raymond, and even less to his children. The patriarchal

homestead has been replaced by the isolated units of the Sole Construction

houses, and the Wadestown home Ray chooses, far from its influence. In a
process mirroring the settlers' colonisation of the land, Fergus Sole had cleared

away all evidence of the orchard and grafted his new houses onto the land. In a

very short time - half a life - they began to 'look as if they belong'. Yet, from
this new and sterile suburb comes the problem of dislocation and isolation, the
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condition of suburban neurosis identified in the middle years of the twentieth

century. Despite looking as if they belong, uncertainty and a sense of

displacement undermines their new identity, an analory of the settler enterprise.

Born in the 1-930s, Raymond Sole's generation is less affected by the geographic

isolation and economic discomforts which had established and maintained the

conservative cultural values from the past. Meg's secular puritanism shapes

Raymond's early years, but new ideas about youth, society and gender relations

challenge these values in his adolescence. The 1950s saw a new order appeerr,

where, for the frrst time, young people were not content simply to imitate the

dress, tastes, manners, and assumptions of their parents. There are several

references in Sole Suruiuor to the Marzengarb Report of 1954, which was an

official response to concerns about the state of the nation's morals.56 Raymond

struggles with the new freedoms, but by his children's generation, the ideas

about religion, family and morality that had influenced his life are largely

obscured.

In the 1970s, ideas about gender were beginning to change and the novel alludes

to the new sense of instability this created, especially for men. Raymond's

observations of his daughter reflect his uneasiness at the new generation of

women's sense of empowerment. Sharon 'doesn't only worrl D€, she scares me.

She's one of this new breed of women that cuts the balls off rapists; or rapes

men.'(11) In an interesting evasion of masculine assumptions, Ray's awareness of

feminist criticism about the male gaze is obscured by his emphasis on the

distortions caused by a puritan upbringing. Looking at an old mine, Ray is

reminded of thighs, 'and that of course made me see the shaft as a vagina. These

images come unbidden and I can't see that they're ugly or that I'm to be

condemned for them. But the darkness that surrounds sex in my mind would

take some explainin g.' (224)

In a complex evasion, the novel acknowledges but avoids engaging with the male

insecurity caused by shifting gender assumptions. The masculinism that shapes

the novel's value-system is acknowledged but largely unscrutinised, although

instances of female powerlessness and 'madness' are viewed beside men's less

condemned, more public, and potentially more dangerous, madnesses. Written in

an era of new awareness about the sexual-political implications behind female

56 Sandra Coney (Ed.), Standing in the Sunshine: A History of New Zealand Wornen Since They

Got the Vofe. Viking, Auckland (1993) pp.174-175
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madness, the novel's examination of women's madness engenders a more

complex analysis of the political and the sexual and moral state of the nation.

As well as reflecting the changing expectations of women and their effect upon

men, SoIe Suruiuor continues to explore the destabilisation of masculine ideals,

as frrst reflected in Plumb, and, then, in the values of Fred Meggett and Fergus

Sole in Meg. In the novel's contemporary representation of masculinity, the

conflicts are polarised between Ra;rmond's hesitation and 'creepiness', and the
promiscuity of his cousin Duggie. Damaged in his youth, Duggie has discovered

that, because he does not care, he can make things happen. In contrast, Ray has

learnt to hesitate and be satisfied with watching. In their later professions,

politician and journalist, these fundamental differences become visible.

Although behavioural opposites, Duggie's and Ray's conditions are a response to

the instability and pressures of the modern world. Duggie's authoritarianism is

presented as a psychological solution to problems of alienatiors7, while

Ra5rmond's hesitation and decrease is also a reaction to the loss of certainty in

contemporary life. Thus, SoIe Suruiuor continues an analysis, begun in Plurnb

and Meg, of the anxiety caused by displacement, and to reflect the instability of

the settler culture in this period of modern New Zealand history.

In,Sole Suruiuor'meaning'is increasingly mutable, and complacency is reflected

in the passivity of Ray's observer role and the egoism governing Duggie's

activity. Duggie's journey into politics links his ambition for power and a lack of
political philosophy, and Ray's shallow commitment to 'truth' is also without
profound analysis. Neither has any depth of belief or feeling about what they do.

One makes things happen and the other watches and records it, until, for Ray,
'the tragic curve of action' inspires a 'curve of self-discovery'(180).

In the political environment fostered by a benevolent welfare state, activity and

enerry speak loudest. 'Strong'leadership appeals to a population who appear to

abdicate political responsibility to the self-assured and the knowing. Political

economist Colin James has examined the requirements necessary to impress and

comfort the middle ranks of a complacent society and they bear an uncanny

resemblance to Duggie Plumb. As James notes, the 'conservative tend to place a

high store by security ... Risk is to be avoided and change is undesirable, unless

it is to restore conditions ... remembered as being more secure or comfortable.

Loyalty is important because it promotes stability in the world around; so strong,

57 Eric Fromm, Fear of FreedomRoutledge and Kegan Paul, London (L942)
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steady leadership is deferred to and valued because it binds people together in

loyalty.ss Consequently, in his manipulation of the system, Douglas Plumb, MP,

is doubly empowered by personal detachment and political populism.

As in the previous novels, family plays an important but equivocal role in So/e

Suruiuor. The benefits and disadvantages of family are examined. As a child Ray

is confused by the demands of being both a Sole and a Plumb, and he resents the

legacy of both. Subsequently, he accepts they give him weight, while Glenda's

legacy, a cold mother and escapist father, leaves her solitary and detached. In

addition, Duggie's amoral and capricious family-life, and his cousin Helen's

repressed and loveless home, cause them irreparable damage. Ray's adolescence

had been distorted by the effects of a displaced puritanism, but Duggie's freedom

from the burden of guilt had left him lacking a sense of morality and depth, and

dangerous.

Ray's children, the next generation, are even more detached from the Plumb/Sole

past. Their stories enable the novel 'to touch on a couple of aspects of

contemporary New Zealand society.'59 Living at a distance from Peacehaven,

Greg and Sharon have little connection with its legacy, yet both experience the

need to embark upon a personal search for meaning. Sharon's search takes her

in the opposite direction to her Christian inheritance. Rejecting the

individualism, rationalism and capitalism of the Enlightenment project, she goes

off to an ashram to 'empty herself of self . Her pursuit of spiritual depth in the

East reflects the increasing estrangement to inherited religious assumptions felt

by numbers of people throughout the West. Although later Sharon becomes

disenchanted with the ashram lifestyle, she retains the stillness of meditation as

a way to find herself.

Raymond's son Gregory also rejects his middle-class world for a time, and

temporarily finds a new way in ganglife. Later, he becomes an evangelist,

singing and preaching the word of God. Raymond worries about accidents or

disease, but accepts that his children were engaged in the business of getting to

know themselves and this is fundamental to their growth. The life journey is not

a straightforward one. Like M"g, Ray comes to accept this is a duty required by

mankind and sees that his children have made an interesting beginning.

Colin James, The Quiet Reuolution p.23

Bill Manhire, Maurice Gee p.59
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Many characters in Sole Suruiuor manifest a mien of psychological displacement,
and experience feelings of anxiety and loss. The condition encourages some to
engage in a quest for self-knowledge and spiritual understanding, and others to

deny it. However, Ray questions the depth of self-knowledge acquired by those

who, like Felicity, Oliver and even Gregory, find it in a traditional religious faith.

Significantly more widespread is the emptiness which results from looking into

the void, and, instead of finding God, losing sight of the self. Meg, Duggie and

Ray, John Jolly, Jennifer Gibbs and Glenda are all confronted with this sense of

nothingness, and must choose either to embrace the forces of life on a plain or

natural level, or to reject them and enter a dark and empty place.

The novel connects the condition of uncertainty and displacement to mental

illness, as experienced by women particularly. Feelings of loss and emptiness

cause Glenda and Meg to withdraw from life, and it is suggested that submitting

to Duggie Plumb's sexual appetites has caused Jenny Gibbs's retreat to

Carrington Hospital for the mentally ill. In contrast, the men who show evidence

of a disturbed psychological condition move steadily into the public world, and

specifically into positions of power. Duggie has no deep or philosophical

understanding of his life, no past and no sense of responsibility or duty. He has

no stable sense of who he is, but being a politician, his ability to 'reinvent himself

every morning' is an asset.(145) Maintaining an illusion of strength becomes his

most influential tool, and his lack of depth enables him to keep on top of each

situation.

Duggie's rise to ministerial office and Ray's journalist career present national
politics as becoming less and less meaningful. From the uneasiness caused by

the L951 Waterfront Dispute to the anticipated upheavals of the l98L elections,

the novel maps New Zealand's slide into a lip-service democracy of populist

action and reaction. Ideolory and doctrine have decreasing significance, and

values are unsteady, manipulated by changes in economic and political ideals.

The reflection of a political environment framed by the lack of a stable belief

system and growing uncertainty adds to the representation of a displaced and

shallow community.

In addition, the novel's observations of politics, religion and mental health

present a community habitually resisting the past. Issues of identity and

belonging are rarely acknowledged by the Pakeha in the novel. In contrast to the

familiarity and the immediacy of the politics in the novel, the historical context

remains largely absent. Ironically, these gaps are exposed by the novel's overlap

of political and contemporary historical detail. The L951 Waterfront Dispute, the
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Wahine disaster, and a reference to the 1981 Commonwealth Heads of

Government Meeting in Canberra, familiarise and authenticate the novel, but

also make the absences more obvious. The events of 1951 and the aborted South

African Rugby Tour of 1981 carry particular significance to middle New Zealand.

They signal the dividedness of the Pakeha community and destabilise further the

image of stability and desire for security. In ignoring the issues raised by these

events, the nolel itself enacts an evasion.

For a number of generations, belief in the benevolence of the evolving society

assuaged the settler conscience about the more brutal and disturbing facts of

colonisation. The events of 1,951 and 1981, in particular, challenged the

assumptions of consensus and conformity that had evolved in this environment,

and began undermining the confidence of middle New Zealand. To some, the

absence of these incidents from the novel is a sign of maturity, suggesting that,

finally, there is no need to go into 'all that' again. But their non-appearance

unexpectedly disrupts easy assumptions of arrival and belonging for the Pakeha

community.

In Ray's shallow political rhetoric, the figure of the working man is never anyone

other than himself, and that meant hard-working, middle-class and white.(171)

His failure to question the privilege of his position reflects the historical evasion

of the facts of colonisation and the belief that New Zealand was a homogeneous

and egalitarian society. In addition, to the middle-class Pakeha community in

the novel, Maori exist only on the very periphery of society. The only Maori

characters, Rewiti and Peihana, appear fleetingly; behind the library with Helen,

drunk and destitute. This was a common Pakeha view of Maori, until the shock

of the 1981 Tour. The events of L951 challenged assumptions about consensus

and conformity, but the events of 1981 forced middle New Zealand to revisit

ideas of itself as 'having the best race relations in the world'. To choose 1981 as

the year for Raymond's and Duggie's denouement, yet ignore the signifrcance of

that year to Pakeha New Zealand, combined with the absence of Maori, confirms

the novel as another chronicle of settler evasion.

Numerous examples of evasion and denial appear in the novel. Both Ray and

Duggie begin by denying their pasts, and Duggie continues to ignore it. If a past

is deemed necessary, Duggie either fabricates one to suit the occasion or denies

its relevance to where he is now. But, like Oliver's attempts to avoid Helen and

her pain, Duggie's past catches up with him in the end. Oliver pays money into a

post office account in order to keep Helen away from him, but she returns and,

refused access, lies down to die on the front lawn of his posh house on the hill.
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And like Duggie, Oliver remains determined to deny the implications of this to

his understanding of himself, his responsibilities and his past.

In contrast, Ray comes to recognise that his mother's and his grandfathers'

legacies are identifrable components woven into the fabric of his life. The novel

follows Ray's hesitant movement towards achieving a sense of self, place,

identity and past, by trying to confront the past. Although he rejects his

grandfather Plumb's cosmic consciousness and Meg's sentimental pragmatism,

Ray retains a limited sort of spiritual consciousness which enables him to

acknowledge the wisdom and depth in the world around him. He develops a sort

of humanist existentialism, accepting that this 'thing', his life, must be cherished

and nurtured as best he can, and resisting the state of semi-permanent

depression or the other manifestations of emptiness he witnesses in those around

him.

The novel's examination of the mental health of key characters is a significant

aspect of the novel. Carl Jung alerted us decades ago to the idea that many

collective social problems appear first as personal problems, giving the

impression that something is out of order in the realm of the personal, rather

than the collective, psyche. The degree of instability depicted in the novel

suggests a collective disaffection within the dominant social groupings of Pakeha

New Zealand society. And while women appe€rr more prone to mental illness and

society more critical of them, Ray's avoidance of the emotional or intellectual

aspects of Glenda's condition reflects the habit of denial in a masculinised society

which made it difficult for men to admit to weakness, in others or in themselves.

The novel subtly reflects the influence of ideas like those found in Kate Millet's

book Sexual Politics(L970)60, and its conviction that because sexual politics was a

paradigm of social power, the personal was political.6l A short time later, Phyllis

Chesler62 described how often women's transgressive behaviour, routinely

described as 'mad', was instead the manifestation of social powerlessness. In

New Zealand, society had encoded the way the intimate and structural

expressions of social life were to be divided into notions of masculinity and

femininity. 'The Cult of Domesticity' and that of the 'Family Man' were social

constructs and they have left a legacy of disorder in their wake.63 The novel

60 Kate Millett, Sexual Politics Hart-Davis, London (1969)
61 A. Carter, The Politics of Wom.en's Rights, Longman, London (1988)
62 Phyllis Chesler, Women and Madne.ss, Doubleday, New York (1972)
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explores the gradual shift in masculinist readings of the fsminins, and, while the

effect of feminism on men is not openly discussed, a change in the male

characters'expectations of women is obserued.

As a young child Ray watches his mother suffer a nervous collapse and this

symbolic manifestation of 'loss' and spiritual emptiness is one of a srnall number

of events that link the three novels. In the trilogy's earlier books Meg's
'breakdown' is presented as a deeply spiritual displacement, but Ray's

observation of her grief gives another view. To Ray, his mother's pain was 'less

than a cosmic grief but more than private'. It was a 'coming to terms' with her

marriage and the shift in her social expectations. 'She had taken my

grandfather's faith in man's becoming Man, but in her it was sentimental ... She

cancelled it and could discover nothing to fill herself with.'(3z)

Initially, Meg's survival technique is to learn to feel less, to care less, to expect

and demand less of herself and of others, although she remains a humanist. The

decision to emotionally shut down is Duggie's choice, too. And although they are

antipathetic, their strategies of evasion link between them, and, structurally, the

novel shifts from Meg's 'coming to terms', to Duggie's despair. The disparity in

their connection suggests the complexity of the condition of displacement in the

settler society, and, simultaneously, the failure of spiritual and emotional

structures to retain a sense of certainty and stability for those under pressure.

Duggie had always been scornful of Ray's family life at Peacehaven. He seemed

to grow unaccountably angry at the evidence of order and respectability there,

and it both frightens and excites Ray. Although Duggie 'did not know he was

damaging me', in another way his indifference 'made me free'(38). Duggie has 'no

plan, no programme' and his apparent freedom is exciting, until Ray learns what

Duggie's own home life is really about. Even if 'It looked like the Garden of

Eden', as Meg and Plumb believe, Ray sees Duggie's desperation at the violence

and insanity there. As he watched his mother chase afber his father with a knife,

Ray 'saw in his eyes the black fall into emptiness' he had seen when the

American solider had died at the swimming hole.(41) For Duggie, 'making sense'

is achieved through emotional detachment, and he frlls the gap with a raging

ego.

63 B. James, and K. Saville-Smith. Gend.er, Culture and Power: Challenging New Zealand's

Gendered Culture. Auckland, Odord University Press (1,989) p.9
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Systematically Duggie set about achieving status and power, re-inventing

himself en route until Ray is the only person left to remind him who he really is.

However, Ray is 'more alarmed than privileged at seeing a part of [Duggie]
hidden from others'(90), and he tries to warn Duggie about denying the past. But

the past is finished for Duggie. He claims to feel nothing and to care less about

events from another time. About Beck's death, he does not remember if he really

knew of his suicidal intentions, and is not very interested. Duggie's vision is

nihilistic, a 'vast emptiness', which he fights by focusing solely on himself.(196)

Ray's uncle Oliver had also reacted to childhood feelings of powerlessness by

systematically empowering himself within the highly structured and exemplary

respectability of the justice system. The strict code of behaviour on the Bench

had rendered the practice of reflection and analysis largely unnecessary, and his

obsessive and destructive judgement of others has become a kind of madness.

And just as Duggie Plumb can claim to live in a Christian society without

knowing or wanting to know what it means, a truly Christian commitment to the

ideals of his church are absent from Oliver's treatment of his wife and child.

Oliver has grasped 'meaning', as in the regulations of his profession and the

edicts of his church, but demonstrates that they are empty words. Greater

humanity, and fallen individuals like his daughter or Graham Goodlad, have no

place in his view of the world. His wife and daughter suffer from a sense of

inadequacy, and his lack of compassion leaves one an alcoholic and the other

shrunken and bedridden. 'Judgement was his habit; and moral disgust ... [they]
had thrown him into a mental stance so bent that I came to see him as a kind of

brother to Roger Sutton. He was riddled with self and hatred. He was the most

freakish man [Ray] had ever known.'(108)

The strategies of evasion practised by Oliver, Duggie and Ray differ from those

used by the female characters. Rather than enacting an increase of self in the

eyes of world, they retreat to somewhere inside themselves. Helen Plumb,

Oliver's adopted daughter, had been a 'pretty, clever' child, but even at the

expensive school Oliver had paid for, she seemed 'somehow beaten. It was all

blunted somehow.'(121) At sixteen, Helen 'started running away (looking for

love, Mum said) and at seventeen ran away with a Maorit At that point Oliver

stopped fetching her home.'(113) But although she leaves Oliver's world and

finds a place where few demands are made, she retreats into a self-induced state

of denial - tp6l drunk so much as brain-fogged. She behaved and spoke by a

kind of rote, ... was aggressive, kittenish, afraid, and scarcely knew why.'(126)
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When Ray mistakenly persuades Helen to accompany him to see her dyrng
mother, he sees that 'this woman of thirty-five ... was so badly damaged there
was no recognisable part of her left.'(128) And after her death Ray tries to
understand her life but discovers, 'There was little to say. Her life was

impenetrable and every time I worked a little way in, back I was sent reeling by

a sense of waste and pain.'(211) His failure to confront Helen's pain is an evasion

he later repeats with his wife. Meeting Glenda had 'marked out the direction of
(Ray's) life', as, to Ray, they were somehow congruent in their flaws. Although

Glenda is more clearly aware that she has been damaged by the 'rotten apple'in

her life, Ray imagines that the creepiness which set him apart from his peers is

comparable to her loss. After her initial disclosures, about her father and the

circumstances of his suicide, he dismisses its significance to her life, and together

they try to believe they can make their pasts recede.

In the beginning Glenda does believe she can control her fall into the hole of her

loss, 'by just thinking of us', but slowly her ability to resist is eroded. Admitting

that "Things are coming back at me"', Ray knew she meant her father and her

mother, the divorce and the suicide, 'All those things I described as "rubbish" and

had seen myself as sweeping out of her life.'(1.24) Glimpsing her desolation, Ray's

response was still to try to 'get out of there on the only path we had, more

love, more babies, more us, more of our marriage.'(I24)

But the pain and waste push back and shift Glenda close to the edge.
'Complications broke from us in tangles, like the innards from a broken clock. ...

The words we used had no common meaning.'(157) Ray watches her start to

withdraw from him, and is unable to stop her. His ignorance as much as his fear

make him hesitate, and the passivity of Glenda's retreat from the world made it

easy to ignore. Her 'turned-in look, eyes out of line', match Duggie's response to

Munro Gussey and his childhood, but Ray turns away from her retreat 'as

though from a door into nothing'(161). The sign that Glenda has finally gone is

her lack of concern about his affair with Beth Neeley.

After the failure of their world, Ray's affair was a type of 'revenge', 'an act of

violence to restore [his] balance'. For a while, Ray believes that Beth was
'human' and Glenda 'a kind of perfect robot'(L75). Ray 'saw clearly where she

was' but could not keep his eyes on it, and, 'turning away, quickly forgot'. Glenda

drowns in the sea as tb.e Wahine goes down on Barretts Reef. Ray understands

that he must not 'cheapen' Glenda's death with his own emotions, but the need

for something to make the event acceptable still existed. He tells the police that

she had been depressed, offers them that word because they had to have
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something. 'It was the word I offered the children too. And once I tried to

persuade them it might have been an accident.'(178) Signifrcantly, Sharon

refuses to accept the easy evasions of Ray's invention.

In contrast to either parent, Sharon finds a way to deal with her past and her

loss. Instead of avoiding or denying it, she sets out to meet it. Recognising her

mother's stories about her father and the Mottrams were like fairy-tales, she

returns to the place of Glenda's vision in the Marlborough Sounds. For Sharon,
'There was no magic spring or anything. I'm glad I went. It's kind of

finished.'(184) She understands it was a stratery to help Glenda to tolerate her

loss, and that increasingly Ray, her children and reality failed to compete with

the myth.

Alaric Gibbs also chooses to go out and confront his loss. Gibbs believes Douglas

Plumb destroyed his daughter, 'either deliberately or out of boredom'(228).

Duggie had made Jenny'practise intimacies that twisted her life upon its base ...

And, to keep it simple, Jenny went mad.'(229) In a parodic trial-in-absentia,

Gibbs asks Ray to give Duggie a chance by helping him understand what made

Duggie so detached and dangerous. But Ray fails to convince Gibbs of Duggie's

right to live, and, Gibbs decides it is his duty to act. Having already lost his faith

in God's mercy, Gibbs shoots Duggie and kills him just before he is incapacitated

by cancer.

Gibbs had asked Ray what Duggie had taken from his childhood. 'That was the

darkest part. A knowledge of how people feed on each other? A sense of the

viciousness in life?'(192) Whatever it was, Duggie was somehow 'rounded off by

it, made neat and clean. He never developed a sense of other people.'(192) He

doesn't believe in the past, so 'he can't be guilty of anything', but his 'triumphs'

also 'leak away'(196). It meant Duggie must work very hard to keep a clear sense

of himself on top. Ray finally acknowledges the danger created by Duggie's moral

Iaxity, his instability and his grasping appetites.

Before the night with Alaric Gibbs, 'Duggie had had no shape, and there were

parts of me unknown.'(192) Forced to look closely at his cousin, Ray discovers

how much his life had been influenced by him. Their association was not

encouraged by either, but what had been established with their early exploits

seemed to have continued throughout their lives. Spyrr,g on Wendy Philson and

her tortured love for Plumb was Ray's 'first acquaintance with adult passion'(23),

but Duggie already knew about sex. Duggie's sort of knowledge, about the
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but spying on someAmericans, sex and 'frenchies', is attractive to Ray,

Americans, they encounter death, not sex.

At high school, while Ray is eaten up by guilt, Duggie is confident and composed.

In this time there is 'a natural falling off into groups'. Duggie's 'was made up of

boys with knowledge beyond their years. They knew all about sex, and the way

the world worked, and knew exactly what they were after.'(59) In contrast, Ray

was with the 'discards'; giving his superior grin 'but turning with bewilderment

inside.'(59) Ray senses in Alfred an ally in his estrangement from the lusty
'normal' cravings of the young men like Duggie. Alf 'put me back in the human

race. And though it did not get me close to girls I was a little readier in my mind.

It put the girls up there in the human race too.'(60)

Ray's next sexual encounter is Duggie's offer of sex, 'compliments of the

management'. After the unwilling hand-job performed by Duggie's girl-friend

Myrr, Ray is racked with shame and determined to'write Duggie out of his life.'

After Duggie abandons Myra, Ray tries to take advantage of the situation.

Instead of pleasure, Ray experiences agony. Grabbing his balls and twisting

them, Myra calls him a "creepy little bastard" and sends him stumbling through

the night crippled by humiliation and pain. Ray's heightened sense of guilt and

anxiety is linked to a deeper sense of displacement when, unexpectedly, he

experiences a vision of the void existing beneath the surface of everyday life that

is similar to those experienced by George Plumb and his mother Meg.

More painful than Myra's assault is her accusation.'Creepy. She'd called me

creepy.'(74) Later, listening to Max and Felicity, Humanist and Catholic, talking

about 'the meaning of life', Ray connects the incident with Myra to his puritan

distortions and his emotional and intellectual emptiness. Briefly, he admits to

envying Duggie, who at least knew'who he was and what he wanted'(75). In his

essay'Beyond Puritanism', Trevor James notes the way that Ray's 'illumination'

occurs when 'de-centredness shifts from the political and cultural surface to

inner alienation and anxiety.t6t Ray's humiliation after M5rra's rebuttal of his

callous grab enables him to recognise the loss and emptiness that accompanies a

fundamental lack of a sustaining value system.

Trevor James,'Beyond Puritanism: Post-Colonialism's

Maurice Gee', And the Birds Began to Sing: Religion

Cultures. J.S. Scott (Ed.), Rodopi, Amsterdam (1996) p.107

"Awful Disease" in the Novels of

and Literature in Post-Colonial
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When Ray moves to the provincial town of Gerriston, Mrs Fitz, the boarding-

house proprietess, takes Ray'up to the front room where she had a bed deep as a

basin', and shows him 'what to do'(80). With Mrs. Fitz and his new girlfriend Iris,

Ray starts to have 'some perception of normal feelings between a man and a

woman.'(88) However, Duggie destroys it with talk about his own exploits with
girls who 'had names like Antoinette and Miranda and they seemed to own little

cars'(89). Ray tells him about Iris and Mrs Fitz, but Duggie is not impressed, and

later, when Meg asks about his girlfriends, Ray claims his relationship with Iris

is not'serious'. 'T'here was no chance now. I had boasted about her to Duggie.'(93)

Ray betrays himself in an attempt to pay back Duggie, and his action sends him

way back. For a long while afterwards, there were no girls for Ray, 'at least none

of the sort I wanted'(99). Then when Ray finally meets Glenda, 'I saw Glenda. I

forgot about sex.'(111) But later, in the period after Glenda's death, Ray reverts

to having shallow and indifferent relationships with women. Initially, his

girlfriends find him mysterious, but, as the affairs progress, 'they began to find

out that what they had thought deep was only empty.'(2L2) To start with, Ray is

unconcerned, believing that he is 'not unhappy; only not happy', but is shocked

out of complacency when he begins hearing a voice in his ear saying, 'R.

Sole.'(212)

Ray thinks the voice is someone out to get him, and then that he is cracking up,

but John Jolly suggests that he look inside himself. Ray's madness is 'a life

problem', and the 'tangles in there' cannot be unpicked by taking a pill or hiring

a doc to do it,. All 'nice and easy.'(213) Ray can continue looking for the answer

outside himself, 'see a shrink, join a church, or jump off a bridge', but the real

answer lies inside. Alternatively, Ray can see it as a 'wake-up call', and start

sorting out his values and rethinking his life.

It is not until afber Duggie's death a short time later that Ray asks himself if his

own life was 'experience or spectacle?'(180) In this last novel of the trilogy,

cultural and spiritual displacement is exaggerated by the habitual reshaping of

oneself with each new shake of the kaleidoscope, to extend the metaphor used by

Edie in Plumb and explored by Warren Shaw.65 Although Duggie and Ray are

Iike 'Corsican twins', Duggie's evasion of the past, his lack of a moral or

philosophical framework or sense of other people evolves into a dangerous

condition of alienation and intolerance. In contrast, despite a shallow and

65 Warren Shaw, 'Another Shake of the Kaleidoscope: Social Change in Maurice Gee's Trilogy.'

MA Thesis, University of Otago (1985)
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evasive start, Ray belatedly acknowledges the need for depth and understanding.

In a time when a general loss of direction and lack of commitment is endemic,

Ray continues the trilory's exploration of ideas about self-knowledge and faith.

In his childhood, Ray's concept of faith is destabilised by his observations of

Plumb's highly individualistic and anti-doctrinaire faith, Oliver's ritualised and

inhuman interpretation, Meg's flawed and sentimental understanding and the

severity of Grandmother Sole's beliefs. Likewise, Wendy Philson's search for the

truth of 'Plumbism' becomes a hollow grasping at the meaningless artefacts left

behind in his grandfather's study. Ray ingested the limitations and constraints

of puritanism but made none of the spiritual connections. Yet, evidence of the

need for depth and rneaning was there in his grandfather's eulogising of his

battles and his life, in Felicity's strength of faith, and even Merle and Graydon's
'madness' was a triumph of sorts.(25) But the sense of faith as a basis of

conviction and strength is missing for Ray, and he joins Duggie in the race to

become a man in a world irreconcilable to the one dreamt of by his grandfather,

where man might become Man.

After Meg dies in a fire at her cottage, fulfilling the spiritualist's 'warning' from

Mug, Ray finds that he must rethink his past in a manner suddenly abstracted

from place and person. 'Mum was dead. The Plumbs were dead. And Peacehaven,

Wendy Philson, had no meaning.'(216) Visiting Plumb's study, he finds little that

is meaningful to him, despite Wendy's efforts to retain the spirit of his

grandfather there. Ray is more disturbed when Merle tells him that Glenda had

visited her, 'from the other side'. 'This was the past that broke me into pieces.'

Using the same terminolory that Meg had used about Alfred's death, Ray finds

he is frnally able to accept her life and her death. 'I do not mean I understood it,

or that I don't puzzle at it still. But it was in D€, ... I no longer knew the fear of

not havingher.'(202)

When he was young Felicity had offered Ray a spiritual way that was distinct

from what he had observed at Peacehaven. Back then her certainty had 'set

lhiml offbalance', and her talk about'the mind'had made him feel'second rate'.

Although she agreed with Glenda's aunt Rose that there was a trite side to her

religion, her own journey was full of 'hard thinking'. Felicity had found Him in

her heart but sought to find Him with her intellect, and it kept her busy for forty

years. At the end of her life, she sat there 'waiting for Him'. "It's all so plain, and

yet at the heart of it it's mystery."(211)
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The idea of the mystery at the heart of faith, of never really 'knowing', is beyond

Ray, but Felicity's words set up an echo with something his uncle Robert had

said, years earlier. Dismissing his presumptions about writing and the truth,

Robert had said, "I suppose it's hard for a newspaperman to learn there aren't

any answers."(147) Even then, Robert's unaffected acceptance of the lack of

certainty had made Ray stop momentarily and wonder what he meant and if it

wasn't just 'cleverness'. The significance of those words, casually spoken by a

simple uncle, reverberate down through Raymond's life to join with Felicity's,

challenging him to uncover their meaning.

In the generation following Ray's, there is a renewed urge to seek transcendental

meaning, but their ways challenge past ideas about spirituality. Sharon and

Gregory, Jilly and her second cousin Hank are positioned in the gap where past

expectations of faith have fallen av/ay, and the simple evasions of Meg's and then

Ray's generation began to falter. Ray's liberal idealism and assumption of an

atheistic or existentialist positioning, the so-called 'cult of humanity'66, are

rejected by the new generation. Instead, a commitment to the individuation of

the search for a spiritual enlightenment developed, as a counter to the increasing

chaos of modern life. The fragmentation of the search for fulfrlment is seen in

their movement through gangland, Ashram, God Squad, and, in Jilly and Hank's

case, the desire to disappear into Outer Space.

Sharon had 'Jekyll-and-Hyded through her teens from silliness to good

sense'(182), and it was fascinating to Ray. 'f was spectator at the making of an

adult'(182). But after deciding at nineteen to go to the Holy Ganga, she seemed

to Ray to be 'floating away on a cloud'. For a time, the experience gives her new

insight and new strength, but, eventually she has to escape. Her holy man 'had

set out to destroy her'. "The idea was to break me up in pieces until I really

didn't exist any more. Then put me together in a way that, well, satisfied

him."(185) Sharon has too much sense of herself to submit totally, but she takes

what she needs from her experience, and, can still find that 'inner stillness' at

times. After meditation, 'She knows some secret but cannot always frnd it when

she wants'(lO), yet Ray recognises she is closer than he is to knowing herself and

knowing peace.

66 Michael HiU, 'Religion', in Paul Spoonley, David Pearson and Ian Shirley (Eds.) New Zealand

Society: A Sociological Introduclion Second Edition, Dunmore Press Palmerston North (1994)

p.293
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Similarly, despite his own misgivings, Ray accepts that Gregory has also found a
place of reconciliation and peace. At fourteen Greg had accused his father of

letting Glenda die and had left home soon after to join a motorbike gang.

Although life among the Skullmen'blotted out his past'(186), Sharon saw that

Greg was 'just passing through'. She made no connections to her own search, but

to Rose and Felicity Ray's children are 'drifting like bits of flotsam', and they

fear, 'the temple bells and swastikas' in his children's heads 'can only end in

lunacy'. Sharon and Gregory were nothing to please Rationalist and Catholic, but

Ray 'understood what Rose and Felicity could not: that they were at a beginning

not an end. It struck me as an interesting start.'(187)

Sharon and the aunts engage in a 'war of doctrines', but Ray remains 'removed

from this debate'. Excusing his retreat as something 'biological', he fails to

connect it to his own emptiness and his indifference to the concepts of spiritual

knowledge and self they are discussing. Later, when Gregory finds Jesus, Ray

resists questioning 'the quality of his happiness', although this falters when

Gregory tells him about standing at the back of a crowd and feeling'a hand push

him forward'(219). Initially, Ray is 'shocked by the banality of it' but seeing that

Gregory is still'moved in remembering', he understands it is enough. Delusion or

evasion, this is 'Gregory Sole, great-grandson of a man who heard something

similar in his youth.'(180)

The confessionary testimony Gregory uses and the presumption of absolution

from culpability that follows feel like an evasionary tactic to Raymond. It enables

the penitent to resolve and then dismiss the past, just as the old man had done

with his easy acceptance of the suffering his human failings had caused. It also

reminds Ray of Duggie's uncanny ability to discard the past, thereby avoiding

guilt or remorse.(196) But as Sharon reminds Ray, "many are the pathwsys",

and together they absolve each other of responsibility. Ray recognises the

evasion, but he also accepts it as part of the continuum. 'We're a presumptuous

lot, but it's hard to carry on without some cheek.'(180)

In its representation of the spirituality and religiosity of characters, Sole

Suruiuor depicts the contemporary condition of a historically Christian society,

debased and teetering on the edge of senselessness. Symbols of authority, the

politician and the journalist illustrate the emptiness behind much of the activity

in the narative. Ray's work becomes a hollow parody of the trilogy's wider

search for truth. Through a political column in the Sunday Post, he makes cheap

mileage from a political satire based on clumsy name games. Duggie Plumb

becomes Duggie Prune, and he is in Keith Holysmoke's gang with Jack

178
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Marshmallow and Rob Mudloon. 'That was the level. But it helped make Jolly
John's the best-selling Sunday yellow in the country.'(L72) Later, when Iris
suggests he publish a book of his political profiles, Ray acknowledges they are
just ephemera, casual and insubstantial, "jokes". 'Funny for as long as they take

to read them.'(217)

As a young journalist, Ray had reacted to the gagging of his political voice in the

newspaper over the 1951 Waterfront Dispute by anonymously painting a

swastika and dollar sign on the town water tower. Later, he claims this act as his
'only lasting piece of work'(217), although, ironically, the tower is about to be

demolished. While he is on top of the tower, Ray experiences an illusion similar

to the one earlier. Looking at Gerriston, Ray is suddenly disturbed by its

smallness. 'I felt that I was on the edge of nothing, hanging on with fingernails

and teeth. I was afraid of my tininess. The town was made of cardboard. It was

accidental. Raymond Sole, sitting on this tower, was accidental.'(83)

In 'Beyond Realism', an exploration of the dual discourses of theolory and post-

colonialism in Gee, Trevor James connects Raymond's sense of an abyss to the

idea of settler displacement and inauthenticity.GT The combination of spiritual

estrangement and cultural anxiety is an important aspect of Gee's analysis of the

contemporary condition of settler New Zealand. To James, Ray's moment of
'existential terror'is a response to the doubt and loss of meaning that frames the

settler condition, and Ray's experience of metaphysical anxiety, or sense of

estrangement from the natural order, exacerbates his sense of a cultural

displacement.

Ray's failure to examine this experience reflects the habit of evasion and denial

about cultural displacement shaping the settler condition he represents. Despite

becoming a polit ical commentator, in polit ics, Ray 'stood nowhere'. He

rationalises his lack of depth by imagining himself an 'everyman', and refuses to

question his assumptions, at a personal or cultural level. He chooses to reject

intellectual rigour in order to efface conscience and avoid the effort of depth or

understanding. The result is delusive. 'I followed my sense of right whichever

way it led me. ... My socialism was gone - it had never had any real existence. ...

I read nothing, thought nothing, but did a lot of 'feeling'. I joined no organisation

or party. What I managed was to idealise a class.'(171)

67 Trevo" James, 'Beyond Realism: Maurice Gee and a Critical Fraxis'p.123
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Initially Ray chooses journalism because of a 'belief that the press stood for

enlightenment'. He recognises that this was sentimental, a part of his
'stupidities', but acknowledgrng his failure to find truth makes Ray 'wither' and
grow 'old'. His cynicism is the acceptance of his own insignificance. 'Daily I

rubbed against the mediocre; the clever; the vain. And soon I could not discern, I

had no idea of things that were hard and bright and elean.'(171) Outwardly, he

continues to present himself as a writer of truths, and excuses himself by

pretending to follow a heightened sense of right. 'That was how I justified the

dislike of everyone that showed in my writing. I was thought of as 'hard-

hitting.'(171)

Despite his desire to write creatively, Ray lacks the depth and self-knowledge

this requires. He ends up 'ghosting' others lives, a genre described by one critic

as 'parasitic, derivative'.68 He 'ghosts' a couple of rugby players' stories and

others, but after listening to the policeman Jim Horrocks' hatreds, he feels
'stirrings of nausea' and makes plans 'for a different sort of book'(159). He starts

to work on a biography of Michael Joseph Savage but finds he is unable to pull it

all together. 'I had the energy for it but found that I needed tranquillity too,'(2L?)

His failure to get close to the life of his subject is linked to his failure to get close

to his own life. His inability to understand or help Glenda is evaded and then

obscured by the affair with his father's ex-lover, Beth Neeley. And looking into

his Grandma Sole's 'glory box', he frnds he is unable to reconcile what it had

meant to them both with what it should mean now. 'The sight of (the contents)

was - moving? - touching? - sad? - I felt threatened with speculations about

"meaning", and I closed the lid and shrugged and said, "What am I going to do

with the bloody things?"'(l-63)

The novel's examination of the eondition of shallowness becomes most explicit in

the politics depicted in the novel. Preoccupied with power, Duggie rarely reflects

on meaning. 'Expediency moved every thought he had, so nothing really was

impossible. He could use the Masonic grip while crossing himself and not be

diminished. It was all in the service of Duggie Plumb.'(220) For Duggie, there is

no depth, no past, no truth, only ego, ambition and appetites to be filled. His

shape-shifting represents an extreme condition of displacement whereby

individual anxiety is wilfully transformed into a direct search for external

manifestations of power in order to dispel the internal void.
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Duggie has no position on religion, but he supports church objectives simply

because he stands for 'maintaining the status quo'. Because he feels no personal

commitment, he must exaggerate his reactions in order to obscure his lack of

interest. When Ron O'Connor, controller of children's programmes on National

Radio, publishes a little book of openly homosexual poetry, Ron knew what he

risked but felt he had 'hidden long enough'. But although Duggie does not care,

he is forced to act. He was, he said, concerned for the safety of our children, and

is photographed with a delegation of 'parents and moral campaigners'. He gets

O'Connor fired, without much trouble, but is seen as 'a little tack-spitting man',

frothing against permissiveness and liberalism, 'long-haired trendies' and 'so-

called artists'(193-4). In the end, as another of his victories rings hollow, he knew

that he had been made to look ridiculous.

Over time, Ray observes Duggie shuck off whole layers of past lives as if they

never existed. Watching him lie about his parents and his 'humble beginnings',

Ray comes to realise that he alone knows the truth about Duggie's past. He finds

his complicity distasteful, but is unable to resist Duggie licensing him to

measure his success. Ray is unable to get away from Duggie's dominance over

him, and knew that it came from his ease and knowingness in places where I

was guilty, out of depth, plain ignorant. I should have been boss. I was bigger

and stronger. He had dominated me through knowledge; but if I had been equal

would have managed it through will.'(26) Ray misses Duggie's first major

metamorphosis, and has no clear view of his own.

Ray's initial political idealism is dismissed by Charlie, the Gerriston paper's

owner, as 'a young man's disease, a part of wild oats and Dad-bashing'(82). It is

then completely shattered by a taste of reality. During the 1951 Waterfront

dispute, when he is not allowed to publish his eye-witness account of an incident

of police brutality and the denial of free speech, Ray walks out of the paper in

disgust. He soon returns but refuses to feel 'diminished', declaring to have found

a new sauoir faire.'This was how life had to be played. I would play along, but I

would not pretend to like it.'(88) His politics are exposed as shallow, but he has

little to replace it, and the lesson in duplicity establishes a cynicism in his

manner which spreads to encompass most areas of his life.

In contrast, Duggie, whose actual involvement with the events of 1951- is unclear,

uses the event as a political shorthand to position himself as a champion of

conservatism and supporter of the status quo. Nine years later, Duggie turns the
'dispute' into 'a war' in order to match the Returned Servicemen Association

membership held by his opponent. Despite having been too young to have fought
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in the Second World War, he declares, 'I want to announce that I fought in a war

too. And I'm still fighting in it. And that war is the war against

communism.'(141)

In the two years Ray is away in Gerriston, Duggie had 'worked changes in

himself that made him barely recognisable'. Even Meg is unclear as to when or

how it had happened. 'Nobody was sure. Duggie had such belief in himself and

engaged you so fully that memories of him would not come clear.'(S8) But Ray's

absence made the changes more obvious, and observing Duggie in his new role,

Ray 'knew by a premonition what he was after. The voice frtted in, the clothes

fitted in. It was far bigger than I thought; and I grew afraid.'(91") Duggie has a

Machiavellian understanding of power that is much more sophisticated than

Ray's, and his skills of artifice and deception often leave Ray uncertain about

what he is seeing.

Interviewing Duggie for his paper, Ray asks about Duggie's political philosophy.

Relying on the old anti-intellectual tradition of the self-made man in New

Zealand, he declares, "I don't have one of those. I leave the airy-fairy stuff to

Latham." Latham is a 'University egghead' to Duggie who talks about people as
'the masses'. That was not 'kiwi talk', it was from Moscow. And Latham is

similarly combative in his response to Duggie, claiming that his rhetoric was

empty and 'came out of a sausage machine'(132). It might sound 'word for word'

like Muldoon, but Duggie claims this is because he and Muldoon'think alike.'As

Duggie's long-time rival, Latham 'had a way of getting under Duggie's skin. But

Duggie waited and got him.'(193) In an event that mirrors the real-life events of

the Colin Moyle affair(L977), Duggie eventually silences Latham with an

accusation of underage sex which ruins his political career

The fictional character of Duggie Plumb is linked to the real life politician Robert

Muldoon through the many aspects of their careers that correspond: the so-called

humble beginnings, backgrounds in accountancy and finance, links with a

motorbike gang, and the ruthless way each disposes of opposition

parliamentarians that threaten their moves. As in the earlier novels of the

trilory, Sole Suruiuor's manipulation of real events enhances the proposition that

the fictional representation of the social and political culture of the period is a

legitimate chronicle of contemporary Pakeha society.

As planned, Duggie losses the Loomis seat. Nationally, it is a landslide to

National, and Ray admires Duggie's patience in waiting for next time. 'There

was going to be plenty of new faces in Wellington. New Careers. Clever
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grabbing.'(135) The next time, Duggie goes after the desirable 'blue-ribbon seat'
of Epsom, but there is a chase on for it. Duggie had been 'noticed' by the party,

but 'Brierly, ah, he was a gentleman. That counted for a great deal in
Epsom.'(162) In this time Duggie learns to smile and defer to his opponents, but

he is forced to rethink his strategy when, unexpectedly, the party officials reopen

nominations to let in Sir Cyril Butts. Sir Cyril was someone to carry on the

conservative tradition, and, in another echo of real life, Lawrence Jones links

this episode to the return of Sir Leslie Munro to parliamentary politics.Ge

To avoid any appearance of dissension in the ranks, the party buffs ask the other

nominees to bow out, but Duggie will not budge. Until this time he had believed

in the meritorious culture of the new society, but when Sir Cyril receives the

nomination, he declares an end to patience and reliance on the orderly sequence

of events. 'That was the night on which his life in politics started. Chance

became his principle of action.'(166) Duggie wins back the ground he'd lost by

becoming Sir Cyril's campaign manager, but his move makes Ray wary. 'There

he was pouring out energ'y while Sir Cyril got slower and slower, forgot his

speeches, burped on radio.'(167) Later Duggie confides to Ray that there was a

chance Sir Cyril would crack, and when he 'couldn't listen to the old bugger

snuffling on any more', he stuck his hand in the back of his head 'and gave his

brain a squeeze.'(170)

So Duggie Plumb arrives in Wellington, 'He was thirty-two. Already the road

behind him was strewn with beaten foes.'(169) Still, he showed no signs of being

satisfied, and kept looking ahead, 'looking for ways of shortening the steps he

had to take.'(169) Unexpectedly, Duggie fi.nds his plans are derailed by his past.
'The M.E. collapse and Fred Meggett's imprisonment for fraud were heavy blows

for Duggie. He issued statements defending himsell ... but it did no good. He had

been with Meggett once and Meggett was a crook.'(L7l) There were calls for

Duggie to resign, before the stench of corruption rubbed off onto the party, but

there was never any chance of that. Instead, Duggie found himself stuck at the

back, and sets to work on himself again. Watching his steady and determined

move towards the power at the centre, Ray feels his uneasiness grow.

The novel ends as politician and journalist head towards another election.

Although Ray predicts that Duggie's party will lose, he suspects that this won't

worry Duggie, it was the only way to get rid of his boss. But Duggie Plumb 'had

reached a difficult place. The National Party had always been a party of fence-

69 Lawrence Jones, Barbed Wire and Mircors p.187
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menders. Now it was filling up with ideologues.' By design, Duggie, was a

populist and 'would be left standing when the others were knocked down.' But
'Standing for what?'(220). Duggie had come to the conclusion that Parliament

was for playing games in. The decline of Parliament was 'inevitable', and real

power, 'the real thing', happened somewhere else. Ray understands that Duggie

is preparing to welcome in 'the age of power. Manipulation'. Ray's light-weight

satire held no power to threaten Duggie's plans. He might write about his

concerns, but his readers will'only laugh'(221).

Duggie believes Ray's concern with people, emotions, the past and the self are

irrelevant, until Beak's death comes out of the woodwork to haunt him. He was

not prepared for it and it scared him, but he reshapes the story and forces it back

under his control. Ironically, Duggie dies without knowing that it is his past

avenging him, and this disturbs Ray's certainty about its signifrcance to his own

life. Despite his privileged knowledge of Duggie and his assassin, there were

mysteries, connections he could not make. For half Duggie's life 'Alaric Gibbs

was ticking like a bomb. And Gibbs's life? Each was the centre of a

universe.'(231)

Attempting to answer John Jolly's question about his 'once shiny life', Ray moves

closer to the philosophical inquiry embraced by his grandfather. 'We are given

our lives to live, without rhyme nor reason, what are we able to make out of

them?' Learning to take responsibility for his spiritual self in a world without

God and faith, Ray begins to acknowledge the distortions of his life with Duggie,

and to see their life together as 'a confluelssr - a coming together to make a

union - rather than a diminishment. Like Felicity and Robert, Ray reject his

earlier presumption of achieving total knowledge or control.

Ray's journey in SoIe Suruiuor is, again, the search for self-knowledge, meaning

and location. Characteristically, the novel and, by extension, the trilogy end with

an element of growth, a movement towards a new confidence about self and

place. An enduring sense of uncertainty in the settler condition is not removed,

but Ray begins to contemplate a way forward, re-imagining himself as a survivor

and refusing to be a casualty of age and time and circumstance. Matching the

earlier novels, a modest growth in spiritual journeying is enhanced by a small

attempt to address a sense of post-colonial displacement. Symbolically Ray

claims his right to belong. Although the bush had seemed to watch him 'with an

uncaring eye and to want all my memories and obsessions out of it', Ray meets

its challenge with a resounding, 'No'. 'I said no. I did not see why I should not

stay. I belonged there as much as anything else.'(225)
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As mentioned earlier, a number of critics find the ending of this final novel in the

trilogy shallow and unsatisfactory. Manhire recognises it is a celebration of 'the

mixed condition of being human', but he sympathises with Lawrence Jones who

notes that, by comparison with the understanding Plumb and Meg come to,

Raymond reaches only a 'rather vague final acceptance.'?0 Yet, the lack of

certainty and closure must be recognised for the way it signifies the

contemporary condition of the settler subject, as identifred by Alan Lawson.7l In

addition, the novel presents a reinvigorated philosophical approach which

favours movement and growth over puritan atrophy or the entropy of a

misplaced sense of historical remorse.

The imperfections and small and large failures depicted in SoIe Suruiuor reflect a

condition of settler insecurity where presumptions about Universalist

understanding and both material and spiritual certainty are increasingly

unstable. If the New Zealand 'dream' was a dream of spiritual and political

freedom, as David Dowling first suggested in an early review of Plumb1z, and

Lawrence Jones repeated later in his Landfall essay on the Tbilory73, the focus of

this frnal volume affirms that the dream has been, if not destroyed, then

radically debased. There are no easy answers to the settler condition, but given

the huge historical span of the trilory, Ray's small recovery in So/e Suruiuor

seems a reasonable place to conclude.

The novel's picture of the movement towards accepting the self and all the

complexities of individual life, and the attainment of spiritual and political

responsibility in the challenging space of a settler culture in a post-colonial

society is a significant analysis of the contemporary settler condition.

Collectively, Gee's Territory, as located and articulated by the 'Plumb-Sole

line'74, sympathetically examines the fracturing of Pakeha society afber the fact

of colonisation and the challenges of modernity, and the struggle for recovery and
growth that followed. Ray's rejection of the Protestant belief in man's

estrangement from the natural order moves him closer to the convictions held by

70 Manhire, p.58, quoting Jones' Landfalt paper, p.326
71 Alan Lawson, 'Un/Settling Colonies: The Ambivalent Place of Discursive Resistance'in Chris

Worth, Pauline Nestor and Marko Pavlyshyn (Eds.) Literature and Opposition. Centre for

Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies, Monash University, Melbourne. (L994) p.77
72 David Dowling, 'Review of Plumb', Landfall 33 (1979) p.80
73 Jones, 'The Maurice Gee Trilory'p.340
74 Brian Boyd, 'The Plumb-Sole Line.'Review of Sole Surviuor in the Listener,16 July, (1983)

pp.98-99
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George Plunb and-b,y l\fiug..And, 'Purged. of fear, tRayl hae no need to transfom
the world by violenoe of the ego or the imagination.'?5 Instructing himself to 'Get

on with it', RaSr retrrrrlc to t'he wor.ld, no longer lack-ing depth, no longer alienated
frortr himself and no longer creepJ.

75 Tterror Jemesr 'Au Attempt to Understarxd'p.52
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Chapter Four

Territory Shifted: After 1984

This chapter continues examining the cultural condition of Pakeha in New

Zealand society as presented in the first three of the six novels written by

Maurice Gee in the last fifteen years of the twentieth century.l In the period

following the trilogy's publication, a change in economic direction caused a major

shift in the territory of Gee's fiction, and in all three novels, Prowlersz,The

Burning Boys and Going West4, there is a feeling of discomfort at the rapidity of

change and an exploration of the distance between past and present

expectations. The 'sharp pang of powerlessness'S inflicted by a combination of

global capitalism and post-colonial re-positioning is seen to challenge the

authority of language and the sense of identity for the generations of Pakeha

New Zealanders depicted in these novels.

The novels examine the impact of the social, cultural and economic changes of

the l-980s on the unsettled communities in Gee's Territory. Gee's interest in the

philosophical and psychological condition of his subjects continues in the novels'

exploration of characters' private and subjective worlds. Although still situated

at the edge of a presumptive and familiar realism, the destabilisation of these

conventions and of assumptions about authority, language, truth and reality

emphasises the uncertainty in the novels. In addition, Gee's interest in the

dangers existing beneath everyday exteriors, the 'shadows under surfaces',

increases the impression of instability in his terrain.

Gee's fourteenth novel, EIIie and the Shad.owrnan was published in 2001 and falls outside the

range ofthis study.

Maurice Gee, Prowlers Viking, New Zealand (1987)

All page numbering refers to this edition.

Maurice Gee,The Burning Boy Viking, New Zealand (1990)

All page numbering refers to this edition.

Maurice Gee, Going Wesf Faber and Faber, London (1,992). Reset in a paperback edition with

Viking, Penguin (NZ) in 1992. All refereuces are from the Viking paperback edition.

Fredric Jameson, "National Intellectuals and World Literary History, MLA convention, New

York, 1992. As quoted by Alan Lawson in 'Postcolonial Theory and the "Settler Subject", in

.&ssays on CanadianWriting No. 56, Falt (1995) p.33
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As the sense of security created in the post-war years became a distant memory,

belief in the 'greatest little country in the world' and the New Zealand dream of

egalitarianism grew increasingly irrelevant. There was little understanding by

the later generations raised in relative comfort, of the hardships influencing the

earlier desire for national stability and security. Instead, the rhetoric of 'God's

Own' became a handy short-hand for the expectation of stability and wealth in

Pakeha society. Then, in the climate of complacency and political naivet6

explored in Sole Suruiuor, values were suddenly redefined by the economic

agenda of a few influential politicians after the 1984 election.

The new economic direction reintroduced an awareness of socio-economic

divisions in the community. The speed of the top-down driven shift in political

philosophy and economic logic left many people bewildered by the new language

of the market and ideas of economic rationalisation. As a result, many found

themselves outside the new expectations of national wealth. As these novels

unfold, evidence of the social and economic displacement caused by New

Zealand's latest polit ical 'experiment' compounds the sense of unease

experienced by white middle-class New Zealand. The growth in materialistic

individualism left little room for the sort of idealism that might see the 'settler

settled'. As political commentator Colin James observed in 1986, 'Deep cultural

issues need to be resolved but the increasing stratifrcation of New Zealand

society seems to be pushing the community away from a resolution.'6

The internalisation of the sense of cultural unease identified by Alan Lawson? is

again present in these novels; in the shallow evasions of individuals, the denials

of those more interested in profit than people, and the mental illnesses some

suffer. Individual stories combine to give a complex view of the sense of

displacement underpinning Pakeha society. The novels confirm and expand ideas

of a cultural unease described in earlier chapters, and, again, fail to acknowledge

the root cause of displacement. While the failure to achieve a sense of closure

suggests the difficulty of imagining a fully resolved position for those who came

as colonisers to the new worldS, Gee's characters make small improvements in

Colin James, The Quiet Reuolution: Turbulence and Transition in Contemporary New

Zealand Allen and Unwin, Wellington (1986) p.205

Alan Lawson, 'Un/Settling Colonies: The Ambivalent Place of Discursive Resistance' in

Literature and Opposilion Chris Worth, Pauline Nestor and Marko Pavlyshyn.(Eds.) Centre

for Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies, Monash University. (1994) p.73

Lawson,'Un/Settling Colonies' p.76
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the spiritual and emotional conditions of their lives. However, there is no easy
answer to the cultural instability of the settler subject in a post-colonial society.

Where the novels engage in the period from the mid-1980s of Prowlers and The
Burning Boy to the present time of Going West in 1990, historical ideals of liberal
humanism are seen in retreat and fundamentalist ideas about deserving rich
and poor on the increase. Despite the desire to publicly declare personal

convictionse that accompanied the protest marches and social revolutions of the

1970s, the unexpected speed of the changes in the 1980s gave little opportunity

for the ethics of a market-led economy to be challenged. Gee's humanist agenda

and his interest in the shifting expectations of public and private morality

remain strong influences in the novels. They combine with an examination of

individual responsibility and the increasing sense of instability illustrate how far

and how fast New Zealand was moving from past values and expectations.

In Prowlers, Noel Papps' is a retired scientist, and his scientific/rationalist
position is challenged when he begins to re-examine the philosophical idea of

meta-knowledge first explored by George Plumb 6n Plumb). However, by

consistently secularising questions about the Big Thing (105), Papps reflects a

view 'of the absurdity of existence, of the impossibility of absolute knowledge, of

the complexity of human nature [andl of the contingent, human-made nature of

moral values', that again reflects Gee's own (humanist) "existentialism"l0. Noel
acknowledges that there are parts of himself that he does not understand, but

accepts that 'we're buried at a cross-roads with the stake of our limitations

through our heart.'(l) However, in the worldly areas of his life, his passivity in

accepting rather than questioning ambiguity leaves his understanding of his own

life shadowy and insubstantial.

Likewise, The Burning Boy continues earlier examinations of the guilt and

displacement of secularised puritanism, and the terrifying depths, the 'huge

emptiness', confronting modern civilisation. The novel's setting, Saxton, becomes

a microcosm of the wider society which enables the narrative to expose the

instability of current ideas about morality, honesty, justice and truth, and the

new divisions within the cultural site of small-town New Zealand. On one level

this division is between the haves and the have-nots, but on another it is again

concerned with the distance between individuals who want to see and

9 By Kate Adam's generation in Prowlers and Josie Round's inThe Burning Boy
10 Lawrence Jones, 'Mark Williams and the Critical Dialectic: Leauing the Highway' in

Australian and New Zealand Studies in Canada No. 7, June (1990) p.132
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understand and those who deny and evade and, as in the case of Lex Clearwater

and John Toft, choose to be less than human as a result. The unstable
psychological condition of Pakeha New Zealand is acknowledged in the fear of
invasion and violence, both psychological and physical. But, the novel asks, is
'the man in the stocking mask'real or imagined?

Similarly, in Going West, Jack Skeat, rejects his habitually shallow engagement

with emotion and commitment to look beyond the official version of the death of

his friend Rex Petley. He journeys back to the past they shared in order to

understand, but, unlike Rex's first wife, he accepts that his version is not the

only truth. Rather, his gradual movement towards understanding Rex's life and

death acknowledges the complex and deeply fractured world he lived in. In its

contemporary time-frame, Going West remains one of Gee's more political novels,

examining the excessive individualism of the new political rhetoric, the fragility

of ideas about truth and morality, and the damage instability wrecks on

individual lives. Like Prawlers, Going Wesf subverts the conventions of realism

by acknowledging how the private perceptions, hidden agendas and prejudices

construct a personal reality and personal truth in a shifting and inherently

unstable world.

Earlier chapters in this study identified strands of unease and insecurity

running through the culture of Pakeha New Zealand represented in Gee's novels,

and this uncertainty is again visible in these latest three. To the critic Trevor

James, the decrease in the expectations of self and others in Gee's Territory is

connected to 'the sense of de-centredness and dislocation which prevents an

authentic sense of selfhood and belonging'll. The shallowness of characters like

Paul Prior and Kingsley Pratt have become the moral failings of Noel Papps,

Jack Skeats and the lawyer Tony Hillman, while despots like Tom Round, Tod

and Sidgy are even more morally bereft than Duggie Plumb or Fred Meggett.
Similarly, the significance of memory is linked to stability and continuity

through the incidents of mental ill-health met in all three of the novels. The

failure to confront the pain of a past loss causes Rhona Papps (Prowlers), Mrs

Birtles (The Burning Boy) and Mrs Skeats (Going West) to retreat from the

world.

l'1 Trevor James, 'Beyond Puritanism: Post-Colonialism's "Awful Disease" in the Novels of

Maurice Gee' in James Scott (Ed.),"And the Birds Began to Sing": Religion and Literature in

Post-Colonial Cultures Rodolphi, Amsterdam (1996) p.104
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The growing number of crimes of greed and violence is another reflection of
instability in the community. While many are committed by individuals who

have rejected the values held by the rest of society, others are committed by
respected members of the community. But who is more dangerous - the
grabbers and gobblers of the new materialism or those malevolent in their
rejection of society, striking out against the closed doors of opportunity?

Officially, morality remains unchanged, but it has become blurred at its

extremes. The fear of some indescribable evil exists, but it is met with the desire
to deny it, to erase the evidence from the public record as in The Burning Boy, or

to remove it completely from this world, like Sidry in Going West.

Like the tropes of mental illness and crime, the novels continue to examine the

uneasy response of men in a masculinist society to the shift in ideas about female

sexuality, especially those connected to female expectations of fulfilment. Noel,

in Prowlers, has his (usually married) women in secrecy as 'the times were not

right'for him to be more open. But these 'monkey games'enable him to continue

avoiding personal commitment and emotional maturity. In contrast, Kate's

openness about her men terrifres Noel. He is relieved that, at 80, he is not

implicated in her assertion of female rights and her anger. ln The Burning Boy,

Sandra Duff, Josie Round and Norma Sangster all learn to be open about their

needs and to resist the expectations of the men around them, although their

independence is seen as a threat. In Going West, the hang-ups of the narrator,

Jack Skeat, are compared to his wife Harry's and the younger Fiona Petley's.

Unlike Harry, Jack cannot empathise with Beth's sexual needs, and he fails to

move beyond a guilty prowling around the edges of the change affecting \Momen's

lives.

The predominance of recollection or memory-based namatives in Gee's oeuvre

responds to the challenges of post-colonial revisionist ideas about identity and

belonging. Engaged in a recovery of the personal past, Gee's narrators experience

the uncertainty of revisiting and rewriting things distorted and./or forgotten by

time. These fictional recoveries acknowledge the insecurity that results from a

recognition of evasion, and the concomitant difficulty of differentiating between

what is real, imagined or sub-consciously desired. However, as few reminiscences

return further than the narrators' childhoods, the assumption of belonging is

never challenged, and the novels continue to avoid confronting the uncertainty of

Pakeha identity.

Gee's novels of contemporary New Zealand society continue to reflect the

collective sense of unease identifred in the earlier ones. They return to examine

1.91
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the habits of evasion and denial, the enigma of memory, both personal and
communal, and the unstable condition of the collective psyche caused by moral

and spiritual displacement. However, the demands of the market combined with

the insecurities of a post-settler society to undermine assumptions of a collective

national identity. The insularity of earlier novels has also shifted. Incidental

travellers from the outside world, American, Swedish, Danish tourists in the first

two novels, and Jack Skeats'reaction to the busload of Japanese tourist on top of

Mt Eden in the third, suggest there is a new consciousness about place.

Gee's middle-class territory has shifted in a number of significant ways in the

period since the publication of Plumb in 1978 and its final volume in 1.983, but

the sites represented in this chapter are still recognisably those inhabited by

Raymond Sole or Kingsley Pratt, and the place Gee identifies as 'my tenritory'lz.

12 Cate Brett, 'Ttre Gee Genius', North and South, September (1995) p.99
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Prowlers

Since the Plumb Trilory, Maurice Gee almost doubled his oeuvre, producing six

adult novels in trvelve years and a number of young and teenage novels, too.13

The frrst of the almost bi-annual publications is Gee's eighth novel Prowlers.In

Prowlers the reader enters familiar territory through the reminiscences of an old

man, but he is Meg's contemporory, not Plumb's. Like M"g, Prowlers'protagonist

Sir Noel Papps has left God or theism behind but confronts an uncertainty

similar to George Plumb's when witnessing rapid social change. The novel

continues to examine a failure to connect past and present, and the slipperiness

or complacency of individuals. It presents a view of the colonisers that questions

the expectation of progress, and addresses the shift in the conventions of realist

writing that accompanies the instability and scepticism in the world the novel

represents.

After telling his grand-niece Kate, a 'sterile-slide' version of his life for her

history of the Lomax Institute, Sir Noel Papps attempts to write his own. But

after a lifetime of looking through lenses, Papps rejects his old teacher Tup's

belief that 'magnification banished fear'. 'Now I know it shows empty places,

endless recession, and how can we hope to travel there?'(l) Although NoeI finds it
'extraordinary'to be 'confused after a life so full of magnifications and clarity'(2),

he tries to be cerebral, to work always with his brain, to be rational about his

life.(4S) Initially, Noel relies on chronology for discipline and support, but

challenges the conventions of consistency and continuity expected in realist

writing: there are multiple starts and finishes to the narrative, his age changes a

number of times from eighty(3) to eighty-four(191)14, and Kate, his prime reader,

is invited to join him inside the work.

To begin Noel is interested in structure, in finding a centre and a line, but he

discovers that what he has written about his life is 'just a mess'. 'Things take on

Previous to the publication of the Plumb Trilogy, Gee had published five novels for children:

Under the Mountain (1979), The World Around the Corner (1980) and a trilogy, The Halftnen

of O (L982), The Priest of Ferris (1984) and Motherstone (1985). To date since the children's

trilogy are, The Fire-Raiser (I986),The Champion (1989), The Fatman (1994), Orchard Street
(1998) andHostel Girl (1999)

Leslie Monkman, 'From Plumb to Prowlers: Maurice Gee's Octogenarians' Australian and

New Zealand Studies in Canada. Vol. 3 (1990) p.12
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their own life, grow too large, grow extra limbs, and what should be purposeful
and more in my control rushes ahead or jumps sideways.'(84) Each aspect of his

life 'has its weight' - School Dux, Pettigrew Scholar, Scientist, and finally

Director, of the Lomax Institute - but Noel acknowledges that a 'life though

isn't measured in that way. How is it measured, how does it move? That's what I

am busy finding out. That's what I am busy nof finding out.'(217)

As Noel examines his trust in the claiming and naming of things, his

achievements and his certainties are shown to be insecure and full of

inconsistencies. The name is just 'a lovely shell' and 'outside and in, chaos,

harmony, unknowable. ... The aehing void.'(9) Tup's ideas of 'Truth and measure'

do not contain it all.(4) The authority of science is questioned, and, as a result,

the authenticity of his vision is challenged.

Fred Gooches' experiments with insects are 'economic entomology', and Noel's

efforts to turn barren hills into fertile ones are primarily about wealth. As the

outspoken wife of the visiting Dutch entomologist declares, "How do you know

these saw-flies won't grow as large as eagles and carry off the babies from their

cradles? ... You assume knowledge of all the forms and factors of Nature. You are

aping God."(146) But was it a desire to right God's mistakes, or profit, that drives

his experiments? Ruth Verryt's outspokenness had shocked and embarrassed the

men at the Institute, who 'did not care to have women talk in this way'(139), but

she had seen that New Zealanders were 'not immune' to greed and foolishness.

They were not, as her husband assumes, 'some sort of nature's children'(139).

Despite his scientific discoveries, his contribution to the region's development

and his knighthood, Noel's past reveals a range of human failings and

inconsistencies as well. Although Noel Papps sees the limitations of his past,

initially he continues to believe he sees 'the importance of everything'. It is not

until his grand-niece Kate Adams arrives that the things he fails to understand

about himself are reflected back for him to see.(212) Kate brings to the surface

things he has avoided, and with her help he accepts the responsibility for

confronting their significance to his life, and many things had little depth, little

meaning.

With science no longer at its centre, Noel must look harder to discover some

meaning to his life. 'Where did I go? ... Why can't I find that Noel? ... He slides
out of focus all the time.'(195) Looking at his life, Noel is surprised that more
people don't go mad. 'We must have minds made of leather.'(117) Seeking the

congruency between past and present, Noel comes to see, that by his being 'too
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sure of himself, too complacent', things had 'got out of kilter again.'(218) He

recognises how his failure to reach his wife is connected to his inability to visit

the concentration camps at Dachau, and finally accepts the loss of self that

accompanied them.(195) As Mark Williams notes, 'deeps in history or in the self

are too terrifring and too large in scale for [Noel], so he makes do with games,

gestures.'l5 Like Kingsley Pratt from Games of Choice, Noel had used being

clever and shallow, his 'monkey persona', in order to avoid the intense and

emotional moments in his life.(97)

For fifty years he ignores and avoids confusion and uncertainty, but they are

nonetheless revealed in his memories. Marrying Rhona had been an evasion of

his confusion at arriving back in New Zealand and the pain of Irene Lomax's

rejection. Rhona 'freed me from the need to discover where it was I had

arrived.'(117) But Noel fails her, and little by little she withdrew. Some people

are born with 'a kind of cognitive failure to find oneself as object.'(108) Rhona

was like that. And Noel was not man enough' (116), he could not save her. He

could not save Rhona's alcoholic mother either. Although ill and confused, Noel

realises Doris Clews was also 'marvellously lucid and exact. Among her other
questions she asked me if I knew who I was.'(137) For a time he had an answer.

He was Dr Papps, soil scientist at the Lomax Institute. That was enough.

Noel's evasion of concepts like madness and evil are positioned against his lover

Ruth Verr5rt's need to confront them. After the war, she 'was full of pain, and not

dismayed by it, had found herself ... and was inviolable'(L72). Ruth's efforts to

know and understand the duality of good and evil in humanity is juxtaposed

with the intellectual complacency she encounters in New Zealand, especially in

the years after the Second World War. Ruth and her husband had been in

Europe during the war and 'had seen the hideous face of fascism.'(174) Noel

admits he 'did not have [his] own country's history clear in [his] mind', much less

Europe's.(176) Noel is unable to face the things that had happened over there,

while, in contrast, Ruth exhausts herself tryrng to understand.

Ruth is a writer and historian and her 'subject' is the inhumanity of man and
'the feast of unreason'(L77). After the war she sought for a line, a connection in

her work from the Inquisition through to Auschwitz and Belsen. She 'kept

herself sane with scholarship. ... She did not go, as so many do, looking for God to

trust in or revile. She tried simply, harder and harder, to know.'(177) Noel's

15 Mark Williams, Leauing the Highway: Six Contem.porary New Zealand Nouelists. Auckland
University Press, (1990) p.186
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failure to visit Dachau on a trip to Europe stops him visiting her. Knowing
Ruth's commitment to facing up to man, 'I could not find a Noel to present to
her.'(195)

Noel remains forever the 'boy who should have been a man.'(90) On the occasion
of his Lomax Memorial Lecture L933, with 'all that confidence, ability. Yet a
pimple. . . I must be reminded I would never be a man.'He remained'a creature

who dreamed of consummations, and peeked in windows, and sat in a wet bush

mewling and biting his hand. And ten minutes later leered at a new girl.'(97)

Ruth Verryt is the only lover Noel accomplishes a complex relationship with,

and, like most of his other liaisons, she is married to someone else. They spend

their time together in secrecy by climbing over walls. It shows how even 'the

man-things that [Noel] did were boy in fact.'(9O)

Kate's questions about Rhona's absence from his story force Noel to question

another aspect of his life. His inability to provide depth and maturity to their

relationship denied her expectations of their marriage. But she had fulfilled

something in him. Reflected back from the emptiness of her stare was a false

sense of his importance and his generosity. Later, he is ashamed at his lack of

curiosity. 'Who was Rhona? She's a mystery; but that's because I was never

curious. ... I used her, tried to use her to increase myself.'(96) A recognition of his

failure in responsibility to her causes him to start all his explanations with

negatives, 'I can't.' 'I did not.' 'I don't know.' f'm evading questions no one has

asked. 'Speak up,' the judge says. Am I in the dock?'(185)

Prowlers uses a first-person narrator-writer but relentlessly questions 'the

reliability of his chronolory, memory, perceptions and language.'16 The problems

of biography and autobiography are explored through Noel's attempts to record

the private and public events of his own life, and Kate's to write Noel's sister

Kitty's story. The limitations of both are made visible in the narrative by

contrasting the different techniques and assumptions of Kate and Noel, and the

fundamental conflict behveen historical detailing and common story-telling. Noel

finds he must discard the idea that a life must have structure and accept that all

he is doing is 'remembering and putting down. What does it matter how it's

shaped.'(156)

Inconsistencies, gaps and shifts of memory destabilise the apparent realism of

the narrative. It is only 'by selection - direct and evasivs - r, that Noel might

16 Leslie Monkman, 'From Plumb to Prowlers' p.LI
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see the 'shadow shapes', the meaning behind the events of his life. Rather than
'keeping something back', Noel believes with Kitty he is 'not allowing fhimselfl to
invent too much. Invent is wrong, imagine it should be.' (155) But Noel's

descriptions increasingly betray an artist's sensibility. He'embellishes, worse, he
'invents", and is self-consciously aware that there are things he avoids.

Uncertainty remains. The unformed shapes under the surface insist on having

their place. The readers, Kate inside the novel and those outside it, are invited to

make what they will of it. 'Perhaps I've made it up, it's all lies. But if I tried

again I'd do no better. Let the whole thing stand, all these pages. Let it stand as

an approximation.'(200)

Initially, Kate imagines that Kitty is 'a shape to be made, Kitty smoothed down

and rounded off(227). But struggling to write her biography, Kate 'can't decide

what to put in and what to leave out'(122). It almost convinces her to give up.

Was she a 'Cabinet Minister who kissed a boy under a bridge'(48), the Kitty from

her religious phase, or a callous murdering opportunist? Was her friend Irene a

small-town failure or a feminist martyr? Noel and Phil Dockery talk about Kitty

for Kate, but even when they agreed, their memories 'reflected different

lights.'(48) Kate's search for a way to record her grandmother's life is hampered

further by her contemporary vision. Kate, the modern young feminist, would

agree with Phil that a lady Cabinet Minister who 'poked her frngers for a dare

into a skeleton's eyes, was most appealing'(48). But Kitty'went through phases,

and loved roles and opposing roles and change and variety, and chased approval,
and liked to shock; and was a complicated being.'(68)

Noel tries to show Kate the inconsistencies of Kitty's life, but the discovery that

Kitty'played games'had set Kate off balance. She could not see inconsistency as
part of life. As Noel remembers, 'Kitty was dark and light, still and turbulent,

sweet and sour', 'an old phoney' and still 'a genuine girl'(L11). Noel's memories

emphasise the challenge facing Kate to 'know' Kitty and get her into a book.

After their time together working on their respective projects, Papps takes credit

for teaching Kate to 'tolerate inconsistencies'(68), in both life and art (230), and

for showing her how the desire for certainty denies the intellectual complexity to

acknowledge it. Kate belongs to the new world which demands rights and

declares allegiance. It makes Noel uneasy. There are stickers in every car

window, 'for some radio station or pop group or sporting code; or some brand of

beer or for Jesus, ... Gay rights, women's rights, Maori rights, rights to play

rugby with whom we want'(69) They alienate Noel from the modern times, and

he is glad he doesn't live in them. When Kate places an anti-nuclear sticker on

197
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his gate, he is annoyed but then admits to being a little scared. His own
preference was for standing in corners and smiling privately at his better

knowledge.(63) Role-playing and shape-shifting are the strategies Noel uses for

surwival, and the habit of evasion can be observed in his response to fascism.

Despite 'missing the war' himself, Noel's generation had seen the effects of

fanaticism. When Kate expounds her views on life, Noel is disturbed by the

denials and the generalisations he glimpses in her idealism. 'Rage and

disappointment' and 'too much idealism' are a large part of her mental life, and
'Idealism always brings ruin in its train: there's nothing like it for denaturing. It

deals in simplification, then multiplication, and in the end there's too much to

see, ... and assertion is the only road left open.'(67) Noel is concerned at the

rising numbers of religious fundamentalists, he fears the 'new dark age they'll

bring' if they ever became a majority.(64) Noel satirises a 'marvellous fellow

down south calling for the death penalty for adulterers', suggesting a list of

crimes deserving a similar penalty - Sabbath-breakers, divorce lawyers,

disobedient wives, sex-educators, poets, punk-rockers, overstayers, cat-lovers -

but the man's fat face, burning eye and squeaky clean appearance remind him of

the irrationality and the dangers of fanaticism.

For Noel's generation the legacy of two world wars cannot be so easily dismissed.

As well as a hollow memory of the horrors of Nazism, the novel examines the

shifting relationship between New Zealand and Britain after the First World

War. Noel declares that he is 'not impressed by English things', but after

studying at St John's College, Cambridge, on a scholarship he enacts a passive

acceptance of the historical assumptions linking New Zealand and England

which influences the rest of his life. Back in Jessop he speaks with a 'standard

flatness'(45), and can dismiss Kitty's criticism and his brother-in-law Des's

dislike because he is used'to thinkins [he] was someone'(88).

Later, Noel wishes that, instead of accepting a silly knighthood, the hills he had

made fertile had been named after him. 'It's a pity I didn't find the strength to

say no.'(194) Similarly, by accepting the directorship of the Lomax Institute he

had chosen 'importance' over science and found 'nothing important was left to
(him).' His work, 'the large fact at the centre of his life', had been moved aside by

misplaced pride and although many things happened, 'nothing was done.'(196)

Noel's complacency is set against his old friend Phil's active dislike of all things

British. Phil's father Les' was a victim of British arrogance in the first war.

According to Phil, those 'pommie generals' were playing with colonial soldiers'
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lives at Gallipoli. 'Conducting the war'with batons while the 'Poor buggers were
getting chopped up with machine guns or lying down and drowning in the

mud.'(125) Obscured for many years by the official rhetoric of the 'dutiful

daughter', and, post-war, by the notions of a new Commonwealth 'family', Les

Dockery's experiences in the trenches have been reread as an early moment in

the identification of an independent national self. Phil's disengagement from the

assumptions that keep Noel limited by concerns of propriety and appearance
gives him the freedom to re-invent himself, from port-rat to wealthy developer.

Phil Dockery is a pragmatist and his sense of self-creation enables him to act out

the myths of 'progress' unconcerned about social or other expectations. Although

he had noticed at some point how people dressed and spoke where he wanted to

be, and must snare the daughter of one of the oldest families, he rejects other

assumptions of cultural authority. This removes uncertainty from his grabbing

and gobbling. Phil 'does not want to know things for themselves but for the uses

they might have'(94) and he is the same with people. He knows 'male stuff,

money stuff(47) and wants to own the things he admires. Phil 'loved wrecking

even more than getting possession.' 'He kept a poor-boy fear that someone would

come along and grab his pie, and wrecking was gobbling. That got it in his belly

and made it his.'(95)

To Phil, "People need houses to live in, not bloody climbing frames and flying

foxes."(2L1) He did not bother with altruism. His concerns were material, and
'outside things he could touch and own were only things he could taste, enjoy, or
put together, break into bits; and transcendental beings were a joke.'(74) The

Lord? He was the lord on his place. He is outraged by the 'Jesus-freaks'working

'like coolies' on the hill beside his Long Tom's property and by their request to

use his creek for baptising. When, after working out at Phil's', Kate's boyfriend

Shane joins their community, he is as angry as Kate at Shane's rejection. His

anger is fuelled by the fear of loneliness and a glimpse of emptiness at the end of

his life.

The community repels Kate. Their simplicity and certainty she regards as 'anti-

human', but their happiness attracts her. 'How can one be happy and a complex

being too, that is her problem?'(77) Kate decides Shane has suffered a dreadful

defeat. He is 'poor Shane one moment and a bloody coward the next.'(215) But

Noel refuses to criticise Shane. He had seen that Shane was afraid, of himself, of

his violence.(152) But Shane, it appeared, had saved himself and found an

answer to his search for meaning, and Noel recognises his condition.
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In Noel's youth, the Papps had been Lutheran, 'but back-sliding'. Then, for a

time, Noel had been 'uncertain of what was real and what was not, afraid and
glimpsing powers (seeming to glimpse) - ready for religion'(9). But with Tup

Ogier's help, he had decided 'the answer did not come from there.' Instead, Noel

became an'evolutionary humanist', 'by narration ... not argument. I was thrilled

to the bones by that great drama.'(77) Tup shows Noel that, in science,
'amazement and clear sight go hand in hand', and Noel came to regard it as the

only way to know truth. Through naming he was 'free from vagueness, free from

fear, with every object known from every other.'((9) For most of his life, his need

was for the world of Miss Montez (the skeleton), ordered and named, and

language seemed merely a transparent means of describing external reality.

Over time, 'anything' was considered by Noel, 'but no theology, never that.'(9)

Instead, 'he is comfortable with being finite and not in awe'(185), placing his

belief in the Second Law of Thermodynamics: entropy.(231) The running down of

life or heat, decomposition, continues the trope of shadows existing beneath the

surface.

The scientist in Noel still wants explained the attraction of oblivion, and the

conflicting feelings of desire, terror and peace evoked by the gaping black chasms

of Harkin's Hole and Haley's Comet. He was not'meta-physician or psychologist',

and he did not expect to understand, but it begins to seem to Noel 'that the mind

... at certain promptings enters the realm of supra-knowledge where rational

enquiry does not hold'(206). Noel Papps is left celebrating ambiguity and

displacement, refusing even to deny the possibility of a religious hypothesis.

With Kitty, Irene and Phil dead, he observes, 'I'm the only one who doesn't

know.'(231)

At the novel's conclusion, Noel is preparing to watch Haley's comet come

spinning out of 'deeps beyond comprehension' on its 75 year cycle. He is dressed
'in the vestments of his faith, but wearing pink socks and a polka dot bow-

tie'(227). The comet represents the frne line between terror and mathematical

calculation, between human efforts to comprehend and the immeasurable. It

suggests the cosmic insigniflrcance of the individual yet celebrates the human

mind and the processes of mapping and creating. He knows it is 'just a cloud of
gas in the sky, ... [butl how marvellous if it should lean to me and burn me in a

blue or yellow fire.'(234) Finally, Noel accepts that the process is as important as

anything found or achieved, and he recognises a similar awareness in Royce

Lomax's paintings. The desire to know and to n:rme is always only partial and

incomplete, and the shadows remain under the surface, seen, but without detail.
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This analogy can be extended further to include the shadows \Mhich lie,
unacknowledged, under the surface of the contemporary settler society. Noel
acknowledges the economic context of his scientific \ryork, but he fails to position

them within the context of a post-settler society in the 1980s. Ruth Verryt

recognises that New Zealanders, stuck in their 'little poddle'(sic), had a part in a

past that was full of mistakes and'full of the fixing up of mistakes'(139). But for

Noel, 'once begun, the business of 'developing' the 'unreconstructed' world that

existed before European habitation, has a mechanical inevitability'.rz Looking at

a swamp, Kitty appreciates its natural condition while Noel 'thought of

reclamation, looked for uses'(204). In a quote, said to cleverly capture the whole

of the colonising mission in a few linesl8, Noel identifies his role in the context of

a settler society committed to the rules of capital and development. But failing to

find meaning, again he 'knew the shortness of his own step.'(57)

I've done as much as anyone to turn this South Pacific wilderness into the giant

dairy farm and sheep run and slaughter-house of today. ... I'm not ashamed, I'm

not proud either. That is the way it was. ... Phil Dockery understands. It's a world

he helped to make and lives in happily. That putting up, money and buildings

both, 'developing'; and that ripping down and 'ripping off. ... [And now] the

original owners are acting up. They want back what was theirs and I don't blame

them. I don't really blame anyone. Except myself, at times, and not very hard, for

not understanding it and being glad to be past it all.(204-5)

Behind the novel's representation of the processes of 'development' and wealth

creation lies a subtext of greed and destruction. A focus on 'gaining and getting'

enabled the loss of certainty and the shifting authority of the settler position to

be ignored. Noel's ongoing reluctance to scrutinise or criticise the 'developer' Phil

Dockery reflects this habit of evasion. He slides away from any suggestion that

he had played a part in some of Phil's deals with the Institute(107), but he

admits to knowing what motivated him. Phil is manipulative and violent to his

third wife Isobel, which \Mere just part of the roles he played: capitalist developer,
possessor. Even after forcing himself to acknowledge that Phil had started Rhona

on her slide, Noel does not feel 'disgusted or furious'(125). But Phil's obituary

had been 'a pack of lies', full of dates and the names of companies. 'There is

nothing about his belief that what you take from others increases you.'(231)

Kitty's socialism and Phil's capitalism, like the images of the slums down at the

port and 'useless' Irene tinkling away at her piano up on the hill, are historical

17 WiUiams,Leauing the Highway p.L86
18 Williams, Leauing the Highway p.185
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shadows lying beneath the divisions of contemporary life. But the territory has
shifted. The old man's view of Jessop as a complacent and sleepy place are
challenged by the large number of issues' playrng themselves out there. The man

with the petition against homosexual law reform and the petition Kate signs
against milk being sold in cartons present a sense of the rapid changes of the

mid-1980s. And up on the hill, with 'Jessop under a microscope', Noel's distance

from the frantic posturing of the new era engenders his acceptance of the

inconsistencies of his life.

Noel's effort to renegotiate an idealised construction of himself acknowledges the

instability of language, the unreliability of memory and the shift in the settlers'

sense of authority and authenticity, for contemporary Pakeha society. In the
process, Noel recognises how shallow and shifty his beliefs, commitments and

emotions have been. Deciding 'There's something quite appealing, something

very human, in shiftiness'(94), Noel accepts the seemingly incompatible detail of

his and others lives, like Ruth's and Irene's. His imagination had failed with

Irene and with Rhona, and now language fails with Ruth. He tries to 'put her

down in dry small words', but she escapes him.(174) And there are gaps in his

story, about Rhona and Irene and Royce, and even \ rith reordering, 'there are no

revelations. There's filling in of gaps. Nothing surprises.'(225)

Prowlers' representation of Pakeha society continues to resist engaging directly

with the issues of colonisation. However, the destabilisation of assumptions

about cultural authority, reality and truth reflects the unsettling of this

community. Using Stephen Slemon's strategy for examining post-colonial

discourser9, Leslie Monkman describes the novel as reflecting 'the fractured

space of colonialist transplantation and intervention'. In Noel's world linguistic,
psychological and cultural traditions are unstable20, and the belief that language

can adequately capture and contain the world is challenged.

Wondering what Tup Ogier would make of his 1915 quartet of pupils, Noel

returns to the belief that the individual is always alone, prowling at windows in

an effort to understand the creatures in his or her head. From his standpoint,
'Jessop, 1985', he sees that 'we're all obsessed, and all alone, and live with the

creatures in our heads'(176). His final proposal, that, their work done, he and

Stephen Slemon, "Reading for Resistance in the Post-Colonial Literature[s]." A Shaping of

Connections. Hena Maes-Jelinek, Kirsten Holst Petersen and Anna Rutherford.(Eds.)
Dangaroo Press, Aarhus, Denmark (1989) p.109

Leslie Monkman, 'From Plumb to Prowlers: pp.9-22
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I(ate shoulal burn the notebooks, celebrates the questions asked rather than the
thing ngme-d or the shapes uncovered. Like the role that Kate plays for Noel,
reflecting himself back to himself; Gee's novel. reflects back the ord,er and chaos
shaping the territory of middle New ?realand.
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The Buming Boy

The Burning Boy takes a close-up look at life in a provincial New Zealand town

in the 1980s. Saxton is acknowledged as being 'the misshapen twin of a real

town'21, and the novel is written in a realistic style. However, a textual self-

consciousness creates a complicity between author, text and reader, an uncertain

textuality, which imitates the confusion and unreliability presented in its

narrative detail. The opening up of the discursive space of small-town New

Zealand reveals the fracturing of values and vision in the shifting site of Gee's

Territory.

In the novel, the breakdown in family values and the growth in crime are linked

to spiritual loss and emotional alienation. Combined with an uneasiness about

monetarist economic ideas and the anxieties of a settler society in a post-colonial

world, a vision of contemporary Pakeha New Zealand is created which challenges

the surface view of comfort and security.

With its church, schools and courts, surrounding rivers, beaches, forests and

orchards, and agreeable sunny climate, Saxton appears to embody the settlers'

imagined site of a beautiful and ordered place. On first glance, the town seems to

be a place free from troubles. But 'looking harder'(110), as the reader is

admonished to do, uncovers undercurrents of uncertainty and outright violence,

which mirror disturbing trends in contemporary New Zealand society.In The

Burning Boy, Gee makes the connections that sociologists and politicians were

making elsewhere, linking the growth in chronic criminality with the new

economic era of greater liberalisation and individualism.zz

As Trevor James points out, The Burning Boy focuses on 'the dangers of

decentredness.'23 The shifts in personal and collective morality and subsequent

ruptures to assumptions about security, family, right and wrong, continue to

2l Maurice Gee,The Burning Boy'Author's note.'
22 Simon Upton MP, 'The Need for a Conservative Rudder.' New Zealand Books, Vol.L, No. 4,

December ( 1994) pp.14-J.5

Michael Cullen MP, 'Redesigning the Collectivist Rudder.' New Zealand Books, Vol. 2, No. 1,

March (1995) p.12
23 Trevor James, 'Beyond Puritanism: Post-Colonialism's "Awful Disease" in the Novels of

Maurice Gee.'in Jamie S. Scott (Ed.) "And the Bird,s Began to Sing": Religion and Literature

in Post-Colonial Literatlure. Rodolphi, Amsterdam, (1.994) p.108
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shape the characters' lives. Norma Sangster is head of Saxton's prestigious girls'

school, and her uncertain agnosticism and the decrease she finds in those
positioned at either end of the religious spectrum are part of the evasions

confronted in the novel. Norma's wavering between this and that is the

overwhelming condition of those who occupy the novel's middle ground. It is set

against those who deny life and those who deny the challenges to ideas about
'civilised society' and the meaning of humanity.

The distance between those who shrink and hesitate and those who grab and

gobble is the distance between past assumptions of conformity and restraint, and

the new era of liberalisation - between the hesitant Tony Hillman and bullish

self-made individuals like Tom Round. But the failure to examine right and

wrong exists for both. As Norma Sangster observes, a prohibitive morality,

legacy from the settler past, and a new amoral promiscuity lead to 'defeat or

viciousness about equally'(L9). Tom Round's 'grabbing and gobbling' traverses

the line between greed and legality, while the lawyer Tony Hillman and the

pious Mr Stanley are shrunken by their narrow beliefs, and Lex Clearwater is

utterly defeated.

The immigrants, John Toft and Ken Birtles, are part of a long line of wanderers

arriving in New Zealand. As outsiders, they reflect aspects of the culture back to

itself. The new era of freemarket libertarianism is watched by John Toft, whose

apple orchard is due to be swallowed by a international consortium planning to

plant Pinus Radiata, build a mill and make chipboard. Ken Birtles encounters

the dogmatic puritanism of an earlier time in the School Board's threats to
'whitewash' his daughter Shelley's existence from the school's record books.

Greed, the desire to possess and control, and a continuing narrowness of mind

are parts of the shifting moral ground of Gee's Territory.

The Burning Boy continues to examine the shapes of the past existing beneath

the surface of the present, and the distance between those faded dreams and the

new reality. The appearance of a settler's utopia has survived, but it is being

rapidly displaced by the social realities of economic liberalism. A'vertical slice of

old England was meant to take root there'(109), but as it developed, social

division faded and it'grew into an egalitarian town'. 'Climate, topography, hard

work and ambition and greed and commercial chance determine the town's shape

more than social theory and distinctions.'(109) And things are shifting again.

Nowadays the evidence of a gap between the 'haves' and the 'have-nots' cannot

be ignored, 'you can illustrate a two nations argument here.'(111)
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In the plush offices of the town sit the clever moneJ[nen who 'buy and sell, buy
and sell and produce nothing along the way'(Il2). They are poised to seize the
opportunities thrown up by the new era, 'waiting for the value - dh, not the

value, the price - to rise.'(112) In the backstreets and under the bridges, there

are kids sniffing glue and families with nowhere to go. Fear and anxiety exist for

both. Those with nothing believe the future does not include them, and there is

fear for those with something to lose. The court house is full. The charges are for

drugs and alcohol, for violence and theft, the crimes of the dispossessed and

socially displaced. The 'young fellows in boots and broken sneakers and jeans'

who sit waiting for their names to be called already speak another language to

the smart young lawyers, and the judge sentences them to prison or periodic

detention or to fines and disqualifications. But every Tuesday there's a new

bateh passing through the courthouse doors.(l11)

In contrast, the conformity and mediocrity of an earlier period have shaped

Norma Sangster. Although she resists both, and is even able to think of herself

as a rebel occasionally(7), she is aware of her own limitations. She finds her

students something of an enigma but cannot accept that they have shifted,

socially or morally, beyond her reach. The new reality 'shaped only externals',

the 'things that had always mattered were the same. There were no changes in

the verities'(14). Things, problems and issues, needed to be 'approached in other

ways and looked at in a different light, that's all.'(16) Norma sometimes saw her

work as headmistress as 'an attempt to unite valuable things in the primitive

and civilised states'(l7). The good and marvellous must be learned and enjoyed,

but how to introduce their opposites. The 'men in stockinged masks' exist and

must be acknowledged. But in the culture of her school, Norma must pretend

that fear and danger do not exist.

The Burning Boy returns to concerns about morality found in the earlier novels

of Gee's Territory. The 'crampedup minds' of Mr Stanley and the Moral Right,

and the arnorality of Tom Round are there, but the unstable middle ground that

Norma represents is closely examined. Belief in God or, her personal preference,

in 'word clusters'- spirit, energy, vital force - remain, but Norma believes they

are all no more than inadequate metaphors for an explanation of things beyond

the spatial-temporal world. Norma 'has given up thinking about it'(g). Putting

her own uneasiness aside, she admits that'compromise was in there, certainly'.
'Small evasions, small dishonesties, are part of the shi{ting ground on which we

stand; but stand we do ... and defr the larger harmful things.'(9) After the death

of her father heightens clarity in her moral sense(173), Norma rejects the ways

206
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chosen by Lex Clearwater, Tony Hillman and John Toft. Each of them sought to

evade the questions, ambiguities and contradictions of life, and to retreat from

its demands.

Norma is not convinced that there is a God, but she accepts that good and evil

exist. She attempts to explore this knowledge, but language is inadequate, and

seeking words that have not been stolen 'by the parsons' diminishes her efforts.

Awareness of something Norma calls at times 'evil' and at others 'a nameless

horror' will not be denied, but Norma cannot find a reliable way to view it.

Sometimes she seeks a metaphysical explanation, at others she wants something

more empirical, from psycholory or the like. Mostly, she tried to ward off

knowledge completely. While Norma knows that it is not easy to be 'reconciled to

terror', she accepts that it is a part of each individual's journey. In order 'to find

our being'(183) we must resist evasions and be aware that it is always there.

Order and chaos, chance and design and experimentation with human

consciousness cannot deny the tension that exists between these two ideas.

Norma acknowledges the current instability of morality, but insists that 'the

verities', right and wrong, remain the same. In contrast, the libertarian Tom

Round'pushes the self-concerned ethic to the extreme. '24 Tom licenses himself to
gratify his appetites without concern for right and wrong. Confusing notions of

self, sex and power, he indulges in numerous extramarital liaisons and sexually

abuses two of his daughters. His rejection of past expectations of constraint see

him tenuously positioned between the social esteem and admiration of his circle

of like-minded acquaintances, who applaud his belief in himself and his

unabashed desire to grab and gobble, and those repulsed by his selfishness and
greed.

Although a minor character, Tom Round is one of a growing number of Gee

characters antipathetic to the liberal humanism of past representations of this

territory. And while Clive Schwass, Lex Clearwater and Tony Hill illustrate the

shrunken condition that results from mediocrity and hesitation, they also reflect

a retreat from the humanist project. Clive Schwass is Norma's brother, and he

has come to believe in a single idea - the absolute value of hard work as

sufficient expectation from life. Although 'well-off in money and property', Clive
has 'a meanness in his nature that leads him to negative judgements on most

things', including himself. He works hard, getting 'a sour pleasure from the

24 Lawrence Jones, 'The Novel', in Terry Sturm (Ed), The Oxford History of New Zealand

Literature in English (Second Edition), Orford University Press, Auckland (NZ) (1998) p.191
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monotony of his life'. Norma 'believes he has mental talents he's never used, or
had them once, but it's too late now.'(51)

Lex Clearwater had also grown up 'learning not to be good enough'(70). He had
gone to university as a young man believing his mind was sharp, but had come to

see that he lacked powers of analysis and argument. 'There were places he

simply could not get his mind to go.' Giving up intellectual ambition, he tried

another direction but is 'soured by coming to his limits a second time.'(7L)

Finally, he had come to teaching. It gave him boundaries and a discipline, but he

was shocked to find that he was not liked. Although he worked at accepting his

limits and at finding a self he could be happy with, he was unalterably

diminished in his sense of self.

Watching his goats, Lex comes to believe their way is a better one. 'He liked the

way they only knew what they needed to know.'(153) Without past or future,

their simplicity and remoteness appeal to him. Lex experiments with letting the

meaning of things recede from his consciousness, aware he is 'letting out his own

life'. He 'feels a hollow where it used to be', but nothing had come to fill it. Now

Lex wants 'a self that's eo-extensive with what his senses find.'(77) He wants

hardness and stillness instead of questions or doubt, he wants no comprehension

of his own subtleties. His lover Sandra Duff recognises that 'Lex is getting rid of

knowledge'(206). He had found a way of retreating from the world into a private,

closed-off place of his own(97), and as long as he isn't hurting anyone, Sandra

believes he should be allowed to go there, and be given help when he is ready to

come back. But, to Norma, Lex is choosing to be less than human, and she denies

that human consciousness can be put off by design.(207) After stepping off, Lex

will have difficulty finding a vray back.

Hayley Birtles is a student of Lex's, and to her, goats are nothing more than
greedy mouths. She saw how each goat lived only for itself, it saw everything and
'didn't give a stuff(147). Hayley recognises that Lex's search for a place where

things could not reach him any more was an illness. It was like the absence her

mother inhabited, where everything 'was kind of not said. It wasn't now but

something remembered from way back.'(102) It had made Hayley want to scream

and sometimes to cry, but each morning she rode away from the feelings of loss

and emptiness in their home, towards the normality in the classroom routine.
'Forgetting was a trick she had learned'(102), but Lex shifted to a place 'where

teachers were not supposed to go'and makes Hayley aware of the fragility of her

safety zorae.
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Hayley knew about the wall some people came up against which made them lose
faith in themselves. She had seen it in her mother's eyes, and in the eyes of the
gorilla in the zoo. The hopelessness of her mother's grief over Wa5rne's death is

like the defeat of Shelley's submission to Neil Chote. It made Hayley fear for

herself and her family. Knowing that her father could not cope with another

failure, Hayley stops shop-lifting and hanging out with creeps like Gary Baxter,

and feels she has 'travelled a long way and good things would happen to her

now.'(146) But having reached this place herself, she feels impatient with Shelley

and Duncan, they made so much of their bad luck or bad choices. Calling Shelley
'a cripple'was like giving in, and Hayley wasn't going to do that, she was going to

continue believing it was a great life, like her father did (197).

Ken Birtles had come to New Zealand as a young man with high hopes. Leaving

behind dampness and the ironworks of Hartlepool, New Zealand seemed to

promise something better, and in the beginning everything was right,

uncomplicated and fresh. Now things seemed to be done almost before they had

started. Wayne was dead, his wife sick and Shelley in trouble with the law, and

Ken struggles to remember the hope he had arrived with. He is tired, and New

Zealand seems to have shifted too, sliding away from that earlier promise and

giving up.(200) 'Tho years ago their lives were right. He remembered being

happy. Now it had come apart, everything was broken and he did not know what

to do.'(190) Ken struggles to hold onto his conviction that life was great, but now
'fear lived in him all the time.'(188)

Wayne Birtles had died in the fire which scarred Duncan Round. Like Hayley,

forgetting was the trick Duncan was trying to learn. But Duncan had seen the

huge emptiness inside his mind during his near-death experience, and it gave

him a special insight into himself that he did not welcome. When Norma first

meets him, he is busy fi l l ing the blank space inside his head with

undifferentiated data, and learning how not to let one thing remind him of

another. He fears finding again the black wall he had sensed in the burning

moment. But Duncan keeps the wall and his occupation secret, and 'even when

he was with (people) he had learned to be away.'(zl) With Norma's help, Duncan

chooses knowledge over data and simply frlling the emptiness, but his choice for

life returns only with the acceptance of the humanity of himself and others.

The big Saxton bush fire, which traps Duncan and Hayley in the Rounds' pool,

forces Duncan to meet himself and decide which way to go. Rejecting his own

end, he chooses life, and leaping into the pool with Hayley becomes a symbolic

baptismal rite of passage, drawing him back into life and into a belief in
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community. 'Duncan is forgetting the vast emptiness he has met before.'(296)
The novel ends with new hope rising from the flames, a reconnection by

individuals to themselves and each other. Even Lex, who dies in the fire, is

shown returning to his human shape before the heat and the flames destroy him.

The fire is also the 'cleansing blaze of radiation' from Tom Round's dream. But

instead of removing the detritus of his personal life, it destroys what is left of

him, consuming the symbol of his creative energ-y and his success, his beautiful

white'waterfall' house.

The Birtles and the Rounds could illustrate the 'two nations argument'. The

distance between the Birtles' simple house in Spargo Street and the 'toasty

warm' Rounds' house in Coppermine Valley 'can be measured socially'(109).

Norma Sangster's school is attended by the daughters of both families, and she

observes how the tragedy of the fire affects them. With full bank accounts,

investments, careers, and their waterfall house, Josie and Tom are exposed by

the tragedy. 'Tom squealed and hid himself and Josie started in a dozen ways

and followed none.'(8g) In contrast, the starkness of the Birtles' pain was

somehow more understandable.

Beneath its glossy surface, life at the Rounds is strained by too many egos, too

much self. Duncan thinks Tom and Josie are foolish. He has little use for either

of them, and a word he uses on their approach: 'beware'. Duncan 'had known

from early on that his mother loved him too much, and not properly or all the

time, and that his father doesn't love him at all.'(23) Tom Round had not wanted

a son but more daughters, 'creatures to point up his uniqueness, and Duncan

would be no good for that.'(23) After the fire, Tom had 'come to believe he loved

Duncan once', but sees him as a useless deformity defiling his beautiful house

now.(23) Josie despises Tom for pitying Duncan, she 'sees how his feelings are

swallowed up in pity for himself.'(23) But Josie is filled with shifting degrees of

love, and pity, too.

To Josie, her qon Duncan died in the fire and this burned creature was someone

new. Although she accepts responsibility for Duncan, she is resentful of the job

she believes he has given her. Josie cannot see that he is the happiest of all her

children. But Josie is determined to surwive in the world 'as a functioning
person'. She is 'not a woman who needs to play second fiddle to a man'(22), least

of all Tom Round, who 'thinks he is the centre of the universe'. One of Tom's

little jokes is that Josie suffers from the new female disease, 'IJrcarrhea'. "'It's

worse than the trots. It's bloody incurable."'(22) At thirty-three she had sought

out a new future for herself, doing a weaving course at the local polytech' and
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then opening a shop. Over time she has come to believe that she does not need

any man, least of all Tom Round.

In her search for self, Josie betrays her friends without a second thought. 'Other

people took on a simplified shape; were silhouettes on a board, with Josie (full-

faced and smiling) in the centre.'(34) She moves through a series of popular self-

improvement initiatives,'meditation, breathing, rebirthing'(225), and, to Norma,

her untrustworthiness was more like a stammer, than 'dandruff or dirty nails.'

Most recently Josie has decided that solitariness is the way to self-fulfrlment,

"Being enough for yourself in every way is what it's called."(162) She noticed the

Norma had 'kept clear' of all that, 'Love and trust and kicks in the teeth'(163).

Norma is shocked at Josie's carelessness about her feelings, and equally at her

idea of retreat. Norma denies that retreat is what she is doing, but Josie's

remarks make her wonder if she is losing the contentment she had known with

her career.

Norma's career 'sparkles and shines', and she knows a family would have ended

it, but each night Norma goes home to her cat, and an empty bed in an empty

house. With'No child, no lover', was she, 'How would an ad-man put it - regret-

free?'(163) For the first time Norma acknowledges dissatisfactions exist,

especially over the lack of closeness to another human being. But Norma is part

of the gradual shift in ideas about female sexuality which enables her to 'bring

out from its hiding place' the idea that, 'If I want a man to go to bed with me I'll

ask'(242). She wants more than just sex, Tom Round will not do, but less than a

lasting relationship, '- a week or two of close touching would suit her fine.'(242)

Rejecting Josie's and John Tofb's withdrawal, Norma meets Ken Birtles and it

renews her belief in mankind. Their touching helps Norma rediscover the

contentment of her solitude, and, afterwards, they both believe, 'I can make it, I

can get by'(213).

When Josie voices her suspicion that Duncan's accident was 'God's way of cutting

down those who have got too uppity', Norma finds her self-indulgence is 'really

disgusting'(163). Josie seemed to deny that Duncan had a life outside her mind.

Originally Norma had wanted to discover what if anything in Duncan Round had

been ended by the fire, out of a professional interest. Her probing uncovers his

unusual ability, and she saw how hard he worked to fill up the space he had

found in his head. The memory feat aside, she is concerned that he did not grasp

meanings. To Norma, risk came more from the recognition that Duncan tried not

to feel things emotionally, or to make connections in his mind, than that the

damage had somehow de-humanised him. Thinking and feeling cause him pain
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and Norma senses in him 'the dangers of accumulation and not being able to

forget.'(128)

At times 'she felt like a tourist, a voyeur, and felt she was indulging herself(128),

but Norma believes Duncan must be encouraged to differentiate and select, to

learn and not just remember. She watches him carefully to make sure he doesn't

withdraw from the human race, like her friend John Toft, and is excited when he

starts to make his own connections. Afber taking Duncan to meet him, John also

recognises the way Duncan tried 'to fill himself up'. John also sees that reaching

the end will mean Duncan must 'close his eyes and die.'(137) But looking through

John's telescope helps Duncan begin to look beyond his own mindscape.

Seeing the image of the sun, Duncan begins to see things differently. There was
'no need any more to frll huge spaces. All he needed to do is set up lines back to

himself ... He can make a kind of web in the world, a web in space, and sit in the

middle ... like a spider.'(137) He even looks at the idea of God, but decides he has

no need for Him, 'chance was an OK explanation.'(138) Looking back from the

stratosphere to his hand, Duncan has a renewed sense of his good fortune in

having it, in being alive, in being himself - and he is suddenly 'possessive,

jealous of his identity.'(138) Although the telescope, with its gaze focused away

out there, makes Duncan believe he has no need of other people for a time, his

discoveries make him want 'to start moving again.' 'Filling himself up with stuff

is OK, but there's a different sort of knowing and he has to find out what it

is.'(262)

From its very first pages, The Burning Boy is a story about contradiction, and

the concomitant search for stillness or 'settling'. At the start Norma Sangster

watches Duncan, the 'burnt boy', from her office window, and, although he is

sharply defined, she finds him 'difficult to see'(4). Her response to his

disfigurement signals her underlying condition of uncertainty. Was Duncan, as

some people declared, 'lucky to be alive' or 'better off dead?' Assumptions and

platitudes were 'far too easy; too evasive', there must be other ways to see

Duncan Round without being stopped by the puckered scarring of his face.

Norma shifts between distaste and compassion, a concern for how he might affect

others, and then for what might be 'fair' for the boy. Norma is annoyed at the

way the boy 'works on her'. She 'could tolerate contradictions and enjoy
paradoxes', but did not like 'emotions pulling her in two directions at once.'(3)

Her hesitancy, the wavering between 'this and that', indicates her uneasiness

about right and wrong. But Norma's confusion is part of the 'multiple evasions'

212
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she finds necessary to commit each day. The need to compromise came with
being the Headmistress of a prestigious girls school, and that required a

language that was 'soft and wet'. Although her decisions ofben leave her feeling

hollowed out, Norma'does not understand how ready she is with these responses

or how deeply they affect her behaviour.'(9) 'Quite, almost, relatively. She

recognised them as her words; on which, in the end, her feelings snagged and a

counter-motion set in, unravelling her involvements until there was nothing left.

She was airy, insubstantial, with qualifying habits and complicating of easy

things.'(63) Still, Norma believes herself content.

John Toft challenges her careful evasions, describing the ways she sees 'this side

and that' as a condition. "How can you have a job where decisions are made? You

should be paralysed. Frozen like a statue ..."(81). The teacher Sandra Duffhas a

similar criticism. She accuses Norma of having'a face for everything'. "Who are

you, Mrs Sangster? I'm not too sure there is anyone at home."(8l) Norma's 'little

dishonesties' anticipate the novel's examination of larger evasions and

distortions, and the condition of uncertainty which habitually avoids knowledge

of its own condition. The numerous conditions of evasion are the subtext of the

novel: Norma's small dishonesties, the denials of Tony Hillman's religion, Josie's

meditation and John Toft's withdrawal. By accepting the contradictions of life,

and refusing to be overwhelmed by them, Norma attempts to move towards a
'settling'. The arrival at a place of stillness, or personal quiet, without denying

the interconnectedness of the human condition, is as much as Norma will hope

for.

Norma is aware of the dark things that lurk beneath the hastily contrived

surfaces of her brisk 'no-nonsense' exterior world. She 'trembles before a

nameless horror' but cannot tell whether it exists 'out there' or in her head'(8).

Buying cakes from Belinda Round's Amnesty International stall reminds Norma

of the terrible atrocities suffered by others, but she is suddenly distressed by her

easy blandness. Norma has kept the world at bay with her little evasions and

harmless niceties, and now she sees that her responses are empty and shallow.
'There was no connection she could make between those sticky cakes on paper

plates ... and torturers and victims and the bleeding stumps of arms.'(87) But her

girls might be victims one day, 'Did that mean torturers were among them too?'

Recognising the contrived unreality of her perceptions, the filtering-out of the

uncomfortable and disturbing, begins a mental shift for Norma. Fear and

uncertainty begin to creep in like a kind of 'hysteria'. She would like to make her

students pause before they go on their way, to warn them of the fears and
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dangers that exist'out there'and against the ignoring or denying their existence.
'There are men in stocking masks at everyone's door. There are men in stocking
masks hiding in your minds ... and one day, no matter where you turn, they'll
come leaping at you.'(172) However, the expectations of her position and the

conservative culture of her school mean that officially she must ignore and deny

what exists beyond the school yard.

Norma would like to support Sandra Duff in her choice of poetry, but again she is

frustrated by these expectations, stuck between Mr Stanley's religious bigotry

and Sandra Duffs contempt of her compromises. Although Sandra Duffmanages

to excite and interest the girls in her classes, she did not believe in 'moderation'.

She pushes at the boundaries of acceptability and wants Norma's support. "Write

to [Mr Stanley] and tell him that we're educating people here, not locking them

up in little rooms and trying to pretend there's.nothing outside. These girls have

got bodies, they're not made of bloody scented soap."(81) Finding the middle way,

between Mr Stanley, Mrs Muir and the Board of Trustees on the one hand and

Sandra Duff or Lex Clearwater on the other, is the balancing act she must

traverse. Although, as she sees that each is as flawed and unfinished as the next.

Each year as Norma prepares for the annual prize-giving, the remnant of an

early James K. Baxter poem echoes her thoughts. 'From Prizegiuing Speech'Z',
'Old ghosts and bags of wind,/ Gourds of the Judas tree -'(79) seemed to

summarise her diffrculty, the need for insight and the need for prudence. The

poem makes a second appearance when, knowing it to be provocative, Sandra

reads it to her senior class. She gives it her students, 'not as a programme for

revolt'. It was just an 'alternative view', and they were hardly going to go out and

rob banks as a result of it.(204) But as predicted, the odious Mr Stanley comes to

see Norma with the offending words, 'fart' and 'sodomy', 'ringed as well as

coloured'(184). Although Norma detests 'his dryness, his neatness, his deadly

cramped-up mind'(184), she meets him 'with soft words' and is accused by

Sandra of being a Judas to good teaching. Norma agrees that frring Sandra

would strike 'a blow for mediocrity', but the decision will not be hers alone. Later,

Norma is deceived into betraying Sandra to the school's Board of Trustees and it

helps her to review her shallow attempts to adjudicate between past values and

contemporary social pressures. As a result Norma determines to assert herself

and her beliefs more openly and honestly in the future.

25 James K. Baxter, "Prize-giving Speech", Here andNoru. Dec.' 1956
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In a growing number of Gee novels, fear about the intrusion of violence and

criminality into the lives of his white middle-class characters reveals a hidden

racism. When Norma's parents are viciously attacked in their home and her

father dies, her brother is surprised the assailants are not Maori.(L67) With the

shock of the intrusion of violence into his personal comfort zone, Clive wants the

transgressor to remain outside the familiar boundaries of what he judges
'civil ised society'. Instead, he encounters a disintegration of dominant

assumptions, and experiences a growing sense of insecurity.

Similarly, Norma's friend Tony Hillman shifts from criminal law to property law

after admitting that 'dealing with violence and cruelty' was making him

uncertain of himself.(180) By this, he had not meant he had some questions

about himself, but rather that he felt insecure, 'surrounded by threat'. His values

were under threat, and 'civilised behaviour was a little island in a sea. With a

kind of beastliness lapping round.'(180) When Norma asks if his island is just for

an elect, he denies it. There was nothing about his present position that he had

not made by himself, and conversely, criminals and the failures, they are 'self-

constructed too'. His island is based on Christian assumptions, 'we're in a

hopeless case without Him.'(181) Realising his own meagre intellectual effort,

Norma losses interest in his island. Tony's failure is his refusal to acknowledge

that contradictions and ambiguity exist.

To Norma, Tony seemed to have no questions about himself and to be too smugly

comfortable in his assumptions. His certainty is no answer for Norma. There

were questions it did not resolve. Was Shelley Birtles part of his 'sea of

beastliness'? Was Tom Round part of his elect? And how had Shelley gone from

running'with her limbs shining and her eyes bright', to the person she now is?

Or had she always been this one, 'Fallen' to use Tony's phrase, 'and innocence

and beauty a bit of wishing?'(181) For herself, achieving a clear and unfettered

vision of self, place and the world, one which recognised the obscurations of

cultural expectation and conditioning, was onerous and should not be dismissed

by an extraction from imported and clumsy expectations. Norma is aware of all

the bits that rub the edges off certainty, 'Shelley Birtles. Neil Chote. The family

Round. Settling still has a way to go.'(182)

Neil Chote, Norma agrees, is a part of Tony's'sea of beastliness'. IIis aggression

and indifference are a threat to those who live within the rules of a civilised

society. Neil Chote has rejected responsibility and community. He has no respect

for humanity. Although Norma's mother insists that, despite appearances to the

contrary, Neil Chote 'lives under the same rules as you or me', Neil Chote is 'sort
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of spoiled. Pushed on an angle. Not facing the same way as everyone else.'(202)

Norma is chilled by him. He was like 'anti-matter', and nothing could change
'because there's nothing in him.'(185) His hostility to everything existing outside
himself is a thing to be feared, but confronting him requires acknowledging the

failure of a social order which assumes a communitv of shared values and

expectations.

Norma tries to feel hatred for the boys who attacked her parents, but ends up

feeling sadness.(171) How did they get like they are?, and where will they go to

next? These are the things she would rather know. And what about Shelley?
'When you have taken a step, followed an inclination, or just made a mistake,

and find you've crossed into a place where civilised rules don't apply, how do you

find your way back if you want to come? The easy step can't just be reversed.

There are labyrinths to find your way through.'(219) Because of her involvement

with Neil Chote and subsequent imprisonment, the School Board attempts to

remove Shelley Birtles' running records from the books, and 'to make like she

was never there.'(254)

The Board's proposal to remove Shelley from the records makes Norma feel 'the

jagged ugly bits' in herself . For the first time she allows herself to acknowledge

how much she dislikes them and their petty rules and narrow beliefs. The 'muted

click and whir' that had been there before, making her demur, smile and agree

with Mr Maule, is shattered. Norma challenges them, suggesting that their

proposal is less than honest and certainly less than democratic. "It's only in

Russia, isn't it, that history gets rewritten by the state?"(255) Unless the board

were preparing to tell her that Shelley had not run the times written in the

books, changing history by decree 'is a maryellous way of telling lies.'(256) This

was overstating the situation to the board, but they agree to withdraw the

proposal. Surprised by the complacency, and even pity, in their capitulation,

Norma becomes aware that there was 'another agenda', although in Mr

Whiting's eyes, her defence of Shelley Birtles was linked to it. The 'trade-off for

Shelley Birtles, who Maule never really cared about, will be Sandra Duff.'(259)

Norma's appearance of control made Tom Round want her, 'to plunder and

pillage, as a conquest.' The same attributes made Tony Hillman 'dither',

apologise and redefine himself. Tony always prefaced his offers to her with

escape clauses and, 'His hesitation and admiration both are hard to

tolerate.'(178) Tom believes Tony is only half a man, and his 'Christ's College

accent, summer suit, pained smile' as symptoms of 'an inability to grab hold and

hang on and gobble up.' It'would shock him to be told that Tony has 'scored'with
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a woman who turned

Round is one of Tony's

beastliness.
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him down.'(223) On the surface, handsome, clever Tom
'elect', but below that surface, Tom belongs in his sea of

Tom believes himself the ultimate product. He's 'the shape and the shape-

maker', the last in a male line.(272) All lines lead back to him. He is self-centred,
greedy, immoral and grasping. Other people's "feelings trespass on his space ...

He'd like us all in neutral."(161) Although he has many admiring acquaintances,

Tom has no friends. Those, 'he believes, live in other towns'. Looking around his

Saxton acquaintances, he feels himself 'exiled among little men', but he

understands that they are useful to him (223\. With Tony's help, he and his

group of 'little millionaires' are busy 'solemnising the marriage between greed

and legality'(179), waiting for the price to rise on their little pieces of land at the

edge of the town. Then they will 'take the money while others take the debt.'(112)

Profrting without producing anything, Tom is one the newest sort of phony

impostor. Despite his obvious talent, social standing and wealth, the smell of

corruption, which taints all those in his circle, is particularly strong around him.

Tom is a force because he believes so completely in himself. He has had his

houses feature in a glossy national magazine and been called a 'national

treasure', and even Josie has to admit his houses are beautiful. But Tom is 'A

selfish man, nasty person, inadequate individual, utter bastard, poor weak sod,

people-eater'(116). Josie has difficulty reconciling the idea that someone as

contemptible as Tom was capable of designing such exquisite buildings. But

despite all the evidence of his power and obvious success, Tom finds he must

work hard to block out the uneasiness that lives within him. He fantasises 'a

blaze of cleansing radiation' that, by erasing past and present, would leave him
'pure and solitary' Q22).

A serial adulterer and a perpetrator of incest, Tom likes his women passing out

of their prime, 'short of time and desperate. Either that or starting out eager,

untried ... He likes to see fear and surprise.'(118) He believes that if he ceased to

exist, all his women - his wife, daughters, mistresses and the others, waiting in

the wings - would cease also. And at the pool edge, his daughters 'arrange their

limbs to suit him and his wife 'levitates and crackles at his command'(224). Tom

has often said that 'daughters are a floor show', and winking at Stella, he
'wonders why she suddenly switches off.'(115) Full of 'self and fantasies of sex

and power, Tom has 'forgotten' his violation of his older daughters. In contrast,

his actions continue to reverberate through their days, and threaten to warp the

rest of their lives.
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Norma observes the greed in Tom's face as he looks at Belinda. 'Misshapen face.

Face at the door', she saw that Belinda's 'man in a stocking mask will be her

dad'(173) In the pool, Belinda also sensed 'that rules have changed'(l2L). As Tom
'porpoises around her', he 'can't understand why his energy seems frustrated,

why his happiness runs backwards, breaks inside him and is gone.'(122) Norma

knew that the worst things could happen inside of families, 'in that hothouse fug

... Proximity and ownership - and a confused sense of right'(176). Had Tom's
'bad smell' already poisoned Stella and Mandy? Was that why they were so
'beautiful and damaged and hard'?

When Stella and Mandy confront him with his past, initially Tom denies that he

had done anything wrong. All he wanted to do 'was to love them properly'. But he

suddenly remembers, and then does not know where to hide from the knowledge.
'With Mandy in her bedroom, no one home. Stella in the bush at Oyster Bay.

Nothing much. But it is no use. He can't deny. Jesus, no. His degradation almost

knocks him out of his chair.'(274) Tom 'tries to empty knowledge from himself,

but it won't go and he knows he will never find order again. His life, his work, his

beautiful houses are finished for him, there is nothing for him but to leave, and

even his legacy is erased with the final fire.

By contrast, Norma confronts John Toft with his evasions. John had arrived in

the new land already beaten by the things in his past. He had sought a place 'to

be alone and have no past', and had found it here. Now John 'approached that

event or place or time with a language of endings, which kept in view a failure he

had known.'(55) Initially, John's lack of expectation seems to offer Norma an

escape from the pressures of her career, yet she knew she would never speak her

questions to him out loud. Her interest in Duncan and her desire to share his

uniqueness with someone, uncovers how far they are from knowing each other.

To John, her interest is interfering, but she denies it is about her own need, and

the incident helps Norma understand that she must not take her wisdom 'from a

man who would not love.'(207)

John Toft had come from an unlikely and uncomfortable mix:' Swedish and

Norwegian. His was 'an old story, imperialism and nationalism and winning of

home rule.'(58) During the Second World War John Toft learns that, as half-

Swede and half-Norwegian, he must invent a place for himself as he could never

return to either.(61) Displaced from a knowledge of place and a sense of

belonging, and forced to look at the inhumanity of Man in the war, John Toft had

shrivelled up and died. On that day, 'humans especially had come to seem a

failed species'(210) and now he cannot come out of his dark and cold. He has
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tried, but lacks the will to stay. Like Lop Nor, he must always 'shift about so you

cannot find (him) again'(208). He moves, and breathes, he is alive, but inside,
'nothing is there.'(209)

After her father's death, John Toft had written Norma a letter of condolence. His

talk of 'these dread events that use up hope' makes Norma challenge his
judgement. Norma had longed for simplicity with John, and she had almost

fallen into the trap of taking her wisdom from Him. But her hope 'was not used

up by a vicious boy; or any number of vicious boys'(207), and, recognising the

dangers of John's withdrawal from the human race, she struggles not to loathe

his failures of engagemenb.(212) Withdrawing his authority over her restores

Norma to the knowledge that 'she is a survivor and will herself get by'(212). Neil

Chote's enjo;rment of cruelty almost made her lose sight of herself, but she would

not let him, she believes too much in the human capacity for redemption.

Exploring the shadows beneath the surface, The Burning Boy is the story of a

community in denial about the fragmentation it is experiencing within itself.

From the start, the novel engages with the subterranean flows that excite and

distort the expectations and assumptions held by the collective consciousness of

the community. Authority is fragile and compromised, language is unstable, and

a number of issues are obscured or distorted by a lipservice to egalitarianism and
justice. But fear of the unknown and an increasing sense of hidden violence is

shown to be undermining the security and stability pursued by the middle New

Zealanders presented in the novel.

Characters are compromised by 'small evasions and dishonesties', and the
'settler dream' has been shifted on its axis. Displaced values and expectations

leave uneasiness smouldering below the surface of the Saxton's carefully

cultivated facade of order and abundance. Norma Sangster struggles to

understand the right and wrong in a number of the novel's incidents, but an

ongoing and collective avoidance of the morality of concerns by others creates an

atmosphere of uncertainty, fear and hesitation. Like the town, the story presents

Gee's Territory moving further from the settler's historic dream of stability and

security.
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Going West

In Going West (1992), the sixty-five-year-old narrator Jack Skeats sifts his

memory in search of a meaning for the death of his friend Rex, and in the process

of looking back exposes the instability of Gee's Territory. The unreliability of

memory is acknowledged and even celebrated as the narrator connects his desire

to revisit the past with the need to confront the death of his friend, the poet Rex

Petley, in the present. As he revisits moments from his youth in the 1940s and

1950s, and moves through to a now-time in the late 1980s, 'Jack Skeat cannot

keep Rex out.'(9) Using the tools of his trade as an archivist to arrange and

describe the significance of those times, Jack finds that ordering preserves the

moment. It made them 'accessible', 'even if they cannot be understood.'(244) But

sitting in his 'den' under the stairs at the start, Jack Skeats wonders 'Why do I

do this? Why start? I have no need of discovery. Isn't that what I am leading to?

Not simply memory but the ordering that is a kind of invention?'(5) His search

for understanding becomes representative of the need to find some order, some

certainty to hold to, in the shifting position of Pakeha self-knowledge.

In writing Rex's story, Jack Skeat gains an understanding of his own story and,

simultaneously, of the broader cultural uneasiness encountered in Gee's

Tenitory in the late 1980s. Jack identifies many of the shifts to values and

expectations in this period, and explores the way uneasiness has impacted

heavily on the lives of those around him. The novel examines Jack Skeat's

recognition of the legacy of puritanism shaping the cramped morality at the

centre of his own and other's, especially Rex's, lives. Shifts to the more day-to-

day morality are set against the larger issue of murder, the uncertainty

surrounding Sidry's death, and later, Tod/Ralph's attempts to 'trim the fat' in the

new economic and political era. Forty years later, the reality of Sidry's death still

leaves Jack 'hollowed out', and he is aware of the instability of morality in the

society around him. That 'murder' must be told one day in order for the rest to

make sense, but will Rex's grandchildren find the murder more interesting than

the poetry?(260)

Recently retired from his position as the National Archivist, Jack Skeat finds

himself a little lost. Deprived of his habit of work, Jack is inspired by a newly

published memoir of his friend Rex Petley to redress some of the inaccuracies

and inadequacies in its portrayal of the man and the poet. Initially Jack is

troubled by an anxiety that he is doing it to have his own 'magnitude observed'
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rather than to address the memoir's weaknesses, but finds he cannot dissociate

them. The years that contain Rex, 'contain much of himself.'(1) Jack's device, the

parallel working of two separate notebooks labelled'now' and'then', reveals that

embedded in his search for Rex is the search for himself. 'Hiding' helps him to

make the discoveries he needs to enable him to move on. But nearing the end of

this journey, Jack acknowledges the 'curious evasion' that writing in the third

person had been.(253)

Despite their different social backgrounds, their territory was conjoint. Looking

back, Jack believes that, as different as they were, he and Rex frtted together to

form a whole. In order to see Rex's death more clearly, Jack seeks to understand

that connection but knows that 'closer defrnition does not always lead to the

meaning of an era, or to an understanding of Rex, or of himself.'(130) Jack's

reordering of Rex's life (and his own) acknowledges the instability of truth and

reality, linking the narrative to a contemporary discourse challenging official

truths. For Jack, 'guessing can be useful as a way of breaking in', but'too much

invention isn't allowed', while 'leaving out ... is part of imagining.'(131) Jack

accepts that what he uncovers can only be his own truth, his own invention, but

with the legitimacy endowed by his knowledge of their shared past.

After visiting Rex's family, Jack realises there was more to his death than Alice

or the Elf knew. There was some 'dislocation, a mystery' in his death, why,

otherwise, was Rex's mother Lila unable to enjoy Rex's fame in her old age?

Despite the family's pain, Jack 'refuses to let Rex be snuffed out', there was too

much of his own life in the gravitational dance.'(L42) Jack believes that neither

he nor the Elf can have access to Margot or to the eleven years they had

together, but he is pulled in by the mystery he senses lurking behind the

tragedy.

Shrugging off his father's cramped homilies, his mother's denials and the

distortions invented by Alice and the Elf, Jack is ready to confront both Rex and

himself. But characteristically, he hesitates, aware of the dangers of 'unzipping'

the past and meeting the 'black little dwarf that might step out.(178) Jack, who

had chosen straight and denied crookedness, knows he must look past the official

versions of the poet's life, written by Rex's first wife Alice and her tame

biographer John Dobbie. He must ask the questions that only he, with his

private knowledge, knows to ask. 'What happened on that day - out in the

boat- on the Gulf. . ? How . . ? Why . . ?(167) Despite believing that he already

knew the dwarf in Rex, Jack had not understood how deeply Rex's dwarf had
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been hidden, nor how it had denied Rex the stillness he sought in 'Petley' and
Iater in his Waiuku'micro-climate'.

In a recent essay on the fiction of the new South Africa, Andr6 Brink26 explores

the interplay between history, memory and narrative in the frction of a culture

where historical authority and dominant literary assumptions about identity and

place are radically displaced. Brink encourages the writers of the new South

Aftican republic to meet the uncertainty by exploring the silences of the past and

discovering and./or inventing the voices subsumed in them. In Going West, thLe

uncertainties confronting post-settler New Zealand are explored in the interplay

of history, memory and narrative. In addition, the novel is characterised by

elements identified in Brink's essay as exposing a condition of cultural

displacement: 'a notoriously unreliable complex of private motivations, hidden

agendas, prejudices, suspicions, biographical quirks, chips on the shoulder, and

conditionings that constitute the idiosyncratic, individual mind.'2I

Going Wesf is presented as if based on 'reality', but openly acknowledges its own

subjectivity. Jack's 'attempts at remembering employ dreaming and passivity;

evasions, side-stepping, a circular approach; and various tricks of association.

But all this is by way of getting there.'(37) Uncovering the silence behind his

father's homilies and the truth behind his mother's withdrawal helps Jack to

make the imaginative leap between Rex's untimely death and the ghosts of his

past. Jack's efforts to discover the reasons for Rex's untimely death return to the
gaps and silences of his past. In the process, the interplay between story and

history and the internalised processes of historical construction are revealed.

The narrative is an embodiment of an 'imagining or a complex of imaginings'Z8

which attempts to recreate a version of the world Jack had shared with Rex. But
'remembering' sometimes becomes an act of cleverness, and when Jack stops

being 'clever', important things uncover themselves.(149) Although Jack is an

archivist by profession, where he and Rex are concerned, 'Accuracy, strict

inclusiveness make him yawn.'(40) 'Memory sometimes seems the important

thing - after, of course, the event. Their magical interdependence is our

condition of good health.'(116)

Andr6 Brink, 'Stories of history: Reimagining the past in post-apartheid narrative.' in Sarah

Nuttal and Carli Coetzee (Eds.) Negotiating the Past: The m,aking of Memory in South Af'rica.

Cape Town Oxford University Press (1998) pp.29-42

Brink, p.39

Brink, p.38

27

28
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In the hands of the archivist, preservation, and then 'arrangement and

description', have 'a moral principle'. and Jack's archives 'bring a kind of

control.'(244) Yet, public memoir (if biography is to be categorised as such) is,

like personal story, ultimately predicated on memory. Going West intertwines

private acts of imagination, publicly sanctioned history and the processes of

internalisation and personalisation. It explores the way both public and private

memories are always an invention. Jack Skeat has his version of Rex's life and

he dismisses Alice's belief in her right, as the (first) wife, to publicly narrate

Rex's life. Jack 'does not want Alice Petley in her room of books; or her tame

literary man; or the sanitised Life'(86). He believes that he knows better where

to find the 'real' Rex Petley. Yet, in holding up a distorted mirror to society,

Jack's inventions, his knowledge and his 'imaginings' create a picture of Rex

which acknowledges the uncertainties of contemporary settler society and their

influence on Rex's life.

Initially, Jack is disturbed at seeing Rex 'dressed up' as Alice Pittaway's poet-

husband. Beautiful, wealthy and educated, Alice is a threat to Jack's sense of

Rex's character as she represents the pervasive influence of power and authority.

Later, Rex admits that he had been careless and greedy, that marrying Alice had

been a dishonesty, a mistake.(152) Observing Rex's careful distancing of himself

from the situation, Jack is reassured. Although he might shift all the time, Rex

would stay the same despite Alice's attempts to 'censor' out Loomis and his

working-class background. When Rex finally extricates himself from their

marriage, Alice had simply 'readjusted'. 'Cranking herself around to face in a

new direction', she decides that Rex-the-poet was finished.(213)

Alice believes that'something shrivelled up in Rex'when'that unlit woman came

into his life', and John Dobbie agrees with her. Jack knows that Alice is simply
'constructing a story', but when she is finished it will be offrcial.Q47) He decides

to tell Alice about Rex and the young Margot, leaving Sidgy out, but knew that

while Alice might'modifr'her Rex she would leave his essential parts untouched.

John Dobbie is also determined that neither Jack nor Margot would 'alter Rex for

him'. John's distance from Rex is clear from his description of Rex's choice of

work. His 'plebeian sojourn'was wrong. Jack knew that it needed no stepping

down for Rex to go where his father had been all his working life. 'He did not

take manual jobs and haul on nets on a fishing boat to collect material for

poems.'(162)

Jack knew that John was there for some of the time, 'squatting on the ceiling,

watching [Rex] shit', but now he was 'busy inventing a Rex who doesn't have a
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lower bowel at all.'(172) While Jack has lots of stories about Rex and knows

things in Rex's poems that are hidden to John Dobbie, he refuses to give them to

someone who wants to inflate Rex and 'make him more than he was'. 'No

'burning eyes', please; no, 'eagle-like clarity of gaze'.'(52) Instead, Jack wants to

know why John Dobbie doesn't ask any questions, like why'the sure-footed Rex

should stumble on those easy steps' at Rita Bullen's party? Or, more important,

why 'an experienced boatie like Rex [could] get halfivay to the Barrier, in bad

weather, in the dark, and then have his motor run out of fuel? Why don't you ask

those questions, John? Instead of going on about the tragedy?'(173)

Reacting to the unspoken tensions in his home, Jack had been tied up early with

a need to 'fix a straitness on lpeople], and show them simple ways - simple and

pure.'(29) Jack needed to be 'facing the right way, to be alert - to have been

alerted', and he blames his father, and perhaps himself, for the 'constrictions'in

his understanding that had resulted. It is the 'implanted crookedness'he is never

free from. Jack had never understood Rex's freedom from 'why' and 'where to'

and had envied his instant awareness of inside and outside places and his clear

sense of a centre, even as he took in the multiplicity of other lives. At first it had

seemed to Jack to be 'a betrayal of mind not to look for meaning', just as it

seemed a betrayal that Rex had chosen Loomis over London. In something of a

state about betterment, Jack felt it was 'a shocking retreat from the world; from

possibilities for useful work and self-enlargement.'(70) Later he saw that both

were a sort of courage, of inner strength, and something that Rex possessed and

he had lacked. Although Jack frees himself from the 'pointless struggle' of his

poetry, Rex's success is a constant reminder of that failure.

Despite asserting that he was not a self-doubting person, Jack's description of

himself, his appearance, attitudes and fears, suggest the internalisation of a

deep and indeterminate uncertainty. He had accepted uncritically his mother's

belief in'straight shoulders, a firm handshake, and looking people straight in the

eye'. He believes those things 'signalled inner health as well as good breeding',

but had learned her lesson too well. Now 'Jack Skeat will not drop his eye for

fear of being taken for a weakling.'(9) And despite his upright stance, there is a

shallowness in Jack, a 'mental weakness', which made him 'stopped off at

exteriors', he had been that way all his life.(112)

Beneath the contentment of his marriage lies an unease that is his alone. Walter

Skeat had told his son that 'The happy man lives in the Land of Steady

Habits'(l8O) and, believing safety lay there, Jack tried to make his marriage into

that place. Jack loves his wife 'but the emotion is not grounded in any

224
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certainty'(123). He had learnt that there are many times when Harry did not

need him. She had needed to get away from him occasionally, and Jack knew he
'had to enlarge (himselO in order to accept it.'(200) Jack believes he 'held her by

letting her go.'(200)

In the middle portion of their life together, a time Jack describes as 'prohibitive',

fear began to creep back in. 'I suppose it has to do with uncertainty, my long

apprenticeship in drawing back.'(164) Earlier Jack had wanted to teach the

world how to behave, now he just wanted to keep his family safe. Instead of

setting him free, as 'Petleys'had for Rex, family'wrapped him so tightly up that

no light was able to escape.' He chose 'vigilance, care, foresight, knowledge,

rules', and almost lost Harry in that time.(196) He was afraid and started

teaching nervousness to his children, saying, 'though not out loud, that dogs

were waiting to bite them, fire to burn them, water to drown ...'Step back, don't

risk it, 'Be careful'.

Countering Jack's denials, Harry had filled her bush drawings with'tiny acts of

terror and greed; images of pain and desolation and defeat.'(198) Then once,

when Rex had seen Haruy's desperation in the illustrations in a children's book,

they had met. Harry knew Rex would understand. Rex knew Jack's way of

drawing back, 'Arms at sides, feet together', and his belief that there 'was some

certainty in that'(L64). Later, when he learns of their meeting, Jack accepts it as

statement of his place in both their lives. Loomis was before Harry's time, and

much of it was concealed from her, but she was not an enemy of Loomis in the

way that Alice had been for Rex. Looking back, Jack believes that 'Loomis put a

roundness on me, unpinched my mind, ... made it possible for me to come out and

meet [Harry] now and then.'(164)

Harry knew about privacy, and Jack recognises the 'lazy gravity' at work

between them evolved from past expectations of self-restraint and reticence. Jack

and Harry kept their own secrets, 'each from the other', and Jack looks on it now

as natural, and even desirable. Confession, "letting it all hang out", seemed

absurd and unnatural to Jack, even 'promiscuous among those not intimate, and

between those intimate ... likely to damage or destroy.'(243) In contrast, Fiona

had trained as a psychologist and believed in the new-age palliative of talking it

out. Later she sees the flaw in her profession and begins to question its

authenticity. Her husband's deceit exposes the way 'talking' enabled him to

pretend to care', about her, their children and his work.(178) His life is shallow

and evasive, but his work, 'its familiarity with lives gone wrong', enables him to

leave complications out and deny his own pretences.(79)
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Although Jack's marriage is 'an intricate device of honesties and concealments',

he discovers that the whole of his parents' marriage was concealment. Looking

back to that time, Jack remembers his mother's cool detachment, and his father,

smoking his pipe and, avoiding eye-contact with his son, delivering 'his cramped

up homilies'full of precepts and warnings.(181) Jack recognises how deeply he

had been affected by the code 'of propriety, of comfortableness, of being safe'

promoted by his father, and knew his own inadequacy.(35) Jack's memories are

destroyed by his discovery of previously unknown aspects of his father's life, and

initially, Jack is sickened by his hypocrisy. To 'poke with his pipe and weave his

web of do and don't and knot his son at the wrists and ankles, while all the time

he jumps from trains and walks free himself. While he has women.'(231)

Discovering that his father's 'women'were 'men', that he was homosexual, Jack

believes his father now made sense. Walter Skeat could never be himself in the

society he must live in, and his lies and 'pipe, precepts and manliness' were,

possibly, an attempt to steer his son into paths different to his own. Perhaps his

mother makes sense, too. 'There had been no love for his wife. No mercy.'(239)

Jack recognises how 'hurt as well as damaged' his mother had been by his

father's secret. Yet her retreat from the world had also been a retreat from her

son. Once, when he had tried to ask her about their marriage, Jack had been

shocked by her dismissal of his need. Now she was old and infirm, but she still

had the ability to unsettle him and undermine his sense of worth. She was still

denying him her love, but what could he do? After a series of strokes, Mrs Skeat

does become 'a sweet old lady' and Jack finally has a mother who seems to love

him. Jack 'wants the knowledge while it lasts', but the ease with which Mrs

Skeat takes Jack back 'after sixty years of denial'is 'monstrous' to Harry.

When his mother tells him, he was "such a stern little boy", Jack knows she is

not making it up and is not mistaken. But 'What she can't remember or won't

remember is her paft.'(228) Wanting to make sense of it all, Jack decides that

Georgy Feist, his father's lover, was probably right. His mother must have

known about her husband, about the Herne Bay house and the others, but 'why

hadn't she simply gone away?'(239) Caught by narrow notions of social class and

a determination to keep up 'appearances', she had destroyed her husband's life

and her own, and had seriously damaged her son's. Only now, elderly and ill, she

can escape the knowledge. Georry can become Georgina, her mind 'giving her a

place to go.'(239)
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Jack's mother had only gone to church 'for propriety's sake', and Jack, too, had

been no more than 'a bum on a seat'. Now he calls himself a 'humanist', but

continues to believe he has a spiritual life, 'Spirit was a human possession, it was

in his humanist 'canon'(l3) Freedom, Spirit, Conscience remained difficult

concepts for him, and sometimes he feels in danger 'because of his mental

weakness'. Although the 'inescapability of death' elates him, Jack finds that he
'cannot face his own death without stars and dreaming; cheese and wine.'(45)

Disturbed by the knowledge of his limitations, Jack finds the Japanese on top of

Mt. Eden and tourists give him a place to stand. Claiming a place enables Jack

to keep'his uneasiness at bay.'(46)

After living in Wellington for many years, Harry and Jack return to Auckland

with the feeling that they are returning home. "'Roots", Harry says without a

blush'(Lb). Wellington had given Jack the chance to break away from Rex and his

mother, but Auckland had always been home. Later, when Jack drives through

the burgeoning city, he sees that he could only know small parts of it.

IJncertainty and ambiguity remain as he acknowledges the fragility of his

position. 'It is partly a matter of race and class. (Atl of us are New Zealanders,

it's said, but anyone can see that we are two nations, three.) And it is partly fear;

I'm still afraid. I fear my white face, my incomprehension; and less justifiably,

the burglar and the gag.'(241)

Visiting Loomis and the creek, where a large part of him still belongs, creates

more uncertainty not less. The distance between his Loomis and Loomis-1990,

the small provincial town of his youth and the sprawling urbanisation of his

return, is unsettling. Driving through the suburb, Jack's sense of belonging is

challenged by the sight of women in muu-muu and youth with dreadlocked hair.

The new Loomis is threatening, and Jack is suddenly 'anxious that they

shouldn't notice him. ... They are foreign, he is foreign - who owns the point of

view? He sees how his presence in this street, his clothes, his car, his language,

speech, habits of mind, can only provoke.'(47)

Searching for a part of Loomis that he might claim as his own, Jack visits the

creek. Although it had never been sure or steady during Jack's childhood, it was

a 'tenitory in his brain' and he declares his right to go there. The creek seemed

meaner and dirtier than in his memory, and, momentarily, he imagines 'there's

nothing for him here, no folding together of now with memory.'(47) But when his

retreat from the creek is checked by two youths, with cans of beer and ripped

jeans, Jack unexpectedly achieves a way across then and now. Originally, the

young men had sigualled danger to Jack, but he is moved to discover that they

227
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have tales about the creek as well. Jack drives away thinking, 'Nice boys', but is

aware of his need to keep them simple. He does not want to 'look at their lives'

and he does not want their threat to dislodge his memories.(48) OnIy in retreat,

in his evasion of their complexity, can Jack find a way to share the creek with

them.

In Going West, Gee plays with the public perception of historical literary memory

on a number of levels. A number of characters in the novel resemble literary

personalities engaged with or affected by the shift in literary expectations, from

an era of colonial versifying to achieving an independent or post-colonial

presence. Jack's description of the pared-down language of here and now in Rex's

poetry reflects the post-war generation of poets' search for new ways to define

the new nation. But Euan Brightmore represents the passing of an earlier
'Home'-ward looking era of writers. In the novel, Brightmore has something of

the paranoia and nostalgia of D'Arcy Cresswell, or the exaggerated aspirations of

Geoffrey de Montalk. In addition, as Lawrence Jones mentions in his Landfall

review, the patriarch Leon Pittaway's decline 'is rather like Rex Fairburn,

allowed to live on and degenerate into a dirty old man.'ze But as a number of

commentators have noted, most significant is the way Rex is a curious mixture of

poets and writers from the post-war era: part Baxter, part Glover, part Fairburn,

and part Gee himself.3o

The novel's connection to a physical reality establishes a sense of continuity with

the earlier novels in Gee's Territory. In addition, its repeated strategy of

exploring 'national history through fictional autobiography'3l encourages the

sense of a correlation between the novel and the cultural environment it evolved

from. When Jack asks Rex about his year in London, Rex is very clear that,
'There's nothing we need there'. For Jack, this was 'most of our history gone', but

Rex had diseovered that 'all you need is your own stuff.'(125) In this way he

becomes representative of the whole era of post-war nationalistic literary

confidence.

Although we never see his verse, we are told that the significance of Rex's work

is their exploration of things he finds around him. His poems refuse to inflate:

29 Lawrence Jones, 'Review of Going Wesf', in Landfalt No.186 (1993) p.32?
30 SeeJones, 'Rev iew o f  Go ingWest ' ,p .327 &KaiJensen, 'ForWeAreNatura lMen ' : the

Masculine Emphasis in New Zealand Literature, 1930-60 PhD Thesis, University of Auckland

(1993) p.303
31 Jensen, 'For We Are Natural Men',p.303
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stone was stone for Rex and 'clay was clay, and that's the way it was for most of
his writing life.'(23) As Jack notes, Rex had already discovered 'description was
meaning', and his poems make 'a census of the streets he found himself in:
official, neat, local, contemporary.'(68) His later poems, from the time with
Margot, are also described as successfully capturing a sense of place and, in the
process, giving voice to the shift from anxiety to a language of belonging or
ease.(277)

Through his acquaintance with Euan Brightmore, Jack uncovers the pain of
those who discover they have no place in the new era. In the Brightmore papers,
Jack discovered the idea of 'source', and it turns him from librarian to archivist.
In addition, they give Jack an insight into the life existing outside of or behind
the 'authorised' constructions of history, and anticipate his refusal to accept Alice
and the Elfs 'sanitised Life'. In the papers Jack discovers 'a prime source of
information about literary life in 'the Dominion'between the wars', and despite
the lack of 'official' interest, the value of what he had done is not lost to him.(119)
The papers tell the story of a literary life erased by the 'brave new world' of the
post-war poets. 'There's a law that operates - cultural, aesthetic, historical -

and it gives the Brightmore papers their value and fascination.'(L20)

Euan Brightmore had intended to be 'great', but in his words a "clique', a
'coterie', sometimes even 'congeries', of 'avant-gardiste poseurs' had betrayed
him. Although he 'could see it was the times, the age,' Euan Brightmore stayed
on his wrong angle for the rest of his life - in, of course, plentiful company.'(120)
As Jack discovers, the papers are a record of the way, 'A new age and outlook
grates along the edge of the old. The wincing and the screeching and the anger
and the pain.' But the papers also record, 'the shrinking, the sadness, the
turning away, and the forgiveness nov/ and then'(120).

In his exploration of the way literary history shapes the novel, Kai Jensen uses
Going West's re-presention of 'high' masculine culture in his analysis of the
literary tradition he calls "masculinist" in the late twentieth century novel.32
Jensen sees Going West as paying homage to masculinist values, and proposes
that Gee is still myth-making in the masculine literary tradition, despite the
awareness of feminist critique the narrator brings to the novel. For Jensen, Gee's
rereading of masculinism 'is not the complex, challenging rereading which we
might expect'. By making Rex a 'defender of women and heroic scapegoat (by

being Tod's confessor and accepting the burden of the crime), Gee attempts

32 Jensen, p.303
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something very difficult: to reconcile the masculinist tradition with a feminist

critique of male violence.' Jensen goes on to say, 'In evident sincerity, he offers us

the natural man/poet as a symbolic healer of our troubled society.'33 However,

this reading of Going Wesl fails to take the continuity of Gee's practices and

interests sufficiently into consideration.

By positioning Rex's persona as the dominant one, thus elevating the
'masculinist tradition' above any other, Jensen does the novel an injustice. It

ignores the way the novel engages with the shifts in historical assumptions of a

masculinised homogeneity by emphasising the multiplicity of cultural

expectations, conventions and stories which existed even during the period

Jensen describes as the 'high' masculinist, 1930-196034. Going West is about the

multiple versions of fact and fiction that exist, and the multiple stories - flsl's,

Jack's, their father's and their mother's, Ralph.flod's, Harr5r's and Alice's - that

frame the culture. The novel is more interested in exploring the issues of

morality, truth and individual subjectivity than in perpetuating the high

masculinist expectations which shape Rex's flawed character. Rather than

dominate, 'high' masculinity must compete with the multiple challenges to a

unified cultural vision expected in the modern (or post-modern) era: including

challenges to past ideas about authority, the unreliability of truth, memory and
'reality', and the feminist critique identified by Jensenss

While it is clear that Gee is increasingly conscious of the shifting ground of

feminine expectations, and interested in how this impacts upon men in Pakeha

New Zealand society, again it is not the predominant idea in Gee's reflection of

the culture. The destabilisation of gender expectations, and its effect on men, is
just a part of an overall picture of cultural insecurity. Jensen sees Rex's death as

a 'masculinist' attempt at 'symbolic' healing for 'our troubled society', but it is

clearly both less and more than this. Rather than giving the suggestion of

closure, as Jensen proposes, Rex's death reveals the uncertainty contained in

contemporary ideas on morality, a key theme in Gee's ever-expanding Territory.

The novel uses the idea of the pervasive influence of a secularised puritanism,

not the shifting expectations of masculinity or femininity, to render an account of

the shifting shape of both personal and collective morality in the 'troubled

33 Jensen, p.304
34 Jensen, p.286
35 Jensen, p.286
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society' Jensen notes. Rex's death is not explained, nor fully understood, yet it

must be accepted in some way by the survivors.

As noted, the novel does record the narrator's self-conscious awareness of

feminist critique. Jack's need to justifu his fantasies, about turning his wife's

partner Jo into an object of desire, is positioned against his belligerent assertion

that he feels neither 'diminished or unhealthy' by it.(17) Besides, Jo turns Jack
'into nothing with her stare', so his reduction of her is, in some way, an act of

self-protection. Later, when he finds the senile Leon Pittaway spylng on the

topless young girl, he simultaneously admits the appeal but is concerned that

they don't think he is a Peeping Tom too. Jack arlmits the girl 'is beautiful and

there's no harm in looking, but it shouldn't be done from a lavatory window.'(85)

The contradiction is exposed but Jack's multiple vision leads him to uncertainty.

Behind his masculinist 'bravado' is the anxiety connected to Harry's

independence and his retreat from Beth's and Fiona's needs.

All his life, Jack's failures are reflected back to him by Rex's almost archetypal

New Zealand masculinity. Rex is the 'try-scoring boy, the six-hitting boy, the boy

top of the class, the boy who knows how to manage teachers.'(64) In addition, he
'seemed to have no mess in his head, none of the human mess simmering and

stewing in me.'(2) He is also, again in 'kiwi male tradition', reticent about his

writing. Absent in London when his first poems were published, he is 'free from

boasting, free from modesty.'(109) He resists theory and wishes to avoid 'the

thesis boys' (and girls) and'would not, as he put it, be a "Curnoid" or "part of the

flatulence of the south.'(69) And, despite travelling to Christchurch, with Alice

and John Dobbie, to the celebrated Writer's Conference of 1951 (it is 1957 in the

novel), to Jack, Rex remains somehow absent, 'play-acting'the part of the poet.

Rex wrote no autobiographical pieces and hated 'biographical raking around in

his lines', resenting the intrusion into other parts of his life. John Dobbie, his
'official' biographer, recoglrises the way 'he stands hidden in many of the poems

(the Elfs favourite phrase)'. But there is more to join the boy to the poet than the

images of small town, country school, kitchen and creek than the Elf recognises

and 'makes sure we understand this is no imaginary country'. But Jack alone

knows how Lila and Les influenced Rex, and 'can join the poet with the boy by

more than Loomis images.'(53) 'Others see his profile. I'm the one who knows

enough to turn him face on.'(62) As 'keeper of certain memories', Jack 'will let

them out as [he] sees flrt', but not to those who want to inflate him, as John Dobie

does.

231
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Rex had become many things in the public memory, but, even to Jack, he

remained incomplete, full of silences, evasions and denials. Jack claims to have
'watched' Rex from the start, but as Harry notes, being "Best friends' wasn't

watching, it was a kind of blindness'(144). As Jack sets about recovering Rex

from his memories, he discovers a residual puritanism in him, which, obsessed

with his own anguished condition, he not previously seen. There was 'a subtext of

sexual disgust'(7) in Rex's poem about ballooned 'frenchies', and, in the later

poems, 'a strange politeness, about bed.'(l-94) This hesitation offers Jack the first

clue to the confusion about morality that had distorted Rex's sense of direction,

and, finally, his belief in himself. Rex had tried to build a place where he could

be safe, but Jack knew there aren't any little worlds like that, 'The outside gets

in.' A part of Rex's death 'had to do with morality.'(269)

After his sister Joy's death, "loss' became a subtext of [Rex's] work'(71). His

centre had been darkened, and the 'exaggerated violence' of this period was the
'tightening of the wall' around himself and around Petleys. But even there,

things were shifting. Melva had married, 'a February wedding, ... and a June

baby', and Rex found himself 'unwilling - unable - to open a door admitting it.

His closed world had no room for new generations.'(92) As Jack saw, 'Meaning

might not survive a baby', he understood how fragile 'Petleys might be.'(122)

Rex's retreat from Loomis in this time was self-preservation, denial and escape.

It was an attempt to 'cement in place, that perfect construct ... named 'the

Petleys'. ... It became the template of his moral and emotional world, and left his

intelligence free, up to a point.'(93)

Rex disliked going back to Loomis afber this, he did not want to disturb the thing

in his head. It was enough and not enough, but somehow it helped him to look

straight at things, with a clear eye. It is in this period of his life that Jack comes

to understand that Rex'would move all the time, and reposition', but he, too, was

in Rex's life and therefore unshiftable. 'I was part of 'Petleys', and nothing would

change.'(124) Even when they did not meet for a while, they always re-met those

past selves and accepted the role they played in each other's lives. Rex and Jack

struggle against the cultural expectation of male friendships to articulate their

love for each other. And after Rex's death, Jack has difficulty explaining the

interconnectedness of their lives to those others who only ever saw the distance.

Rex was in the uncertain frame of mind provoked by the shifting within 'Petleys'

when he first meets Margot Stiles, and Sidry. Jack knows that'her'Rex, the one

that John Dobbie and Alice wished to deny, 'is the most important of all.'(95)

Sidg"y was Margot's mother's boyfriend, and Rex recognises his nasty smell on
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Margot. While Jack hides from the implications, Rex acts, pushing Sidry down

some stairs to his death. Jack and Rex do not discuss the incident, shifting the

affair to places far away from their everyday lives, but it remains a shadow

lurking beneath the surface of their lives. Jack's 'ingrained belief in a moral

basis for behaviour' is challenged by Sidry's death. There was 'no limiting the

horror of the act. No limiting of responsibility.'(130) But Jack had not seen that

Rex was also haunted by that death, despite Margot's claims that Sidgy was

always there in his poetry. Jack and Rex were joined by that death, but it could

not be shown to others.

Meeting Margot twenty-five years after that fi.rst meeting 'was like coming

home', for Rex. He 'found a place to stand better than 'Petley" with Margot, but

his happiness was never still or safe.(223) Sidg:y 'was a scar they carried on some

part covered by clothes', and after meeting Margot again himself, Jack realises

how much Sidgey had stayed with him, too.(z?t) Rex had tried to live 'in a

capsule labelled 'here and now", but he could not stop Sidg'y returning, in the

shape of his nephew Tod.(246) Tod./Ralph had come into their lives with no

warning, but Jack believes that he should have expected him. 'Rex expected him,

in some way.'(274) After Rex's death, Margot had known Jack would turn up

because it was connected to that earlier time.

When Margot gives Jack the details of the time before Rex's death, she also

hands him the poems Rex wrote in their micro-climate. The poems are happy

poems, and 'One thing is sure, Alice and John will never make suicide stick.'(277)

Jack is convinced that Rex wanted to come back, had 'meant to come. Going out

there was a thing he could not avoid. He could not, finally, keep Tod (or Sidry)

locked outside.'(277) Now, John Dobbie will have to decide 'between Alice and the

truth. But no Tod and no Sidry, those parts of the truth he cannot have.'(278)

There is truth enough, Jack believes, in the poems.

Ralph/Tod Murdoch/Scarhill was a'shape shifter' and Jack, like most people, had

not remembered him. Ralph 'seemed to think that Rex had secrets', and he

wanted access to what Rex knew. He saw 'how it gave Rex another life', and

became 'like some black little bat with claws that wanted to hang on Rex's

shoulder.'(270) Tod's desire to possess and control Rex's gift is connected to Rex's

death. 'Morality does not crumble, it's shown to be horribly imperfect, that is all.

Like our other attributes it wears a human face.'(33) Ralph's presence had

exposed the instability of Rex's values and the way morality shaped behaviour.
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Ralph had been some sort of financial whizz kid in the early 1980s, but he had
'burned out' and then been wiped-out in the crash of 1987. Unable to understand

what had happened to him or why, Ralph takes his wife and children out into the

Gulf in a boat and, pretending to try and save them, drowns them. He was
'trimming the fat', affecting a sort of rationalisation by reducing his overheads

and freeing things up to start again.(276) After his initial state of shock, Ralph

had told Melva, TVeet and Lila what really happened. 'They thought he was

taking blame: that holding under, swimming away, were a fantasy', but when

he'd told Rex, Rex believed him. Rex seemed to believe that'someone else had a

place in it. Sidry was waiting at the end. There was no getting past Sidry.'(273)

Linking Ralph to the New Right enables the novel to explore some of the issues

of instability and uncertainty affecting contemporary New Zealand society.

Ralph's crime parody's New Zealand's own 'loss of innocence'. The structural

underpinnings of the community are shown to be fractured by the new economic

philosophy called Rogernomics, which produced the climate of ethical and moral

uncertainty captured in the novel. It had caused more than just an economic re-

adjustment. In particular, the new rhetoric told people 'how to reorganise and

behave ... self-reliance, moral behaviour, and make sure everything makes a

profrt, nothing's free.'(270) Research economist and social statistician Brian

Easton has pointed out how the 'beneficiaries' of the selling-off of state assets

themselves presented a major disjunction behveen the New Right's vision of a

moral civil society.sG Evidence of income inequality, real poverty and social

disintegration saw the collective values of New Zealand society radically shifted.

The new era of economic rationalisation had affected everybody.

Jack Skeat had been stung. Previously, Jack had believed that politics happened

somewhere else. Ordinary folks were simply expected to 'adjust, adjust, react,

react' as 'the machine' clanked and gtound itself on in a direction that changed

only by a degree or two left or right.(248) In the 1980s there had been a shift, an
'adjustment to the instinct of greed' that altered the way things went a little

more than usual. Everybody wanted to get rich, Jack and Harry began to want to

get rich too. Doing their sums on bits of paper, and growing fat in their minds
'with figures like 30 per cent, 35, 40', they'd thought they might get close to half

36 Quoted from Brian Easton's review of David G Green, From Welfare State to Ciuil Society:

Towards Welfare that Works in New Zealand (NZ Business Roundtable, 1996), 'The

bankruptcy of the new fundamentalism' (from lVeru Zealand Books, issue 23, 1996) reprinted

in Under Reuiew: A Selection Frorn New Zealand Books 1991-1996 Lincoln University Press

and Daphne Bell Associates Ltd (1997) pp.179-184
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a million before too long.(248) But in November 1987 they were 'wiped outr, a

term Jack likes 'because it takes on all sorts of meanings.'(248) They had grieved

for the lost money, but afterwards had looked at each other 'with a kind of

shame.' The knowledge that they had meant to 'stuffthemselves' hurt.

By the end of his journey Jack has confronted much in himself and his alter-ego

Rex that he has not wanted to see before. He has looked straight at Rex's death,

but accepted the need to retain some silences. Some truths do not belong to the

public, and there is a moral side to that debate, too. Alice and the Elfs version

had never allowed for Rex's complexity, and while the whole truth, or whatever

is available, is not easy to accept or understand, Margot and Fiona believe that

their lives and their families' lives should not be held to another's truth.

Identifring and examining the silences and denials of Rex's life helps Jack accept

his death and move on. He may not understand, but having let his eye 'look

inside and back', it's good now to be able to turn another way.(279)

The stylistic mix of an outward appearance of realism combined with emotionally

authentic psychological interiors enables the novel to examine the shifts

occurring in Gee's Territory with a particularly candid eye. The gaps which exist

between the novel's construction of an everyday actuality and its self-conscious

textuality captures a sense of the condition of Pakeha displacement and

insecurity. With assumptions about authority and authenticity displaced and the

unreliability of reality and truth exposed, the novel presents a 'failure of the

inherited conceptual equipment when applied to changed circumstances'37.

Sociologist Nick Perry's description of an earlier stage in the debate about New

Zealand, cultural identity is again appropriate. It catches the sense of hesitation

and uncertainty that continues to shape the inhabitants of Gee's Territory.

Goirug West examines the failure to fully comprehend the changing circumstance

of eultural expectations and the way this destabilises morality. The person Rex

presented to the outside world was manly, practical and reserved, but there was

another, unknown to Alice, or Jack, or to his family. As Jack's unwelcome

questions about his death show, 'Everyone thought Rex was simple. They didn't

know how complicated he was.'(267) Jack reveals the gap in his understanding of

Rex's 'crime', Ralph's 'madness' and his own greed. He accepts that all behaviour

shapes an individual's morality, but fails to understand at some more complex

level the way ideas about good and evil, and even madness, shape his and others'

lives.

37 Nick Perry, 'Flying by Nets', Islands g z (1987) p.168
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In Gee's persistent reworking of the everyday aspects of his'territory', and in his

exploration of gender relations, family issues and shifting morality, there is an

exploration of the need for a renewed understanding of their interdependence in

a complex contemporary society. As in many of the earlier novels, Jack learns to

accept himself and his past, and this helps to moderate the fear and uncertainff

that results from challenges to the contemporary settler position in an

increasingly unstable world. An awareness of the past and a concomitant degree

of self-knowledge offer Gee's characters the best hope for the future, and,

increasingly, the novel capture their efforts to reject of the habits of evasion and

denial that have historically shaped Pakeha society in New Zealand.
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Chapter Five

Re-Viewing the Territory: The Late
1990s

The last three novels in this study were published in the final decade of the
twentieth century. Crime Story (1994)1, Louing Ways (1996)2 and Liue Bodies
(1998)8 return to familiar terrain, reworking a number of dominant themes in
the context of the contemporary settler culture. In particular, all the novels
examine the confusion existing between ideas of the family, the legacy of secular
puritanism, and the shifting moral values in an increasingly unstable
environment. Again, the novels reflect an internalised unease identified earlier
as characteristic of the post-settler condition in a post-colonial societ5y', as well as
the multiple evasions enacted by individuals, the denials of those who put profit
before people, and the mental ill-health suffered by others noted in earlier
chapters.

Again, the main characters in these novels engage in the search for greater self-
knowledge, confronting a residual puritanism, an awareness of the metaphysical
void, and a recognition of past evasions, individual and collective. In an
examination of Gee's work Trevor James examines the way these 'narratives of
identity' connect ideas of a post-colonial displacement to a psychic displacement
which, he suggests, is equivalent to the theological expression of metaphysical
'estrangement'.5 The disturbing levels of mental illness in the novels are the
most obvious maniGstations of the condition of uneasiness. In those who suffer
from an unstable psychic condition, a connection is made between the rejection of

Maurice Gee, Crime Story, Penguin, Auckland (1994)

All page numbering refers to this edition.
Maurice Gee, Louing Ways, Penguin, Auckland (1996)

All page numbering refers to this edition.
Maurice Gee, Liue Bodies, Penguin, Auckland (1998)

AII page numbering refers to this edition.
Alan Lawson, 'Un/Settling Colonies: The Ambivalent Place of Discursive Resistance' in
Literature and Opposifion. Chris Worth, Pauline Nestor and Marko Pavlyshyn.(Eds.) Centre
for Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies, Monash University. (1994) p.73
Trevor James, 'Beyond Realism: Maurice Gee and a Critical Praxis.' Journal of New Zealand
Literature No. 14,'(1996) pp. 107-126
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traditional Christianity and a subsequent evasion of 'the big questions' of

mortality and morality, and the shallowness of a settler culture lacking a secure

sense of identity.

Gee's novels continue to be generally acknowledged as a'realistic'representation

of the condition of middle-class Pakeha New Zealand, and all three novels

contain a critique of the unsettling caused by the last frfteen years or so of
'economic experiment'.6 The atmosphere of economic uncertainty and, for many,

the end of the New Zealand dream, is most candidly observed in Crime Story.

Louing Ways examines the dangers contained in the incessant commercialisation

of the times: the 'tortured' apple trees at Ben Alder Orchard, and David

Macpherson's and Junior Mott's violent response to May and Evan's unexpected

commercial success.In Liue Bodies, Josef Mandl struggles to understand his son

Kenny's elevation of monetary values over people and feelings, linking Kenny's

decision to deal in 'reverse annuity' mortgages to the flawed and potentially

dangerous morality engendered by the new economic order. However, as Gee's

representations do acknowledge, the conventions of realism are increasingly

unstable.

Despite continuing to win national and international awards for his novels7, over

the past few years a debate about the significance of Gee's oeuvre has developed.

The criticism mainly concerns Gee's apparent failure to move past a 'realist'

style, and its inherent assumption of collective and Universalist values and

expectations. Beginning witlr' Crime Story (1994), Louing Ways (1996) and then

with Liue Bodies (1998), commentators responded to this debate in the reviews of

all three novels. While a number argue that Gee's work remains stuck in the

past, belated and even irrelevant to the contemporary condition of an

increasingly diverse, multi-cultural New Zealand, others see Gee's oeuvre as an

authoritative and substantial contribution to the cultural discourse of the nation.

In a 1996 essay on Gee, Trevor James noted the 'relative lack of attention Gee

has received from literary critics in New Zealand', and he suspected that 'this

A useful 'Chronology of Economic Reform 1984-1996' appezrrs in the 'Introduction' to B.

Silverstone, A. Bollard and R. Lattimore(Eds.), A Study of Economic Reforrn 'Elsevier,

Amsterdam (1996)

Maurice Gee won the inaugural Deutz Medal for Liue Bodies at the 1998 Montana New

Zealand book awards. Previously he has won the Wattie award (twice), the New Zealand

Award (four times) and the Aim New Zealand Children's Book of the Year Award (1995). He

also won the James Tait Award (U.K.) in 1978 for Plumb.
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reflects the influence of literary fashion.'8 Mark Williams also noted this neglect
in his review of Crime Story, noting that 'Maurice Gee is a writer usually
described as a realist, and sometimes one detects a hint of condescension in this.
He's good at what he does, but it is a little old-fashioned.'e But to Williams, Gee
'exemplifies everything admirable about literary realism. He keeps realism up to
date by responding to the complexities and specificities of the experience he
concentrates on - contemporary Pakeha life in New Zealand.'l0 Williams ends
his review by claiming that Gee's realism is not simply 'a matter of
characterisation, narrative technique, or dramatic credibility. It is a function of
the total world he has created in his fiction, which is not simply the one we live
in accurately conveyed, but a fully realised fictional landscape cluttered with
now familiar features.'l1

In contrast, in his review of Loaing Ways, John Newton frnds this latest family
saga 'perfunctory and etiolated'.lz To Newton, the 'familiar echoes and
preoccupations' (the violence which lies beneath the everyday surface, the
voyeurism, corruption of a paradisal natural setting, the familial estrangement
and damage) serve 'only to emphasise the fatigue.'Newton asks, 'Haven't Gee's
novels done all this before, and with more conviction?'lS Lawrence Jones, on the
other hand, feels that the 'familiar territory' of Louing Ways is a legitimate
addition to Gee's analysis of contemporary Pakeha society.l4 Rather than finding
them 'perfunctory and etiolated', Jones celebrates the way Gee's novels return to
re-examine the moral and cultural conflicts and changes in his territory over the
last half century. In addition, Jones suggests there is a need for this sort of
continuity and revisionism in the society Gee represents, and he positions Louing
Ways comfortably within Gee's canon as 'a worthy if not particularly unexpected
addition to a rich and fully achieved, oeuvre.'

In Liue Bodies, Gee ventures beyond familiar territory, examining the life, past
and present, of Viennese immigrant Josef Mandl. The physical location is the
same, but for the first time it is presented from the outside looking in.

8 Trevor James, 'Beyond Realism: Maurice Gee and a Critical Pra*is.' (1996) p.111
9 Mark Williams, 'Review of Crime Story' Land.fatl189 (1995) p.115
l0 Wiliams, Review of Crime Story p.116
11 ibid
12 John Newton, 'Review of Louing Ways' Landfall, Vol.4, No. 2, November (1996) p.337
13 Newton, 'Review of Louing Ways ' p.33?
14 Lawrence Jones, 'surprising Ourselves', a review of Louing Ways.' New Zealand. Books Vol 6,

No. 4, October (1996) p.5
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Consequently, the story of an Austrian Jewish immigrant exposes aspects of

Pakeha culture not readily visible to the insider. In addition, it reveals

unexpected and, often, unwelcome connections between a central European

culture and New Zealand's emergent one. In his review of this novel, Mark

Williams affrrms Gee's status as 'our major fiction writer, aside from Janet

Frame', while acknowledgtng again 'the question of his place in literary history

that hangs around Gee'.15

To Williams, the question that surrounds Gee's place in the national literary

canon is due to the idea that his 'mode of writing has not changed fundamentally

since the 1970s.'16 Perceived as 'a realist writer whose novels present credible

characters who inhabit an extensive, detailed and accurate social world that is

recognisably New Zealand', even his most admiring critics 'acknowledge that he

doesn't indulge in post-modern word-games, lthat] he isn't a fashionably self-

reflexive writer.'l7 Gee's critics acknowledge that he is 'a thoroughly admirable

writer, a skilled craftsman', and that his realism 'is complex and textured, never
journalistic or didactic', but, asks Williams, 'Is this enough?'

Williams goes on to answer his question to the affirmative, but is it correct to

assert that Gee 'doesn't indulge in post-modern word games', or in self-reflexive

techniques? This study of Maurice Gee's adult novels is primarily concerned with

content, but the way Gee's style has responded to shifts in literary and cultural

perceptions is noted in this and earlier chapters. The way the novels challenge

assumptions about the authority of language, and, similarly, the authority of

imported cultural values, is clearly visible in his work. As Trevor James

identifies, 'Gee's surface realism is deceptive: perhaps one could speak of it as a

"self-consuming" style, reassuring readers by the appearance of familiar surfaces

and devices but ultimately presenting them with intimations of something

beyond what the form itself can conveniently contain.'l8 In addition, the

characters' constant questioning of themselves, their memories, values and

beliefs suggest that it is incorrect to say Gee's writing lacks self-reflexivity.

Although Williams acknowledges that , in Liue Bodies, Gee's realism is a 'complex

mixture of the public and private worlds of history', he does criticise the way 'it

15 Mark Williams, Review of Live Bodies in Landfall 196 (1998) pp.312-315
16 Willia*s, Review of Liue Bodies p.3L3
17 ibid
18 Trevor James, 'Beyond Realism' Journal of New Zealand Literature No. 14 (1996) p.116
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never overtly undermines its representation.'l9 Gee does not follow Salman
Rushdie or Peter Carey, recreating the history of the Second World War as 'a

literal nightmare'in his novel. Lrstead, the details of history are largely evaded,
and Williams concludes that Gee's restraint'allows him to explore the complexity
of what is superficially seen as ordinary life.' His calm orderly worlds do 'contain

apocalypses', and however one wants to define his style of writing, in William's
words, it places him 'closer to Janet Frame than to any other New Zealand
writer.'This is high praise indeed.

Whether one is inclined to dismiss Gee's extensive oeuwe because it appears to
be outmoded and, therefore, irrelevant to New Zealand at the end of the
twentieth century or not, no one interested in exploring the complexity of
contemporary New Zealarrd society can dismiss the significance of his'territory'20
to local cultural discourse. This final chapter continues to examine the condition
of displacement connected to the anxiety of the post-settler in a contemporary
post-colonial society in the last three novels of the twentieth century.

19 WiUiams, Review of Liue Bod,i.es p.374
20 From the interview with Cate Brett, 'The Gee Genius: Stalking the Middle Classes' in North

and South September (1995) pp.99-101
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Crime Story

Crime Story was published in 1994, almost ten years afber the major changes to
economic policy popularly called Rogernomics were introduced.2l The careful
manipulation of the plot enables Crime Story to explore the social conditions that
resulted from these changes, at both extremes of the socio-economic spectrum.
The variety and severity of the crimes of greed and neglect that saturate the
novel expose the uncertainty underpinning contemporary New Zealand society.
Leeanne Rosser's powerlessness, her lack of choices, reveal the discomfort and
anxiety of those at the lower end of the spectrum. This is contrasted to evasions
Howie and Athol Peet find necessary to enact, in order to achieve and sustain
their po\Mer and wealth. But Ulla Peet's accident and Howie's stroke are a
reminder that comfort and security are contingent, uncertainty is everywhere.
There is no escape from the unexpected; random event can alter reality.

Crime Story begins with a simple house burglary which goes badly wrong,
leaving IIla, an innocent woman, paralysed below the neck. His fantasy world
shattered, the burglar, Brent Rosser, slides into a state of paranoia which ends
in his own death. Because of New Zealand's size, the consequences of this event
reverberate through the broader community in a number of ways. The main
characters in the novel are the victim's and the burglar's families, and their
reactions reflect the fears and uncertainties present in their contrasting social
positions.

The themes in Crime Story are recognisable from earlier novels: the shifting
expectations of family in contemporary society, the distorted legacy of a
restrictive puritan past and unstable collective sense of morality, and the
violence resting beneath the surface of everyday life. And, from more recent
novels, the new economic era and the threat of exeessive individualism. The
novel connects the dishonesty and discomfort that accompanied the shift to
market-driven values to the reductive shift in social and ethical constraints. For
Gee, the double-edged phenomenon of a cultural and moral displacement is

2L Roger Douglas was the member of Cabinet who introduced and pushed the monetarist
economic policies of the new right, causing the shift from a state- to a market-controlled
economy described in the previous chapter. Subsequently, the associated cluster of legislation
and the social and political repercussions of 'economic rationalisation' have become known as
Rogernomics.
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linked to the changes introduced by Rogernomics. In her socio-economic

discourse analysis of the novel, Claire Dale presents Athol's rental housing as

representative of the failure of good government and the rise of the new reality of

economic individualism with its focus on profit over social concerns for legal

protections and tenants.22

The novel is based on a number of incidents of crime and corruption, and the

causal and consequential factors connected to them. The shift in collective

assumptions about morality, the declining sense of community, and an

uneasiness connected to concerns about identity and belonging are seen as key

casual influences. Characters' social and cultural transgressions are generally

linked to a lack of self-knowledge, and, in theological parlance, to the concept of a

psychic 'estrangement'. The novel explores social and spiritual displacements

which, combined with the new conditions of economic unease, make the already

unstable identity of contemporary settler New Zealand appear increasingly

unstable.

At one extreme is the uncertainty presented by Brent Rosser's decline into

mental illness. A life of social and moral degradation and a distorted puritanism

have left Brent psychologically maimed and potentially dangerous. As Trevor

James notes, in Brent the legacy of puritanism is 'an obsession with dirt, disease,

and 'touching".23 In Brent's mind, his mistake, the hand print he leaves at the

scene of the crime, grows to horrifying proportions. Gwen Peet, the other

significant puritan, also has an aversion to the body, but Brent represents a new

threat, the unstable reality which remains hidden until it breaks out in a

shocking display of violence. Brent's condition is not anticipated, in the

community, as the atomisation of society makes the interaction between the

individual, family and community increasingly unstable. Brent is the extreme

face of displacement, an individual who has internalised his confusion and

moved beyond the rules of society, and the fear of this condition is another

anxiety undermining the settler community's desire for certainty and stability.

Athol's retreat from the reality caused by the intrusion of violence into his

personal comfort zone also signifies the unease in the wider community. His

anxiety is reflected in his evasion of the consequences of the incident and his

desire to define the transgressor as outside 'civilised society'. All his life Athol

M. Claire Dale, 'Socio-Economic Discourse: Theory, Fiction and Fact in Aotearoa New

Zealand, since 1984.' MA Thesis, University of Auckland (f998) p.50

Trevor James, 'Beyond Realism' Journal of New Zealand Literature No. 14 (1996) p.119
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'kept a kind of innocence; achieved a terrible simplicity' by denying knowledge
(36). After the attack, he cannot accept that the perpetrator of the crime, which

has shifted his careful life off its axis, is white, a Pakeha like himself. An evasion

would have been easier if the intruder had been further away from him: 'He

should be a thug, he should be a Maori, not someone who looked as if he was

walking home from school.'(60) Athol withdraws from his family after the crime,

and Gwen imagines that someday he will even change his name 'to Smith or

Brown', and step aside from the daily exchange which connected him to

Peet.(187)

As Athol closes himself down in denial, his brother Gordon is forced to confront

his failures and evasions and re-enter the world. Howie knew his sons were

small. Their mother Gwen 'had sewn their seams up tight' and he grieved for

them.(157) Following in Howie's footsteps, Gordon had tried to become a

corporate businessman, but he had nearly lost sight of himself in the blind grab

for wealth. Charged with fraud, Gordon recognises that his weakness comes from

a lack of moral fibre. With Gwen's encouragement, Gordon achieves a degree of

self-knowledge which enables him to reverse his decrease and to grow.

Psychologically, Gordon provides a link between the flawed morality of the

small-time bandits, like Brent and himself, and the large 'corporate raiders'who

care little about anything other than the profits they chase with their wheeling

and dealing. Brent and Gordon are shallow and ignorant of the consequences of

their crimes, focusing on the quick cash. While Hopkins and Pringle and the

others, the big-time traders, enact a bigger evasion by refusing to acknowledge

that there is a human price to pay for their wholesale grabs at wealth.

Howie is a successful 'high-flyer'in the corporate world, although he has always

seen himself as separate from the 'sharks' Gordon had been 'cruising the reef

with. A property developer with imagination and dreams, Howie's sense of being

distinct is important to the way he knows himself. Unlike others in his line of

business, Howie believes in 'playing by the rules'. He had been a Henderson boy:
'fron stove, wooden tub, barefoot through the hoar frost, holes in his teeth, torn

pants, no underpants, rags for a hankie - that sort of boy.'(39) A large part of

Howie's sense of himself is knowing that he had made it the hard way, with an

apprenticeship, not a fancy college degree. He resents Gordon's inference that it

had been 'easy'for him. Howie played by the 'rules' and had kept his integrity. 'I

could have taken short cuts, short cuts is easy - you think I didn't see them

doing it. Half of them from King's College, in their poncy voices. ... Well, I showed

them and I kept it straight, I kept it honest.'(45)
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Howie's identity is determinedly self-constructed and autonomous. The refusal to

acknowledge things not under his control is an important part of the confidence

trick he played on himself and others. However, his lack of questions - about

himself, about life or other people - puzzles Gwen. Questions were vital to

understanding, for Gwen, but Howie was different. For him and his cronies,

"Good' - never described a project - was too tame. 'Best', too had little use. It

suggested an end, and Howie and his mates meant to go on forever. ... 'One more

time was built into them like a sense'.'(24) Having no sense of any referents

beyond himself, when Howie hears of Ulla's accident he unexpectedly

experiences a shifbing in his own certainties. 'Poor bloody lllla, poor bloody bitch.

But he had no sense of her, only of himself. There \Mas a rolling, a dislocation, in

his hips, like a socket loose.'(46) Later, when his dream tower comes crashing

down, he is forced to admit his limitations, his vulnerability and his own

mortality.2a

The children, Olivia and Damon, come to accept Ulla's situation without too

much evasion, but Gwen and Howie frnd themselves struggling to understand

the ongoing horrors of it. Afber the accident, Ulla retreats into herself, trying to

find a place to go. Howie and Gwen ask themselves what had changed? Where

was Ulla? What was her identity now? To Howie, 'She was not the same, not

Damon's mother any more. She had shifted from that and gone somewhere

else.'(235-6) Tied up and at the mercy of others, should she be allowed to die or

not? Was euthanasia, he wonders, acceptance or denial?(191-192) Only one thing

was certain, this was not like in the soaps, when after the 'operation'you didn't

see the patient again and 'all you saw was the doctors screwing their

girlfriends.'(238) As far as Howie could see lJlla's loss, her half-life, went on and

on forever. What did it mean?

Initially, Gwen shrinks from contemplating the radical divorce of mind and body

that was now Ulla, but decides she must stop trying to imagine what is going on

in Ulla's head, or in the dead part of her body, or it will send her into a state of

madness.(68) In contrast to Gwen's grief and confusion, Ulla's husband Athol

refuses to acknowledge that this was not an end. Part of Ulla continued, but

crippled by a sense of injustice, Athol is unable to accept her or the idea that the

worlds of Brent Rosser and his own are somehow interconnected. Retreating to

his office and hiding behind his work did not prevent the ugliness from

intruding, instead it causes Athol to shrivel and die along the way.

24 Trevo. J'mes, 'Beyond Realism' p.114
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In the novel, various responses to criminality, greed, wealth and, conversely,

poverty are all connected to the original crime. They create a picture of two

distinct worlds existing side-by-side in the community, 'the haves and the have

nots'. The Peet family, in Kelburn and Auckland, and the Rossers from

Wainuiomata undermine the faded myth of Pakeha New Zealand as an

egalitarian society. In the new economic era the growing distance between the

two worlds contributes to the uncertainty and insecurity in both. A return to

humanist values crosses the divide, offering the community a chance of

redemption. Leeanne is determined to believe in Sam and the future and she

returns to live with her father in'Wainui', her home town. Gwen, too, resolves to

be available for Olivia and Damon and Ulla(25), to question the greed and

selfishness around her, and to illustrate an alternative way to the rampant

individualism of the times.

Leeanne Rosser is a solo mother caught in the poverty trap. She is confused by

the difFrculty of bridging the gap behveen herself and the people 'who drove cars

and owned houses and took trips around the world. How did you get from where

she was to where they were?'(139) At the same time Leeanne knows the violence

that erupts when access to this place is denied. Beneath the frustration and

despair is an underlying threat, and despite her determination to resist, [,sgsnn€

feels afraid for the future.

The 'home invasion' in Crirne Story reflects the growing fear of the middle classes

of the threat represented by the d,ispossessed 'other'. New Zealand is 'not a safe

country any longer', but, as Gwen asks, 'were we ever?'(130) Athol lives

Leeanne's dream of security and comfort, and the intrusion into his decent life

makes him shrink inside. Living outside Athol's world, Brent is disenfranchised

and indifferent to many of the social and moral ideas held by the rest of the

community.

In Crime Story, those whose lives have been radically altered by the new market-

driven economy are labelled 'Roger's children', after the politician who

introduced the changes. The term refers, simultaneously, to those who, despite

living and working by the rules, fall to the bottom of the heap, and to those who,

in response to the slackening of moral and legislative constraints, believe they

have free rein to pursue commercial ends. The unreliability and duplicity of the

term reflects the social and moral instability that accompanied the new economic

conditions.
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The shifting values of the new era confuse Howie. Leeanne reminds him of his

past, but he knows that Gwen would call her 'one of Roger's children', deprived of

a chance to better herself by the government's decision to shrink the welfare

state. But to Howie, 'that was bullshit too. It was like blaming history. Things

always changed and you couldn't blame a finance minister who just went.with

the times ... There was always people who dropped to the bottom no matter what

you did for them. It wasn't economics', it was nature.'(156)

Gwen is sensible and frugal, imagining herself to be free from the demands of

money and the expectations of 'the market'. She is sympathetic to those

struggling under the consequences of economic rationalism, but her vision is

flawed by an unconscious acceptance of the idea that things beyond your control

ultimately determine what you might know and do. Although Gwen relished'the

freedoms she could claim - freedoms of the mind', she knew there were

constraints, boundaries she couldn't cross, and places put off-limits, 'by race and

gender, by language and by temperament, by prejudice, belief(23). Once Gwen

had enjoyed her intellectual advantage over Howie and his friends, imagining
'herself full of mental largeness', but saw, later, that her mind was actually
'pinched and small.'(253)

Gwen did not know what she thought any more, 'and what she desired was

multifarious.'(25) In addition, she is aware that, in some way, she had failed with

her family. Love, she discovered, 'was always too much or too little and made one

overcertain or uncertain, never sure.'(2L) And all her men were greedy, 'grabbers

and getters', and while Howie was a natural, their sons 'paused too often and

thought too much'. It made her afraid for them.(23) Howie knew how to dream,

but Athol didn't, and 'Gordy had some poor lopped-off thing'. Gwen does not like

her sons any more.

As a young woman, Gwen had believed that Howie would set her free from 'her

gropings out and shrinkings'(257). Instead, their life together had put other

obstructions in her way, and years later there were 'still a few expectations in

place, rules to obey.'(25) Still, she and Howie had managed to increase each

other; he can frnd a word like 'elegiac' to describe his feelings, while Gwen can

laugh about Olivia growing beans on top of her pet dog (246).

Gwen is searching for something she calls 'inner stillness', an acceptance of what

she and Ulla called their 'lot in life'. Despite attending yoga, living frugally and
'adjusting' her relationships accordingly, stillness continues to evade her. Gwen

sees it as the price for'too much intelleetual pride and puritan withdrawal'(181).

247
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But after the initial shock of the intruder and lllla's fall, Gwen fights the urge to

retreat from the world. She knew that Athol would retreat and pretend, and

shielding herself and the children from his failure unexpectedly gives her a new

certainty, a new place to stand.

Although physical living had been denied to Ulla with that fall, she 'was not

excused from it.'(192) She had not ended. 'Understanding was impossible', but

Gwen tries to open her mind in order to accept Ulla's new state. Wanting to

bring Ulla back in touch with people, Gwen continues to talk to her, to use her

name and to touch, however distasteful, the places Ulla can still feel.(189) In

giving herself to Ulla, Gwen takes possession of the self she had lost sight of

earlier. 'Now, it seemed, she had her self; had interest, passion, quietness, all in

one.'(268)

In contrast, Athol had seemed to reach the end of his 'potentialities' not long

after his marriage to Ulla. Gwen had seen Athol 'starting his lean away' from

Ulla. Love was too dangerous, so Athol worked hard to keep himself removed

from it. Why hadn't Ulla seen the absence in him?(128) Athol hated his mind

going out of control. He wanted it 'to lie in his command and no places, either

dark or light, to be reached unexpectedly.'(61) After Ulla, after the burglar,

things keep arriving to disturb him. The sudden thought of the intruder wearing

his running shoes leaves Athol 'hollowed out with revulsion and flight.'(61)

Already in retreat from his family and from life, Athol cannot understand how

Ulla's accident somehow put him in his mother's power again.(63) Yet Gwen's

criticism, his wife's condition and his children's needs cannot stop his movement

away from them. Being alone and getting on with his work were what he must do

now, 'no matter who got hurt.'(64) Only the anon5rrnity of city streets and his cell-

like office could put him back into a world that made sense'after the one where

meanings had turned away.'(62)

Howard can accept that lJlla and Athol's marriage was over before the accident,

but the ease with which Athol had let his family go was a disgrace to Howard.

Howard fails to make any connections with his own life, although his own 'bad

dad thing'(44) had been his absence from his sons' everyday life. Howie

understood the way work was an escape. Work was sure and defined, and he

understood how it was that Athol could believe in himself there. He was good at

his job; the research, the know-how, the risk. There was no mysteries there. 'No

smiles that said I know, you don't.' It was about learning the system, working it
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and taking your chances. And 'no sitting around and wringing your hands like

poor fucking Gordon when the thing doesn't end up right.'(64)

Athol's way is 'monkish, simple, strait'. He is not interested in 'knowing his way

around the regulations' or ripping people off.(119) To Athol, it was not about

money, but about the work. 'Money was a by-product ... a way of measuring

things; but work was about itself and for itself.'(67) Athol's work ethic is a

distorted form of puritanism: 'If you did it properly you grew not in wealth, not in

power, which was for people like Fox, but in bus5rness and accumulated pleasure

in yourself.'(67) Leeanne recognises the way work had become a kind of self-

pleasuring for Athol when she meets him as Brent's landlord. Athol's intensity

was not about sex. He was happy with his 'forty-six houses', and just talking

about them would be sort of like 'playing with himsetf(215).

Finding out that the intruder and spade murderer had been one of his tenants

knocks Athol's faith in his 'simple'houses. He is shrunken by the 'shock, or was

it grief of this new incursion of violence into his world and cannot understand

why he is involved at all. 'I haven't touched it, why should it touch me?'(257)

Athol believes he has 'earned the right'not to see the sadness, the violence and

the dereliction, like 'the lawyers and doctors in Khandallah' that Leeanne

despises, who 'didn't have to know what went on because they were rich up there

and didn't have to see.'(92)

Athol is unbalanced by his new view of the ugliness, and he blames Ulla for the

incursion. Even his children have become 'tainted' by the whole hideous event.

Athol was no longer a part of their family, and although he might come and visit

IJlla, 'he will never see her or look at her with understanding. It was

impossible.'(257) His offer to pay for [Il]a and Olivia is a kind of confession, but

all Gwen can see is the 'lack and failure and selfishness'it represents.(188) Athol

had seemed to neatly avoid 'the biological swamps, psychic recesses' of

adolescence, but whatever his skills were, they had proved to be insufEcient in

the long run.

Athol is 'lost' to the swamps and recesses of his shallow mind just as Gordon

begins to find his way out. Although he is described at his trial as 'a man greedy

to the very marrow of his bones', Gordon is not nearly as inventive or determined

as that. He had 'wanted simply to play with the big boys and was not bright

enough or quick enough - and nowhere near long enough in the arm for it.'(25)

Gordon wasn't a 'wide boy' like Dingle or Hopkins, but he had been in with the

sharks on their feeding frenzy and had ended with two million dollars he couldn't
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explain. After the trial he might get off lighter than the rest, but he was still
going down, his stupidity and greed made him just as crooked as the others. 'The

difference was only in scale.'(43)

Howie had tried to warn him. Gwen had too, 'telling him to "be your own rnan,

son" in her bloody moralistic way.'(43) Too late, Gordon recognises himself in
Gwen's notion of moral displacement and it had 'tipped him sideways and left
him feeling seasick'(49). Moral corruption, the lawyer had called it, and it made
him feel rotten and smelly. Disgusted by Gordon's weakness and his greed,

Howie has to force himself to be in court for Gordon. He did not want his own
project tainted by Gordon's stupidity, but his absence had started to seem like
cowardice. To Howie's shame, Gordon is found guilty of theft, but after watching
the other defendants 'busy shifting their shape', Howie sees that Gordon has a
dignity that they lack. 'He had been a thief and he knew it. The others seemed to
say, all this has nothing to do with me.'(164) Still, Howie will not help Gordon.
Gordon must 'take his lumps', then 'pick himself and get on with it'(45). To
Howie, there was no other way.

In the novel, the official processes of the law, judge, lawyers and prison, also
reveal the instability of ideas about moral responsibility. The lawyers for the
defence are like 'barracuda cruising the reef . They got the pickings, but 'left no
place for someone wanting to keep his self-respect'. And while the judge

acknowledges that conditions and regulations may change, he insists that
"standards of honesty never vary."(163) Yet, the nominal punitiveness of 'soft'

places like Mt. Crawford reflect assumptions of the victimlessness of white-collar
crime. The novel refers anecdotally to scandals of crooked lawyers found 'pruning

their roses on weekend leave when the public thought they should be breaking
rocks', and to the pensioners who lost their life savings to the rapacity of the
corporate sharks in this time of economic deregulation.(240) The novel links
Brent, a petty thief, and those speculating on the Lupercal 'money-go-round'by

describing them all as sharks and examining their various states of profound

moral debasement.

Howie has some hope for Gordon, but the others, the real sharks, 'made an ugly
feeling in his head, as though a surface there had been disturbed and
underneath was a whorling and sucking.' The guys who shifted money around,
hiding it here and there and finding it secretly in other places, went with
deregulation. They were 'the bad side of it', but you 'had to have them if you were
going to have the freedom to do things.'(165) Still, the crooks working the money-
go-round disrupt Howie's image of himself. Increasingly he finds himself unable
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to reconcile his dreams and his business with his sentimentality about people

and justice.

When the woman in the park with her snotty-nosed kid screams at Howie and
his partners in their helicopter, she 'twisted Howie inside'. The others men are
oblivious to her, but Howie is disturbed by the knowledge that she sees him only
as one of 'them', as rich and arrogant, and seemingly above the law. Yet Howie
knew the place she was in, he'recognised her as though she had stepped over the
worn back step into the kitchen of the house in Henderson.'(155) The woman,
Leeanne, shows him how the past still has a hold of him and how, in many ways,
he is still there. The 'economics' of his vision meant that he must repress the
memory of squatting behind the rest of the world, somehow stuck outside the
dream. Howie had made it, had done it all by himself, and by the rules, but his
earlier certainty is challenged by his knowledge of both places.

Leeanne's and Brent's world is separated from those who, like Howie, can dine at
the Glencoul Hotel. There seemed to be some sort of obstruction they were
unable to move past. Brent imagines himself driving a crane, but it was easier,
and less humiliating, to keep on doing petty crime. Besides, he was his own boss
there, and he knew he could earn more, much more, than the guys he saw
slaving away on building sites. Brent could believe in himself where he was,

could believe in 'the Ki.tg of Crime'. Leeanne also knew the hesitation that
followed thoughts of confronting that other world. Complaining about the men in
their helicopter'would be useless, a joke.'The people behind the desk would just

show her the door, and then 'laugh when she had gone', and then be surprised
and shocked when one of them, her?, or Sam?, kicked out against their stupid
system.(142)

Leeanne is on the wrong side of Rogernomics. She had left Sam's father behind

and taken her chances as a solo mother. Sione 'shifted so much in his head' that
Leeanne believed she and Sam were better off on their own. Still, she needed
more in her benefit, even the twenty-two dollars they took off her because she
wouldn't say who Sam's father was would help. Still, she saw how Sam's chances
for growing up were 'narrowed down - a crack in the wall and no way through.

Brown for a start. And a mum like me. And someone like Danny stanrli.g in for a
dad.'(139) It was important that Sam be happy now, because it was staeked
against him later on.

Brent and Leeanne grew up in Wainuiomata, and Leeanne still believes that

Wainui is the best. 'It made her mad when people ran it down. State houses eh,
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working class, and all those Islanders and all those Maoris, and gang fights eh,
and murders eh, and no jobs and half the people unemployed?'(92) But it wasn't
only in Wainui, the despondency and violence were everywhere, except, perhaps,
in a few of the suburbs up on the hills. Yet, up there, in Khandallah, 'the doctors
poisoned their wives and the lawyers bolted to Oz with other people's money,
millions of it'. In Wainui 'you hit with lumps of wood and robbed the corner dairy
and got caught down the pub.'(93) The crimes in Wainui were the result of
poverty and despair, and not the wholesale commitment to greed and corruption
shown by those who knew how best to work the system.

Although Leeanne is in a desperate position herself, she fears she will end up
carrying her whole family. Brent was losing it, behaving strangely and retreating
into some weird world of his own, and her mother had already gone. Switched off
in her disapproval, Mrs Rosser had found a church where they'talked in tongues'
and believed in 'Last days'. Now she is more interested in the state of Brent's
soul than in his physical or mental state and had given up on Leeanne
completely.(96) Initially, hearing about her father's redundancy makes Leeanne
think that the Rosser's have got'all the bad luck in the world.'(96) But she knew
it wasn't luck, not only luck. The Rossers just didn't know how to work the
system. They got stuck at the bottom because they didn't know, and when you

were down there you were 'turned into rubbish and they swept you out the back
door with a broom.'(96)

Like many of his generation, Mr Rosser had believed in hard work and modest
ambition. But the times had changed and he was left behind, unable to
understand what had happened. He did not know how to reposition himself in a
world of individualistic 'grabbing and getting'. Besides, Mr Rosser 'did not want
to make a fuss.' He was too decent, 'that was his trouble. He'd creep away and lie
on the lawn and not know what to do.' In the end he'd get up and look for another
job, and never find one. No one wanted a man of forty-six who could drive a van
and put things on the shelf. 'There wasn't a place for him any more. And he had
thought he had it made, house and family and job and garden.'(97)

Leeanne's resilience, her ability to spit in Danny's stew and yell at the men in
the helicopter, ensures her survival. She isn't going to be a Plunket mum either,
'running around with Rusks and nice warm flannels and cotton buds'(l42). By
teaching Sam about joy and happiness, and refusing to tie him up with do's and
don'ts, Howard recognises she is giving him something better than the
'smallness' bequeathed to his own sons.(157) Still, Leeanne does understand
what had happened to herself and Brent. They had been smart at school and
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warned 'not to waste it, but something had happened along the way. Unlike
Howie, they had failed to find the way out. Leeanne would like to say "Stuffyou"
to all those walls and barriers, like Thelma and Louise in the movie(218), but, by
refusing to lose herself in self-destructive behaviour or in some moral quaguire,
she is able to hold onto a sense of herself and the future that Sam represents.

Lacking Leeanne's belief in herself, Brent had succumbed to the 'implanted

crookedness', the legacy of puritan limitation inherited from his mother. Despite
this, Brent believes that the way he made a living was just as honest as those
who go to university and 'con' their way through life like that.(10) Before he is
'touched' by the unexpected severity of his crime, Brent imagines himself as a
shark cruising the reefs, waiting for something to swallow. He knew how to 'read'

a street by the size of its homes and make of the cars in the garage. But the signs
are unstable. He misreads Gwen's status, and her empty house throws him off
centre. However, his distaste at the untidiness in Ulla and Athol's house
reassures him of his 'right' to take what he wishes from such slovenly folks.(16)

Being seen by Ulla spoils Brent's 'perfect record'. Then, remembering his hand
print on the banister, everything is 'turned around to face the other way.'(20)
With his world crumbling around him, Brent turns to Mrs Ponder, who becomes
a fantasy substitute for his mother. But Mrs Ponder has no interest in Brent.
Reading his guilt from his increasingly erratic behaviour, she extorts the stolen
money from him and threatens him with exposure. Brent is turned 'thin and
white and bent and poisonous' by her demands. Internalising his sense of exile
and despair, Brent becomes menacingly psychotic, killing Mrs Ponder with a
spade and taking his own life soon afberwards.

Brent's vulnerability is in direct contrast to Howie's confidence. Other people did
not matter to Howie, 'there was just yourself in contest with yourself . Howie's
dreams of tall glass towers were about 'the modern world, and his work was
making it.'(157) He had dreamed large and worked hard until he was no longer
'squatting behind the rest of the world', and it amazed him that no one had ever
asked him what he thought,t- what the mental and imaginative components'of
his work might be.(105) The newspaper hacks and the cartoonists liked to
portray him as a 'raider': 'shark teeth, top hat, popping champagne corks.'(105)
They all assumed he was just a pair of grasping hands, greedy and grabbing, and
ignorant, too. But Howie had worked it out, 'the three parts: imagination,
purpose, action.' Money had a place, too, it. had to be got, like men and
materials, but he didn't expect more than his due, as payment for his time.
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Although the 'cowboys, the quick-flick boys'had gone, Howie knew that some of

the others sti[ wanted more than they got, and probably always would. Still,

they were not Howie's enemies - he could play by their rules when he had to.

His real enemies were the opponents of his schemes; councillors who wavered,

pushed about by expressions of public opinion and without a mind of their own;

and the 'greenies': sandal wearers and lentil-eaters, old-building freaks and car-

haters.(l07) Howie feared, too, the small-mindedness of New Zealand's

provincial communities, and people who resisted anything daring and new. They

made him think that New Zealandwas just too small for his dreams.

Like playing 'tiddly winks', he hopped from city to city, but 'there was only

Wellington and Auckland', and sometimes felt that he was wasting his time on

this narrow, malcontent place. New Zealand was too small in other ways, too.

IIlla's attacker had been one of Athol's own tenants, and the guy who murdered

your wife might just live down the street. 'It seemed to make his tower more

unreal'(243). Athol's frfty houses were more the scale. There was nothing daring

there.

Being married to Gwen had left Howie soured and unready, but Darlene had

been his lucky find. Darlene was 'upfront' about things. 'Fun and pleasure and

liking' was what they had together, and it was better than the 'communion'

Gwen had gone on about. Howie had never known what Gwen meant: 'You had

to make out your hard-on seemed like something pure.'(1L3) Howie liked Darlene

best 'when she hadn't done something right', but after Damon had come to live

with them, he watched her change. As she became more sure of herself, Howie

grew less sure of her, and less sure of himself, too. Previously, he had focused

solely on himself and his dreams, and 'who you liked hadn't come into it.'(243)

His sons, Gwen, and later, Darlene, had never felt real enough to pull at his

mind. His lack of presence had enabled him to avoid emotional expectations, and

the sentimentality he believed was a sign of weakness in himself. He used 'a set

of words' for other people - no-hoper, has-been, paper-shuffler - and Gwen saw

how their habit of distancing made it easy for Howie to evade their human

shape.(123)

With Damon in his house, Howie begins to see his family again, and to feel them

tug on his emotions. When his dream tower collapses, he believes it is due to

some softness, some weakness decreasing him. By visiting Ulla for Damon

instead of tending to his affairs, 'He had travelled too far from where he was

meant to be.'(241) His sentimentality had been allowed to infrltrate his vision

and caused his world to collapse. By caring too much it had all come to an end,
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but after a lifetime of masculine denial, Howie finally admits to love. He is
suddenly cut down, paralysed by a stroken but to Gwen, it 'felt as if he'd won a
victory.'(256)

Howie's life comes crashing down, but it is not the knock-out punch he would
have liked. He is left 'a gargoyle in a chair, clawing at words he would never
say'(256), and forced to acknowledge the uncontrollable reality of life while
peering endlessly into the abyss. In some ways Howie mirrors Ulla's condition.
His mind and his body are severed, but Howie is unable to communicate with the
world. He must go on, but the image of his 'enraged and purple' face suggests
that Howie has nowhere inside himself to go to find a place to rest in, and,
consequently, will never achieve Ulla's final peace of mind.

For the police, uncovering Brent Rosser's body had meant that it was over. But it
was not over for Ulla, or for Gwen or Olivia. Each of them understands that it
can end only with Ulla's death, and then their own. The damage wasn't going to
go away, but Gwen sees that, eventually, it might grow smaller and smaller and,
Iike a scar, be 'seen only when you twisted your head or looked at some odd angle
in the mirror.'(266) Ulla cannot forgive Brent for being so careless of her life, but
recognising his human shape, she finally arrives at a place she can rest in. 'There

he is, and we can't understand, and so we have to leave him in peace ... For our
sake, not his. We can't let him say how we go on.'(268) Like Leeanne, Lllla
reminds her family that they must take control of their own destiny and not wait
for circumstance to limit and define them.

Gradually, Gwen and Lllla come to accept that Gwen will 'be the hands that Ulla
did not have', and how it ended after that did not really matter.(268). It was not
about understanding, but rather about discovering a way to live through it all,
somehow. The first crime will end with another, with an act of euthanasia, which
may or may not be a crime at all, but in giving herself to Ulla, Gwen has been
increased. Her restless sense of inadequacy and incompleteness is met with the
recognition of her love and need for Ulla and Olivia.

Gwen finds a different sort of closure in visiting the Rossers. She needed to see
that, like herself and Ulla's children, the 'people who had been in it, in the
crippling, in the deaths, on the other side, were going on.'(271) To see that the
whole horrible incident had not meant an end to their selfhood nor a retreat from
the world. Returning from Wainuiomata, Gwen and Olivia look across the water
to Somes Island and bring its story, the story of the Chinese man's lonely
incarceration on the island, into their own. A reminder of the history of evasion
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and denial in the face of fear and uncertainty that has shaped Pakeha societ5r, it
is also a reminder of the desolation of a life cut offfrom the interdependence and
social existence that sustain it.

In Crirne Story, the internalisation of a condition of unease by Brent and Athol is
set against Gwen's and Leeanne's acceptance of the frailty of the human
condition. Their attempts to meet life without evasion and denial is juxtaposed

against those crippled by the shallowness and insecurit5r of the community
around them. Yet Crime Story does not present each event as an atomised
occurrence and reduce characters to simple cardboard cutouts of good or bad,
rather it is a reminder of the complexity of the issues it attempts to examine. The
events in Crirne Story explore the instability that follows rapid change while
continuing to contemplate the historical uncerteinties influencing Pakeha society
at the end of the twentieth centurv.
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Loving Ways

Louing Ways (1996) is set in a contemporary and identifrable New Zealand

location near Nelson. All the main characters are recognisably descended from

earlier members of the Gee menagerie: the decaying old man, the psychologically

disturbed young male, the decent but evasive man, and a woman who is
'consciously putting together again a broken life.'z5 As Lawrence Jones notes in
his review, 'Family tensions, stressful interpersonal relationships, difficult moral

choices, opportunities for moral and psychological growth taken or denied - the

human territory is as much Gee country as the physical territory.'26 However,

the title, Louing Ways, is a parody of the narrative which is primarily concerned
with examining the distortion of assumptions about 'family', and the failure to

find ways of loving.

Louing Ways explores the anxiety which results from the emotional and cultural
displacement of an unstable family unit. The three Macpherson children share

the same father. After the death and desertion of their respective mothers they

are thrown together on Robert Macpherson's orchard and spend their childhood
in an emotional vacuum. The novel exposes the fundamental sense of loss caused
by fragmented family connections, and examines the way each child internalises
their pain and confusion, and the way they either move past it or remain
entrapped. The habit of emotional retreat distorts the life of Alan, the eldest son,
and a similar condition of self-loathing cripples his sister May. But David, the
youngest, develops a severely disordered sense of himself, and after losing
connection to people he becomes dangerous. Again, the novel records the
escalating degree of violence connected to a failure of social and moral influences
and controls.

Resentful, antagonistic and emotionally detached, Robert Macpherson does not
believe in touching or words of endearment, and he will not allow the existence of
feelings he did not have in his children. He disavows his feelings for Alan's

mother and tries to deny David his mother's love, although she had hugged her
son when they were alone. No one had hugged May, even on the night she had
first arrived on the orchard.(67) Having no idea about family relationships, May

Lawrence Jones, 'Surprising Ourselves', a review of Louing Ways, in New Zealand Books
(1996) p.5

Jones,'Surprising Ourselves' p.5
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does not connect her own sense of loss to a failure of love and the absence of
someone to reflect herself back to herself. Responding to a popular concern over
the connection between violence in the society and the disintegration of the
family unit, the novel observes the different processes employed by Robert's
children in their effort to endure and, finally, escape.

Louing Ways examines the uncertainties and displacements of the past shaping
the three Macpherson siblings' lives. In addition, it reveals the social and
political conditions influencing their expectations. The undercurrent of
instability caused by the economic rationalisation and consumerism of the L990s
impacts upon the Macphersons' understanding and expectation of themselves.
Alan retreats even further from the world after witnessing Phoebe's commitment
to greed, while David believes that what he lacks can be fixed with his father's
money. In contrast, May discovers new ways to survive in the new society. Alan's

feelings of alienation from the horticultural mechanisation of the orchard and
David's reaction to the 'boutique' consumerism which provides May her new
lifestyle reflect differing responses to the current economic environment. But
May's growing confidence and the subsequent ability to take advantage of the
new situation suggest her rejection of past expectations enables her to move
towards a more positive and effective identity.

Each Macpherson carries the scars of their past differently. After Alan's mother's
death, Robert's souring leaves Alan with a view of their life together which is
distorted by his father's anger and sense of loss. Inventing a life for his mother

without Robert, Alan decides her death had been 'self-willed, even though his
father had said TB was the eause.'(66) The habit of emotional withdrawal stays
with him all his life. Born out of wedlock to one of Robert's housekeepers, May is
left in a bus transit lounge for Robert to collect. Her mother's desertion is used by
Robert as reason to ignore her and position her as drudge in his home. For May,
mistrust, withdrawal and self-denigration had shaped much of her life, until,

after meeting Evan, she finds new ways of loving.

Although David's mother had been married to Robert, she had been unable to
protect him from her husband and his rages. Internalising his anger and
frustration, David's insecurity is hidden beneath the surface of his masculinity
and he is reminded of his own existence only by intimidating others. His
distorted sense of himself and others is the most threatening. Where the others
had shrunken their expectations of themselves and of the world, David's need for

the reassurance meant he was dependent on others to remind him of his own
existence. Intimidating and abusing his wife, Freda, helped him to believe in
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himself, and her departure leaves him angry and searching for new ways to

convince himself of his own importance.

The Macpherson children's lives have been limited by the time with their

emotionally crippled father on the orchard. Beyond that, time was empty and

gone, subsumed by their individual and solitary efforts to find emotional safety

and a degree of certainty and stillness in increasingly confused times. Initially,

each lives in the hollowness of the immediate moment, attempting to deny the

role that memory plays in understanding the larger self. To Alan, continuity

existed but time was like a spiral, and 'the stretching of time had made far-off

things grow thin.'(70) In contrast, May finds that the past keeps intruding into

her life. Despite discovering a self that continued beyond that time on the

orchard, she frnally accepts her connection to it but is freed from its power by a

resolute assertion of her new self.

David also remains tied to the past. He imagines that the orchard holds the key

to his eventual freedom, after the death of the old man. However, this connection

is sustained through greed and anger and it fails to give him any sense of

comfort or security, especially after May's daughter, Heather, arrives. She moves

onto the orchard and, inexplicably, into the old man's heart.

Robert Macpherson is large and domineering, his presence sustained by fear

rather than certainty. He had offered his children a number of stories from his

own past, about his time at sea, on scows in the Kaipara and on the tug-boats on

Auckland harbour. These combined with a sort of romantic attachment to the

myths of a distant Scottish homeland recreated in the stories of Robert Louis

Stevenson's Kidnapped to create a sense of the mythical. Yet his children had

never known this sea-faring man - he was bound to his piece of land in their

minds. It made his stories unreal, and rather than offering them a connection

with the past it increased their feelings of uncertainty and detachment. In

addition, the idea that his father had given it all up because he 'didn't get a desk
job', made David feel 'thinned out'. His father appeared to be 'swollen in his

presented part but with a hollow in the back of his head.'(33) None of the

children had access to their mothers' stories. so historical and social connections

are shallow and unstable.

The three children had dragged themselves to maturity in Robert's home, set

apart from the wider community and decreased by their father's demands.

Robert had no time for intirnacy or affection, believing his responsibility was

limited to providing for them in basic material ways. Giving them food, clothing
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and, in May's case, shelter, was sufficient discharge of his parental duty, and he

feels annoyance at never having been thanked. His lack of interest in nurturing

either a sense of kinship or other social values leaves his children alienated from

and, in David's case, a liability to the rest of the community. After meeting Alan

for the frrst time, Freda names their loss. 'You Macphersons. All looking for a

life.'(75)

Warped by feelings of alienation and distrust from the past, all three children

develop lives of solitude and withdrawal. The novel explores their distorted ways

of loving. May is aware of how those thirteen years on the orchard had moulded

her in ways she might never be rid of. 'A habit of distrust. A habit of withdrawal.

Sullenness. Submissiveness. Ferocity. Self-loathing.'(49) The only one to

challenge the self-hatred and loneliness, May finds a way of loving that shifts her

around and opens her up enough to discover the good things about herself.

Alan displays the same habits of withdrawal and distrust. But where May has

ferocity and submissiveness, they are replaced in Alan by a personal

disengagement and a desire to control all aspects of his life. He achieves the

appearance of stillness, but has simply distanced himself from life as much as

possible. He avoids engaging emotionally in order to limit his focus and justifu

retreat. In contrast, ferocity and self-loathing are the ways David defines

himself. His insecurity and pain have been internalised and he deflects his own

pain onto others in order to re-establish a sense of himself. Hitting reminds him

who he is, and his escalating pain and anger anticipate a worsening degree of

violence.

The novel begins with May fleeing from the shop she has made with her partner

Evan, escaping the invasion she felt from customers and Evan's obvious

enjoyment of the commercial side of their 'creative' venture. Selling reassured

Evan of their sudden fortune, but it made May uneasy. She had learned to define

herself by her ability to maintain a sense of distance, and her ferocity came from

a desire to protect the place she and Evan had made. Her surprise and pleasure

at unexpectedly finding both love and work she was good at made her want to

keep others away: she didn't trust them and couldn't welcome them. Even her

best friend Freda, escaping from her troubled marriage to David, is not allowed

to intrude, and May refuses to let her concern grow into guilt.

Yet, May cannot shut out the outside world. Junior Mott's accusation that Evan

and herself are interested only in making money threatens her happiness. May

enjoys knowing there was money in the bank, but the sense of creating
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something that was all their own was important to May and she and Evan had
'chosen their subjects with care'(95). Whatever Junior might say, it was

important to May to believe her integrity is intact, and she is as surprised as

anyone that people wanted to buy her work. The pottery had helped her to find a

place to stand, and, for the first time, to be herself in. Junior was 'a man from the

s\Mamp', and May wanted to'hunt him out of their lives.'(23)

When Junior attacks their glamorous showroom, he almost succeeds in

unsettling the careful balance she and Evan had accomplished. Before Junior's

assault, May believed that their relationship came first for both of them, with

the work and their place emerging from that. Afterwards, discovering that Evan

could only love her there, May had felt her world begin to shrink. Regaining a

brother helps to stop her retreat, and determined that she and Evan will not be

shifted from their place, May decides not to use Evan and their place as an

escape from the world any longer. May's newly honed skills and ability to love

freely give her the strength to acquire some independence from the past.

Long ago, David had watched May's flight from the orchard. He had known of

her desperation, but his resentment had been overwhelming and he had not

helped her. From that time on David has May marked as a loser. But the pottery

and the house up in the bush which looked like someone's country estate disturb

him. 'May belonged in mouldy kitchens or in beat-up shacks', and he hated the

way'she wouldn't stay still'(38). It emphasised his failure all the more.

May did not think of that time by choice, but she found 'this or that part often in

her mind.'(49) Once, long ago, she had smeared herself with duck shit and felt
'natural once it was laid on, and happy to recognise herself.' Later, she could only

think that she had done it in response to her father's 'little bits of loathing', and

had washed it off when she found Evan. May still thinks of those years as

impedimenta, but she was tougher now. She 'would not let lher father or

daughter Heather] bully and demand - although anticipation could make her

sweat.'(14) And she still needed her 'little barbs and sarcasm', to keep the

balance right, especially when she travelled to the family side of the hill.

May does not see the dangers hidden in the unexpected phone call from Heather

advising her that Robert was ill and wanting to see her. She imagines ignoring

the demand, but feels herself unwillingly drawn back in. They had never been a

family, but desire for love was the only chink in May's armour. Although Robert

had seldom seemed to notice her, May had grown up in fear of him. He had

turned her into a drudge, and punished her with cruel reminders of her mother's
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desertion, and now, in her mind, she felt a long-awaited pleasure at seeing his

decline.

As a child, May had often wondered what 'a real mother' was, or 'how one of

those was meant to behave'(48). She had also wondered what a real father would

be like. She had seen herself as like the women in Robert's favourite book,

Kidnapped, unthanked and without a name. She had tried to reassure herself

with Alan Breck's words, 'It is a very fine lass.'All through those years May had

longed for some recognition from her father, and, in some ways, still did, but 'it

was like asking for a change of nature now'(57).

She saw how all the Macphersons were like this, 'with natural affections turned

to stone, from choice and then long habit - they had evolved.'(57) She, too, had
'let herself harden' and now, when faced with David or her father, she 'could only

glance off them and make ugly sounds.'Robert was right; it was too late for both

of them. She rejects Robert's offer to come and nurse him, and is conscious that
'another shifting had occurred'. At last her father wanted her. 'It was like the

slipping of a waterlogged bank to block a path she had learned to walk on

easily.'(56)

Robert asks May to contact Alan, the brother she hadn't seen for thirty-frve

years, and again she feels a 'sudden lurch of weight away from her centre (59).

May has to remind herself that she had been through half a lifetime since Alan's

departure, and 'ever5rthing has changed, you're someone new.'(96) May knew

that the other people from that time might give her some new knowledge of

herself, but cannot bring herself to trust them. She did not believe that Alan or

David might be able to give her anything of value, an5rthing she might use.

Unexpectedly, AIan and May's meeting has promise in it. Although May'had not

cared for his assumption that they would be easy with each other', she recognises

that their meeting was difficult for him too. She is pleased by what he sees in her

painting; his recognition that it was 'full of fight, but restful too', and that you

needed 'a kind of tension to be still.'(98) She saw his bewilderment at the rush of

new relationships, and his withdrawal into solitude. She also saw how

unbalanced it made him. Alan was 'used to being sure' of himself. He and May

had already become closer than he liked and 'his gravity was disturbed.'(101)

Alan gives May an image of herself without her'impedimenta'. She was 'the girl

slinking in the trees', he had seen her. His presence and his memories make her

see that a reflection of herself is what was missing from that time, and she wants

more, wants him to 'uncover her childhood.'(101) But Alan is already in retreat
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from that time, and May frnds that she is already in possession of the little he

has to offer; the faded print dresses, bare feet, the girl at the stove or the wash

tub. Alan hadn't forgotten her, but he hadn't remembered her either. She been

like a photograph to him, black and white and frozen without voice or feelings.

His callousness, his refusal of protection, in that time make Alan feel ashamed,

but May can tell him not to bother. She might have needed him once, but there is

nothing he can do for her now.(103) Their unexpected friendship causes another

bit of 'shifting', but May was not damaged by it, just 'rearranged'. Someone

seeing her and giving her 'slinking' was enough. It meant that she 'wasn't

alone.'(104) Despite their differences, May and Alan recognise each other, and

each tries to share the hidden parts of themselves for the first time. Alan'asked

for nothing, but offered to pay what he owed', and his sincerity creates a

unfamiliar feeling of connection, of family, in May. They are both conscious of the

years inbetween, but 'it seemed a frtting was accomplished, a sibling connection

that they had not known when they were young, and they would stay together

now even when their differences held them apart.'(109)

After leaving the orchard, Alan had engaged in all sorts of tricks of evasion to rid

himself of his past. However, the echo of betrayal had followed him through his

career in the army and later civilian life. Alan had responded dutifully to

Robert's call, packing his things and heading south. He believes he had 'nothing

to prove', but, travelling down the island, an awareness that he was,

uncharacteristically, heading into a situation 'he could get no handle on', steadily
grows. After examining 'bogus' feelings of familiarity, with his life in Wellington

and with the girl in the trees, Alan realises that 'you could not claim your past

except through tricks of omission.'(61)

Alan's carefully ordered life is unexpectedly called into question with the

realisation that he did not know even May's name, or her circumstances. It

began to shame him, too, that he did not know when or even if his step-mother,

David's mother, had died the week he had left the orchard. The 'sense of

possessing and not possessing' bewilders him. 'He had thought of the past as an

easy thing and no more to be questioned than breathing.'But one phone call, and

the'configuration of the world was changed.'(62)

AIan had learnt early how to 'put a shell over himself and make 'words and looks

and judgements bounce away'(66). Standing up to his father, Alan ignored the

respect he saw growing in Robert's eyes and continued to prepare himself for

leaving. 'When he was ready he would do what his mother had done - step out
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the door and not come back.'(66) May and David troubled him, but finding the

word 'sibling'had helped him to put'sister' and'brother' aside. 'Their connection

to him was through the father', but they had nothing to do with him. He could

have protected them, but had been 'frightened of the increase in affection if

might bring'(67). Instead, he had worked on the orchard, pruning, thinning,

grafting, and taking as payment 'the freedom he would have in a year or two -

freedom from these people and this place.'(67)

Alan found he had inadvertently pleased his old man by choosing the Army, but

all through his training he moved in a spiral further and further away from him.

He knew you did not get rid of the past, but had worked on securing his 'a long

way off(70). The Army had met Alan's need for discipline and distance, and the

denial of personal contact suited him perfectly. 'He er{oyed seeing things done by

rule. Lines were laid down and you walked on them. ... Closeness was there but

nothing personal.'(69) Retiring from the Army, Alan had 'stepped out into the

world with little knowledge of it; and lfound] himself poor in all sorts of

ways.'(70) His hesitant and apologetic approach surprises people, especially

women. They did not expect it from an Army man, or, as Freda later notes, from

a Macpherson.

Alan's relationship with Phoebe, 'occurs like a storm, and then is gone', leaving

ruin in its wake.(7l) Phoebe had wanted Alan to murder her wealthy husband

because she 'couldn't let his money go', and now Alan believes that all people, not
just women, were 'more or less' that way. He had other women afber Phoebe, but

cannot trust them. They, in turn, come to believe that perhaps the army had

shrunk him, or that he is afraid of affection, and possibly of sex. 'They think him,

in fact, as empty headed, even simple, and do not regret moving on.'(7L) Alan

had eventually rebuilt his life but his confidence is shaken. He finds himself

unable to make a safe dwelling without Christ.

Pushing all questions aside, Alan had given himself up to his faith. But, in

gaining faith, Alan had 'lost his certainty'(71), and he is shrunken rather than

enlarged by it. All he wanted was 'to work in the narrow place where one was

free to do better or worse, and sufficient knowledge to make the choice.'(151) By

himself at night Alan 'made a sense of God in the world', while 'the idea of the

Son, the one perfect man' sustained him in the daytime. He did not try to worry

these two states of knowledge and faith together. 'In his life they looked after

themselves, and wider than that he was not equipped to go - had no desire to

go. ' (151)
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His faith brought him no closer to others because it was his habit to always

stand apart. Unwillingly, he recognises that 'Self still had the larger part of his

life', it'knocked his good intentions to one side'. He saw too 'how small and mean

he was. The trip south brought it home to him.'(L52) The ehanges to the road and

the land are further unsettling, putting 'a warp and side-slipping on his

approach.'(64) In addition, the years 'turned things on their base and made his

orientation wrong.'(65) Watching Robert almost grieving for his lost past, Alan is

wrenched around anew. 'He had never known his father not be pleased with

himself. Even when brooding, when raging, there had been a glow in him, of

satisfaction, of complacency, or a reaching out and grabbing of what was his, and

no question.'(88) Robert's memories of Alan's mother and their obvious love for

each other, confuse him further and force to let go of 'the mother he kept since

she had died.'(81)

Robert draws Alan into playing the family card he had discarded long before by

asking him to check whether May was his child and Heather, therefore, his

grandchild. Robert hints that the orchard would be his if Heather isn't related,

but, to Alan 'the rights and wrongs are clear, there was no need to consult.'(83)

Besides, Alan had seen his father in Heather's ferocity, 'seen his anger, in her

face ... Genetic connection. Macpherson face. The old man need not fear she did

not descend from him.'(92) Alan knew he should step aside and let things

happen, but is conscious that, somehow, he would be further reduced by it.

Initially, Alan thinks Heather is dispassionate about his reappearance, but sees

later 'there was nothing neutral in Heather's intentions. She meant to have the

orchard, for whatever reason - profit, vocation? But she wanted - needed? -

Robert Macpherson too.'(90) Alan feels diminished more by her fondness for the

old man than her designs on the orchard as it carried a sense of 'usurpation as

well as dismissal'. Heather had found a way of loving the old m&o, and it was not

through a sense of duty. Heather in Robert's bed was both company and warmth.
'She put herself in beside his self, and no one had the right to question or

complain.'(154)

David is the really damaged individual in the novel. Already unstable, he

gradually loses sense of himself in the world and moves beyond all assumptions

about 'civilised behaviour'. llntempered by morality, his disaffection leaves him

dangerously unpredictable. Alan recognises that his condition was 'more than

slaps and bluster and rage', David was 'someone ready to kill'(166). But even

Alan is unable to appreciate the severity of the situation. Because of the years

inbetween, he did not know the enemy, did not know the rules of the game but
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knows that he is 'close to something he could neither touch nor understand'. To

Alan, it is not something that can be explained away with psychological

dissection, and an equivalent apportioning of blame, but is closer to the

metaphysical concept of Evil he had met earlier with Phoebe. Robert and the

orchard were partly to blame, but David had been shifted past that and into

territory unknown.

On one level David represents the threat lurking beneath the ordered surface of

everyday life, the violence created by an internalisation of the uncertainty and

displacement underscoring the cultural life of Pakeha New Zealand. On another,

he represents the threat of the moral abyss. Increasingly David Macpherson

comes to live by another set of rules. Estranged from popular ideals and

expectations, the escalating severity of his crimes reflects a breakdown of

meaning and security within the community and the growing estrangement of

the individual from assumptions about cultural authority. When his life is

pushed off course, David enters a world so far away from other people that

understanding comes only from a recognition of his disaffection from everyday

norms and expectations. May and Alan had been warped by the deprivation in

their past, but David gets lost in the void.

David's escape from Robert and the orchard is prevented by his unwillingness to

let the wealth he saw accumulating there go. David had started out wanting to

please his father, but even afber making the first fifteen at school he is unable to

catch his father's eye. After seeing Alan depart, 'smiling in a way that said he

was never coming back', and then M.y, running away at seventeen with a picker

twice her age, David had said, "My turn."(34) But he had not been able to leave

like the others, somehow 'every place, every event, was an extension of the

orchard'. He kept watching for that better thing, imagined Sydney, London or

New York, but is held in his place afber witnessing the power held by the police.

For the twelve years David was in the police force he had no need of family, and

wanted nothing except some of his father's money at the end.' Then something

changed, and he had never understood what. Suddenly there were 'tests he could

not pass; not official ones ... but ones he was only half aware of and turned to see

but could never find.'(35) Pushed out of the force afber an incident of uncontrolled

violence against a young offender, he had 'looked back at the orchard' and seen

the money there. But Heather arrived, and worked her way in with the old man

before he saw what was going on, and David'watched her in a baffled rage at the

way his life was pushed offcourse again.'(35)
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Despite his anger at the girl and dislike of the old man, David had kept up his

visits. He 'could find no other way to state his case.'(36) He wanted his father to

acknowledge that the line passed down through the legitimate side, to his sons.

But in his mind, somehow, May had shifted him across to the wrong side all

those years ago, and now her daughter unbalanced everything. She had

overturned every ruleo and even Alan, lieutenant-colonel retired, was being

elbowed out. 'There was nothing fixed any more, or to be certain of - even things

David had once thought he was denied.'(82) David's life is completely shattered

by the loss of his job, his wife, and now, with access to Robert's will uncertain,

his future. There was nothing left to measure himself against, 'Nothing in the

past, nothing in the future.'

With Freda, David had felt himself spread wide, and her leaving had turned

David 'side on'. He had no destination any more, and 'was out near the edges and

no meaning was left.'(31) In his disturbed mind, he imagines that Freda stood in

the way of everything he did, and there had to be 'a levering and a

correction.'(25) To start his life up again he must first get her back, and force was

the only thing that would make her see him. 'He was not molesting her the way

that fucking order said, he was just getting back what was his.'(27) Hitting her,

making her cry, was his way of saying, 'I'm David Macpherson and if they don't

know out there at least she knows it here.'(4O)

Fear forces Freda into hiding, but David hunts her down. To David's unbalanced

state of mind, Alan's sudden reappearance is connected to the old man's illness

and the orchard. To David, Alan was 'a man with no face, ... insubstantial at the

back of things', but when he senses the link behveen Freda and Alan, it shifts

him further away from the real world. Now there was 'a shimmering between,

where other people were and where he stood'which held him 'single and pointed

on his way.'(192) Intending to murder them both, he abducts Freda and disposes

of her in the forest, but is prevented from completing his plan.

In the name of a family which had never existed, Alan and May are pulled into

the tragedy of David's distorted vision. Robert had forced them to come together,

only to share the loss of Freda, while he and Heather remain as detached as

ever. Yet, Alan does not accept that Robert and their shared childhood had made

David what he became, 'Not entirely'. Alan had seen something in David that

night that 'was wet and grey and out of shape', and he wants to see David again,

to try and understand. In contrast, May is ready to accept what had happened on

that night, and to move on. 'AIan needed absolutes, [but] she would be unhappy

without invention.'(210) It had happened, but it did not end there for her. It was

267
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possible, and sometimes even necessary, to remake oneself. The past needs to be

acknowledged for its influence on the present, but May claims the right to

reshape the story in order to be able to live with it, to go on living.

Feeling her way past the tragedy, May discovers that she is almost whole. May

no longer needs to go looking for a past, for her mother. Alan had given her back

her past. And while Evan had not taken her pain away, he had made it
'manageable', and, in addition, he had given her a place to find a stillness. The

past cannot be denied, like Alan, or, like David, ignored in a way that made

connection difficult, but it need not be frozen and static in its shape; a

photograph which remains stuck on a single moment in a lifetime.

David's denials had left him 'diminished' and Alan's had left him uncertain.

Neither had been able to find a place to be quiet in or a place to belong. But

reclaiming a vision of herself from the shadows of the past, May had succeeded

She still felt the past pulling at her life, but refused to relinquish her present to

it. As the novel ends, Alan also begins to move past the Macpherson legacy of

withdrawal and distrust, reaching out, first to Freda and then to David. Alan's

desire to frnd a way to understand, himself as much as David, requires him to

look back and acknowledge the impairment of that long ago time. It is, again,

presented as a prerequisite for addressing the uncertainty distorting his life.

May and Alan make the same small steps towards self-knowledge that connect

Louing Ways to Gee's earlier novels. Collectively, these small shifts challenge the

suggestion of pessimism that some critics find in his novels and dislike2?.

Instead, the novels reveal a growing commitment to the search for

understanding and acceptance of self and place that is at the core of Gee's

territory, and connected to the uneasiness of the settler condition.

27 Cate Brett, 'The Gee Genius'p.99
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Live Bodies

For the frrst time, Liue Bodies (1998) ventures beyond the immediate boundaries

of white middle-class New Zealand. Uncovering the life, past and present, of

Viennese immigrant Josef Mandl, it essentially remains within familiar

territory, presenting fifty years of Pakeha New Zealand society, but from the

outside looking in. The Austrian Jewish immigrant's story frequently disrupts

the ideas of self and nation that sustain middle-class societ5r in New Zealand. To

Mandl, Pakeha society is a rudimentary culture stunted by an unexamined sense

of cultural superiority. Rather than a variation of God's Own country, with the
'best race relations in the world', Mandl observes a small place with a matching

small-mindedness and a closed-off emotional life. In addition, a frightening

ignorance about history and European politics creates an atmosphere of

complacency that he frnds disturbing.

Liue Bodies continues to explore themes familiar to Gee's Territory - the

shifting dynamics of family, morality and memory. In addition, it brings into a

local context the significance of the atrocities of the Second World War. The

Jewish Holocaust was denied or misunderstood by many New Zealanders during

the war and afterwards, and from Mandl's perspective ignorance of the past

threatens the way the nation knows itself contemporarily. Instead, Liae Bodies

acknowledges the immigrants from Europe who did not come from the British

Isles, and celebrates their contribution to a nascent New Zealand culture.

Although limited in number, these newcomers succeeded in changing the

dominant culture of white New Zealand in a number of simple but enduring

ways. After the war, European migrants and refugees quickly saw'that business

was where lthey] would succeed - making things, providing goods that they (the

European migrants) had taken for granted but that New Zealanders had not felt

the need of yet.'(83) The sour cream, cheeses, yoghurt and bread form the subtext

to Josef Mandl's story of becoming a New Zealander.

Arriving in New Zealand during the war from Europe, Mandl's friends, refugees

and immigrants, quickly found out the huge ignorance about Jewishness in New

Zealand. They had 'rested in it' for a time and felt poverty to be the greater

burden. They soon learned not to speak their languages in public places, and

concentrated instead on 'making their narro\M start; saving their inner wealth for

a day that was still far off.'(83) On Sunday afbernoons Mandl and his fellow
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Austrians came together to speak and hear their language, and to listen to

gramophone records that had been carefully carried from the old life into the

new. The music made them dream and weep, but the neighbours complained of

the 'screeching' of Lily Pons and the 'bellowing' of Martinelli', explaining that

they would not have minded if it had been hymns.(84) These newcomers 'made

this step, that adjustment, and although uncomfortable still, and on an angle

from most things taken for granted by these rudimentary New Zealanders'(89),

began to find places for themselves in the new land.

Amazed at finding themselves somewhere so empty, the emptiness became part

of their journey. Evasions, both historical and personal, were made possible by

the expanse and the lack of interest they met in the community. The easy

ignorance of matters beyond the limited horizons of that little place becomes a

part of Mandl's shrinking. After a sophisticated bourgeois life in pre-war Vienna,

Mandl develops 'a passion for uncomplicated things which I need do no more

than stand and wateh.'(138) Also in response to the new society, Mandl starts a

bakery and, later, a profitable business importing food delicacies. He marries

and, beginning to frt himself into the new place, lives happily enough with his

past ignored or forgotten. Much later, in response to a sense of Kenny's'betrayal',

Josef sees how he had been unbalanced by this denial of the past.

Kenny shifts Mandl from a comfortable enjo;rment of his retirement, initiating

his return to the history he had denied, the complex world of pre-war Vienna.

Mandl's story contains two stories which accentuate aspects of his relationship to

the past, the first examines the ambiguity of his friendship with Willi Gauss, a

comrade-in-exile on Somes Island during the war. Gauss' weakness is his habit

of forever fabricating and reinventing himself. The critic Ian Richard describes

Gauss as 'a protean figure whose weakness is that he seems to have no memory

of his past actions.'28 He refuses to acknowledge the changing times, and in his

fifties becomes, by his own declaration, 'the oldest teenager in Auckland'(210).

Later, despite the evidence of his fragmentation, Willi remains significant to

Mandl's acceptance of himself. Although far from the fighting and the

concentration camps of Europe, Gauss had kept Mandl politically alive during

the war and it had helped him emerge at the end of it a new man in a new place.

Even afber confronting the evidence of Willi's betrayals, Mandl will not deny

Willi's part in his own settling.

270

28 Ian Richards,'Sum of all the parts', Listener March 14, (1998) p.46
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The second story runs in tandem to Mandl's own and concerns his

granddaughter Julie's unstable memory of a childhood experience of sexual

abuse. Mandl's confused relationship with Julie and her father Kenny shows

Liue Bodies returning to explore the shifting demands of family on individual

growth and development. Mandl had never liked Julie, even as a child, so he is

surprised to find her 'centred in his view'. 'My son's daughter, Dy grand-

daughter, hurts me and concerns me and I am shaken by the depth of it.'(52)

Misdiagnosed as suffering from the destabilising effects of a repressed memory,

Julie is derailed by her memories and unable to move past them. Mandl observes

that there was more than 'a mistimed stroke responsible for this, more than a

temper-flash driving out judgement.'(56) He comes to see that it connected with

things that had come before.

Observing the way that Julie's memories continued to disturb her turns Mandl to

an investigation of his own strategies for accepting the past. Julie's frrst

experience with a psychologist reveals some of the dangers inherent in the

search for ways to approach memories of pain and discomfort, signalling a need

to separate the emotional story-truth from the historical happening-truth.29. In

research on the distortion of memory, psychologist Dr Elizabeth Loftus

challenges the idea that the memory is a static and closed off thing 'sitting in a

file drawer for safe keeping', and waiting patiently to be retrieved. Instead, she

suggests, memories are 'more a spiritual than a physical reality'3o 'If we are

willing to look lat memories] without prejudice and preconception, we may be

able to discover profound truths about our need to belong, to be loved, to be

accepted, to be understood, to recover.'3l To recover from what is a difficult

question, but Julie's need is to recover from a sense of self-loathing that is

caused, or so Mandl believes, by Kenny's narrowly monetarist vision of the

world.

Mandl does not try to deny the past, but he knows from experience the

importance of frnding ways to keep on moving, eventually coming to know the

painful memories as a part, a small pad, of the whole. Mandl recognises how the

significance of maintaining a sense of self, a thread of self-consciousness, a

healthy curiosity and a belief in the forward motion of time had helped him

accept his own displacement. But self appeared to be defeated by that childhood

29 Dr. Elizabeth Loftus and Katherine Ketcham, False Memories and Allegations of Sexual

Abuse. St Martin's Press, New York (199a) p.56
30 Loftus and Ketcham,The Myth of Repressed Memory p.4
31 Loftus and Ketcham p.3?
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event for Julie. 'She'll not, it seems, do law or go in with Kenny.'(56) Mandl

knows her initial 'recovered memory' is exaggerated out of all proportion, but

when he finally learns the details from his son, they return him back, as he knew

they would, to his initial discontent: Kenny's betrayal.

Kenny's denial of his father - his past, his values and his name - is a large

part of Julie's story. Kenny had chosen 'self and money above his daughter and

her needs, and they are the failures Mandl sees repeated in Kenny's business,

specifically, the addition of 'reverse annuity mortgages' to his company's portfolio

after suffering losses in the 1987 stock market collapse. Kenny is a follower of

the new market-driven credo, and, as the novel illustrates, the price is high.

Julie's troubles disturb Kenny's composure, and, at the close of the novel, Mandl

waits for him to make the connection between his choices, his failures at love and

his pain.

In Liue Bodies, Mandl makes a connection between the dehumanising aspects of

Nazism and the 'common or garden fascism'of his most unpleasant characters in

the L930s and'40s, and the new monetarist credo of the 1990s. He is surprised to

find that Moser, a Jewish friend who had lived in Berlin during the rise of the

Nazis, is 'not able to see that market dictatorship is political and the Me-firstism

that infects us now political.'(257) Before the 1951 waterfront troubles, Mandl

had believed New Zealand. to be innocent '- primitive yes, but innocent.' Fear

had come to him when he saw in this land 'movements, stirrings that had the

shape and colour of fascism here and Stalinism (without Stalin) there. It was the

fascist stirrings that frightened me more'(197). And Mandl is frightened again,
'for aren't there fascist stirrings to be seen and sounds to be heard, with a new

dictator, The Market, standing in for The Man?'(197)

Liue Bodies continues to reflect the contemporary culture of middle-class Pakeha

New Zealand, but expands Gee's territory to include those hard-working

Europeans who had so readily and willingly assimilated into mainstream culture

that their children were largely unaware of their differing origins. The novel

challenges the monoculturalism of the settler culture by examining the

continental European influence. Mandl is critical of its ignorance of continental

Europe, but recognises that, like the ignorance of local history, it is part of a

wholesale evasion of the unsettling past. Incarcerated on Somes Island, Mandl

had looked at 'the ragged hills and the flimsy houses' of Wellington and seen that

he could come to love the emptiness of the place and even the dumb stupidity of

the locals. 'I had come from a place with too much history.'(l3)
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The novel begins with Josef Mandl in his retirement contemplating the way

matter lives forever in a state of suspension, always denying the factors making

up the individual life and reducing things to a matter of emotionless molecules.

He imagines basking forever in that evasion, 'with fear and resentment put

aside, and longing, gratitude, disappointment, love, ... too'(7). But 'resisting

internment' consciousness intervenes, demanding to be acknowledged and

understood, and moving Mandl towards an examination of the things disturbing

his state of happy contentment. Knowing that he must revisit the past in order

to find stillness at the end of his life, he begins a journey to uncover the evasions

and denials of his life. In particular, there was 'a thing that must be understood,

or at least held in the light: Kenny's betrayal of all I have done. How it spoils my

happy conceit, how it sends me scurrying backwards, looking for some other

place to hide.'(8)

Mandl had not chosen New Zealand and nor had it chosen him. He had'not liked

the place at first', but with the outbreak of the war, he had been stuck here.(65)

It was as far as he could run. He was a Jew and thought he would be safe. Still,

he is surprised by the way so 'many things got reversed down here.'(23) Mandl's

daughter Elizabeth is surprised at the idea of different hemispheres in her

father. Mandl 'had always pulled [his] accent straight', and his children were

never much aware of having an Austrian or a Jewish dad. When they were

curious, he had 'produced anecdotes and left them to find the larger history for

themselves.'(23) But they had not questioned him about it, none of them, ever.

The 'larger history' remained distanced, for reasons of geographical location or

cultural dislocation and limited to the 'official version'.

European history, and New Zealand's connection to it, remains remote to most

young New Zealanders, and Mandl feels his 'balance slipping'(55) when Julie

assumes Vienna is a part of Germany. She dismisses his time on Somes Island,

deciding that 'it must of been a picnic' compared to the camps at Chelmno and

Dachau, where his parents had died. Momentarily, the past had come rushing up

at Mandl threatening to unbalance him, but he manages to slide closed the iron

screen he had constructed in his mind to protect himself from those memories. It

made him think about Julie's ignorance, 'which surely crippled her, and crippled

her generation', although it might also be seen as a blessing(55). Still, Julie's

ignorance and lack of interest make him fear the shift in ethics and values

shaping contemporary society and new ethos of market fascism.

In the past, Mandl's children had pointed out the word Vienna on a page, and

moved on. He had walked on too, not stopping to learn what it meant now, but
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conscious of a desire to examine the Vienna that was gone. Mandl and his wife

Nancy travel to Europe in 1982, and although he visits the city, in a sense, he did

not set foot in Vienna at all. He looked at paintings and listened to music, and

enjoyed his wife's pleasure in it all, but avoided the street his family had lived in

and did not look for familiar landmarks from that time. 'Just now and then I saw

that Vienna had tried to scrub away what must be remembered.'(239)

The Danube had smelled of bath water and soap, but Mandl senses something

still lurking in the sewers. There were things he cannot look at too closely and

things that must be evaded, but his memory of the ease with which Austrians

had embraced Hitler returns with the evidence of a resurgence of right-wing

extremist politics in the 1990s. Mandl can not be lyrical about Austria or Vienna

any longer. For him 'they are places deformed by time, and other things'. His

new home, the city precariously resting in the hills, 'is richer than Vienna

now.'(17)

In New Zealand, to be from Vienna carried the expectation of being musical, but

Mandl rejects this. Instead, he talked of the Vienna he knew, the paintings, the

architecture and the politics, and found a dreadful ignorance. 'Most of them have

not heard of Egon Schiele or Alfred Loos. Dollfuss and Schuschnigg raise a

glimmer of recognition in older ones ... They smile uneasily over the story of

Jabotinsky, holding up a suitcase and saying 'Run, Jews, run.' New Zealanders

did not know how or when to say the word 'Jew', and their ignorance frightens

him.

Mandl attempts to frnd the lost city of his past by drawing a map of Vienna, the

gateway into the West. Generations back his family had come out of the East

into the West, but Mandl's father had believed in being Austrian first. He had

been an assimilationist, and wished to meld into the city and not be seen, but

being konfessionslos, or without religion, had made no difference in the end.
'Abseitsstehen - staying aloof - made no difference. The hatred was not

political or religious but racial.'(29)

Mandl had avoided the Eastern Jews as a child. They were 'people so foreign to

me, so antipathetic and, it seemed, dangerous too, that I walked fast out of

there'(24). Yet, Mandl is forced to know himself as Jewish, first in Vienna and

later, surprisingly, in New Zealand, and he learns to accept it as having defined

him in some way. Although he no longer hid or denied it, Mandl is always

surprised when people recognise him. In the sixties when their food importing

business had started doing well, many people had thought that he was merely
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clever - a Jew. They did not know how hard he and his wife had worked, did not

want to know. Belatedly, he also recognises how much 'his Jewish passion for
justice' had shaped the system of values and ideals he offered his own

family.(199)

During the Second World War, New Zealand's ignorance of the wider political

aspects of the war made the posturing of various officials appear ridiculous to the

European immigrants from both sides of the fascist divide. A trail of anti-

semitism follows Mandl's journey through the New Zealand sections of the novel.

Newly arrived and wanting to hear his language, Mandl had visited the local

German Club in Auckland and'felt the slimy crawling thing on the wrong side of

the world.'(72) The madness, it seemed, was everywhere. Expelled from the

Reich for his communist politics, Gauss had travelled the world looking for

Nazis, and had found them in every placed he stopped; 'in the South Seas, in

Samoa, in Sydney and Melbourne and Auckland, too.(77) Willi had also

discovered New Zealanders'ignorance about Jews, although the shadowy anti-

semitism of the Cooksleys, the Aliens Tribunal officials and the officials on

Somes Island show Mandl how dangerous that ignorance could be.

Recently returned from a trip to Germany, Mr Cooksley admires the spirit and

the discipline in Germany. He and his wife had liked the way everyone thought

alike and looked up to Hitler, and 'the way they trained their children'(79). The

Cooksleys had been particularly impressed with the boldness of 'Juden

Verboten', agreeing that it was 'best if inferior races know where they stand', and

asking themselves, 'Why can't we do that?' However, they are hesitant about

committing themselves to Nazism. There were too many policemen on the streets

in Germany, they felt. It did not fit well with their expectations of social

harmony and political benevolence in God's Own, New Zealand.

Mandl had not been a refugee like the others, but a tourist, and his status

confuses the New Zealand ofEcials. He had arrived before the Anschluss, and, at

the time, has no proof of his parent's fate. With New Zealand at war with

Germany and Austria annexed to Germany, he and Gauss had become enemy

aliens. In this time, even though he is Austrian, Mandl had hid himself as a

German not a Jew, until the officials'refusal to accept his status as a stateless

Jew make him forget 'invisibility and deference'(90). When the policemen from

the Aliens Department call him Mister and do not man-handle him, their

decency confuses him. 'They don't understand what they are fighting against and

that's either a weapon or a huge handicap.'(92)
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The attitude of the officials in the Aliens Department bewilders Mandl. They
'were more interested in the communists, who were their allies, than the

Nazis'(96). It is only after Willi's 'little war' against the fascists on Somes Island

that Mandl realises he had been fighting the race war all his life. At the Aliens

Tribunal, 'without knowing it', Mandl had encountered anti-Semitism. At the

time he had thought these men, not bad, simply stupid. But after learning that 'a

part of [the Tribunal's] reason for locking me up was because I was a Jew'(93), he

questions his response. 'How is one to know that they would not have stood
jeering in the street as Jewish matrons, down on their knees scrubbed the

pavements of Vienna clean? That they would not have killed my father in

Dachau and my mother in the Chelmno death camp?'(94) New Zealanders were

unscathed only because of their distance from events.

Reading the Tribunal papers nearly fifty years later, Mandl learns about the

men who had sat on the Tribunal and their narrow assumptions. Gauss, they

had decided, was "not to be trusted because of his 'continental mentality' which

was 'utterly at odds with our notions of fair play'. While Moser 'exhibits low

cunning', both he and Mandl are not to be trusted because they are Jews, and,

therefore, must be interned as an enemy alien on Somes Island. On the other

hand, 'the Tribunal were impressed with the Nazi, von Schaukel. He was, they

had decided, 'an attractive type and soldierly.' They had liked his candour and

were 'pleased to have captured this man who would have been a valuable fighter

for Germany.'(260)

Willi is already on the island when Mandl arrives, and he is full of contempt for

the island officials, who, he said, were 'still in nursery school'. He had, he

insisted, a nose for human stupidity and it 'was present on this island ... in

greater concentration than he had ever known.'(9) Initially, they had put the

Jews in with the Nazis, and 'could not understand why there was trouble.'(108)

Willi is also annoyed by their passivity. The Nazis were their enemy yet they did

not punish them, and they let them sing "Horst Wessel" as though it were "Jingle

Bells"(107). To Willi, New Zealanders could not even decide if they were British

or New Zealander, but, like Dowden and his little tippy-tap stick, had assumed

superiority over Berliner and Jew, and must 'play their little British Empire

games.'(14)

Looking back, Mandl sees that four things had saved him on the island - Willi

and their escapes and intrigues, the caretakers' family and the memory of

closeness, Iearning English and discovering another way of knowing himself,

and, finally, his view of the new city of Wellington across the harbour. After the
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defeat of Germany, Mandl leaves the island and decides to stay and settle in the

little city he had seen. Mandl detects a hint of the world he thought he had left

behind in the anti-Semitism of a workmate, but walking past the building where

parliament sat had told him 'more clearly than it ever had before that [he] lived

in a land without a history.'(169)

A chance meeting with fellow intern Moser in the only half-decent restaurant

remaining open in the evenings propels Mandl towards a new start. He is

advised not to hesitate, as according to Moser, "Anyone can be rich in this God's

Own land. A little bit of comfort, sell them that."(175) Knowing he would never

out-sell the 'white pap' on the market, Mandl decides to 'take his place in the

new land by making people eat his breads. In this time, Mandl also finds his wife

Nancy. He had shared his life in Vienna with her, his family and the streets they

had walked together in, and Nancy had taken his dreams and his past without

embarrassment or shame. After the human tragedy of the past, her human

closeness also helps settle his new life on its course.

Mandl and Nancy had gone to Masterton to meet her parents knowing they were

not going to like him, but they were even 'more awful' than she had prepared

him for. Mrs Brisbois had 'a false-teeth smile' and eyes that hated Mandl on

sight. She hated Nancy too, for 'doing this to her'(186). And her father was Roy

Cooksley all over again. Mr Brisbois called himself 'Brisboy', or 'Brizzboy' as

Mandl hears it. He wanted 'none of that fancy stuff and worked hard to deny his

own non-anglo origins. Learning that his daughter and Mandl are to be married,

Brisbois threatens Mandl with deportation and their daughter with banishment.

His final words to Mandl are, 'Hitler did a good job on you lot. It's a pity he didn't

get around to you.'(188) Mandl and Nancy agree that she can never go back, and,

although she tries to keep in contact with her sister, she does not see her parents

again.

Watching his own family grow, Mandl finds himself growing increasingly

uncertain, increasingly cautious. Marriage had put him into life in a way he had

not been since Vienna. It made him 'observant, attentive, practical, but allowed

demons and harpies a place at night. For each thing given there is something

taken away?'(196) Teaching Kenny to swim, Mandl had made him choke and

vomit but is determined to make his children safe.(200) Looking back, he can see

his fears re-emerging. 'Perhaps I was too insistent on pointing to moral

standards, too ready with 'right' and 'wrong', ... gave too many lessons.'(32)

Without knowing it, he had pushed his children off. The burden he put on them

was moral. He was determined that his children should know 'right and wrong',
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and his 'Jewish passion for justice' expressed itself in rules. 'I taught my children

rules of conduct when what I really meant was justice, love. I meant 'other

people'. And Kenny learned to pause and look at me, enquiring if what he did

was right.'(199)

part of Kenny's journey off course had come from misreading his father. Mandl's

Iessons told him, not of his father's love or his fears, but that he was not safe,

and. not assured of uncritical love and acceptance. Watching him, Mandl saw

those childhood insecurities in his adult state. Reflecting a popular shift in ideas

about child.-rearing which emphasises ideas of positive reinforcement, Mandl
'would not call him yellowbellied' now, would not say, "See if you can tell me,

Kenny, why its not right to behave like that."(33) Kenny was capable and

decisive in his career, but cannot be a man of any sort with his father. 'I can't see

how I've done this to him.'(29) Mandl will not take the blame for Kenny's gteed,

nor his evasions and denials, but he wants to understand how those fragments

from the past impact on the present. 'I don't feel bound to say how we 'fucked

them up' as the poet says32, I feel more inclined to say how we loved them and,

mostly, made them happy too. But there's no clear dividing line.'(29)

Mandl wanted Kenny to be'large in his mind, to be a man of courage and virtue',

but all his life he had complained that 'he could do it when his father wasn't

watching'. Mandl has that effect on him still, being accused of bullying when all

he had done was 'look judicious or uncertain.'(31) Mandl finds that Kenny saps

his strength. 'It's his plumpness does it, as though he has somehow fed on me.'

But Kenny, he knew, was 'just a greedy man, of limited interests and poor

intelligence.'(62) Mandl feels the distance between Kenny and himself and

between Kenny and his own family, and learning of the accusations against

Kenny, he finds his loyalty confused and divided.

Julie had somehow been turned from her way, but Mandl is deeply suspicious of

the suggestion that she is suffering from 'repressed memory s5mdrome'. It was a

hoax, 'a modern form of witchcrafb.' In Mandl's experience, you might push the

horrors of the past aside, but things that bad 'you didn't forget.' Besides, Julie

had always been 'a bundle of resentments', she had to 'blame someone because

she's herself.'(57) On the other hand, knowing that Kenny had always been a

weakling sows a seed of doubt. Mandl wants to help Julie, but was he looking for
'a cure from delusion or abuse?'(59)

32 This is quoted from the famous Philip Larkin poem,'This be the Verse.' HighWindorus, Faber

and Faber, London (1974)
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To Mandl, Julie must find a way to look up and past the time of her fracturing.
'Julie has her memories, and true or false - they are false - how can she ever

move forward while they remain?'(230) Telling Elizabeth about his life is a way

of 'slowing down and stepping aside' from the things confronting them through

Julie's illness.(59) He tries to explain to Elizabeth that'memory is in nature, not

in history', that the present is inexorably connected to the past and to the future,

but had seemed to lose sight of the meaning. Mandl's way of bedding down the

fears and the memories was to keep them, somehow, contained in the past.

Impotent, but still a part of that thing that is himself. The two Josefs, one from

Vienna the other from Wellington, are the same. Passing through that narrow

place, 'did not break my continuity but made me dimorphous.'(17)

Mandl wants to believe that Julie's illness is like his pneumonia, and that she is

getting better every day. Yet, he knew her mind would carry the scar for the rest

of her days. He keeps watching her, anticipating her recovery, but it is only after

her cousin Bea's visit that Mandl witnesses the depth of Julie's loss. 'It was more

than self-pity, containing something so deep - failure, loss and kind of death -

that I could do nothing but take her hand.'(230) Mandl tries to explain to Kenny

that, while Julie's sickness was psychological, it was still very real and he would

not cure her with reason or by slapping her around. He confronts Kenny with the

knowledge that, "You're what's wrong with her and I don't care whether it is fair

or not, it's a fact."(207)

Kenny had been Julie's 'prime relationship'. Priscilla, her mother, had

withdrawn herself emotionally from them both a long time ago and she remains

detached from the present crisis. 'She won't talk about it. She doesn't want to

know. ... She's a vegetable.'(207) Kenny's marriage to Priscilla had not been

made for love. She was 'eight years older than Kenny and desperate', while

Kenny had been stepping up and away from his father. Priscilla believed that

she should have done better than Kenny, but 'Nancy and I agreed that it was

Kenny's bad luck that he happened along.'(234)

Meeting Priscilla's father had been both distasteful and disturbing for Mandl.

Leighton Spence is arrogant and bigoted, and narrowly focused on his money.

The owner of Outlook Finance Company, Leighton Spence believed that this was

all the history he needed. Although 'ripe with soap and after shave', Leighton

Spence 'exuded also a smell of corruption, coming from behind his opacity and

self-approval.'(235) He had been clearly puzzled by the Mandl's 'class', or
'classiness'- the beautiful house with its spread,ing views, Elizabeth playing the

piano afber dinner and'the way lMandl's daughters] dressed and spoke'(236).
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'Your name is your namer to Mandl, but foreign names, to Spence, were 'a bit of a

liability' and Kenny had seen where the power lay. Ignoring his father's shock,

he admits that he had already decided to change his name, to anglicise it and call

himself Mandell. To Spence, immigrants should try to 'fit in' and have names

that people can pronounce. Mandl should try to see it as adapting. 'You're here

now, and it's a kind of compliment to us. It's like saying "Thank you, Leighton,

for letting us stay." And it smoothes your path, don't forget thaf."'(!$7) Mandl

had never recovered fully from the shock of Kenny's betrayal. It had

demonstrated, unequivocally, that Kenny could not be trusted to think for

himself, nor to have any loyalty towards his father.

Now Leighton Spence was dead, and Outlook Finance Company belonged to

Kenny and Priscilla. Kenny lends money, taking on 'borrowers the banks won't

touch. The risks are high, but the profits are large, and it made [Mandl] shiver

with fear for him, and with distaste.'(239) Kenny's attitude to Willi Gauss's

daughter Mrs Gummer reinforces Mandl's belief that the risk was more than

monetary. Irritated by her anger at his agreement with her elderly mother,

Kenny refuses to take into consideration her difficult circumstances. Although

Mandl recognises Kenny's 'Brisbois look, his ox-blood hue (244)', his lack of

humanity makes Mandl tremble. 'It was a straight course when we came to this

house. How can things have gone so crooked?'(208)

Some years earlier, Norma Cooksley had rung Mandl asking for help, and 'he

had given her Kenny's number.' He knew what had been offered, a reverse

annuity mortgage, and that it was a legal way of robbing people, but he will not

take responsibility for her foolishness, or for Kenny's greed. She had never been

a friend to him, and Kenny was in a place he could never go. Now, with the credit

finished on her mortgage and Kenny wanting to collect, both parties believe

Mandl is to blame for the situation. Mandl is not surprised when Mrs Gummer

lashes out, aware that the overflow of violence stems directly from Kenny's

greed. He makes the connection between Kenny's repugtant and, if not illegal

then, immoral occupation, and the disintegtation occuring to his family and he

wants to help Kenny identifu the flaw in his thinking.

After Mrs Gummer's visit Mandl had let Kenny rant and rave, and'say the most

awful and unrepeatable things'(249). He saw that Julie was to the fore of

Kenny's thoughts and that his anger was defensive, a step away from some sort

of discovery, some sort of confession. Eventually, Mandl learns exactly what had

happened on the night. 'The time that changed their lives was less than an hour

long', but over the years it 'hid away, and came out, and hid away again, fixing
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them in positions that are unnatural.'(249) When at last it emerged, it was in a

different shape, but was 'no more horrible than it had always been.'

Julie was six when she had revealed to Kenny that his father-in-law, the odious

Leighton Spence, had encouraged her to play with his penis. 'Playing with his

Sausage' was a game they had together, her Grandpa Leighton had encouraged

her to do it. After hearing the story, Kenny, in shock and disgust, had 'smacked

her bottom four or five times and lifted her screaming out of the shower and onto

the mat'. Showering himself for a very long time, he had tried to wash his

discovery away, but eventually 'saw that he had to know everything there was.

And Priscilla, she had to know too: the man was her father. Then they must get

rid of it and never let anything be seen.'(250)

The little girl had been forced to tell her parents about the games. As she did,

her mother had lifted her off her lap and put her, still wet and naked, onto the

floor, 'where she lay shivering on her side'. Leighton Spence had warned her

something bad would happen if she told, but Kenny had kept on at her. When

she had finally sobbed it all out, they had wrapped her in a towel and she drifted

offto sleep'as though she'd been drugged.'Then, Kenny and Priscilla had talked,
'whispering and hissing'as she slept.

When Julie woke, Kenny and Priscilla told her she had been sick, and 'part of

being sick was nasty dreams, which she must never tell anyone or bogeymen

would come and get her in the night.'(25L) They then told her she must never go

and see her Grandpa Leighton any more, must never say sausage again, and

must try to keep only 'nice and pretty things in her head'. If she didn't, her

Daddy threatened to 'take her pants down and smack her very very hard. ... That

is how Kenny and Priscilla handled it.'(252) Her parents'reaction had told Julie

that the games she had played with her grandfather were bad, and that the

badness was because of her.

Afterwards, they kept out of Leighton's way as much as they could. Kenny hadn't

talked to his father-in-law because he was doing all right at Outlook, getting

ahead, besides 'he was my boss.' When Julie was older, they had sent her to

boarding school, "She seemed OK." To Kenny and Priscilla it was over and need

not be thought of again. When it reappeared as Julie's recollection of a multiple

rape, Kenny denies it. The extravagant detail of her memory held little

connection to that long ago time. But Mandl recognised it, and despite his denial,

Kenny also knew it was somehow connected to her illness. Mandl does not to try

to change Kenny, but he hopes that one day, 'he will understand what he did to
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Julie and, if possible, know her again.'(263) He hopes, too, that Kenny will turn

back towards people, and put human values above money.

Although Willi Gauss had gone one way and Mandl another, Mandl knows how

important Willi had been in sustaining a sense of himself as a political and

emotional being. 'He kept us moving, thinking, on Somes Island; and he gave for

a moment their proper smell, those ones who would kill me for being born.'(116)

It had kept Mandl in view of himself as he watched his own changes; from the

German language to English, from Communist supporter in the Viennese woods

to tax-paying citizen in the distant democracy of New Zealand, and from

frightened lonely boy fleeing history to loving husband and family man.

Mandl always knew that Willi was full of evasions and lies, 'from habit or

practice for a time of more strict interrogations. It pleased him to deceive, it was

his nature.'(76) After his release from the island, Willi had avoided settling and

resisted complacency. Swimming naked with the wives of doctors and lawyers

was, for Truth,'a deadly crime', and there were people who wanted the

government to ship him away. 'We must get rid of this man's evil politics, they

said. Not communism now but being friends with Maoris and telling them to

make a republic in the north.'(195) To Moser, 'Everything with Willi is hot air.

Always he is out for what he can get ... Communism now and free sex later, but

me-frrst with Willi every time.'(195) But Mandl could see that Willi had been

attempting revolutions, years ahead of their time; '- a hippy in the fifties, before

the word was coined, a loud four-letter man before language was freed up.'(209)

Although later, when it was 'Composting, republicanism, "Bacchanalianism" ...

Lowering the age of consent. Federation with Australia'(209), it began to sound

as if Willie had broken into pieces. 'Where had his Marxism gone?'

Increasingly disappointed in the Willi he read about in Truth, Mandl began to

hope he would not see him again. When Willi did turn up again, sixteen years

later, the word Mandl found. for him was 'ruined'. 'All that fragmentation ... had

slackened him, decayed him, and I feared some parallel ruin in his mind.'(211) It

was L961, the wall had gone up in Berlin, and Willi, deciding to return, had come

to Wellington to collect a debt from Mandl. Although doubtful of the validity of

the debt, Mandl had been happy to pay. He wanted Willi gone, 'before this man,

this bore, eroded the Willi I held safe.'(219)

Mandl hopes that Willi \,rill recover something of his old self in Berlin, but saw

that 'TWenty years in this country had made him fat and simple. Winning easy,

losing easy made him forget.'(214) Willi would make loud noises and do stupid
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things, yet Mandl understood why he thought he must go. Later, after learning

of Willi's death six years earlier in an East Berlin prison, Mandl finds he is able

to see both the old and the new Willi. 'There is no dislocation. Both these men

are Willi Gauss.'(259)

Mandl had already discovered that Willi was not the friend and hero he had

wanted and needed him to be before learning of his death. While they had been

interned on the island, Willi had secretly provided the authorities with detailed

information about the other prisoners, Mandl included. According to Willi, Mandl

was 'good-natured and well-meaning' but lacking in intelligence and strength of

will, ruled by self-interest, and so on for half a page. Despite this evidence of

betrayal, Mandl can view Willi's little biographies with equanimity. By the time

he reads them, his journey back to the places of his past had provided him with

an insight into his strengths and weaknesses. What remained was a resounding

self-assurance, in his ethics and his honesty and in his acceptance of the past. 'I

don't need to argue for Willi. I love him, that is all. Without knowing him I would

be less than I am.'(263)

In contrast to his firiendship with Willi was Moser's fierceness, his generosity and

his sentimentality which encouraged a familiar and more openly combative style

of discussion. Mandl and he could be friendly and challenging at the same time,

something Mandl missed in his New Zealand acquaintances. He had never

reached a place safe enough to allow an openly critical yet tolerant voice to be

used with Dennis or Clive, or any of the other men he knew. Instead, the effort to
'sustain the jocular tone, the friendly insult or pretend deep interest in shallow

things' became too tiring after a time. Unable to 'keep on smiling while they

earbash [him]', Mandl takes refuge in his foreigness and retreats.(257)

Dennis was a retired priest and Mandl would like to have been able to talk

openly with him, about Julie's illness, about the confessions he may have heard,

and, perhaps, the inner world of a child abuser. But Mandl could not talk with

Dennis in this manner, the details were too personal and his emotions too close

to the surface, and he did not think Dennis would understand his need.

Playing bowls with Dennis and Clive in his retirement, Mandl tries to make

sense of the passive impersonal engagement of Kiwi male culture. 'Dennis is a

flashy fellow', and Mandl is easier with him than with Clive. Clive seemed

unable to accept the simple compliments Mandl offers during their games. His

responses were somehow closed in and his denials somehow damaging. In

contrast, Mandl finds himself trying to be as 'non-Jewish in [his] idioms as [he]
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can get' after Dennis had said he played'with Jewish subtlety'(61). It had made

Mandl aware of the way'religion, race, politics, nationality'were present in their

game, although they never spoke of them. 'Dennis's remark, made long ago, is

the closest we have come.'(60) Instead, they had evolved 'a lingua franca' to get

them through the game, allowing their differences to be hidden and even some

Iiking to be expressed. But 'now and then one of us speaks in his proper tongue.

Jewish subtlety, there's an example.'(61)

More recently, when Dennis had used another racial innuendo to criticise his

style, Mandl finds that he is pleased with him 'for speaking out and allowing me

to speak out'(61). The exchange encourages Mandl to anticipate a shift in their

relationship. Perhaps, after all the years they had played together, a place had

been reached where each could speak in their true voice. The novel concludes

with Clive asking the others home for a glass of beer, offering the possiblity of a

connection deeper than their careful games of bowls. As he leaves them, Mandl

suspects Clive and Dennis are about to start a discussion about politics and

religion, and that, perhaps, he will be invited to join them sometime. Mandl's

determination to be himself assists the others towards an acceptance of him. He

is a European Jew, but a New Zealander also. Mandl identifies with the values

and expectations of his cohorts, but, in addition, he has a number of unique

insights and experiences he is willing to share.

Liue Bodies returns to the familiar concerns of Gee's Territory, although the
journey towards self-knowledge, identity and belonging is experienced through

Mandl's outsider's observation of Pakeha culture. Mandl's efforts to confront past

evasions with empathy, wit and intelligence reveal the strengths which may be

gained by journeying to places of pain and discomfort. His search is contrasted to

the denial of characters like Brisbois and Leighton Spence, who do not

acknowledge their own 'immigrant' status, and whose sense of history goes back

no further than themselves. As Mandl confronts the past he exposes the ease

with which life in New Zealand had enabled him to avoid it. In addition, the

place Mandl had embraced as new and empty is shown to be infected with the

dark forces of anti-Semitism. Initially, unbalanced by the way Judaism continues

to set him outside of the dominant culture he imagines himself belonging to, his

refusal to hide or to deny his origins enables him to find a degree of contentment

in his place.

In his Acknowledgements, Gee notes a debt to the lives of two immigrants from

this period, Bert Roth and Odo Strewe. The details used from their stories

supports the realist framework of Gee's writing by giving the fiction an increased
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degree of authenticity. As previously, the effort to present a sense of the actual

detail of an individual life assures a larger reality is exposed with its telling.

Mandl's observations of the exterior world of middle-class New Zealanders in

Wellington and the interior world of the immigrant entrepreneur creates a

tension between the familiar and the exotic in which to discuss the assumptions

and expectations of the community, and the individual's response to them.

Positioned between the past and the future, the old world and the new, Mandl

grapples with the need for the two to shift closer together and acknowledge their

connection. Issues from the past, old values and beliefs, must merge with the

new ideals of the present in order to achieve something healthy and sustaining

for the future. Mandl's recognition of his own evasions enables him to examine

the evasions existing in his adopted country, Kenny's shrinking, and the

suffering Julie experiences as a result of his crippling. In these ways, although

Liue Bodies appears to be distanced from the rest of Gee's Territory, it reinforces

Gee's position as one of New Zealand's foremost critics of contemporary Pakeha

culture.

The frnal novel in this study continues to examine the manifestations of a sense

of displacement in the contemporary world of Pakeha New Zealartd. As well as

exploring the story of the European refugees and immigrants who arrived in

New Zealand during and after the Second World War, the novel confronts the

instability that follows rapid change. Again, the novel reveals a commitment to

the search for understanding and acceptance of self and place that lies at the

core of Gee's territory. By linking the emptiness of the new land to the

uncertainty of the Jewish immigrant, the novel returns to examine the

complacency, and the failure to engage with difference, that threaten Pakeha

New Zealand's sense of security.

Finally, as Michael King said recently:

A confident Pakeha culture - one which k''ows its own history and feels

positively about an allegiance to its own origins - is more likely to deliver an

equable and equitable relationship with Maori. And those who respect and value

their own heritage are not only happier and healthier people than those who do

not. They are also equipped with the insight and the compassion necessary to

respect the lives and histories of [all] their fellow citizens.3S

33 Michael King, 'A Vision for the Millennium' Sunday Star Times, 2. Jan,2001. Reprinted in

Tread SoftIy for you Tread on My Life. Cape Catley, Auckland (2001) p.104
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Conclusron

'I live and work in this country, so there's nothing else I could be but a New

Zealand writer - but New Zealand isn't constantly presenting itself as a subject.

The people who present themselves, they live here and are shaped by what's

going on around them, so in that sense I'm a New Zealand writer. But I'm not -

as some novelists feel they are - writing the story of my tribe. I'm trying to write

stories of individual people - and maybe those become the story of the tribe, or

part of it.'l

In the above quote Gee denies that he is writing the story of his tribe, but

concedes that his characters 'are shaped by what's going on around them'. In a

later interview, Gee discusses his own position as a white middle-class New

Zealander, and, acknowledgrng the way this shapes his literary terrain, describes

his subject matter as "The whole middle-class thing. That's my territory."2

Examining the thirteen adult novels that make up Gee's Territory, this thesis

explored the way this terrain has been influenced by the challenges to values

and expectations in Pakeha New Zealand society, from the early 1900s until the

end of the twentieth eentury. fn effect, this thesis used the novels, and'the

absences in the novels, to articulate the 'cultural psyche'of the settler or Pakeha

sectors of the nation in contemporary times.

Internationally, ideas about colonisation changed radically over the period

covered by this study, and the activities of colonising and settlement came to be

seen as increasingly problematic. The thesis unequivocally identifies Gee's

Territory as a settler narrative, a story of divided consciousness, of cultural

displacement. The thesis examines how the shift in ideas about authority and

authenticity affected the white middle-class communities which make up Gee's

Territory. A condition of anxiety associated with the unsettling of ideas about

identity and belonging is revealed in the novels, and, in addition, a hesitation

linked to the ambiguity of the settler process is revealed in the contemporary

society of Pakeha New Zealand.

1 From Colleen Reilly, 'An Interview with Maurice Gee', iu Australian and New Zealand

Studies in Canada. Vol.3 (1990) p.8
2 Quoted in an article by Cate Brett, 'The Gee Genius', North and South September (1995)

p .101
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The thesis exarnined the 'errant twin' of the colonisers' expectations of Progress

and 'betterment'. The sense of displacement, of cultural anxiety and unease was

the 'other' legacy of the colonising mission, and it has been largely

unacknowledged by the settler-culture. An awareness of the contradictions of

colonisation was present from the outset, but was largely ignored by the agencies

involved in the settlement processes. In his paper, 'The idea of Utopia in the

European Settlement of New Zealand'3, Jonathan Lamb reveals that the 'flaws'

in the colonising mission were being debated as early as 1837, Coates, a

secretary of the Church Missionary Society, was very critical of Wakefield's

utopian plans to settle New Zealand, and deeply suspieious of any system of

social improvement that remained 'ignorant of the contradictions it promotes,

the purposes it unhinges and the antagonism it provokes'4. The 'latent object of

the whole speculation'was not 'a benevolent regard to the civilisation and moral

improvement of the Natives', and should not, therefore, suppose 'a direct

correlation between intention and outcome.'5

Upholding Bruce King's belief that 'theory itself runs the risk of colonising the

literature'6, this thesis unashamedly positioned the novels themselves at its

centre. Using'the care [and] precise documentation ... needed to 'place'a person

or text in context'7, an examination of the novels' representations of specific

times and places was the central reading strategy and supported by an

interdisciplinary approach which used historical, economic and sociological

analysis to support the fictional representations. Pivotal to the project was Alan

Lawson's belief that 'the ethical as well as the hermeneutical value of locating a

particular kind of post-colonial site - the "settler" subject ... [isl not only a

reading stratery of some value but a political and ethical necessity'8, And finally,

underpinning these ideas is the practice of examining 'national or geographical

difference', the first of the three theoretical positions occupied by the signifier

7

8

Jonathan Lamb, 'The idea of Utopia in the European settlement of New ZeaJond', in Klaus

Neumann, Nicholas Thomas and Hilary Ericksen (Eds.) Quicksands: Foundational Histories

in Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand, University of New South Wales Press, Sydney
(1999) pp.79-97

Lamb, p.90-91

Lamb, p.90 (from Coates p.31)

Bruce King (Ed.), New National and Post-Colonial Literatures: An Introduction Clarendon

Press, Odord (1996) p.21

King, p.21

Alan Lawson, 'Postcolonial Theory and the "Settler" Subject', Essays on Canadian Writing,

No. 56, Fall (1995) p.20
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Post-colonial Studies discussed by Stephen Slemon in 'Unsettling the Empire'.e

My hope is that this thesis contributes a New Zealand perspective to the

comparative study of the condition of contemporary white-settlerdom by

examining the ambiguity and uncertainty of this position as presented in the

novels of a prominent author, Maurice Gee.

However, this study was not concerned with the currently fashionable critical

practice of identifying the relation of literary writing to power and its

contestations. Instead, it was concerned with identifying the manifestations of

cultural uncertainty in the territory of Gee's novels, in particular, the habit of

evasion, witnessed in many guises exhibited throughout these novels. In his

essay'Settlement as Forgetting', Stephen Turner suggests 'that the will to forget

the trauma of dislocation and unsettlement has taken the form of a psychic

structure'l0, and this thesis identifies the evasions and denials with a'condition

of psychic displacement. In short, the thesis proposes that the habit of evasion

and denial is a distinctive manifestation of a condition of cultural unease, and a

hallmark of the contemporary settler society of New Zealand.

The thesis' chronological reading of Maurice Gee's thirteen adult novels

identifies many of the shifts that have occurred in the social, political and

economic expectations of contemporary Pakeha society. What is revealed

challenges Gee's contention that 'what emerges isn't social or political in an

obvious way'll, as each novel adds up to a detailed picture of the anxiety shaping

the settler population of Gee's Territory. The thesis explored the way the

processes of colonisation and de-colonisation have shaped the moral and

emotional sensibility of the Pakeha community of contemporary New Zealand.

Gee's hesitant response to demands that post-settler New Zealand re-imagine its

position within an official discourse of bi-culturalism reflects the resistance and

uncertainty exhibited by this community.

The effacement of the indigenous culture was part of the process of establishing a

sense of belonging which relied upon the idea of a homogeneous nation for the

settler society, but this is not redressed by the novels. Despite a growing

9 Stephen Slemon, 'Unsettling the Empire: Resistance Theory for the Second World', World

Literature Written in English 30. 2 (1990) p.32

Stephen Turner, 'Settlement as Forgetting', Quicksands: Foundational Histories in Australia

a,nd Aotearoa New Zealand, Klaus Neumann, Nicholas Thomas and Hilary Ericksen (Eds.)

University of New South Wales, Sydney (1999) p.21

Colleen Reilly, 'An Interview with Maurice Gee.'p.6
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presence in urban areas since the 1950s, Maori remain largely invisible. In fact,

the failure to engage with Maori or with the demands of a bi-cultural

environment becomes a part of the denial inherent in the settler position

represented by the novels. This evasion is most candidly acknowledged in Games

of Choice (1976) arrd Going West (L992), but the conspicuous absence of Maori

continues to be a key signifier of the Pakeha's unstable cultural condition in the

novels.

From the very outset of his writing career, Gee signalled an intention to explore

the social, political and cultural mechanisms at work around him. The novels'

representation of the structures and patterns of the fictional middle-class world

in Gee's Territory is generally recognised by commentators to be a fair and

authentic exposition of this sector of society, so much so that the writer C. K.

Stead refers to Gee as 'one of [New Zealand's] significant social historians' more

than once in a recent essayl2. Gee's profound and unsurpassed critique of almost

one hundred years of Pakeha society will enrich the historian's understalding of

Pakeha New Zealand in the twentieth century.

In another recent publication, the historian James Belich proposes that New

Zealand's link to British ideology and values was closer than has been previously

acknowledged. In his examination of the benefits and the costs of this alliance,

Belich unequivocally endorses many of the ideas contained in this thesis. He

concludes:

The failure to recognise recolonisation's rise and fall has also left many New

Zealanders insecure. They are uncertain about their capacity to manage change,

to reject the bad and accept the good, even to tell the difference between them.

They are uneasy about burgeoning pluralism, partly because no-one has

explained to them that it was the old homogeneity and conformism that was

artificial, and not the new "coming out" of difference. They are uncomfortable

about their identity, unsure about whether they are Pakeha, New Zealanders or

Europeans, about how the three fit into each other, and about what they actually

mean. ... For the sake of our future as well as our past, we must face up to the

realities of our modern history.lS

Finally, the examination of the cultural site of the post-settler or Pakeha in

contemporary New Zealand society in this thesis hopes to encourage further

research into the settler position in the study of post-colonial literature: in the

12 C. K. Stead, 'Maurice Gee, Moralist.' Landfall2O2 (2001) p.101
13 James Belich, Paradise Reforged: A History of the New Zealanders from the 1880s to the Year

2000. /d,lern Lane, Ttre Penguin Press, Auckland (200f) p.549
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work of other Pakeha New Zealand writers of the same generation as Maurice

Gee - perhaps by Maurice Shadbolt or Marilyn Duckworth, or perhaps by

comparing the cultural sites significant to Gee's generation with those shaping

the works of later writers, who may be less concerned with ideas of masculinity,

secular puritanism and cultural nationalism. Further, as commentators like

Michael Kingla have concluded, an examination of the way the settler knows

himself encourages an acknowledgement of the legacies of the past and enables a

greater understanding of the issues faced by those communities devastated by

colonisation. Therefore, another significant contribution would come from further

research into the settler position through a comparative study of the

contemporary settler societies of New Zealand, Australia, Canada and South

Africa, especially one which examined the effects of internalising'the condition

of uncertaintyls.

Despite Gee's rejection of the suggestion that he is 'writing the story of his tribe',

his adult novels reveal much about the cultural condition of contemporary

Pakeha society and add another interesting and significant perspective to the

analysis of the post-colonial condition of Aotearoa New Zealand.

74 See reference to King in the conclusion to Chapter Five.
15 Ttre contemporary settlers' habit of internalising uncertainty was identified by Slemon in his

influential essay, 'Unsettling the Empire' p.38
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